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Abstract 
 
In Ephesians, readers of the New Testament encounter one of the most 
intriguing phrases throughout the whole of Scripture.  The expression “in the 
heavenlies” appears five times in the letter and is not found in any other place in the 
New Testament.  While there is nothing inherently intriguing about the words evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij, the phrase proves to be of interest to Biblical scholars because of the 
various contexts in which it is utilized.  The two appearances which have caused the 
most consternation among New Testament scholars are the session of earthly 
believers evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 2:6 and the presence of the spiritual forces of evil evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij in 6:12.  The seeming implausibility of these two statements has led 
commentators to interpret this peculiar expression in a variety of ways.  The purpose 
of this thesis, therefore, is to perform a lexical, exegetical, and conceptual analysis of 
the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.  Within this broader purpose, this 
thesis:  1) argues against the prevailing interpretation of “the heavenlies” propagated 
by Hugo Odeberg and subsequently adopted by Michael E. McGough in his 
unpublished ThD dissertation “An Investigation of  vEpoura,nioj in Ephesians”  2) 
builds upon and augments A. T. Lincoln’s research from his article “A Re-
Examination of ‘the Heavenlies’ in Ephesians” and from his monograph Paradise 
Now and Not Yet  3) provides in-depth examinations of three significant concepts 
associated with this expression, namely the redeemed on earth having a heavenly 
status, evil powers in heaven, and the cosmology of Ephesians.   
 The evidence considered includes an examination of the term evpoura,nioj 
from Greek sources, Jewish sources, the Apostolic Fathers, and the Septuagint.  In 
addition, the New Testament uses of evpoura,nioj outside of Ephesians are analyzed 
through a brief exegesis of the passages in which the term appears.  The exegetical 
chapters within the letter of Ephesians itself will include comparisons with the Old 
Testament, the New Testament, and Second Temple Jewish texts including the 
Qumran manuscripts and apocalyptic literature.  From my examination of the 
evidence, I conclude 1) that there is no basis for a distinction between the terms 
ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians  2) that the prevailing interpretation of “the 
heavenlies” is both flawed and untenable  3) that Qumran and apocalyptic texts can 
shed light upon and assist in a proper understanding of the difficult passages in 
which the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij appears.  The primary contribution to the 
   
New Testament field is that this thesis represents the most comprehensive study of 
“the heavenlies” in Ephesians.  Throughout the course of the thesis, other areas of 
contribution include studies of the term evpoura,nioj, a heavenly status for the 
redeemed on earth, evil powers in heaven, the cosmology of Ephesians, and the role 
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Introduction to “The Heavenlies” 
 
In Ephesians readers of the New Testament encounter one of the most 
intriguing phrases throughout the whole of Scripture.  The phrase evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij appears five times in the letter and is not found in any other place in all 
of Scripture.  While there is nothing inherently intriguing about the words evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij, the expression proves to be of interest because of the various contexts in 
which it appears.  In Eph 1:3 God has blessed believers with every spiritual blessing 
“in the heavenlies”1 in Christ.  In Eph 1:20 God has raised Christ from the dead and 
seated Christ at His right hand in the heavenlies.  In Eph 2:6 God has also raised 
believers up with Christ and seated them with Christ in the heavenlies.  In Eph 3:10 
the manifold wisdom of God is made known through the church to the rulers and 
authorities in the heavenlies.  Finally, in Eph 6:12 the church’s struggle is not against 
flesh and blood, but rather against the rulers, the authorities, the world forces of 
darkness, and the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenlies.  
While all of the references to “the heavenlies”2 in Ephesians are noteworthy, 
two of the passages have proved quite troublesome for students of the New 
Testament.  Specifically, Eph 2:6 and Eph 6:12 have caused the most consternation 
to scholars who seek to understand the heavenlies in Ephesians.  On the one hand, in 
2:6 Paul portrays believers as already having attained a heavenly status when he 
writes that they have been seated with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  On the other 
                                                
1 Here we utilize quotation marks in order to demonstrate the stereotypical nature of the expression “in 
the heavenlies” and to clarify its use here as a translation of the Greek expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  
So as not to belabor the reader, henceforth we will no longer utilize quotation marks to set apart the 
expression “in the heavenlies,” though its use in this thesis is always as the English equivalent of evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij.  
2 Once again, the quotation marks for “the heavenlies” clarify the term’s use as the equivalent of the 
Greek expression ta. evpoura,nia, the nominative plural neuter of the Ephesian phrase evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij.  Like we stated above, we will no longer utilize quotation marks for the phrase “the 
heavenlies,” though its use in this thesis is always as the English equivalent of ta. evpoura,nia. 
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hand, in 6:12 Paul writes that the spiritual forces of evil are also evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  
In these passages, two things seem patently out of place.  First, it does not seem 
reasonable that earthly believers should be depicted as already in heaven.  Second, 
the fact that the forces of evil are evn toi/j evpourani,oij is difficult to reconcile with 
many conceptions of heaven.  These two statements have proved to be enigmatic for 
New Testament scholars and their seeming implausibility has led commentators to 
interpret this peculiar expression in a variety of ways.  Therefore, the purpose of this 
thesis is to perform a lexical, exegetical, and conceptual analysis of the expression evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians. 
 
 
Justification for the Study 
 
While most commentaries include a few pages which are devoted to the 
heavenlies, few scholars have written at any length on the subject.  Two of the more 
thorough and influential treatments are Hugo Odeberg’s The View of the Universe in 
the Epistle to the Ephesians3 and Andrew. T. Lincoln’s treatment found principally 
in “A Re-Examination of ‘The Heavenlies’ in Ephesians”4 but also in Paradise Now 
and Not Yet.5  In The View of the Universe in the Epistle to the Ephesians, Hugo 
Odeberg argues that the heavenlies describe “the whole of the Spiritual 
Reality…including not only the heavens but also the spiritual life, in which the 
Church partakes in its earthly conditions.”6  Andrew T. Lincoln, on the other hand, 
disagrees with Odeberg’s central thesis and argues that the heavenlies are properly 
understood “within the context of Pauline eschatology.”7  In his monograph Paradise 
Now and Not Yet, Lincoln also devotes a chapter to understanding the references to 
                                                
3 Hugo Odeberg, The View of the Universe in the Epistle to the Ephesians (Lund: Gleerup, 1934). 
4 Andrew T. Lincoln, “A Re-Examination of ‘The Heavenlies’ in Ephesians,” NTS 19 (1973): 468-
483.  All abbreviations are from Patrick H. Alexander et al., eds, The SBL Handbook of Style: For 
Ancient Near Eastern, Biblical, and Early Christian Studies (Peabody, Mass: Hendrickson, 1999). 
5 Andrew T Lincoln, Paradise Now and Not Yet: Studies in the Role of the Heavenly Dimension in 
Paul’s Thought with Special Reference to his Eschatology (SNTSMS 43; Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1981). 
6 Odeberg, View, 12.  We will discuss Odeberg’s treatment in detail in ch. two. 
7 Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 469; cf. also 479-483.  We will discuss Lincoln’s view in detail in ch. 
two. 
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heaven in Ephesians within the context of Pauline eschatology.  The brevity alone of 
these works suggests that a more thorough treatment could contribute to a proper 
understanding of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Moreover, the fact that these two 
highly influential commentators are in disagreement also suggests that there is no 
consensus within New Testament scholarship on the proper interpretation of the 
heavenlies as of yet. 
The only study of greater length is Michael Everett McGough’s unpublished 
dissertation, “An Investigation of  vEpoura,nioj in Ephesians.”8  In his dissertation, 
McGough seems to follow closely Odeberg’s interpretation and so defines the 
heavenlies as “a sphere of existence that embraces earthly and spiritual realities in 
which believers participate in their earthly, historical existence.”9  McGough 
attempts to strengthen his interpretation by appealing to the use of the term 
evpoura,nioj in extant Greek literature.  At this point, we could detail a host of 
problems and inadequacies with McGough’s dissertation; however, we will reserve 
our interaction with McGough and our critiques of his interpretation for the body of 
the dissertation.  For now, it will suffice to note that we consider McGough’s 
dissertation to be full of errors and problems which need to be corrected and 
addressed.  Finally, though his dissertation is of greater length than other treatments, 




Approach to the Study 
 
Our examination of the heavenlies in Ephesians will be lexical, exegetical, 
and conceptual.  We will begin our analysis with a review of the primary ways in 
which the heavenlies have been interpreted (ch. two).  The focus of chapters three 
and four will be of a lexical nature through an examination of the meaning and usage 
                                                
8 Michael Everett McGough, “An Investigation of  vEpoura,nioj in Ephesians” (Th.D. diss., New 
Orleans Baptist Theological Seminary, 1987). 
9 McGough, “Investigation,” 95-96.  McGough’s conclusions are very similar to Odeberg’s and, 
though he does not acknowledge so, it seems that McGough is greatly indebted to Odeberg’s 
interpretation.  We will interact with McGough’s dissertation in detail in relevant places in our 
examination. 
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of the term evpoura,nioj in both Biblical and extra-Biblical literature.  Our survey of 
evpoura,nioj will include evidence from Greek sources, Jewish sources, the Apostolic 
Fathers, the Septuagint, and the New Testament.  This analysis will inform our 
understanding and interpretation of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.  
Chapters 5-9 will consist of an exegetical and conceptual analysis of the heavenlies 
in all of its appearances in Ephesians (1:3; 1:20; 2:6; 3:10; 6:12).  The conceptual 
portion of the examination will include studies of heavenly blessing (1:3), Christ’s 
heavenly reign (1:20), heavenly ascent in Second Temple Jewish literature (2:6), a 
heavenly status for the redeemed on earth (2:6), the revelation of divine mysteries in 
apocalyptic literature and in Paul (3:10), and the presence of evil powers in heaven 
(6:12).  These conceptual analyses will draw upon a wide range of sources including 
the Old Testament, the New Testament, and Second Temple Jewish literature 
including the Qumran manuscripts.  In addition to the conceptual studies of the 
heavenlies in Ephesians, we will also interact with various exegetical issues in the 
passages which contain the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij (1:3-14; 1:15-23; 2:1-10; 
3:1-12; 6:10-20), which will in turn allow us to understand the meaning and use of 
the heavenlies within the thought and flow of Ephesians. 
 
 
Assumptions of the Study 
 
Authorship 
The question of authorship for Ephesians is most complex.  The letter’s 
authorship is perhaps debated more than any other book in the New Testament, as 
scholars appear quite divided over the issue.  Some of the more recent commentators 
who defend Pauline authorship include Markus Barth,10 Luke Timothy Johnson,11 F. 
                                                
10 Markus Barth, Ephesians (2 vols.; AB 34-34A; Garden City: Doubleday, 1974), 49. 
11 Luke Timothy Johnson, The Writings of the New Testament: An Interpretation (rev. ed.; 
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1999), 412.  Johnson is inclined to accept Pauline authorship but 
expresses some hesitancy when he writes that if Paul did not write the letter, then it was written by his 
best disciple. 
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F. Bruce,12 G. B. Caird,13 Michael D. Goulder,14 Clinton E. Arnold,15 Ernst Percy,16 
Peter T. O’Brien,17 Max Turner,18 Harold W. Hoehner,19 Francis Foulkes,20 Klyne 
Snodgrass,21 Ben Witherington III,22 John R. W. Stott,23 John Paul Heil,24 and A. van 
Roon.25  On the other hand, those who argue against Pauline authorship and contend 
that Ephesians is “deuteropauline” include Ernest Best,26 Andrew T. Lincoln,27 
Rudolf Schnackenburg,28 Franz Mussner,29 Edgar J. Goodspeed,30 Horacio E. Lona,31 
                                                
12 F. F. Bruce, The Epistles to the Colossians, to Philemon, and to the Ephesians (NICNT; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1984), 229-233.  Bruce refers to Ephesians as “the quintessence of Paulinism” in 
Paul: Apostle of the Free Spirit (Exeter, Paternoster, 1977), 424. 
13 G. B. Caird, Paul’s Letters From Prison, The New Clarendon Bible: New Testament (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1976), 11-29. 
14 Michael D. Goulder, “The Visionaries of Laodicea,” JSNT 43 (1991): 15-39. 
15 Clinton E. Arnold, “Ephesians, Letter to the,” DPL: 238-249, “here 240-242.” 
16 Ernst Percy, Die Probleme der Kolosser-und Epheserbriefe (Acta Regiae Societatis Humaniorum 
Litterarum Lundensis 39; Lund: Gleerup, 1946). 
17 Peter T. O’Brien, The Letter to the Ephesians (The Pillar New Testament Commentary; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1999), 1-47. 
18 Max Turner, “Ephesians,” in New Bible Commentary (4th ed.; ed. D. A. Carson, R. T. France, J. A. 
Motyer, and G. J. Wenham; Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1994), 1222-1244, “here 1222.” 
19 Harold W. Hoehner, Ephesians: An Exegetical Commentary (Grand Rapids: Baker, 2002), 2-61. 
20 Francis Foulkes, The Letter of Paul to the Ephesians: An Introduction and Commentary (TNTC; 
Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1989), 44-48. 
21 Klyne Snodgrass, Ephesians (The NIV Application Commentary; Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1996), 
23-30. 
22 Ben Witherington III, The Letters to Philemon, the Colossians, and the Ephesians: A Socio-
Rhetorical Commentary on the Captivity Epistles (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2007), 19, 223-224. 
23 John R. W. Stott, The Message of Ephesians: God’s New Society (The Bible Speaks Today; 
Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1979), 16-22. 
24 John Paul Heil, Ephesians: Empowerment to Walk in Love for the Unity of All in Christ (Studies in 
Biblical Literature 13; Atlanta: Society of Biblical Literature, 2007), 4-6. 
25 A. van Roon, The Authenticity of Ephesians (NovTSup 39; Leiden: Brill, 1974).  A. van Roon 
argues for the authenticity of Ephesians but also postulates that a secretary wrote the letter from a 
draft by the apostle Paul, 413-440.   
26 Ernest Best, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on Ephesians (The New International Critical 
Commentary; London: T & T Clark, 1998), 6-36. 
27 Andrew T. Lincoln, Ephesians (WBC 42; Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1990), lix-lxxiii. 
28 Rudolf Schnackenburg, Ephesians: A Commentary (trans. Helen Heron; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
1991), 24-28. 
29 Franz Mussner, Der Brief an die Epheser (ÖTK NT 10; Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 1982), 
17-18, 33-34. 
30 Edgar J. Goodspeed, The Meaning of Ephesians (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1933), 
10. 
31 Horacio E. Lona, Die Eschatologie im Kolosser- und Epheserbrief (FB 48; Würzburg: Echter, 
1984), 427. 
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Larry J. Kreitzer,32 Jean-Noël Aletti,33 Joachim Gnilka,34 Bonnie B. Thurston,35 
Margaret Y. MacDonald,36 C. Leslie Mitton,37 Ralph P. Martin,38 and Werner Georg 
Kümmel.39  In addition, John Muddiman40 and M.-É. Boismard41 represent a 
“middle” position and argue that Ephesians is the result of a later follower of Paul 
who has edited and expanded a genuine Pauline letter.  When we consider the 
evidence for and against Pauline authorship, what is immediately evident is that 
scholars are almost equally divided.42  In his commentary on Ephesians, Harold 
Hoehner attacks the prevailing but misguided notion that the great majority of New 
Testament scholars argue against Pauline authorship.43  Through a thorough 
examination of the evidence, Hoehner demonstrates that scholars, including those in 
the 20th century, have been equally divided on the issue of authorship for 
Ephesians.44  As a result of his analysis, we can agree with Hoehner that “acceptance 
of the Pauline authorship of Ephesians has had a long tradition.”45  
                                                
32 Larry J. Kreitzer, “The Plutonium of Hierapolis and the Descent of Christ into the ‘Lowermost Parts 
of the Earth’ (Ephesians 4,9),” Bib 79 (1998): 381-393; Larry J. Kreitzer, “‘Crude Language’ and 
‘Shameful Things Done in Secret’ (Ephesians 5.4, 12): Allusions to the Cult of Demeter/Cybele in 
Hierapolis?,” JSNT 71 (1998): 51-77. 
33 Jean-Noël Aletti, Saint Paul Épître aux Éphésiens: Introduction, traduction et commentaire (EBib 
new series 42; Paris: J. Gabalda, 2001), 17-32. 
34 Joachim Gnilka, Der Epheserbrief (HTKNT 10:2; Freiburg: Herder, 1971), 13-21.  
35 Bonnie B. Thurston, Reading Colossians, Ephesians, and 2 Thessalonians: A Literary and 
Theological Commentary (Reading the New Testament Series; New York: Crossroad, 1995), 84-87. 
36 Margaret Y. MacDonald, Colossians and Ephesians (SP 17; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical 
Press, 2000), 15-17. 
37 C. Leslie Mitton, Ephesians (NCB; London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1976), 2-11. 
38 Ralph P. Martin, Ephesians, Colossians, and Philemon (IBC; Atlanta: John Knox Press, 1991), 2, 4. 
39 Werner Georg Kümmel, Introduction to the New Testament (17th ed.; trans. Howard Clark Kee; 
Nashville: Abingdon, 1975), 357-363. 
40 John Muddiman, A Commentary on the Epistle to the Ephesians (BNTC; London: Continuum, 
2001), 2-47. 
41 M.-É. Boismard, L’ Énigme de la lettre aux Éphésiens (EBib new series 39; Paris: J. Gabalda, 
1999), 9-16, 163-175. 
42 For a more comprehensive analysis, see especially Hoehner’s chart which chronologically tracks 
scholars on both sides of the issue (in addition to those who have changed or are uncertain), 
Ephesians, 9-18. 
43 Hoehner, Ephesians, 6-20.  Hoehner cites Raymond E. Brown who contends that “a fair estimate 
might be that at the present moment about 80 percent of critical scholarship holds that Paul did not 
write Eph,” The Churches the Apostles Left Behind (New York: Paulist; London Geoffrey Chapman, 
1984), 47.  As cited in Hoehner, Ephesians, 7, note 5. 
44 Hoehner, Ephesians, 6-20.  See especially Hoehner’s chart, 9-18. 
45 Hoehner, Ephesians, 20. 
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In our examination of the heavenlies in Ephesians, we will proceed on the 
assumption that the apostle Paul was the author of Ephesians.  There is indeed a long 
tradition of acceptance and we remain unpersuaded by the arguments against Pauline 
authorship.  However, we should make clear that the purpose of this thesis is patently 
not to argue for a particular position on the authorship of Ephesians.46  Practically, 
for the purposes of this thesis, the issue of whether or not Paul penned Ephesians is 
of little consequence.  The reason for this is because the great majority of scholars 
who argue for deuteropauline authorship still maintain that Ephesians was written in 
and stands in the Pauline tradition. 
 
Excursus on Pseudonymous Authorship of Ephesians: 
In “The Problem of Pseudonymity,” James D. G. Dunn defines pseudonymity “as an acceptable 
practice, not intended to deceive, but a means of affirming the continuity of God’s purpose between 
the circumstances of the named author and the circumstances of the actual author.”47  As a general 
rule, those who argue against Pauline authorship of Ephesians understand the letter in this manner – as 
continuing in the Pauline tradition and without intent to deceive.48  In his commentary on Ephesians, 
Lincoln attributes the letter to a later follower of Paul who wrote to guide the churches in Asia Minor 
after the death of the apostle.49  In such a scenario, it is almost certain that these churches would have 
heard about the apostle’s martyrdom and would have recognized Ephesians as instruction from a 
trusted teacher within the Pauline tradition.50  Ernest Best emphasizes that the author of Ephesians had 
no intent to deceive, but simply desired to instruct Christians in the same manner as Paul if he had still 
been alive.51  Similarly, Schnackenburg writes that the author “understands himself as ‘only’ a 
communicator and interpreter of the Pauline tradition.”52  In his study of eschatology in Colossians 
                                                
46 For more detailed and thorough treatments which defend the Pauline authorship of Ephesians, see 
Hoehner, Ephesians, 2-61; O’Brien, Ephesians, 1-47; van Roon, Authenticity; Percy, Probleme. 
47 “The Problem of Pseudonymity” in The Living Word (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1987), 65-85, 
here 68.  Emphasis Dunn’s. 
48 Any attempt to deceive would be completely at odds with the author’s ethical teaching in Eph 4:25 
which reads, “Therefore, laying aside falsehood, speak truth each one of you with his neighbor, for we 
are members of one another.”  However, an open fiction where the recipients understood that the 
pseudonymous letter stood in the Pauline tradition would not be at odds with this instruction. 
49 Lincoln, Ephesians, lix-lxxiii.  Lincoln even contends that the writer was a member of a Pauline 
“school,” lxxii. 
50 Lincoln, Ephesians, lxxii. 
51 Best, Ephesians, 13. 
52 Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 37. 
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and Ephesians, Horacio E. Lona regards Ephesians as deuteropauline but yet contends that “der 
Verfasser [bleibt] auf der Linie der paulinischen Theologie und bewahrt den eschatologischen 
Ausblick.”53  Finally, in reference to mystical thought in Colossians and Ephesians, Alan F. Segal 
writes, “If contemporary scholars were not convinced of the Pauline authorship of these letters, one 
can nonetheless say that they give irrefutable evidence about the popularity of Paul’s mystical 
teaching among his earliest disciples and the direction in which these mystical teachings were 
interpreted.”54  The significance of this understanding of pseudonymity for Ephesians is that 
regardless of one’s particular position on the letter’s authorship, it is evident that the letter stands in 
the Pauline tradition and can justifiably be referred to as “Pauline.” 
 
Throughout the thesis, we will in various places compare the terminology, 
theology, eschatology, and cosmology of Ephesians with the rest of the Pauline 
corpus.  Of course, our position on the authorship of Ephesians allows for such an 
endeavor and indeed demands it; however, as we observed in the above excursus, 
since those who argue for pseudonymous authorship of Ephesians still maintain that 
the letter was written in and stands in the Pauline tradition, then the task of 
comparing the thought of Ephesians with the rest of the Pauline corpus would be of 
value regardless of our particular position on authorship.  For this reason, we can 
confidently assert that the authorship of Ephesians is of little consequence for the 
purpose of this thesis. 
 
The Destination of Ephesians 
Like the question of authorship, the destination of Ephesians is also one of 
the most complex issues associated with the letter.  Matters are complicated by a 
significant textual matter in Eph 1:1 which makes it impossible to know with any 
certainty the specific addressees of the letter.  To be specific, the words evn vEfe,sw| are 
omitted in a number of early manuscripts including P46, a, B, 6, and 1739.  Though 
scholars often disagree about the particulars of the letter’s destination,55 there is 
                                                
53 Lona, Eschatologie, 427. 
54 Alan F. Segal, Paul the Convert (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1990), 69. 
55 For example, Lincoln hypothesizes, on the basis of Col 4:13 and the awkward syntax of Eph 1:1, 
that the original addressees were Hierapolis and Laodicea, Ephesians, 1-4. Turner writes that while 
Eph might have been a circular letter for all of the churches in Asia Minor, it is even more likely that 
“it was written for the churches along or near the road Tychicus would have taken from Ephesus to 
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almost universal agreement that Ephesians was addressed to a church or group of 
churches in Asia Minor.56  While the original text of 1:1 remains in doubt,57 the 
overwhelming amount of evidence points to a destination in Asia Minor.58  As a 
result, we agree with and shall proceed upon the general scholarly consensus that 
Ephesians was addressed to a group of churches in Asia Minor, perhaps the churches 
along the road from Ephesus to Colossae.59 
 
Relationship to Colossians 
New Testament scholars have long observed a close connection between 
Colossians and Ephesians.60  Indeed, Francis Foulkes writes, “Without fear of 
contradiction it may be said that there are more numerous and more sustained 
similarities between Ephesians and Colossians than between any other two New 
Testament letters.”61  Though there is not universal agreement,62 the great majority of 
scholars contend that Paul (or a later disciple of Paul) wrote Colossians for a specific 
purpose and that Ephesians was written later (either immediately after or some time 
                                                                                                                                     
Colossae, including Magnesia, Tralles, Hierapolis, and Laodicea, Turner, “Ephesians,” 1222.  Similar 
to Turner, O’Brien writes that the addressees were churches in Asia Minor, “perhaps in and around 
Ephesus, or on the road to Colossae,” O’Brien, Ephesians 49.   
56 See e.g., Lincoln, Ephesians, lxxxi-lxxxiii; 1-4; Turner, “Ephesians,” 1222, 1225; O’Brien, 
Ephesians, 47-49; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 29; Hoehner, Ephesians, 78-79; Foulkes, Ephesians, 
19-47; Clinton E. Arnold, Ephesians: Power and Magic: The Concept of Power in Ephesians in Light 
of Its Historical Setting (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 5; Kreitzer, “‘Crude 
Language;’” Kreitzer, “Plutonium;” Best, Ephesians, 4-6; Goulder, “Visionaries,” 16; Martin, 
Ephesians, 3-6; MacDonald, Colossians and Ephesians, 17-18; Snodgrass, Ephesians, 21; Heil, 
Ephesians, 6-9; Bruce, Colossians, Philemon, Ephesians, 245. 
57 For detailed discussions of the textual issues in Eph 1:1 and the difficulties of reconstructing the 
verse, see Ernest Best, “Ephesians 1.1,” in Essays on Ephesians (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1997), 1-
16; Ernest Best, “Ephesians 1.1 Again,” in Essays on Ephesians (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1997), 17-
24. 
58 For discussions of and justification for an Asia Minor destination, see the references listed above. 
59 See Turner, “Ephesians,” 1222-1225. 
60 For discussions, see Lincoln, Ephesians, xlvii-lviii; O’Brien, Ephesians, 8-21; Best, Ephesians, 20-
25; Turner, “Ephesians,” 1222-1224; Hoehner, Ephesians, 30-38; Muddiman, Ephesians, 7-11; 
Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 30-33; Foulkes, Ephesians, 19-47. 
61 Foulkes, Ephesians, 25.  Turner notes that one-third of the wording of Colossians is taken up in 
Eph, “Ephesians,” 1222. 
62 Of primary significance is Ernest Best’s view that neither the priority of Colossians nor Ephesians 
can be established with any certainty.  For his discussions, see Best, Ephesians, 20-25; Ernest Best, 
“Who Used Whom? The Relationship of Ephesians and Colossians,” NTS 43 (1997): 72-96. 
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after) with more general purposes and for a larger readership.63  In this thesis, in 
accordance with the general academic consensus, we will operate under the 
assumption that Ephesians was dependent upon Colossians.  Indeed, it is our view 
that Paul wrote Colossians in order to address the specific needs and challenges of 
the church in Colossae, and then wrote Ephesians, with many of the same themes, for 
a wider and more general readership, namely the churches along the road from 
Ephesus to Colossae.64  In his journey, Tychicus would have taken Colossians, 
Philemon, and Ephesians to their intended addressees and destinations (cf. Eph 6:21-
22; Col 4:7-9). 
 
 
Contribution of the Study 
 
The primary contribution to the field of New Testament studies is that this 
thesis represents the most comprehensive study of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  As 
we documented above, while commentaries often devote two or three pages to the 
heavenlies, there are very few examinations of greater length and depth.  Those 
examinations that are more fully developed are yet still only journal articles which 
can be expanded upon.  It is our hope and expectation that this thesis serves as a 
thorough lexical, exegetical, and conceptual analysis of the heavenlies in Ephesians.   
Specifically, in our examination, we will demonstrate that there is no basis for a 
distinction between the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians.  As a result, the 
prevailing interpretation of the heavenlies, originally put forth by Hugo Odeberg but 
subsequently adopted by the majority of commentators,65 including Michael E. 
McGough in his unpublished dissertation “An Investigation of  vEpoura,nioj in 
Ephesians,” is both flawed and untenable.  In this way, our thesis will also serve as a 
corrective to the work of McGough.  Furthermore, it is our hope that this thesis, 
though we will not agree with him on all points, will build upon and augment the 
                                                
63 See e.g. Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 30-33; Foulkes, Ephesians, 19-47; Turner, “Ephesians,” 1222-
1224; Lincoln, Ephesians, xlvii-lviii. 
64 So Turner, “Ephesians,” 1222-1225. 
65 See history of interpretation (ch. two) for a detailed discussion of Odeberg’s view and for a 
discussion of the numerous scholars who have subsequently been influenced by or adopted it. 
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work of A. T. Lincoln in his article “A Re-Examination of the ‘the Heavenlies’ in 
Ephesians” and his monograph Paradise Now and Not Yet.  Throughout the course of 
this thesis, other areas of contribution include studies of the term evpoura,nioj, a 
heavenly status for the redeemed on earth, evil powers in heaven, the cosmology of 
Ephesians, and the role of the heavenlies within the thought of Ephesians.  In our 
examinations of a heavenly status for the redeemed on earth and evil powers in 
heaven, we hope to shed light on these issues which have proved to be “stumbling 
blocks” for New Testament scholars.  Finally, we will address the issue of why Paul 
utilized this realized eschatological language in Eph 2:6, a subject by and large 
overlooked in studies of Ephesians.66 
                                                
66 So Arnold who writes that apart from the work of Lona (and now Arnold), there has not been a 
significant effort to discern Paul’s motivation for the realized eschatological emphasis in Eph 2:4-10, 
Power and Magic, 147. 
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 The expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij has proved to be both one of the most 
interesting and most perplexing expressions in the New Testament. As we noted in 
the introduction, Eph 2:6 and Eph 6:12 have caused the most consternation to 
scholars who seek to understand the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Specifically, the 
heavenly status granted to earthly believers in 2:6 and the presence of the spiritual 
forces of evil in the heavenlies have led commentators to understand the heavenlies 
in a variety of ways.  The purpose of this chapter is to review the ways in which the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij has been understood in recent history and to interact 
critically with the various interpretations.
1
  At the conclusion of our review, we will 
offer some final comments and a preliminary conclusion on how the heavenlies in 
Ephesians are to be understood. 
 
 
Origin of the Expression 
 
While the adjective evpoura,nioj can be found elsewhere in the New 
Testament,
2
 the phrase evn toi/j evpourani,oij occurs five times and is unique to 
Ephesians (1:3; 1:20; 2:6; 3:10; 6:12).  Though hypotheses have been set forth, the 
origin of the expression remains uncertain.  Perhaps it was a traditional formula used 
                                                
1
 We should note here that Lincoln’s “Re-Examination” provides an excellent review of scholarship 
until the time of its publication (1973).  As a result, we will interact only briefly with the majority of 
the scholarship Lincoln reviews in his article.  We will, however, provide our own thorough review of 
Hugo Odeberg’s treatment of the heavenlies since it has been so influential and since, though we 
agree with Lincoln’s principal conclusion, we disagree with his primary critique of Odeberg. 
2
 The adjective evpoura,nioj outside of its usage in Eph appears once in John (3:12), five times in 1 Cor 
(15:40, 15:48, 15:49), once in Phil (2:10), once in 2 Tim (4:18), and six times in Heb (3:1, 6:4, 8:5, 
9:23, 11:16, 12:22).  The term is also a sparsely attested textual variant for ouvra,nioj in Matt 18:35. 
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in the worship of the early church.
3
  Many commentators recognize an extended 
berakah or blessing in Eph 1:3-14 which has characteristics of a hymn.4  If the author 
of Ephesians incorporated an already existing hymn, then the first occurrence of evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij would have originated from an earlier source.5  Paul might have 
liked the phrase and continued to use it throughout the remainder of the letter.  This 
theory is doubtful, however, as attempts at discovering the structure of the hymn 
have proved unsuccessful.  Furthermore, it seems more likely that the opening 
berakah is the author’s original composition.6  That the phrase was not part of a 
hymn does not rule out the possibility that it was a fixed liturgical formulation from 
the worship of the church which Paul chose to utilize for his own particular purpose.
7
  
In addition, recent rhetorical analysis has allowed for the possibility that Paul utilized 
Asiatic epideictic rhetoric in his composition of Ephesians so the choice of the more 
impressive and ornamented evpoura,nioj or evn toi/j evpourani,oij (as opposed to 
ouvrano,j or evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j) would be expected.8  There is also an appearance of 
the term evpoura,nioj in LXX Ps 67 (v. 15), a psalm which Paul later draws upon in 
order to emphasize Christ’s role as the giver of gifts to the church in his ascension 
(Eph 4:7-13).
9
  Suggestions that the popularity of the term evpoura,nioj in Asia Minor 
might have accounted for its initial appearance in Ephesians cannot be proved and so 
remain only hypotheses.
10
   
 
 
                                                
3
 Lincoln, Ephesians, 20.  Lincoln suggests a possible analogy with other expressions such as evn 
u`yi,stoij (Mark 11:10) or evn u`yhloi/j (Heb 1:3).   
4
 Lincoln, Ephesians, 10-12; Best, Ephesians, 105-110; Chrys C. Caragounis, The Ephesian 
Mysterion: Meaning and Content (ConBNT 8; Lund: Gleerup, 1977), 41-45; Barth, Ephesians, 97-
101.  For the most thoroughgoing analysis of hymnic elements in Eph 1:3-14, see Jack T. Sanders, 
“Hymnic Elements in Ephesians 1-3,” ZNW 56 (1965): 214-232, especially 223-232. 
5
 W. Hall Harris III, “‘The Heavenlies’ Reconsidered: Ouvrano,j and vEpoura,nioj in Ephesians,” BSac 
148:589 (1991), 72-89, here 73. 
6
 Lincoln, Ephesians, 13-14; Best, Ephesians, 109-110; Harris, “Reconsidered,” 73. 
7
 Best, Ephesians, 118; Lincoln, Paradise, 140. 
8
 See Witherington III, Letters, 232.  See also Witherington III’s general discussion of Asiatic rhetoric 
in Eph (Letters, 1-10, 219-223) and his analysis of Eph 1:3-14 in the light of rhetorical analysis 
(Letters, 227-237). 
9
 Since in LXX Ps 67:15, to.n evpoura,nion is a substantive for God as “the Heavenly One” and 
represents the translation of the Hebrew yD:!v;, there is no explicit connection between the Ephesian 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij and LXX Ps 67.  
10
 See e.g. Arnold, Power and Magic, 152. 
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Local Meaning 
 
 A much debated question is whether the author intended a masculine or 
neuter nominative for the phrase, the masculine being oi` evpoura,nioi and the neuter 
being ta. evpoura,nia.11  Most interpreters, without much certainty, express a slight 
preference for neuter.
12
  A second and more important question is the precise 
meaning of the phrase, namely whether or not it should be understood as local.  The 
gender of the adjective does not bear upon the decision as both oi` evpoura,nioi (to be 
completed by to,poi in a local sense) and ta. evpoura,nia can have either local or non-
local meanings.  A non-local meaning would render the translation “among the 
heavenly beings” for the masculine or “in (with) the heavenly things” for the 
neuter.
13
   
 While most commentators agree that the phrase carries a local meaning in 
certain occurrences, some disagree about its significance in all of the instances.  
Some early commentators, such as Chrysostom, Theodoret and Luther, regarded the 
expression as a reference to “heavenly things” and so as a further description of the 
spiritual blessings granted to believers in Eph 1:3.
14
  T. K. Abbott also seemed to be 
hesitant to ascribe to the phrase a local meaning in all of its occurrences in the 
epistle. Abbott wrote that Eph 6:12 is not certainly local and so concluded that “it is 
not correct to say, with some expositors, that everywhere else in this Epistle the 
signification is local.”
15
  Abbott’s hesitancy to grant a local meaning in 6:12 quite 
possibly arose from a desire to keep the spiritual forces of evil out of heaven.  
Interestingly, several church fathers (including the above-mentioned Chrysostom and 
Theodore) had the same problem and so interpreted the expression in 6:12 in a 
                                                
11
 Odeberg, View, 7. 
12
 Odeberg, View, 7; Lincoln, Ephesians, 20; Best, Ephesians, 116; Barth, Ephesians, 78; van Roon, 
Authenticity, 214; Wesley Carr, Angels and Principalities: The Background, Meaning and 
Development of the Pauline Phrase hai Archai kai hai Exousiai (SNTSMS 42; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1981), 93-94; Aletti, Éphésiens, 56. 
13
 Odeberg, View, 7.  Compare John 3:12 for the neuter and Phil 2:10 as a debated example of the 
masculine.    
14
 Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 469. 
15
 T. K. Abbott, The Epistles to the Ephesians, and to the Colossians (ICC; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 
1897), 5.  Abbott also seemed to waver on whether to interpret the expression in 1:3 as local or as a 
further description of the spiritual blessings. 
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referential sense.
16
  Ulrich Simon grants both a personal and local connotation when 
he writes that the heavenlies refer both to the location of Christ’s work of salvation 
and to the partakers of that salvation.
17
    
 Although the question of gender remains open and cannot be determined with 
certainty, the appearances of evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians demand a local 
translation.  Hugo Odeberg correctly identifies the stereotypical nature of the phrase 
and concludes that it must retain the same meaning in all of the passages.
18
  Though 
some commentators have questioned the meaning in 1:3 and 6:12, the phrase clearly 
refers to a locality in 1:20, 2:6, and 3:10.
19
  Since the phrase is used as a formula and 
the majority of the references will not allow for a non-local interpretation, the most 
appropriate meaning for the five occurrences of the expression is a local one.
20
  






Major Schools of Thought 
  
 New Testament scholars have tended to understand the heavenlies along one 
of three basic lines of thought.
22
  First, many commentators assert that the heavenlies 
                                                
16
 See Christopher J. A. Lash, “Where Do Devils Live?: A Problem in the Textual Criticism of 
Ephesians 6:12,” VC 30 (1976): 161-174, here 163.  Chrysostom and Theodore take evn as equivalent 
to u`pe,r and peri, correspondingly so that believers’ struggle with the spiritual forces of evil is about 
heavenly things (as opposed to earthly ones).  My emphasis. 
17
 Ulrich Simon, Heaven in the Christian Tradition (London: Wyman and Sons, 1958), 189; cf. 
Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 476. 
18
 Odeberg, View, 7; Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 469; Harris, “Reconsidered,” 74. 
19
 Odeberg, View, 7-8; Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 469.  Lincoln writes that an understanding of the 
phrase as referring to “heavenly things” in 1:3 must be rejected because the other four references 
(1:20; 2:6; 3:10; 6:12) will not bear a non-local interpretation. 
20
 Lincoln, “Re-Examination”, 476; Odeberg, View, 7-8; Caragounis, Mysterion, 147; Harris, 
“Reconsidered,” 74; Barth, Ephesians, 78-79; van Roon, Authenticity, 213-215; Bruce, Colossians, 
Philemon, Ephesians, 254; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 51; O’Brien, Ephesians, 96-97; Aletti, 
Éphésiens, 56.  See also Carr, Angels, 96 and John G. Gibbs, Creation and Redemption: A Study in 
Pauline Theology (Leiden: Brill, 1971), 130-131, who both ascribe to the phrase “a figuratively local 
meaning.” 
21
 Odeberg, View, 7; See also Lincoln’s rejection of Simon in “Re-Examination,” 476. 
22
 The categories above are general and we only utilize them as an introduction to various trends in 
interpretation. 
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are correctly understood by way of analogy with certain philosophical frameworks 
such as Hellenistic mystery religions, Platonism, or Gnosticism; thus these 
philosophical frameworks become the proper interpretive grid for discerning the 
meaning of the expression.  Second, others have followed Hugo Odeberg’s highly 
influential treatment in The View of the Universe in the Epistle to the Ephesians 
where Odeberg contends that the heavenlies ought to be understood not only as “the 
heavens” but also as the spiritual life of the church on earth.
23
  Third, some 
commentators have followed Andrew T. Lincoln’s equally influential suggestion that 
the heavenlies are properly understood within the context of Pauline eschatology.
24
  
In our analysis, we will first review these three significant schools of thought and 
then proceed to review some of the more recent contributions to the heavenlies. 
 
 





 Finding affinities with Hellenistic religions, Wilfred L. Knox believes that the 
author’s use of the word “mystery” served as an apologetic against the mystery 
religions.  The Hellenistic readers were less concerned with the relationship between 
Jews and Gentiles, but instead desired a “mystery” which would prove attractive to 
other religions.
26
  The center of the mystery “is concerned with the ascent of the 
church to heaven and its consequent triumph over the powers that rule the heavenly 
spheres.”
27
  In Ephesians, not only is the ascent of the soul to heaven depicted, but 
also the rulers and authorities learn the manifold wisdom of God from the church as 
it passes through the heavenly spheres.
28
  Thus the author of Ephesians 
                                                
23
 Odeberg, View, 12. 
24
 Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 469. 
25
 Since Lincoln’s “Re-Examination” serves as a good review of many of these commentators and 
schools of thought, our comments here will be brief. 
26
 Wilfred L. Knox, St. Paul and the Church of the Gentiles (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1939), 190.   
27
 Knox, St. Paul, 190.  Although he does not explicitly mention Eph 2:6, it seems evident that Knox 
has this reference in mind when writing this material.   
28
 Knox, St Paul, 190. 
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“has…established Christianity as a ‘mystery’ as against other ‘mysteries’ which 
threatened to prove more attractive.”
29
  This “mystery” which explains the Christian 
message in the terms of the Hellenistic religions would serve to validate the cause of 
the church and would prove effective in attracting others to the Christian community.  
We agree with Knox that the heavenly status granted to believers in 2:6 was likely 
motivated by a particular circumstance in the lives of Paul or the readers;
30
 however, 
the links to Hellenistic mystery religions prove tenuous.  Moreover, Knox seems to 
downplay both the influence of Jewish thought on Paul and the Jew-Gentile teaching 
in Ephesians. 
 In his article “Seated in the Heavenlies: Cosmic Mediators in the Mysteries of 
Mithras and the Letter to the Ephesians,” Timothy B. Cargal draws parallels between 
Eph 2:6, Mithraism, and Hellenistic mystery religions.
31
  Cargal believes that part of 
Christianity’s success should be attributed to its adoption of a Hellenistic worldview 
through its “presentation of Christ as a cosmic mediator.”
32
  However, Cargal writes 
that the success of Christianity can also be attributed to the fact that it was not as tied 
to the details of the Hellenistic worldview as was Mithraism.
33
  Finally, Cargal raises 
the possibility that this identification with and yet separation from the Hellenistic 
mystery religions was a “‘strategy’” of Christianity.
34
  As we noted in our critique of 
Knox, Cargal does not emphasize the influence of Jewish thought in Paul’s 
worldview, nor does Cargal recognize the significance of Christology and union with 
Christ for Paul in the formation of Eph 2:6. 
 Among other commentators, Heinrich Schlier interprets the heavenly status 
granted to believers in Eph 2:6 against a Gnostic background.
35
  Schlier recognizes 
                                                
29
 Knox, St. Paul, 190. 
30
 We will investigate more fully the possible motivation for Paul’s remarkable statement in Eph 2:6 
that believers are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij in ch. 7, the exegetical and conceptual analysis of Eph 
2:6. 
31
 Timothy B. Cargal, “Seated in the Heavenlies: Cosmic Mediators in the Mysteries of Mithras and 
the Letter to the Ephesians,” SBLSP 33 (1994): 804-821. 
32
 Cargal, “Seated,” 820. 
33
 Cargal, “Seated,” 820. 
34
 Cargal, “Seated,” 820. 
35
 See also H. Traub, “Ouvrano,j( Ouvra,nioj( vEpoura,nioj( Ouvrano,qen,” TDNT 5:497-543, here 539-540.    
For a brief discussion of additional scholars who interpret the heavenlies in Eph by way of analogy 
with Gnosticism, see Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 473, 477.  Lincoln interacts with E. Kasemann, 
“Epheserbrief,” RGG 2:518-519 and H. Conzelmann, Der Brief an die Epheser (11th ed; NTD; 
Göttingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1968), 56-57. 
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that the term evpoura,nioj is not different from ouvra,nioj and that as an adjective or a 
noun, it means that which belongs to heaven, that which is in heaven, or heavenly.
36
  
After he asks the questions, “…welche Wirklichkeit ist mit der Formel evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij begriffen, was sind die evpoura,nia?,” he goes on to describe the 
heavenlies as “die Himmel des Daseins.”
37
  In his understanding, man is challenged 
to choose for one or the other heavens of “existence,” either for the reign of Christ 
above all the heavens or for the heaven of the evil powers.
38
  Schlier writes,  
 
Die Herausforderung der Transzendenz, jener übermächtigen Tiefe des  menschlichen 
Daseins, ist eine solche zur Entscheidung.  Der Mensch und die Erde sind stets angerufen, 
sich für den einen oder anderen “Himmel” ihres Daseins zu entscheiden.  Seit Christi Jesu 
Erhöhung “über alle Himmel”, 4, 10, aber ist der Mensch gefragt, ob er sich für die 
“Herrschaft” Christi, die in sich allen Himmeln “überlegen” ist, oder für einen der 




Thus man is faced with an existential decision – to choose for the reign of Christ who 
is above all the heavens and to live under his authority or to choose for the realm of 
the evil powers.  Though Schlier is correct in recognizing the antithesis between the 
reign of Christ and the forces of evil in the heavenlies, he also reduces the Pauline 
gospel and its cosmic dimensions to an existential personal decision.
40
  Moreover, 
interpretations within a Gnostic framework such as Schlier’s most likely represent 
attempts to demythologize heaven.
41
   
 That Ephesians should be interpreted along Gnostic lines or that Gnostic 
thought served as the backdrop for some of the concepts in the letter is highly 
doubtful.  If, as we have assumed, Paul was indeed the author of Ephesians, then he 
probably wrote Ephesians some time between 60-62 A.D;
42
 however; regardless of 
their position on authorship, most commentators agree that the letter was written 
                                                
36
 Heinrich Schlier, Der Brief an die Epheser (Düsseldorf: Patmos-Verlag, 1957), 45.  Schlier writes, 
“Der Begriff evpoura,nioj, der sich an sich von ouvra,nioj nicht unterscheidet, meint als Adjektiv oder 
Substantiv das, was zum ‘Himmel’ gehört, was am oder im Himmel ist, was ‘himmlisch’ ist.” 
37
 Schlier, Epheser, 46. 
38
 Schlier, Epheser, 47.   
39
 Schlier, Epheser, 47. 
40
 Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 477. 
41
 Best, Ephesians, 116. 
42
 So O’Brien, Ephesians, 57; Hoehner, Ephesians, 92-97. 
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some time between 60 and 90 A.D.
43
  Thus, chronologically, the link with a fully 
developed Gnosticism is problematic.  In addition, several scholars have proposed 
that a more appropriate background for Ephesians and its realized eschatology is 
found in the Qumran manuscripts.
44
 
 In his study of the heavenlies, R. Martin Pope argues for both a Jewish and 
Platonic background.
45
  He believes that Eph 3:10 and 6:12 are related to the Jewish 
conception of angelology and the understanding that the unseen world was inhabited 
by both good and evil spirits.
46
  In these verses, “the Apostle reveals no divergence 
from the current Jewish views of the spiritual world.”
47
  Pope goes on to write, 
however, that 1:3, 1:20, and 2:6 are better understood in the light of Hellenistic 
thought.  In Pope’s understanding, since Christ is a spiritual person and the focus of 
the unseen world is on Christ, then Christ is not to be understood through sense 
perception.  Consequently, the heavenly places are the home of the exalted Christ, 
and the saints are lifted into the noumenal world where the spiritual Christ is exalted 
(2:6).  On account of sharing Christ’s life and having access to Christ’s home, 
believers are fittingly portrayed as blessed “with every spiritual blessing” (1:3).
48
   
 While it remains a possibility that Paul in Ephesians implicitly addresses a 
heresy of a Hellenistic cosmological nature, it is erroneous to suggest that the proper 
background for understanding the heavenlies is a Platonic or Hellenistic framework.  
In his article “A Re-Examination of ‘The Heavenlies’ in Ephesians,” Lincoln 
emphasizes that the Old Testament and Jewish view of heaven is the proper 
background for Paul’s conception of the heavenlies.
49
  For this reason, Pope errs by 
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Hugo Odeberg’s treatment of the heavenlies in The View of the Universe in 
the Epistle to the Ephesians remains one of the most significant and influential.51  
For this reason, it merits a lengthy review and analysis.  In his study, Odeberg first 
recognizes that in Ephesians the church participates in the “Divine Reality” in its 
earthly life.
52
  For this reason, when commenting on Eph 2:6, he presents his central 
thesis by interpreting the evpoura,nia “as a term designating the whole of the Spiritual 
Reality, the Divine World, including not only the heavens but also the spiritual life, 
in which the Church partakes in its earthly conditions.”
53
  With this understanding, 
Odeberg draws a distinction between the meaning and usage of ouvranoi, and 
evpoura,nia in Ephesians.54 
 In arriving at his conclusion, Odeberg first considers all that is included 
within the evpoura,nia in Ephesians.  He reasons that the expression cannot refer to 
one single segment of the universe because the heavenlies include God, Christ, the 
spiritual powers, the cosmic powers, and the evil agencies.
55
  That the highest and the 
lowest celestial regions are incorporated evn toi/j evpourani,oij perhaps leads to the 
conclusion that the phrase in question is identical in meaning to evn toi/j ouvranoi/j, 
and would thus stand in opposition to the evpi,geioj.56  However, upon closer 
inspection, Odeberg believes that this interpretation is doubtful since the author of 
Ephesians makes use of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in a stereotypical 
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52
 Odeberg, View, 12. 
53
 Odeberg, View, 12. 
54
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55
 Odeberg, View, 8. 
56
 Odeberg, View, 8. 
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manner, thereby setting it apart from the familiar use of ouvranoi,.  Furthermore, 
Odeberg contends that in Ephesians, the author does not directly contrast the 
evpoura,nia with the evpi,geia, but rather solicits the use of ouvrano,j to provide that 
distinction.
57
  The absence of a contrast with evpi,geioj and the fact that earthly man, 
who is explicitly not in heaven, lead Odeberg to conclude that the heavenlies include 




 While Odeberg’s thesis has proved highly influential, it has nonetheless 
found an array of critics in recent studies.  In his article, “A Re-Examination of ‘The 
Heavenlies’ in Ephesians,” Andrew T. Lincoln disagrees with Odeberg’s thesis and 
attempts to illuminate the expression by interpreting it within the context of Pauline 
eschatology.
59
  Lincoln recognizes a parallel between 1:20 where Christ is said to be 
evn toi/j evpoura,nioij and 6:9 where Christ is described as evn ouvranoi/j, and thus 





Lincoln’s most compelling critique is that “Odeberg allows 2:6 to 
inform his definition falsely so that the heavenlies become assimilated into the 
experience of the Church instead of the Church being seen to have its existence in the 
heavenly realm because it is in Christ.”
61
  Thus the heavenlies should not be defined 
by the experience of the church, but upon Christ’s resurrection, ascension, and 
exaltation (1:20).  Moreover, believers can be described as in the heavenlies because 
of their union with Christ.
62
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 Lincoln continues his critique of Odeberg by writing that his view is not able 
to do justice to the extreme poles of blessing in 1:3 and the forces of evil in 6:12.  He 
writes,  
 
 Most telling against Odeberg’s interpretation is the fact that his summary of the ‘Weltbild’ of 
 Ephesians which is frequently quoted by others – evn tw/| ko,smw| cwri.j Cristou/, evn toi/j 
 evpourani,oij evn Cristw/|, Cristo.j o` ta. pa,nta evn pa/sin plhrou,menoj – just does not fit, for it 
 completely ignores the fact that according to 3:10 and 6:12, there are some in the heavenlies 
 without Christ.
63
   
 
At first glace, Lincoln’s “most telling” critique appears to be quite compelling; 
however, upon closer inspection, perhaps Lincoln pronounces judgment too hastily 
in this instance.  One clue that this might be the case is that in his own treatment, 
Odeberg also recognizes the presence of those without Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  
He notes that ta. evpoura,nia are not the exact equivalent of the spiritual realm of the 
church when he writes,   
 
For with Spiritual Realm we are wont to associate the idea of a life wholly in accordance 
with the  Divine Will.  But we have already found that the evpoura,nia include even the 
cosmical powers,  and also that the author speaks of evil spiritual agencies, which latter 
likewise are located in the  evpoura,nia.  The evpoura,nia are decidedly not identical with the 
realm of Life, Light and Truth of Johannine terminology.  Neither is the expression evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij synonymical with “in Christ Jesus.”64 
 
Since Odeberg clearly makes this concession, it seems likely that his worldview 
refers only to human beings and not to the forces of evil when he writes, “evn tw/| 
ko,smw| cwri.j Cristou/, evn toi/j evpourani,oij evn Cristw/|, Cristo.j.”65  In actuality, 
though they disagree on the meaning and location of evn toi/j evpourani,oij, Odeberg’s 
worldview of Ephesians here is essentially the same as Lincoln’s view since Lincoln 
also associates the believers’ experience in the heavenlies with their union with 
Christ.  Lincoln makes this connection explicit when he writes,  
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For it is only because believers are evn Cristw/| vIhsou/ that it can be said that God has done for 
them what he has already done for Christ.  The su,n-compounds together with the phrase evn 
Cristw/|  vIhsou/ underline this intimate union between Christ and believers and the statement 
that believers have been made to sit with Christ in the heavenlies spells out the implications 





 In Lincoln’s view, whereas those without Christ are in the world, believers 
are in the heavenlies because they are in Christ.  Lincoln’s critique fails because 
Odeberg’s ‘weltbild’ refers only to humans and not to the spiritual forces of evil.  
Thus both Odeberg’s view and Lincoln’s view allow for the presence of spiritual 
forces of evil evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  The true point of disagreement between Odeberg 
and Lincoln is in the meaning they ascribe to the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij, 
specifically the location which it describes.
67
  We should note here that we agree 
with Lincoln that evn toi/j evpourani,oij is closely related to evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j68 and 
that Pauline eschatology can help illumine some of the statements regarding the 
heavenlies.  Our disagreement is with Lincoln’s primary critique of Odeberg which 
we regard as a flawed means to Lincoln’s conclusion.   
 Other commentators have also disagreed with Odeberg’s central thesis that 
the heavenlies should be defined as the spiritual atmosphere of the church on earth, 
but on somewhat different grounds.  For example, Chrys Caragounis argues that the 
term evpoura,nioj “always (refers) to that which is spatially distinct from the earth” 
and that Odeberg’s understanding is flawed because it is misplaced to include the 
evpi,geia in the evpoura,nia.69  In a similar vein, Ernest Best argues that five 
appearances of evpoura,nioj and four of ouvrano,j do not provide enough evidence to 
posit a major distinction between the terms if their normal meaning is the same 
“unless a clear and undisputed difference can be discerned in their use.”
70
  For Best, 
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this is not the case in Ephesians.
71
  Rather, a more cohesive interpretation would be 
in accord with the lexical usage outside of Ephesians.
72
   
 Of no minor significance is Odeberg’s motivation for positing a major 
distinction in meaning between the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j.  He writes,  
 
The seemingly absurd hypothesis that in Ephesians evpoura,nioj includes that which elsewhere 
is expressed by that term and the term signifying its opposite viz. evpi,geioj actually seems to 
find its support in the fact that earthly man, scilicet the believer, whereas expressly not in 
heaven (6:9) already in his earthly life is in the midst of ta. evpoura,nia (2:6).73 
 
Here we see that the paradox of believers already having attained a heavenly status is 
unintelligible to Odeberg and so he allows this presupposition to be determinative for 
his understanding of the heavenlies.  Ernest Best also discerns this motivation and 
writes, “Odeberg is concerned, as it were, to keep believers on earth.…”
74
  It is our 
contention that the difficult statements concerning the heavenlies in Ephesians – 
namely that believers are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij and that the spiritual forces of 
evil are evn toi/j evpourani,oij – are what lead commentators such as Odeberg to 
spiritualize the heavenlies.  The questions that remain then are whether the term 
evpoura,nioj is “flexible” enough to carry this meaning and whether there is sufficient 
evidence to support this view.
75
  We will later argue that the answer to both of these 
questions is “no.” 
 
Excursus on the Influence of Hugo Odeberg 
In “A Re-Examination of ‘the heavenlies’ in Ephesians,” Andrew Lincoln notes that the bulk of 
Odeberg’s thesis is followed by Bruce Metzger and J. G. Gibbs.
76
  In “Paul’s Vision of the Church,” 
Metzger defines the heavenlies as “the unseen spiritual region which lies behind and above the world 
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of sense” and also concludes that the phrase evn toi/j evpourani,oij is not identical with the phrase evn 
ouvranw|/.77  Gibbs writes that the expression does not refer to a place in the universe apart from the 
earth.  Rather, he ascribes to the phrase a “figuratively local meaning” and concludes that it describes 
“the realm where Christ is, wherever his lordship is exercised.”
78
  In Paul’s Letters from Prison G. B. 
Caird writes that the heavenlies are not a remote region separate from the earth but rather the spiritual 
environment where unseen forces contend for man’s allegiance.
79
  Similarly, Foulkes follows Caird 
and defines the heavenlies as “an invisible spiritual environment… the realm of all the unseen forces, 
good and evil, which struggle to dominate the individual and corporate life of humanity.”
80
  Bonnie 
Thurston defines the heavenlies as “the realm of unseen forces that exert their influence on human 
beings.”
81
  In A Translator’s Handbook on Paul’s Letter to the Ephesians, Robert G. Bratcher and 
Eugene A. Nida seem to adopt Odeberg’s interpretation when they write though the usual meaning of 
evpoura,nioj refers to a spatial distinction with the earth, such is not always the case in Ephesians.82  
Indeed, the presence of believers (2:6) and the spiritual forces of evil (6:12) evn toi/j evpourani,oij leads 
Bratcher and Nida to conclude the phrase refers to “the spiritual world, the timeless, supramaterial 
realm where those spiritual events referred to take place.”
83
  John R. W. Stott writes that the 
heavenlies are not “any literal spatial abode, but rather the unseen world of spiritual reality.”
84
  Leon 
Morris adopts Stott’s definition and also defines the heavenlies as “the unseen world of spiritual 
reality.”
85
  Snodgrass writes that the term “heavenly realms” is not a synonym for heaven and that it 
“does not refer to a physical location but to a spiritual reality—God’s world, in which believers have a 
share and which evil forces still seek to attack.  It includes all of the believer’s relation to God and the 
church’s experience.  It is a way of saying that this world is not the only reality.”
86
  Charles H. Talbert 
writes that the heavenlies refer “to the realm of transcendence, the spiritual dimension beyond the 
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world of sense.”
87
  Arthur G. Patzia concludes that the heavenlies “(signify) the spiritual world, that is, 
the unseen world of spiritual reality and activity.”
88
  Erwin Penner defines the heavenlies as “a sphere 
of spiritual reality in which believers come to partake even while they still live on earth.”
89
  Finally, 
we should also mention McGough who defines the heavenlies as “a sphere of existence that embraces 
earthly and spiritual realities in which believers participate in their earthy, historical existence.”
90
  
Additionally, though their commentaries preceded Odeberg’s treatise, similar sentiments can be found 
from J. Armitage Robinson, J. B. Lightfoot, and John S. Clemens.  Robinson defines the heavenlies as 
“the sphere of spiritual activities:  that immaterial region, the ‘unseen universe,’ which lies behind the 
world of sense.”
91
  Lightfoot writes, “The heaven, of which the Apostle here speaks, is not some 
remote locality, some future abode.  It is the heaven which lies within and about the true Christian.”92  
Clemens regards the heavenlies as “having special reference to conditions of life and being” and 
writes that an acceptable interpretation of evn toi/j evpourani,oij would be “in the spiritual world.”93  
From this brief excursus, we note two significant points.  First, all of these interpretations involve on 
various levels a spiritualization of the heavenlies and so demonstrate affinities with Odeberg’s 
interpretation and principal conclusion.  Second, the spiritualization of the heavenlies developed and 
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Andrew T. Lincoln 
 
 After our review of Hugo Odeberg, we now turn our attention to A.T. 
Lincoln’s treatment of the heavenlies.  Lincoln’s view, which is found predominantly 
in his article, “A Re-Examination of ‘The Heavenlies’ in Ephesians,” but also in 
Paradise Now and Not Yet and in his commentary on Ephesians, has also proved to 
be influential among an array of New Testament scholars.  As previously noted, 
Lincoln’s basic thesis is that the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is correctly 
understood within the context of Pauline eschatology.
94
   
 Though Lincoln has been referenced at times in our interaction with other 
commentators, we will here highlight some of the principal concerns in his 
interpretation.  In contrast to Odeberg, Lincoln understands the phrases evn toi/j 
epvourani,oij and evn toi/j ouvranoi/j to be closely related.95  Furthermore, he believes 
the proper background for understanding the heavenlies is the Old Testament and 
Jewish conception of heaven.  In this view, creation consists of two major parts – the 
heavens and the earth.
96
  The Old Testament’s unsophisticated doctrine of heaven 
could refer to the atmospheric heaven, the firmament, or the abode of God.
97
  Within 
the Old Testament structure, heaven “had a priority as the upper and controlling part 
of the universe,” yet also is now involved in God’s eschatological plan.
98
  It is 
primarily to this latter aspect that evn toi/j evpourani,oij refers.  Lincoln writes, 
 
The reference is to this heaven as it takes its place in the cosmic drama of redemption, that is, 
in that act of the drama which Christ has inaugurated by his death, resurrection and 
ascension.  In Ephesians heaven still has a controlling function but now in a redemptive 
sense, for the significance of the ascension of Christ, integral to this letter and its formula, is 
that it involved initial and terminal points, both considered as definite localities, the one 
where Christ was – on earth; the other where he now is – in heaven.  Because Christ is 
central in God’s plan for heaven, the Church ‘in Christ’ must also play its part in this realm.  
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An interpretation of the formula from this perspective fits without difficulty each of the 
Ephesian references.
99
   
 
 Lincoln finds the references to Christ’s ascension (1:20), believers’ 
participation in Christ’s reign (2:6), and spiritual blessing (1:3) to be representative 
of the “already” aspect of Pauline eschatology.
100
  Although Paul continues to refer 
to this age as the “present age,” he also conveys that the “age to come” was 
inaugurated with Christ.
101
  Since these two ages presently coexist with both 
horizontal and vertical dimensions, the believer participates in two worlds at the 
same time – the earthly and the heavenly – and so can appropriately be described as 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij.102  Similarly, though the blessings for those “in Christ” will 
only be fully realized in the coming age, they are nonetheless a present reality for 
believers.
103
  For Lincoln, the presence of the evil powers in the heavenlies (3:10, 
6:12) can also be understood within this eschatological perspective and the overlap 
of the two ages.  Because the “age to come” has not been fully realized, heaven 
remains involved in the present evil age until the final victory of Christ ushers in the 
consummation of the new age.
104
  In 3:10 “evn toi/j evpourani,oij has reference to a 
realm where spiritual powers exist who in God’s cosmic redemptive plan are being 
subjected to his final purpose of summing up all things, including ta. evpi. toi/j 
ouvranoi/j, in Christ (cf. 1:10).”105  Ephesians 6:12 also takes on eschatological 
significance since believers are depicted as already involved in a cosmic battle, but 
with Christ having won the decisive victory.
106
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 We must here acknowledge our debt to Lincoln’s noteworthy study of the 
heavenlies which provided a much-needed corrective to the prevailing view which 
spiritualized the heavenlies in Ephesians.  His treatment of the expression evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij has proved to be influential among a number of New Testament 
scholars
107
 and has likewise incited others to re-examine the meaning of the 
phrase.
108
  While we agree with the great bulk of Lincoln’s study, we can nonetheless 
identify one point of disagreement which we have already discussed above – that 
Lincoln’s primary critique of Odeberg is flawed.
109
  In order both to arrive at 
Lincoln’s conclusions and to disprove Odeberg’s view, we agree with Best and 
Caragounis that the primary issue is the question of the lexical usage and flexibility 
of the term evpoura,nioj.  We will examine this question in detail in chapters three and 
four.
110
   
 Though not strictly a point of disagreement, we might also question Lincoln’s 
assertion that “evn toi/j evpourani,oij in this letter particularly places heaven in a 
Pauline eschatological perspective.”
111
  First, we should note that there is nothing 
inherently eschatological about the words or expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  This 
seems to be what Best has in mind in his critique of Lincoln when he writes, “‘In the 
heavenlies’ does not then by itself provide a realized eschatological slant.”
112
  To be 
fair, Lincoln does not actually write that the expression carries a realized 
eschatological slant.
113
  However, Best appropriately critiques Lincoln when he 
writes that the reference to spiritual blessing in 1:3 does indeed represent a form of 
realized eschatology but that this blessing does not “necessarily apply to ‘in the 
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heavenlies.’”
114
  In this sense, as we noted above, there is nothing inherently 
eschatological about the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij. 
 The question still remains, however, whether in Ephesians “evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij…places heaven in a Pauline eschatological perspective.”115  It is our 
contention that the answer to this question and its many variables is most complex.  
On the one hand, we could answer with a resounding “yes.”  It is certainly clear that 
spiritual blessing (1:3), Christ’s reign over his enemies (1:20), a heavenly status for 
those in Christ (2:6), and the revelation of divine mysteries (3:1-10) all entail some 
sort of realized eschatology whereas the location of the spiritual forces of evil “in the 
heavenlies” (3:10; 6:12) and believers’ current conflict with these spiritual forces of 
evil (6:12) depict a future or “not yet” eschatology.  In this sense, the expression “in 
the heavenlies” is utilized in contexts which provide a “snapshot” of sorts of Paul’s 
already/not yet eschatological paradigm.   
 Furthermore, we can also agree with Lincoln that in Ephesians 
“heaven…takes its places in the cosmic drama of redemption, that is, in that act of 
the drama which Christ has inaugurated by his death, resurrection, and ascension.”
116
  
There is no doubt that Paul depicts heaven as both involved in the drama of Christ’s 
redemption and yet as also involved in the present evil age.  What is not as clear, 
however, is whether this has specific reference to the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  
This seems to be Lincoln’s implication when he writes, 
 
It will have become clear that evn toi/j evpourani,oij is closely related to evn toi/j ouvranoi/j.  But 
whereas o` ouvrano,j can be used in various contexts and with varying shades of meaning, 





Here, it seems that Lincoln draws a literary distinction in Ephesians between evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j.  This distinction is loose though, since, as 
Lincoln admits, ouvrano,j can also be utilized in eschatological contexts.  It is our 
opinion that Lincoln’s argument loses some of its significance since ouvrano,j is also 
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clearly utilized in an eschatological perspective in 1:10 and 4:10.  Whether there is 
such a literary distinction in Ephesians where evn toi/j evpourani,oij (as opposed to evn 
[toi/j] ouvranoi/j) depicts the location of Christ’s cosmic work of salvation,118 we 
cannot be certain.  The ascension of Christ in 4:10 u`pera,nw pa,ntwn tw/n ouvranw/n, 
which also depicts Christ’s reign, seems to have a similar force to Christ’s ascension 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 1:20.  Consequently, while we agree with Lincoln that heaven 
is involved in the cosmic drama of Christ’s redemption and that this understanding is 
true of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij, it is much less clear whether this bears 
any significance for its relation to the usage of evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j in Ephesians.119 
 
 
Chrys C. Caragounis 
 
 In his excursus on the heavenlies in The Ephesian Mysterion, Chrys C. 
Caragounis arrives at conclusions which are on the whole similar to Lincoln’s, 
though the means to Caragounis’ conclusions are somewhat different from Lincoln’s.  
Essential to Caragounis’ interpretation is the notion that the meaning of evpoura,nioj is 
not different from the meaning of ouvra,nioj.120  Recalling the places where 
evpoura,nioj occurs in Greek literature, Caragounis notes that the word has a diverse 
range of meanings, but that it always refers to “that which is spatially distinct from 
the earth.”
121
  In an effort to clarify the meaning of evn toi/j evpourani,oij, Caragounis 
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 About the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij Lincoln writes, “The reference is to this heaven as it 
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describes the heavenlies as a local reference to that which is above the earth.
122
  The 
heavenlies, therefore, represent both the location of God’s throne and the realm of 
the spiritual world under God’s throne.
123
   
 Of particular interest is Caragounis’ application of his understanding of the 
heavenlies to some of the particular passages in Ephesians.  Regarding Ephesians 
2:6, whereas Odeberg draws a distinction between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in 
Ephesians, Caragounis regards man as living on two planes at the same time – the 
earthly and the heavenly.
124
  The earthly plane is physical and according to sight 
while the heavenly plane is a higher, spiritual one.
125
  In his attempt to explain this 
paradox, he writes that “believers are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij not in any real 
sense as yet, but in anticipation by virtue of their being the Body of Christ, Who is 
Himself seated there.”
126
  While we agree that this proleptic sense of believers as 
already seated with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij is an important aspect, we also find 
this interpretation by itself insufficient for a proper understanding of Ephesians 
2:6.
127
  Additionally, this understanding does not seem to cohere completely with 
Caragounis’ statement which views man as living on two planes at the same time.128  
If, as Caragounis suggests, believers are indeed living on a heavenly plane in 
addition to an earthly one, then it seems that there is more than merely a sense of 
“anticipation” for the heavenly status granted to believers in Eph 2.  
 After his brief analysis of the references to evn toi/j evpourani,oij and ouvrano,j 
in Ephesians, Caragounis ends his excursus with an attempt to harmonize these 
passages into a cosmology of sorts for the letter.  What is of great surprise is that, 
though Caragounis had previously written that ouvrano,j is not different in meaning 
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from the evpoura,nia,129 he now concludes that ta. evpoura,nia overlap with ouvrano,j but 
yet are not completely identical with it.
130
  While ouvrano,j comprises the layers from 
the air all the way up to God’s throne, ta. evpoura,nia is made up of only the higher 
levels from God’s throne to the realm of the cosmic forces.
131
  Caragounis provides 
no justification for this distinction other than his remark that ta. evpoura,nia are bound 
up with the salvation events.
132
  That the heavenlies are bound up with the salvation 
events is similar to Lincoln’s argument that the heavenlies are a reference to the 
cosmic drama of redemption.
133
  While such arguments are difficult wholly to 
dismiss, as we detailed above, they are also not without their difficulties. 
 
 
Michael Everett McGough 
 
 Michael Everett McGough’s unpublished dissertation “An Investigation of  
vEpoura,nioj in Ephesians” proves to have a number of affinities with Odeberg’s 
treatment.  Although McGough does not acknowledge this, it seems almost certain 
that he has been highly influenced by Hugo Odeberg’s The View of the Universe in 
the Epistle to the Ephesians.134  In his dissertation, McGough writes that his purpose 
is to investigate the meaning of evn toi/j evpourani,oij in order to establish its 
significance for understanding Ephesians.
135
  He begins his task by conducting a 
study of the term evpoura,nioj in Greek literature.  In his analysis, McGough argues 
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for a distinction in meaning between the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj136 which he 
later applies to his interpretation of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Whereas the term 
ouvrano,j or the expression evn toi/j ouvranoi/j “refers either to a part of created reality 
or to the abode of God,”
137
 the term evpoura,nioj or the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij 
represents either a heavenly or earthly interaction
138
 or “a realm of existence (which) 
is not to be located in some region or territory above the earth…a sphere of existence 
that embraces earthly and spiritual realities in which believers participate in their 
earthly, historical existence.”
139
   
 With these definitions, we can observe that McGough’s conclusions for the 
meaning of the term evpoura,nioj and the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij are 
somewhat inconsistent.  In regard to his first claim, we certainly do not need to 
conduct a word study in order to demonstrate earthly and heavenly interaction.  We 
need to look no further than an Old Testament theophany, the appearance of the 
angel Gabriel to Mary in the New Testament, or the very incarnation of Christ 
himself to demonstrate the reality of earthly and heavenly interaction.  Though in 
Ephesians there is ample evidence of heavenly and earthly interaction, we dispute 
McGough’s argument that this notion is inherent to the term evpoura,nioj.140  
Furthermore, the complexity in Ephesians is not that the there is earthly and heavenly 
interaction.  We have already demonstrated that this is a principle throughout the 
whole of Scripture.  What is striking is the nature of this interaction – namely that 
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believers are blessed with every spiritual blessing in the heavenlies and that believers 
(on earth) are already seated with Christ in the heavenlies.        
 With McGough’s second claim, that the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij 
refers to “a realm of existence (which) is not to be located in some region or territory 
above the earth…a sphere of existence that embraces earthly and spiritual realities in 
which believers participate in their earthly, historical existence,”
141
 we notice a 
marked similarity to Odeberg’s interpretation that the heavenlies should be 
understood as “designating the whole of the Spiritual Reality, the Divine World, 
including not only the heavens but also that spiritual life, in which the Church 
partakes in its earthly conditions.”
142
  It is important to remember here that McGough 
reaches this conclusion from his analysis of Ephesians and from his examination of 
the term evpoura,nioj in Greek literature.  Our response to these claims, as Best has 
argued, is that the term evpoura,nioj cannot carry the meaning which Odeberg and 
McGough argue for in Ephesians.  Finally, we will address McGough’s claim that 
there is a distinction in meaning between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj throughout wider 
Greek literature in chapters three and four of this thesis.  Suffice it to say now that 




Horacio E. Lona  
 
 In Die Eschatologie im Kolosser- und Epheserbrief, Horacio E. Lona seeks to 
explain the emphasis on realized eschatology in Colossians and Ephesians.  In light 
of his task, he devotes some of his attention to the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Lona 
first disagrees with the distinction Odeberg draws between ouvrano,j and evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij and writes rather that the terms have the same meaning.143  Nevertheless, 
Lona does argue for a literary distinction in their usage in Ephesians when he writes, 
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“Im Unterschied zum Sprachgebrauch von ouvrano,j verbinden sich mit evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij wesentliche Aussagen über die Gemeinde.”144  With this statement, Lona 
also reveals one of the key tenets in his understanding of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  
Whereas Lincoln and Caragounis understand the heavenlies from eschatological and 
soteriological perspectives accordingly, Lona contends that the expression evn toi/j 




 For Lona, the keys to understanding the realized eschatology in Ephesians are 
found in ecclesiology and Christology.  Since the author of Ephesians writes the 
letter during a time of religious and cultural crisis, he reflects on the church and its 
need to be legitimized as an institution.
146
  Lona writes, “Die Analyse der Texte hat 
nämlich ergeben, daß die Eschatologie von Eph eine ekklesiologische Eschatologie 
ist.”
147
  Consequently, for Lona, the motivation for the realized eschatological 
emphasis in Ephesians is the establishment of the church.  In his understanding of the 
heavenlies in 1:3 and 2:6, Lona writes that the distance between heaven and earth 
remains but that “Himmel und Erde (verbinden) sich in der Gestalt der Kirche 
geheimnisvoll.”
148
  While we regard Lona’s claim that the heavenlies should be 
understood primarily within the context of ecclesiology as doubtful, we do find his 
argument that heaven and earth are united in the form of the church to have both 
theological and textual support within Ephesians.  In the Old Testament, the Temple 
represented the location of God’s presence on earth.  Since in Ephesians Paul 
describes the church with the image of the Temple (2:19-22), then the church can 
appropriately be understood as the locus of God’s presence on earth.  Such an idea 
informs our understanding of the heavenlies but yet still is not identical with the 
heavenly status granted to believers in 2:6.  We will turn our attention to these texts 
and themes in greater detail in our discussion of Eph 2:6. 
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 As we have noted, Lona regards the motivation for the eschatological 
emphasis in Ephesians to be the establishment of the church.  However, for Lona, the 
reason that the church in Eph 2:6 can be described as in the heavenlies and so have a 
spatial component is because of Christology, namely because believers are “in 
Christ.”
149
  Lona writes, “ vEn Cristw/| bezeichnet nämlich die Situation der 
Gläubigen auf Erden in ihrer Bezogenheit auf den erhöhten Herrn.  Nur in dieser 
Bezogenheit sind sie evn toi/j evpourani,oij.”150  Since believers are identified and 
united with Christ, they can appropriately be described as evn toi/j evpourani,oij.151  
Lona also notes the connection between the description of believers in Eph 2:5-6 and 
the description of Christ in Eph 1:20 when he writes, “So wie Christus nach 1,20 
durch die Kraft Gottes von den Toten auferweckt und in den Himmel zur Rechten 
Gottes versetzt wurde, so wurde der Christ von Gott mit Christus auferweckt und in 
den Himmel versetzt.”
152
  Thus there is a connection between Christology, i.e. the 
exaltation of Christ, and soteriology, i.e. the salvation benefits which are 
subsequently granted to those “in Christ.”
153
  We agree with Lona that union with 
Christ is a significant interpretive key for understanding the heavenly status granted 
to believers in Eph 2:6, and we will explore this notion in greater detail in our 
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W. Hall Harris III 
 
 In his article “‘The Heavenlies’ Reconsidered:  Ouvrano,j and  vEpoura,nioj in 
Ephesians,” W. Hall Harris III investigates the much-disputed assertion that ouvrano,j 
and evpoura,nioj are used interchangeably in Ephesians.155  In his analysis, Harris 
examines all of the occurrences of the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians.  
On the majority of the fundamental issues, Harris agrees with the findings of recent 
scholars.
156
  He also acknowledges the importance of Lincoln’s observations, namely 
that Paul’s concept of heaven was generally derived from the unsophisticated Old 
Testament view of heaven, and that the author was not concerned about the number 
of heavens.
157
  However, Harris warns that these observations must not be pressed 
too far, and he allows for the possibility that the use of the plural ouvranoi/j may 
indeed be of some significance.
158
   
 Though Harris provides some helpful comments on all of the passages he 
examines, it is our view that his article makes very little contribution to a proper 
understanding of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  His conclusions for the relationship 
between the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj are at best ambiguous and at worst 
inconsistent.  At times, Harris seems to imply that there should be a distinction 
between these terms.  He writes, 
 
This raises the possibility that evpoura,nioj is a more comprehensive term than commonly 
thought.  It is possible that it bridges the extremes of both h` gh/ and o` ouvrano,j in some sense.  
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 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 73.  Harris also mentions specifically the question of whether the 
expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j in Eph are used interchangeably.  Cf. Jean-
Noël Aletti who more or less follows Harris’ view in Aletti, Éphésiens, 56-57. 
156
 For example, Harris recognizes that the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is properly understood in a 
local sense, “Reconsidered,” 74.  Additionally, he emphasizes the importance of being “in Christ” for 
receiving spiritual blessing and for participating in Christ’s reign, 74, 78. 
157
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 75.  Thus the use of the plural “ouvranoi/j” would best be understood as a 
reflection of the Hebrew ~yim;v'. 
158
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 75-76.  Since only the plural form appears in Eph, Harris is open to the 
idea of a universe consisting of three or four stories; however, later in his article, Harris agrees that a 
two-storied cosmology best fits the references to heaven in Eph, “Reconsidered,” 83-84, 89. 
159
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 86.  Harris cites A. T. Hanson, The New Testament Interpretation of 
Scripture (London: SPCK, 1980), 139.  As cited in Harris. 
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Such a definition would indeed be similar to commentators such as Odeberg and 
McGough who argue for a major distinction in meaning between ouvrano,j and 
evpoura,nioj in Ephesians.  In other places, Harris seems to imply that the expressions 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j are interchangeable.160   
 In his analysis of Eph 6:9, Harris believes there are two primary reasons for 
Paul’s preference for ouvrano,j on this occasion (eivdo,tej o[ti kai. auvtw/n kai. u`mw/n o` 
ku,rio,j evstin evn ouvranoi/j).  First, this usage is consistent with the contrastive 
relationship of h` gh/ and o` ouvrano,j in Ephesians.161  Second, Harris suggests that the 
author utilized this term to emphasize the spatial and positional contrast between the 
exalted Christ (in heaven) and believers (on earth).
162
  Whereas the term evpoura,nioj 
depicts both the locus of Christ and believers who are in him, ouvrano,j refers to Christ 
in contrast with those on earth.
163
  With this argument, Harris again seems to imply 
some sort of distinction between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians, though he 
does not clearly define what this distinction actually is.
164
 
 In his conclusion, Harris once again affirms the notion that ouvrano,j is the 
preferred term to emphasize the contrastive relationship between heaven and earth.  
At no point in his article does Harris attempt to answer why this might be the case or 
what the implications are for this conclusion.  In his conclusion for the term 
evpoura,nioj, Harris writes, 
 
vEn toi/j evpourani,oij is the location of the current conflict in which believers participate 
through their presence there “in” Christ.  But oi` evpoura,nioi in Ephesians is primarily viewed 
as the location of the exalted Christ, the place where He now is and from which He exercises 
His universal sovereignty in the present age.
165
 
                                                
160
 See Harris’ discussions of 1:20 and 2:6 where this is seemingly the case, “Reconsidered,” 76-78.   
See also Harris’ concluding section where he seems to imply an element of interchangeability, though 
“not…complete interchangeability,” “Reconsidered,” 89. 
161
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 85.  We have previously noted this contrastive relationship between h` gh/ 
and o` ouvrano,j in Eph.   
162
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 85. 
163
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 85. 
164
 Cf. Aletti who more or less follows Harris and also seems to draw a minor distinction between 
ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Eph.  Whereas the terms ouvranoi, and gh/ refer to created reality in its 
totality, the term evpoura,nioj, as suggested by the prefix evpi,  refers to “un au-delà des cieux physiques, 
un « lieu » réservé pour les êtres spirituels, qui sont soustraits à l’influence de ce monde-ci,” Aletti, 
Éphésiens, 57. 
165
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 89. 
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This conclusion seems a valid one if what Harris argues for here is some sort of 
literary distinction between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians.  If this is the case, 
then his conclusions would actually be very similar to Lincoln’s but consequently 
would not advance the conversation of the heavenlies.  The major difficulty is that 
Harris is not at all clear in his arguments or conclusions.  Therefore, we believe 
Harris falls short of his goal to determine whether ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj are used 
interchangeably in Ephesians.  In our view, Harris’ article actually demonstrates that 
there is still no consensus on how readers of Ephesians should understand the 
heavenlies.  The great amount of confusion which surrounds the expression evn toi/j 





 Our review of the major ways in which the heavenlies have been interpreted 
has yielded some interesting results.  First, we can conclude that there still remains 
no consensus on how the heavenlies in Ephesians should be understood.  We have 
noted the influence of both Hugo Odeberg and Andrew T. Lincoln in how New 
Testament scholars have interpreted the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  Odeberg 
and those who follow him have drawn a distinction between evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians and have tended to spiritualize the heavenlies in 
order to make sense of difficult passages such as Eph 2:6 and 6:12.  Other 
commentators such as Lincoln, Caragounis, and Lona have argued that the two 
expressions are generally synonymous but have interpreted the usage of evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij along eschatological, soteriological, or ecclesiological lines.   
 While we have agreed with the majority of Lincoln’s conclusions, we have 
disagreed primarily with how he arrives at his conclusions, namely his principal 
critique of Odeberg.  Rather, we have found Best’s critique – that it is improper to 
posit a major distinction in meaning between evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij when their normal usage is the same – quite salient.  If Best is correct, 
then it is indeed improper to “spiritualize” the heavenlies as many commentators 
have done.  What is of particular interest here is McGough’s study of the term 
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evpoura,nioj within wider Greek usage in which McGough in fact argues for a major 
distinction in meaning between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj.   
 As a result of the various meanings assigned to evpoura,nioj, it is our 
contention that the lexical range and usage of this term are of great significance for 
properly interpreting the heavenlies in Ephesians.  We will turn our attention to this 
task in chapters three and four through an extensive examination of the term 
evpoura,nioj in both Biblical and non-Biblical texts.  Though it seems quite lofty, it is 
our goal to demonstrate that there is no lexical basis for Odeberg’s interpretation of 
the heavenlies whereby he defines them “as a term designating the whole of the 
Spiritual Reality, the Divine World, including not only the heavens but also that 
spiritual life, in which the Church partakes in its earthly conditions.”
166
  Additionally, 
we will provide evidence that McGough’s study is erroneous and that the expressions 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j should indeed be understood as 
synonymous.  It is our view that these tasks are of primary significance, since, as we 
demonstrated in our excursus on the influence of Odeberg’s interpretation, we regard 
Odeberg’s interpretation of the heavenlies as the prevailing view among New 
Testament scholars.  After our study of the usage of evpoura,nioj, we will focus our 
attention on exegetical and conceptual issues which have often been overlooked in 
studies of the heavenlies. 
                                                
166
 Odeberg, View, 12. 
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Chapter 3: Study of  vEpoura ,nioj  in Greek Literature outside of 






 The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the meaning and usage of 
evpoura,nioj in a variety of Greek sources so as to inform our understanding of the 
heavenlies in Ephesians.  In our review of the major ways the heavenlies have been 
interpreted, we concluded that the meaning, usage, and “flexibility” of the term 
evpoura,nioj are of great significance for a proper understanding of the expression evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.  As we noted, Odeberg and those who follow him 
have “spiritualized” the heavenlies by defining them as the spiritual atmosphere of 
the church on earth.
1
  In this chapter, we will explore whether there is any 
justification within other Greek literature for Odeberg’s interpretation and for the 
distinction he draws between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj.  Of particular interest is 
McGough’s argument that there is indeed evidence for a major distinction in 
meaning between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj within wider Greek usage.2  In our 
examination of evpoura,nioj, however, we will insist that there is no basis for 
Odeberg’s interpretation and that McGough’s study is deeply flawed.  In contrast to 
the conclusions of Odeberg, McGough, and those who would follow them, we will 
demonstrate that the term evpoura,nioj always refers to that which is spatially distinct 
                                                
1
 In a sense, our study of evpoura,nioj in chs. 3 and 4 is the foundation for the exegetical and conceptual 
portion of this thesis.  If, as Odeberg, McGough, and others contend, the heavenlies describe the 
spiritual atmosphere of the church on earth, then there would be no reason to examine the notion of 
heavenly ascent or a heavenly status granted to the redeemed on earth precisely because the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij would not actually signify “heaven” but merely a spiritual reality.  
The same is true for the spiritual forces of evil which reside evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  If this only refers to 
a spiritual reality rather than the equivalent of evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j, then there is no reason to explore 
the notion of evil powers in heaven.  
2
 Not only does McGough draw this distinction, but he also critiques Lincoln for not properly 
recognizing this distinction in Ephesians and for not observing the usage of evpoura,nioj in wider Greek 
literature, “Investigation,” 62.                                               
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from the earth.
3
  Also, in contrast to McGough’s study, we will demonstrate that the 
usage of the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj within other Greek literature actually 
provides evidence that the expressions evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij 
are synonymous.  Finally, it is our hope that this extensive study of evpoura,nioj will 
also serve as a contribution to the field of New Testament scholarship. 
 
 
Summary of McGough’s Study and Justification for a Fresh Analysis of  
vEpoura ,nioj 
 
 Though we will interact with McGough in more detail below, we can 
appropriately summarize the conclusions of his study of evpoura,nioj with three 
principal tenets.  First, McGough argues for a major distinction in meaning between 
the terms ouvrano,j (or the adjectival ouvra,nioj) and evpoura,nioj.4  Second, McGough 
believes that, as opposed to location, the meaning communicated by the term 
evpoura,nioj, is that of “spiritual reality.”5  Third, McGough regards the notion of 
heavenly and earthly interaction as inherent to the term evpoura,nioj.6  We have 
already noted above and in chapter two that these conclusions which McGough 
draws are erroneous.  Therefore, we regard the inadequacies and errors in 
McGough’s study as significant justification for a fresh analysis of the term 
                                                
3
 See also Caragounis, Mysterion, 147.  Here we should also acknowledge that we agree with the 
general hermeneutical principle that the meaning or usage of a word is often determined by context; 
however, it is also true that a word has a semantic range with a variety of meanings and nuances 
which are then clarified by the context.  This exegetical principle is significant for our purposes since 
we maintain that the term evpoura,nioj does not ever carry the meaning “spiritual reality.”  Since there 
is no basis or precedent for this definition or the distinction between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j outside 
of Eph, then it is improper to draw such conclusions within the letter itself.  This is essentially the 
argument which Best employs in his rejection of Odeberg’s interpretation of the heavenlies when he 
writes that “five instances of one Greek word and four of the other are statistically too few to enforce 
a major distinction between them if their normal meaning is the same,” Best, Ephesians, 116-117.    
4
 McGough, “Investigation,” 8-9, 13-14, 28-29, 48-49, 95-96, 99-100, 102, 159, 171.  See history of 
interpretation for a brief discussion of the distinction McGough draws between these terms.  
5
 McGough, “Investigation,” 95-96. 
6
 See e.g. McGough, “Investigation,” 8, 10, 12-13, 15, 22, 25-26, 28-30, 39, 48-49, 100.  McGough 
writes “The pervading idea suggested by evpoura,nioj is that of interaction.  In the majority of the 
references cited in this section, the expression of reality implied by evpoura,nioj concerns the 
interaction of the heavenly dimension with the earthly dimension,” “Investigation,” 48.  See history of 
interpretation for a brief critique of this hypothesis. 
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evpoura,nioj.  However, even if we do not take into account McGough’s examination, 
it is our contention that an analysis of evpoura,nioj is beneficial since it should inform 





 A search in the Thesaurus Lingua Graecae reveals over 4000 appearances of 
the term evpoura,nioj within extant Greek literature.  Though the most accurate 
method would be to consult all of these sources, such a task would in actuality be 
both impractical and inappropriate for our purposes in this thesis.
7
  As a result, we 
must be selective in our choice of passages to examine.  Since one of our objectives 
is to compare and contrast our observations with the findings of McGough, it is 
critical to provide a fresh examination of all of the passages within his study.
8
  The 
sources in McGough’s study, outside of the New Testament examples,
9
 are as 
follows:  Odyssey 17.484; Iliad 6.129-131; Iliad 6.527; Plato, Phaedrus 256d; 
Theocritus 25.5; Moschus, Europa 2.21; Sextus Empiricus, Against the Astrologers 
5.44; Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods 4.3; Corpus Hermeticum, Stobaei Hermetica 
12.1, Stobaei Hermetica 21.12, Fragment 26.9, Abammonis Ad Porphyrium 8.C; 
Second century papyri; Paris Papyri 574.3042; Quintus Smyrnaeus, The Fall of Troy 
2.429; LXX Ps 67:15; 2 Macc 3:39; 3 Macc 6:28; 3 Macc 7:6; Sibylline Oracles 
4.51; Sibylline Oracles 4.135; Philo, Legum Allegoria 3.168, De Gigantibus 62, De 
Virtutibus 12.   
 In addition to those consulted by McGough, we have selected 11 other texts 
which prove to be significant for our understanding of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  
From Jewish writings, two passages in Testament of Job (36.3 and 38.5) and one in 
Testament of Abraham (Recension A) are noteworthy not only because of their 
proximity in date to the New Testament documents, but also because of the usage of 
                                                
7
 Such a task is inappropriate since our purpose in this thesis is not only a lexical examination but also 
an exegetical and conceptual one. 
8
 It seems that McGough primarily selected a number of passages from those listed in BDAG and LSJ 
and supplemented those with a few additional passages. 
9
 We will examine the NT usage of evpoura,nioj in ch. 4. 
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evpoura,nioj in these passages.  Finally, several passages in the Apostolic Fathers (Ign. 
Eph. 13:2; Ign. Trall. 5:1-2; Ign. Trall. 9:1; Pol. Phil. 2:1; Mart. Pol. 14:3; Mart. Pol. 
20:2; 1 Clem. 61:2; 2 Clem. 20:5) are also essential to consult since they represent 
the church’s early interpretation and understanding of the term evpoura,nioj and the 
heavenlies.
10
  These passages, both from McGough’s examination and those we 
selected, prove to be an appropriate sample since they greatly reflect the texts listed 
by BDAG and LSJ.
11
  Moreover, since many of these passages contain not only an 
appearance of evpoura,nioj, but also an appearance of ouvrano,j or the adjectival 
ouvra,nioj, they are particularly significant for our understanding of the heavenlies in 
Ephesians. 
 In this list of passages, we find texts from a variety of genres and from many 
different time periods.  For any study of this nature, some sources are inevitably 
more important than others.  In our analysis, the New Testament documents, and 
even more specifically the letters within the Pauline corpus, are considerably more 
significant for our purposes than, for example, Homer’s 8
th
 century Greek.  What is 
particularly striking though, whether we trace evpoura,nioj diachronically or 
synchronically, is the relative uniformity and consistency in how the term is used – 
as a reference to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.  Though we regard the 
sources which are synchronous with Ephesians as of greater significance,
12
 for ease 
of comparison, we will follow McGough’s ordering of the passages and his division 
of the sources.  Following the passages from McGough’s study, we will examine the 
additional texts which we selected. 
 Before we begin our examination, we should point out one final 
methodological issue.  One obvious difference between the terms evpoura,nioj and 
ouvrano,j is that the former is an adjective while the latter is a noun.  In this sense, we 
would not assert that they are synonymous since one means “heavenly” and the other 
means “heaven.”  When we make the claim throughout this chapter that the terms 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j are in fact synonymous, what we mean is that they are 
                                                
10
 McGough’s omission of the passages in the Apostolic Fathers, T. Job, and T. Ab is also indicative of 
the deficiencies in his study. 
11
 With this sample, we examine the great majority of the passages listed in both BDAG and LSJ. 
12
 For a discussion of diachronic and synchronic word analysis, the dangers of diachronic analysis for 
determining word meaning, and the significance and priority of synchronic analysis for determining 
the meaning of a word, see Peter Cotterell and Max Turner, Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation 
(Downers Grove, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1989), 131-135. 
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synonymous in respect to the locations they represent.  The implication of this is that 
the expressions evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij, when both are local as 
in Ephesians, are synonymous.  Within our examination, however, we will often state 









 vAnti,no’( ouv me.n ka,l’ e;balej du,sthnon avlh,thn( 
 ouvlo,men’( eiv dh, pou, tij evpoura,nioj qeo,j evstin) 
 kai, te qeoi. xei,noisin evoiko,tej avllodapoi/si( 
 pantoi/oi tele,qontej( evpistrwfw/si po,lhaj( 
 avnqrw,pwn u[brin te kai. euvnomi,hn evforw/ntej) 
 
Antinous, thou didst not well to strike the wretched wanderer.  Doomed man that thou art, 
what if haply he be some god come down from heaven!  Aye, and the gods in the guise of 
strangers from afar put on all manner of shapes, and visit the cities, beholding the violence 
and the righteousness of men. (Murray) 
 
 From the larger context of Odyssey 17.483-484, we learn that Odysseus 
disguises himself and asks for help from Antinous.  Antinous responds in contempt 
to Odysseus’ request for help and throws a footstool at Odysseus.  After Antinous’ 
foolish decision, one of the youths speaks the words recorded above to Antinous.  In 
BDAG, this appearance of evpoura,nioj is listed as an adjective describing God and 
“pertaining to being associated with a locale for transcendent things and beings, 
                                                
13
 For further clarification and elaboration of our claim that the terms evpoura,nioj and 
ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj are synonymous, see the appendix. 
14
 The first reference listed is the one with the appearance(s) of evpoura,nioj.  The portion in 
parentheses is the entire passage recorded in our analysis for the purpose of providing a larger context.  
In accordance with The SBL Handbook of Style, we will not provide the full bibliographic information 
for primary sources in the text or the footnotes.  The reader can locate this information in the 
bibliography.  In accordance with SBL style, we will, however, identify the translator after each 
translation.  We will follow this format throughout the study.  
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heavenly, in heaven.”
15
  The fact that Odysseus is described as a possible heavenly 
(evpoura,nioj) god is consistent with the term’s definition of that which is spatially 
distinct from the earth.
16
   
 
 
Homer, Iliad 6.129, 131 (128-131) 
 
 eiv de, tij avqana,twn ge kat’ ouvranou/ eivlh,ouqaj(  
 ouvk a'n e;gwge qeoi/sin evpourani,oisi macoi,mhn)   
 ouvde. ga.r ouvde. Dru,antoj ui`o,j( kratero.j Luko,orgoj(  
 dh.n h=n( o[j r`a qeoi/sin evpourani,oisi e;rizen\ 
 
But if you are one of the immortals come down from heaven, I will not fight with the 
heavenly gods.  No, for not even the son of Dryas, mighty Lycurgus, lived long, he who 
strove with heavenly gods… (Murray) 
 
 In this passage, Diomedes inquires about the nature of Glaukos by asking him 
if he is one of the immortals who has come down from heaven (kat’ ouvranou/).  
Diomedes next acknowledges that he would not fight with the heavenly gods 
(qeoi/sin evpourani,oisi) because not even mighty Lycurgus lived long after striving 
with the heavenly gods (qeoi/sin evpourani,oisi).  The significance of this passage 
from the Iliad is that both evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j appear in the same context.  The 
natural reading is to understand the prior location of the immortals who have come 
down from heaven (kat’ ouvranou/) as the same as that which is represented by 
“qeoi/sin evpourani,oisi.”  Though these gods are actually encountered on earth, the 
fact that they are “evpourani,oisi” gods communicates either their prior location or 
their abode.
17
  The usage of these two terms in this passage clearly demonstrates that 
they are synonymous in reference to the location they represent.  Moreover, there is 
                                                
15
 BDAG, 388. Italics in BDAG. 
16
 Contra McGough who uses this passage merely to demonstrate the interaction of the heavenly with 
the earthly, “Investigation,” 7-8.  Again, our disagreement is not with McGough’s argument for 
heavenly and earthly interaction but with the notion that this idea is inherent to the term evpoura,nioj. 
17
 This would in effect be the equivalent of saying, “The American man has arrived in Edinburgh.”  
Though the American man is currently in Edinburgh, the adjective “American” does not lose its local 
quality since he is originally from America or identifies America as his home. 
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nothing in this passage to suggest that there is a major distinction between 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j.18 
 
 
Homer, Iliad 6.527 (526-529)  
 
 avll’ i;omen\ ta. d’ o;pisqen avresso,meq’( ai; ke, poqi Zeu.j  
 dw,h| evpourani,oisi qeoi/j aiveigene,th|si 
 krhth/ra sth,sasqai evleu,qeron evn mega,roisin( 
 evk Troi,hj evla,santaj evuknh,midaj  vAcaiou,j) 
 
But let us go; these things we will make good later on, if Zeus will grant us to set for the 
heavenly gods who are for ever a bowl of freedom in our halls, when we have driven from 
the land  of Troy the well-greaved Achaeans. (Murray) 
 
 This passage, which is not listed either in BDAG or LSJ, is of little value for 
a proper understanding of evpoura,nioj or its relation to ouvrano,j.  There is nothing here 
to suggest that the term evpoura,nioj does not retain its usual meaning – as a reference 
to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.  The reference to “evpourani,oisi 
qeoi/j” is the same as Iliad 6.128-131 discussed above.  The fact that evpoura,nioj is 
utilized to describe the gods should make it clear that the reference is to heaven or 
that which is distinct from the earth.  Similarly, though the “evpourani,oisi qeoi/j” are 
encountered on earth, their description as evpoura,nioj suggests a quality about them 
which is distinct from the earth.  Consequently, nothing in Iliad 6.526-529 would 
lead us either to reject the normal understanding of evpoura,nioj or to substantiate a 




                                                
18
 Contra McGough who seemingly in an effort to force this text to conform to his presuppositions 
draws a major distinction between these terms.  He concludes that ouvrano,j was the prior location of 
the immortal while the term evpoura,nioj was employed when the immortal was encountered on earth, 
“Investigation,” 8-9.  With this conclusion, McGough seems to imply that the term evpoura,nioj is 
utilized to refer to that which is on the earth.  Here it seems that McGough fails to differentiate 
between the basic functions of an adjective and a noun.   
19
 Contra McGough who once again implies that evpoura,nioj was utilized because the gods were to 
attend an earthly celebration, “Investigation,” 9-10.  McGough also uses this passage to argue for the 
interaction of the earthly with the heavenly as an essential component of the term evpoura,nioj, 9-10. 
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Plato, Phaedrus 256d 
 
eivj ga.r sko,ton kai. th.n u`po. gh/j porei,an ouv no,moj evstin e;ti evlqei/n toi/j kathrgme,noij h;dh 
th/j evpourani,ou porei,aj( avlla. fano.n bi,on dia,gontaj euvdaimonei/n met’ allh,lwn 
poreuome,nouj( kai. o`mopte,rouj e;rwtoj ca,rin( o[tan ge,nwntai( gene,sqai)  
 
…for it is the law that those who have once begun their upward progress shall never again 
pass into darkness and the journey under the earth, but shall live a happy life in the light as 
they journey together, and because of their love shall be alike in their plumage when they 
receive their wings. (Fowler) 
 
 In this passage, Plato writes of the heavenly journey (th/j evpourani,ou 
porei,aj) when the soul leaves the body.  Those who have begun this heavenly 
journey will never again journey under the earth (th.n u`po. gh/j porei,an).  The only 
point of significance to note here is the contrast between the heavenly journey (th/j 
evpourani,ou porei,aj) and the earthly journey (th.n u`po. gh/j porei,an).  This contrast 
provides a clear distinction between the terms evpoura,nioj and gh/ and the locations 
they represent.
20
  This is significant since some commentators such as Odeberg and 
McGough have argued that the lack of contrast between evpoura,nioj and gh/ in 
Ephesians is evidence for a distinction between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j in Ephesians.  
From our analysis of other Greek literature, however, we can firmly establish that the 
normal usage of evpoura,nioj is in contrast to the earth. 
 
 
Theocritus 25.5 (3-6) 
 
 e;k toi xei/ne pro,frwn muqh,somai o[ss’ evreei,neij(  
 `Erme,w a`zo,menoj deinh.n o;pin eivnodi,oio\ 
 to.n ga,r fasi me,giston evpourani,wn kecolw/sqai  
 ei; ken o`dou zacrei/on avnh,nhtai, tij o`di,thn) 
 
                                                
20
 Contra McGough who writes that evpoura,nioj “is understood here as referring to a realm of 
existence or manner of living beyond physical life,” “Investigation,” 11.  With this understanding, 
McGough once again spiritualizes the meaning of evpoura,nioj rather than understanding the term as 
spatially distinct from the earth.  For McGough, the primary contrast between evpoura,nioj and the 
earth is spiritual rather than spatial. 
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Sir, I will gladly tell you all you ask of me.  Trust me, I hold the vengeance of Hermes o’ the 
Ways in mickle awe and dread; for they say he be the wrathfullest God in Heaven an you 
deny a traveller guidance that hath true need of it. (Edmonds) 
 
Moschus, Europa 2.21 
 
 ovye. de. deimale,hn avnenei,kato parqe,non auvdh,n\ 
 `ti,j moi toia,de fa,smat’ evpourani,wn proi,?hlen; 
 
At last she raised her maiden voice in accents of terror saying:  “Who of the People of 
Heaven did send me forth such phantoms as these? (Edmonds) 
 
 We will evaluate the two passages listed above together since their use of 
evpoura,nioj is the same, since McGough draws the same conclusions for both 
passages, and since there is little contribution from these passages for our purposes.  
According to BDAG, “evpourani,wn” is a designation of the gods in both passages.21  
In Theocritus 25.5 the old ploughman speaks of Hermes and says literally that he is 
the greatest of the heavenly ones (evpourani,wn) to be angered.  In Europa 2.21 
Europa has a dream about a struggle between two continents for possession of her.  
In response to the dream, she says, “Who of the People of Heaven (literally of the 
heavenly ones) (evpourani,wn) did send me forth such phantoms as these?” The 
“heavenly ones” is thus a term for the gods and this substantival use of evpoura,nioj is 
frequently employed to refer to a deity.  These references here to “the heavenly ones” 
or to gods should be understood as a contrast to those on the earth.
22






                                                
21
 BDAG, 388.  BDAG lists the function of the term in these passages as a designation of the gods 
under the larger definition of “pertaining to being associated with a locale for transcendent things and 
beings, heavenly, in heaven.” Italics original. 
22
 Contra McGough who once again maintains that the usage of evpoura,nioj in these passages 
demonstrates the interaction of the earthly and heavenly dimensions, “Investigation,” 12-13. 
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Sextus Empiricus, Against the Astrologers 5.44 (43-45a) 
 
`O me.n ou=n carakth.r th/j Caldai?kh/j meqo,dou toiou/toj e;oiken ei=nai\ r`a,|dion d’ e;sti loipo.n 
evpi. paradoqe,nti tou,tw| sumperife,resqai tai/j komizome,naij avntirrh,sesin)  kai. dh. e;nioi 
me.n avgroiko,teron peirw/ntai dida,skein w`j ouv pa,ntwj sumpa,scei toi/j ouvrani,oij ta. evpi,geia\ 
ouvde ga.r ou[twj h[nwtai to. perie,con w`j to. avnqrw,pinon sw/ma( i[na o]n tro,pon th/| kefalh/| ta. 
u`pokei,mena me,rh sumpa,scei kai. toi/j u`pokeime,noij h` kefalh,( ou[tw kai. toi/j evpourani,oij ta. 
evpi,geia( avlla, tij e;sti tou,twn diapora. kai. avsumpa,qeia w`j a'n mh. mi,an kai. th.n auvth.n 
evco,ntwn e[nwsin) 
 
Such then, it seems, is the main outline of the Chaldean doctrine; and now that this has been 
expounded it is easy to follow intelligently the counter-arguments which are brought 
forward.  Some people, indeed, try to argue quite bluntly that terrestrial things do not 
‘sympathize’ altogether with things celestial; for the surrounding vault is not unified in the 
same way as the human body, so that things on earth should ‘sympathize’ with things in the 
heavens in the same way as the lower parts of the body sympathize with the head, and the 
head with the lower parts, but in respect of the former there exists a difference and want of 
sympathy, as they have not one and the same unification. (Bury) 
 
 This passage from Sextus Empiricus proves to be of great significance for a 
proper understanding of evpoura,nioj and its relationship with ouvra,nioj.  After Sextus 
Empiricus had outlined the Chaldean doctrine, he listed some popular counter-
arguments to the Chaldean doctrine.  The first counter-argument is that “terrestrial 
things (ta. evpi,geia) do not ‘sympathize’ (sumpa,scei) altogether with things celestial 
(toi/j ouvrani,oij).”  He then explains that the surrounding vault (to. perie,con) is 
different than the human body.  Therefore, things on earth (ta. evpi,geia) should not 
sympathize (sumpa,scei) with heavenly things (toi/j evpourani,oij) in the same way as 
the head with the lower parts of the body.   
 The significance of this passage is that it suggests the complete 
interchangeability of the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj.  Sextus Empiricus utilized 
the adjectives evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj in both the same manner and to communicate 
the same idea.  In this text, both adjectives appear in the dative case (evpourani,oij and 
ouvrani,oij) preceded by the definite article also in the dative case (toi/j).  Sextus 
Empiricus contrasted both of these adjectives for “heavenly” with the exact same 
phrase for the earthly – ta. evpi,geia.  He also used the same verb in the same form 
(sumpa,scei) for both examples of the contrast between the earthly and the heavenly.  
The only plausible explanation for the different terms is that Sextus Empiricus 
simply chose to vary his word choice for “heavenly.”  In this instance, it is clear that 
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the phrases toi/j ouvrani,oij and toi/j evpourani,oij are synonymous and refer to that 





Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods 10 (4).3 
 
su. de.—h;dh ga.r evpoura,nioj ei=--polla. eu= poih,seij evnteu/qen kai. to.n pate,ra kai. patri,da( 
kai. avnti. me.n tupou/ kai. ga,laktoj avmbrosi,an e;dh| kai. ne,ktar pi,h|\ 
 
You’re one of heaven’s company now, and can do a lot of good to your father and country 
from here.  Instead of your cheese and milk, you’ll have ambrosia to eat and nectar to 
drink…. (Macleod) 
 
 The context of this passage is a conversation between Zeus and Ganymede 
wherein Zeus tells Ganymede that he is immortal now and one of heaven’s company 
(h;dh ga.r evpoura,nioj ei=) (literally “for now you are heavenly” or “for now you are a 
heavenly one).  There is a clear contrast with earthly things when Zeus later tells 
Ganymede to “stop longing for things below” (tw/n ka,tw).  The contrast with the 
“things below” (tw/n ka,tw) and the location of the conversation in heaven both 
confirm the normal usage and understanding communicated by the term evpoura,nioj – 
as a reference to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.
24
  Additionally, an 
appearance of ouvrano,j in the larger context of this passage is also significant.  Later 
in the dialogue, Zeus corrects Ganymede when Ganymede states that he knows how 
to pour milk.  Zeus says, “This is heaven (o` ouvrano,j evsti), let me tell you, and, as I 
                                                
23
 Contra McGough who in spite of the obvious similarity in the way these two terms are used arrives 
at a different conclusion and suggests a possible distinction between evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj.  He 
writes, “Even though this counter argument to the Chaldean doctrine denies interaction of the celestial 
with the terrestrial, it nonetheless recognizes a distinction between toi/j ouvrani,oij and toi/j 
evpourani,oij,” “Investigation,” 14.  Though McGough makes this surprising claim, he makes no 
attempt whatsoever to support it and does not appeal to the text, context, or author’s word choice in 
arriving at this conclusion.  It seems as though McGough simply cannot allow for the two terms to be 
synonymous here because that would not support his misguided understanding of the heavenlies in 
Eph and, as a result, the conclusions from his erroneous word study. 
24
 Contra McGough who once again misses the significance of the passage and merely writes that the 
dialogue between Zeus and Ganymede implies future interaction of the heavenly and earthly 
dimensions, “Investigation,” 15.  BDAG lists this passage from Lucian “as a designation of the gods,” 
388.  This usage is listed under the wider definition of “pertaining to being associated with a locale for 
transcendent things and beings, heavenly, in heaven,” BDAG, 382.   
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said just now, our drink is nectar” (10 [4].4).  Zeus’ description of Ganymede as 
evpoura,nioj and the description of their present location as ouvrano,j clearly 







In his examination of evpoura,nioj, Michael E. McGough interacts very briefly 
with four texts from the Corpus Hermeticum – Stobaei Hermetica Excerpt 12.1, 
Stobaei Hermetica Excerpt 21.2
26
, Fragment 26.9, and Abammonis Ad Porphyrium 
Responsum 8. 2c.  Our analysis of these passages will be brief since these particular 
texts are not of great significance for our purposes. 
 
In Stobaei Hermetica Excerpt 
12.1 the author writes that providence is the sovereign design of the heavenly God 
(tou/ evpourani,ou qeou/).  In this instance, evpoura,nioj is employed as an adjective to 
describe God.  This usage of evpoura,nioj is common and in accord with the definition 
we have argued for throughout this chapter – as referring to that which is spatially 
distinct from the earth.
27
  Similarly, in Stobaei Hermetica Excerpt 21.2, Hermes 
writes that the sun is an image of the heavenly Maker (tou/ evpourani,ou dhmiourgou/ 
@qeou/#).  The term is again utilized here as an adjective to describe the Maker or 
Creator.  This title is undoubtedly a reference to God as the text later reveals that he 
is the one who made the entire universe.  The interjection of qeou/ as an interpolation 
only serves to confirm that this is indeed a reference to God.  As noted above, this 
use of evpoura,nioj is common and in agreement with its normal understanding.28   
 Fragment 26.9 begins with a discussion of God’s omnipotence.  Later in the 
passage, the author contrasts earthly things with heavenly things (tw/n evpigei,wn pro.j 
ta. evpoura,nia).29  In addition to earthly and heavenly things, the author also contrasts 
                                                
25
 McGough either misses or simply chooses not to interact with the appearance of ouvrano,j a few lines 
later; as a result, he cannot comment on the relationship between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj.  
26
 McGough mistakenly lists this reference as 21.12, “Investigation,” 16. 
27
 McGough merely summarizes this passage and provides no analysis, “Investigation,” 16. 
28
 McGough once again merely summarizes this passage and then writes that the context is difficult to 
ascertain since a portion of the text is missing, “Investigation,” 16. 
29
 Though in his notes to Hermetica (ed. and trans. Walter Scott; vol. 1; Oxford: Oxford University 
Press), Walter Scott regards this portion of the text to be an interpolation, 542-545, the passage is 
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the corporeal with the incorporeal, the perishable with the eternal, things with 
beginning with things without beginning, and things which are all-powerful with 
things which have need.  The contrast between tw/n evpigei,wn and ta. evpoura,nia 
demonstrates once again that evpoura,nioj refers to that which is spatially distinct from 
the earth.
30
  The other contrasts in the passage only serve to reinforce the idea that 
there is a fundamental distinction between ta. evpi,geia and ta. evpoura,nia.  Finally, in 
Abammonis Ad Porphyrium Responsum 8. 2c, tw/n evpourani,wn is used substantivally 
as a designation of the gods.  There is nothing in any of these passages which would 
suggest a different understanding of evpoura,nioj than as a reference to that which is 
spatially distinct from the earth. 
 
 
Second Century Papyri 
  
kei/tai me.n gai,h| fqi,menon de,maj( h` de. doqei/sa yuch, moi nai,ei dw,mat’ evpoura,nia)31 
 
On the one hand, the body, after it has decayed, is destined for the earth, but on the other 




 This fragment contrasts the body (de,maj) which is destined for the earth 
(gai,h|) with the soul (yuch,) which dwells in heavenly houses (dw,mat’ evpoura,nia).33  
It is implausible that dw,mat’ evpoura,nia here could refer to some sort of spiritual 
atmosphere on earth.  The usage of evpoura,nioj is straightforward and the term here is 
                                                                                                                                     
nevertheless of value since the interpolation still represents how the term evpoura,nioj was understood 
and utilized. 
30
 Contra McGough who writes that the contrast between the earthly and heavenly in this passage 
demonstrates the distinction between two expressions of reality which have different natures, 
“Investigation,” 17.  Though this conclusion is not completely inadequate, McGough is still forced to 
spiritualize the heavenlies here because he cannot allow for ta. evpoura,nia and ta. evpi,geia to refer to 
different locations since this would be detrimental to his thesis. 
31
 Fragment from James Hopes Moulton and George Milliagan, The Vocabulary of the Greek 
Testament: Illustrated from the Papyri and Other Non-Literary Sources (Rev. ed.: London: Hodder 
and Stoughton, 1952), 252. 
32
 My translation. 
33
 Note the use of the contrastive expression me.n…de.  
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correctly understood within its normal meaning as referring to that which is spatially 





Paris Papyri 574.3042 (3037-3044) 
 
o`rki,zw se( pa/n pneu/ma daimo,nion( lalh/sai o`poi/on kai. a'n h=j( o[ti orki,zw se kata. th/j 
sfragi/doj h-j( e;qeto Solomw.n evpi. th.n glw/ssan tou/  vIhremi,ou kai. evla,lhsen)  kai. su. 
la,lhson o`poi/on eva.n h=j evpeoura,nion h' ave,rion ei;te evpi,geion ei;te u`po,geion h' katacqo,nion h'  
vEbousai/on h' Cersai/on h' Farisai/on)35 
 
I adjure thee, every daemonic spirit, say whatsoever thou art.  For I adjure thee by the seal 
which Solomon laid upon the tongue of Jeremiah and he spake.  And say thou whatsoever 
thou art, in heaven, or of the air, or on earth, or under the earth or below the ground, or an 
Ebusaean, or a Chersaean, or a Pharisee. 
 
 In his analysis of this papyri, Adolf Deissmann writes, “In spite of the 
resemblance to Philippians 2:10, Ephesians 2:2, 3:10, (and) 6:12, this is not a 
quotation from St. Paul.  The papyrus and St. Paul are both using familiar Jewish 
categories.”
36
  Three of the terms from this text also appear in Phil 2:10 – evpoura,nioj, 
evpi,geioj( and katacqo,nioj.37  Also, the adjective ave,rioj in Paris Papyri 574.3042 is 
reminiscent of the appearance of the noun avh,r in Eph 2:2 when Paul writes that 
believers formerly walked kata. to.n a;rconta th/j evxousi,aj tou/ ave,roj.  The term 
u`po,geioj appears only once in all of Scripture in LXX Jer 45:11.  Though, as 
Deissmann noted, these are familiar Jewish categories, it is nonetheless difficult to 
identify with any certainty precisely what these terms represent.  It is possible that 
the author of this text intended the terms evpeoura,nioj and ave,rioj to be understood as 
synonymous; however, it also remains possible that evpeoura,nioj and ave,rioj refer to 
                                                
34
 Contra McGough who once spiritualizes evpoura,nioj when he writes that it “(refers) to a realm of 
existence beyond physical life,” “Investigation,” 18.  While McGough’s assessment here is not 
completely incorrect, his reluctance to assign any spatial significance to dw,mat’ evpoura,nia is 
inadequate.  
35
 Text from Adolf Deissmann, Light from the Ancient Near East: The New Testament Illustrated by 
Recently Discovered Texts of the Graeco-Roman World (trans. R. M. Strachan; London: Hodder and 
Stoughton, 1910), 257. 
36
 Deissmann, Light, 261, note 10. 
37
 Both evpoura,nioj and evpi,geioj appear elsewhere in Scripture including other Pauline passages.  The 
term katacqo,nioj is a hapax legomena. 
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different heavenly regions.  The same is also true for the terms u`po,geioj and 
katacqo,nioj; they could be synonymous or katacqo,nioj could refer specifically to the 
abode of the dead while u`po,geioj would be a more general term for “under the earth.”  
For our purposes, what is significant is the clear contrast between evpi,geioj, which 






Quintus Smyrnaeus, The Fall of Troy 2.429 
 
 evgw. de, min ouvk avlegi,zw ouvde, min avqana,th|sin evpourani,h|sin ei,?skw) 
 
 Nothing I reck of her, nor rank her with the immortal Heavenly Ones. (Way) 
 
 In the larger context of this passage, Memnon strikes Achilles’ arm with his 
spear and subsequently boasts to Achilles of his divine birth.  Memnon then insults 
Achilles’ mother and questions her divinity by saying that she is not one of the 
immortal Heavenly Ones (avqana,th|sin evpourani,h|sin).  Here we see that evpoura,nioj is 
once again employed as a substantival designation of the gods.  This usage is in 
accordance with the definition argued for throughout this chapter – as a reference to 





                                                
38
 Contra McGough who writes that this passage demonstrates the spiritual quality inherent to the term 
evpoura,nioj, “Investigation,” 19.  McGough also believes this text demonstrates the possibility that evil 
is associated with evpoura,nioj.  McGough’s conclusion here is interesting since it quite possibly 
reveals part of his motivation for “spiritualizing” the heavenlies.  Just as it does not make sense that 
believers should be granted a heavenly status while on earth (Eph 2:6), so also it does not follow that 
evil should be associated with the heavenlies (Eph 6:12).  As we have previously noted, these two 
perplexing statements have provided the impetus for commentators such as Odeberg and McGough to 
spiritualize the heavenlies in Eph.     
39
 McGough mistakenly interacts with the wrong passage here when he argues that the significance of 
evpoura,nioj is the heavenly ones’ ability to see all things including earthly events, “Investigation,” 20.  
In this instance, McGough examines 2.443 where the term evpoura,nioj does not even appear.  The all-
seeing heavenly ones in this passage are described as panderke,ej Ouvrani,wnej. 
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Septuagint 
 
LXX Psalm 67:15 
 
 evn tw/| diaste,llein to.n evpoura,nion basilei/j evpV auvth/j cionwqh,sontai evn Selmwn 
 
When the heavenly One scatters kings upon it, they shall be made snow-white in Selmon. 
(LXE; Brenton) 
 
 In LXX Ps 67:15, to.n evpoura,nion, as the translation of the Hebrew yD:!v;, is a 
substantive describing God.  The fact that evpoura,nioj is utilized here as a translation 
for yD:!v; does not indicate that the term loses its basic meaning as a reference to that 
which is spatially distinct from the earth.
40
  Rather, it is likely that the translator of 
this psalm employed the idea of the “Heavenly One” (to.n evpoura,nion) to 
communicate the Hebrew Bible’s description of God as the Almighty (yD:!v;).  Since 
LXX Ps 67:15 is the only place where evpoura,nioj appears in the Greek Old 
Testament, this translation for yD:!v; does not appear to be common; however, we do 
find that the expression tou/ qeou/ tou/ ouvranou/ is also employed as a translation for 
yD:ªv;÷ in LXX Ps 90:1.41  This comparison between to.n evpoura,nion in 67:15 and tou/ 
qeou/ tou/ ouvranou/ in 90:1 is most significant since it demonstrates that these two 
expressions are interchangeable and provides further evidence that it is mistaken to 




                                                
40
 Contra McGough who once again writes that the significance of this verse is the interaction of the 
heavenly with the earthly, “Investigation,” 25. 
41
 Similar to our evaluation of to.n evpoura,nion in LXX Ps 67:15, concerning tou/ qeou/ tou/ ouvranou/ in 
LXX Ps 90:1 Traub writes, “Finally, the OT belief that God, as Creator of heaven and Ruler of 
heaven, is linked with heaven, is itself the occasion for the adding of ouvrano,j to the original text.  
Thus yD;ªv;÷ is rendered o` qeo.j tou/ ouvranou/ in Ps. 91:1,” Traub, TDNT 5:510.  This same explanation is 
equally applicable for the decision to render yD;ªv;÷ as to.n evpoura,nion in LXX Ps 67:15. 
42
 McGough does not examine LXX Ps 90:1 and so cannot comment on the relationship between 
evpoura,nioj in 67:15 and ouvrano,j in 90:1. 
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2 Maccabees 3:39 
 
auvto.j ga.r o` th.n katoiki,an evpoura,nion e;cwn evpo,pthj evsti.n kai. bohqo.j evkei,nou tou/ to,pou 
kai. tou.j paraginome,nouj evpi. kakw,sei tu,ptwn avpollu,ei 
 
For he who has his dwelling in heaven watches over that place himself and brings it aid, and 




  In the larger context of this verse, Heliodorus, a servant of the king, 
attempted to confiscate money from the temple without just cause.  In response, “the 
priests prostrated themselves before the altar…and called toward heaven (eivj 
ouvrano,n) for the protection of the Lord (v. 15).  The women of the city also held up 
their hands to heaven (eivj to.n ouvrano,n) and made supplication (v. 20).  As 
Heliodorus continued his plan and arrived at the treasury, a rider on a horse 
appeared, rushed Heliodorus, and struck him with its front hoofs (v. 25).  Two other 
young men of great strength and beauty also appeared and flogged him continuously.  
After the high priest offered a sacrifice for Heliodorus’ recovery, the same young 
men appeared again to Heliodorus and said, “Be very grateful to the high priest 
Onias, since for his sake the Lord has granted you your life.  And see that you, who 
have been flogged by heaven (evx ouvranou/), report to all people the majestic power of 
God” (v. 34).  Later, Heliodorus recognized the power of God and uttered the words 
from the present passage, “For he who has his dwelling in heaven (auvto.j ga.r o` th.n 
katoiki,an evpoura,nion) watches over that place and brings it aid, and he strikes and 
destroys those who come to do it injury.” 
 The context, flow, and word choice of this passage from 2 Maccabees all 
support the notion that evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j are synonymous and refer to the 
same location.  The priests called toward heaven (eivj ouvrano,n), the women raised 
their hands to heaven (eivj to.n ouvrano,n), and Heliodorus was flogged by heaven (evx 
ouvranou/).  It is inconceivable to suppose that God’s description as having a heavenly 
dwelling (auvto.j ga.r o` th.n katoiki,an evpoura,nion) would refer to some other 
location or idea than that communicated by ouvrano,j.  Both the context and the 
diction of the passage clearly support our argument that evpoura,nioj refers to that 
                                                
43
 All further quotations and translations from 2 and 3 Macc are from the NRSV. 
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3 Maccabees 6:28 
 
avpolu,sate tou.j ui`ou.j tou/ pantokra,toroj evpourani,ou qeou/ zw/ntoj o]j avfV h`mete,rwn me,cri 
tou/ nu/n progo,nwn avparapo,diston meta. do,xhj euvsta,qeian pare,cei toi/j h`mete,roij pra,gmasin 
 
Release the children of the almighty and living God of heaven, who from the time of our 
ancestors until now has granted an unimpeded and notable stability to our government. 
 
 In the larger context of this passage, Ptolemy IV Philopator, the king of 
Egypt, attempted to have the Jews killed by crushing them with elephants.  Eleazar, a 
Jewish priest, prayed to the Lord for deliverance.  When the animals arrived, the 
Jews also “raised great cries to heaven” (me,ga eivj ouvrano.n avne,kraxan) (6:17).  In 
response to their prayers, God “opened the heavenly gates” (hvne,w|xen ta.j ouvrani,ouj 
pu,laj) (6:18) and two angels descended to thwart the plans of the king.  When 
Ptolemy’s plan was hindered, his anger turned to compassion (6:22) and he 
commanded, “Release the children of the almighty and living God of heaven” 
(avpolu,sate tou.j ui`ou.j tou/ pantokra,toroj evpourani,ou qeou/ zw/ntoj) (6:28).  
Subsequently, the king gave thanks to heaven (eivj ouvrano,n) for his own deliverance 
(6:33).   
 This passage from 3 Maccabees also proves to be significant for a proper 
understanding of evpoura,nioj and its relationship to ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj.  The Jews cried 
                                                
44
 Contra McGough who merely summarizes the larger passage and then concludes that the divine 
intervention of the heavenly God to protect the Temple implies earthly and heavenly interaction, 
“Investigation,” 25-26.  In his assessment, McGough does not address the three appearances of 
ouvrano,j earlier in the passage and so he cannot comment on the relation between ouvrano,j and 
evpoura,nioj in this text.  We consider this omission to be inexcusable in light of McGough’s argument 
that there is a major distinction in meaning between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj since passages in which 
both terms appear are of obvious significance for a proper understanding of their meaning and 
relationship.  2 Macc 3:34, in which Heliodorus is flogged by heaven (evx ouvranou/), also militates 
against McGough’s assertion that ouvrano,j does not contain an element of interaction with the earth, 
“Investigation,” 48-50, 96-101.  As stated previously, the presence or absence of heavenly and earthly 
interaction is not an inherent property in a word’s lexical meaning but rather is part of specific belief 
systems or worldviews.  In Judeo-Christian theology, heavenly and earthly interaction is at the heart 
of its beliefs, so it should come as no surprise that, such as in this passage, an angel or representative 
from heaven is employed by God to accomplish a particular purpose on earth.   
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to heaven (eivj ouvrano,n), God opened the heavenly (ouvrani,ouj) gates, Ptolemy 
commanded that the children of the heavenly (evpourani,ou) God be released, and the 
king gave thanks to heaven (eivj ouvrano,n).  It is interesting that the author here 
employed three different words which refer to heaven – the noun ouvrano,j, the 
adjective ouvra,nioj, and the adjective evpoura,nioj – without any discernible difference 
in meaning.  The natural reading of this passage is to understand all three terms as 
referring to the same location and as spatially distinct from the earth.
45
  It is quite 
possible that the author here employed both the adjectival ouvra,nioj and evpoura,nioj 
simply for stylistic variation. 
 
 
3 Maccabees 7:6 
 
 h`mei/j de. evpi. tou,toij sklhro,teron diapeilhsa,menoi kaqV h]n e;comen pro.j a[pantaj avnqrw,pouj 
 evpiei,keian mo,gij to. zh/n auvtoi/j carisa,menoi kai. to.n evpoura,nion qeo.n evgnwko,tej avsfalw/j 
 u`perhspiko,ta tw/n Ioudai,wn w`j pate,ra u`pe.r ui`w/n dia. panto.j summacou/nta 
 
But we very severely threatened them for these acts, and in accordance with the clemency 
that we have toward all people we barely spared their lives.  Since we have come to realize 
that the God of heaven surely defends the Jews, always taking their part as a father does for 
his children… 
 
 The larger context of 3 Macc 7:6 is generally the same as the passage 
examined immediately above (3 Macc 6:28) since it continues the story of God’s 
deliverance of the Jews from Ptolemy IV Philopator.  After their deliverance, the 
Jews feasted with the king and subsequently asked for dismissal to their homes.  
Ptolemy granted this request and wrote a letter to the generals in the cities about his 
concern for the Jews.  In this letter, Ptolemy wrote that the heavenly God (to.n 
evpoura,nion qeo,n) surely defends the Jews (7:6).  Here we observe again the common 
usage of evpoura,nioj as an adjective to describe God.46  This usage is in agreement 
                                                
45
 Contra McGough who maintains that there is a distinction in meaning between ouvrani,ouj and 
evpourani,ou in this passage and concludes that the usage of evpoura,nioj here implies earthly and 
heavenly interaction, “Investigation,” 27.  The implication of McGough’s conclusion is that ouvra,nioj 
in this passage does not contain an element of heavenly and earthly interaction.  See our analysis of 2 
Macc 3:39 for a critique of McGough and this conclusion. 
46
 BDAG also lists 3 Macc 6:28 and 7:6 as modifying God and under the larger definition of 
“pertaining to being associated with a locale for transcendent things and beings…,” 388. 
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Sibylline Oracles 4.51 (49-53) 
 
    prw/ta me.n  vAssu,rioi qnhtw/n a;rxousin a`pa,ntwn 
 e`x genea.j ko,smoio diakrate,ontej evn avrch/|( 
 evx ou- mhni,santoj evpourani,oio qeoi/o 
 auvth|/sin poli,essi kai. avnqrw,poisin a[pasin 
 gh/n evka,luye qa,lassa kataklusmoi/o r`age,ntoj) 
 
 First, the Assyrians will rule over all mortals,  
 holding the world in their dominion for six generations 
 from the time when the heavenly God was in wrath 
 with the cities themselves and all men,  




 The usage of evpoura,nioj here as an adjective to describe God (evpourani,oio 
qeoi/o) is straightforward.49  We have encountered this usage numerous times in our 
examination, and it is in agreement with our argument that evpoura,nioj always refers 
to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.
50
  Additionally, in 4.57, we read that 
the stars will fall from heaven (avp’ ouvrano,qen).  Although it is not one of the words 
under primary consideration for this study, ouvrano,qen is an adverb meaning “from 
                                                
47
 Conta McGough who concludes that the usage of evpoura,nioj here implies earthly and heavenly 
interaction, “Investigation,” 27-28. 
48
 Translation by J. J. Collins from OTP (ed. James H. Charlesworth; 2 vols.; London: Darton, 
Longman & Todd, 1983-1985).  All further translations from Sibylline Oracles are also from Collins 
in OTP.   
49
 See again BDAG, 388.  This use is listed as an adjective of God “pertaining to being associated 
with a locale for transcendent things and beings….” 
50
 Contra McGough who again states that evpoura,nioj here communicates earthly and heavenly 
interaction, “Investigation,” 29. 
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heaven” and is obviously a cognate of ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj.  This appearance of 
ouvrano,qen with evpoura,nioj only serves to reinforce our argument that evpoura,nioj is 
synonymous with these related terms for heaven. 
 
 
Sibylline Oracles 4.135 (130-136) 
 
 avll’ o`po,t’ a'n cqoni,hj avpo. r`wga,doj  vItali,doj gh/j 
 purso.j avpastra,yaj eivj ouvrano.n euvru.n i[khtai( 
 polla.j de. fle,xh| po,liaj kai. a;ndraj ovle,ssh|( 
 pollh. d’ aivqalo,essa te,frh me,gan aivqevra plh,sh|( 
 kai. yeka,dej pi,ptwsin ap’ ouvranou/ oi-a, te mi,ltoj( 
 ginw,skein to,te mh/nin evpourani,oio qeoi/o( 
 euvsebe,wn o[ti fu/lon avnai,tion evxole,sousin) 
 
  But when a firebrand, turned away from a cleft in the earth 
 in the land of Italy, reaches to broad heaven, 
 it will burn many cities and destroy men. 
 Much smoking ashes will fill the great sky,  
 and showers will fall from heaven like red earth. 
 Know then the wrath of the heavenly God,  
 because they will destroy the blameless tribe of the pious. (Collins) 
 
 Similar to many of the passages in our examination, Sibylline Oracles 4.130-
136 contains appearances of both evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j and so is of primary 
significance for a proper understanding of these terms’ and their relationship.  The 
Sibylline Oracles’ close proximity in composition to Ephesians is also of no minor 
significance for additional attestation of the relationship between these two terms in 
the late first century A.D.
51
  In this passage, the author issues a warning when he 
writes, “But when a firebrand reaches to broad heaven (eivj ouvrano.n euvru,n) (4.131) 
                                                
51
 In his introduction to The Sibylline Oracles: Books III-V (New York: MacMillan, 1918), H. N. Bate 
writes that scholars generally date Book IV shortly after the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 A.D., 
24.  Of course, such a date is close to the range of dates proposed by NT scholars for the composition 
of Eph (c. 60-80 A.D.). 
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and “showers (fall) from heaven (ap’ ouvranou/) like red earth” (4.134), then the 
readers should “know then the wrath of the heavenly God” (evpourani,oio qeoi/o) 
(4.135).  The natural reading of this passage leads to the conclusion that the location 
described by eivj ouvrano.n euvru,n and ap’ ouvranou/ is the same as the location of the 
reference to the heavenly God (evpourani,oio qeoi/o).  Since that which symbolizes 
God’s wrath comes from the same place where God is located, it follows that 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j here are synonymous and refer to that which is spatially 







Philo, Legum Allegoria Book III LVIII.168 
 
tou.j ou=n avskhta.j w[sper no,misma dokima,zei o` ovrqo.j lo,goj( po,tera kekhli,dwntai evpi, ti 
tw/n evkto.j avnafe,rontej to. th/j yuch/j avgaqo.n hv . w`j do,kimoi diaste,llousin evn dianoi,a| mo,nh| 
tou/to diafula,ttontej)  tou,toij sumbe,bhke mh. toi/j ghi,noij avlla. tai/j evpourani,oij 
evpisth,maij tre,fesqai) 
  
The right principle, therefore, tests all aspirants as one does a coin, to see whether they have 
been debased in that they refer the soul’s good to something external, or whether, as tried and 
approved men, they distinguish and guard this treasure as belonging to thought and mind 
alone.  Such men  have the privilege of being fed not with earthly things but with the 
heavenly forms of knowledge. (Colson and Whitaker) 
 
 In Philo’s Book III of  Legum Allegoria, we find appearances of evpoura,nioj, 
ouvrano,j, and ouvra,nioj.  The meanings of and relationship between these various 
“heaven” words are of considerable importance for our purposes in this chapter.  The 
fact that Ephesians and Legum Allegoria are both first century A.D. compositions 
                                                
52
 Contra McGough who, following a different text, draws a distinction in meaning between the 
smoking ashes which fall from ouvrani,ouj and the wrath of the heavenly (evpourani,ou) (sic) God, 
“Investigation,” 29-30.  It is unclear which Greek text McGough follows here since he provides no 
citation with a Greek text.  Rzach’s Oracula Sibyllina contains a textual apparatus and does not list 
McGough’s variants in either case; however, Rzach does list avpourani,oio (avp’ ouvrani,oio F) as a 
variant for evpourani,oio (line 135), 99.  Nevertheless, whether we follow the text recorded and 
referenced above or McGough’s variants, our conclusion is still the same.  The location 
communicated by evpoura,nioj should be understood as the same as that which is communicated by 
ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj. 
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only serves to heighten the significance of this passage for understanding the 
heavenlies in Ephesians.  In his allegory of Exod 16:4 in Book III, Philo compares 
the food which comes from heaven to heavenly forms of knowledge which feed the 
soul.  He writes,  
 
That the food of the soul is not earthly (gh,inoi) but heavenly (ouvra,nioi), we shall find 
abundant evidence in the Sacred Word.  “Behold I rain upon you bread out of heaven (‹evk› 
tou/ ouvranou/).…The soul is fed (tre,fetai) not with things of earth (ghi,noij) that decay, but 
with such words as God shall have poured like rain out of that lofty and pure region of life to 
which the prophet has given the title of ‘heaven’ (ouvrano,n) (III.162). (Colson and Whitaker) 
 
A few verses later in III.168, Philo continues his commentary on Exod 16:4 and 
writes that those who live by the divine law “have the privilege of being fed 
(tre,fesqai) not with earthly (ghi,noij) things but with the heavenly (evpourani,oij) 
forms of knowledge.” 
 Once more, in a passage in which ouvrano,j, ouvra,nioj, and evpoura,nioj all 
appear, we observe that these three terms are used with no distinction in meaning and 
refer to the same location.  It would be preposterous to conclude that the food which 
is heavenly (ouvra,nioi) and which comes from heaven (‹evk› tou/ ouvranou/) in III.162 
describes a different location than the heavenly (evpourani,oij) forms of knowledge in 
III.168.  We find additional support for this conclusion when we note that Philo 
contrasts the food which is of “heaven” (ouvrano,n) to the things of earth (ghi,noij) 
which decay (III.162) just as he contrasts the heavenly (evpourani,oij) forms of 
knowledge with the earthly things (toi/j ghi,noij) (III.168).  Similarly, the fact that 
Philo employs the same verb (tre,fw) for both metaphors is striking.  The soul is fed 
(tre,fetai) with things from heaven (ouvrano,n) in III.162 while those who live by the 
divine law are fed (tre,fesqai) with heavenly (evpourani,oij) forms of knowledge in 
III.168.  Consequently, we must conclude that Philo here uses the terms ouvrano,j, 
ouvra,nioj, and evpoura,nioj synonymously and to refer to that which is spatially 
distinct from the earth.
53
  It is quite possible that Philo in this passage alternates 
between the adjectives ouvra,nioj and evpoura,nioj merely for stylistic purposes. 
                                                
53
 Contra McGough who once again spiritualizes the meaning of evpoura,nioj, “Investigation,” 31.  
McGough does not interact with the appearances of ouvrano,j and ouvra,nioj in this passage and so 
cannot comment on the relationship Philo perceived between these various “heaven” terms.  Once 
again, in light of McGough’s argument that there is a major distinction in meaning between 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j in Greek literature, such an oversight is revealing of the considerable 
deficiencies in his examination. 
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 In addition to this passage from Legum Allegoria demonstrating the 
synonymous usage of ouvrano,j, ouvra,nioj, and evpoura,nioj, it also serves as attestation 
for a link between the Old Testament ~yIm:ßV' and evpoura,nioj.  In the Greek Old 
Testament, there is only one appearance of evpoura,nioj (LXX Ps 67:15) since ouvrano,j 
is used almost universally for the translation of the Hebrew ~yIm:ßV'.  As we noted 
above, in his commentary on the bread evk tou/ ouvranou/ (~yIm"+V'h;-!mi, Hebrew Bible) 
in Exod 16:4, Philo writes that those who live by the divine law are fed with 
heavenly (evpourani,oij) forms of knowledge (III.168).  With this metaphor, Philo 
associates this heavenly (evpoura,nioj) knowledge with ouvrano,j in LXX Exod 16:4 
and so also the ~yIm:ßV' in the Hebrew Scriptures’ Exod 16:4.  Such an association, 
especially within the Jewish framework of Philo, serves as further attestation that the 
expressions evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij are synonymous and refer to 
that which is spatially distinct from the earth.  
 
  
Philo, De Gigantibus XIV.62 
 
`O gou/n  vAbraa.m me,rci me.n diatri,bwn h=n evn th/| te kai. do,xh|( pri.n metonomasqh/nai( 
kalou,menoj  vAbra.m @h=n# a;nqrwpoj ouvranou/ th,n te meta,rsion kai. th.n aivqe,rion fu,sin 
evreunw/n kai. ta, te sumbai,nonta kai. ta.j aivti,aj kai. ei; ti a;llo o`moio,tropon filosofw/n && 
ou- ca,rin kai. prosrh,sewj  oi-j evpeth,deusen e;tucen oivkei,aj\  vAbra.m ga.r e`rmhneuqei.j path,r 
evsti mete,wroj( o;noma tou/ ta. mete,wra kai. evpoura,nia periskopoume,nou pa,nta pa,nth| nou/ 
patro,j( path.r de. tou/ sugkri,matoj o` nou/j evstin o` a;crij aivqe,roj kai. e;ti peraite,rw 
mhkuno,menoj &&\ 
 
Thus Abraham, while he sojourned in the land of the Chaldeans—sojourned, that is, in mere 
opinion—and with his name as yet unchanged from Abram, was a ‘man of heaven.’  He 
searched into the nature of the supra-terrestrial and ethereal region, and his philosophy 
studied the events and changes which there occur, and their causes and the like.  And 
therefore he received a name suitable to the studies which he pursued.  For “Abram” being 
interpreted is the uplifted father, a name which signifies that mind which surveys on every 
side the whole compass of the upper world of heaven, called father-mind because this mind 
which reaches out to the ether and further still is the father of our compound being. (Colson 
and Whitaker) 
 
 In this passage from Philo’s De Gigantibus, we once again find confirmation 
that ouvrano,j, evpoura,nioj, and ouvra,nioj are used synonymously.  In the wider context 
of this passage, we read that “some men are earth-born (oi` gh/j), some heaven-born 
(oi` ouvranou/), and some God-born (oi` qeou/ gego,nasin a;nqrwpoi)” (De Gigantibus 
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60).  Philo continues and writes that “the heavenly (ouvra,nion) in us is the mind, as 
the heavenly beings (tw/n kat’ ouvrano,n) are each of them a mind.”  In De Gigantibus 
62, we read that Abram is a “man of heaven” (a;nqrwpoj ouvranou/) and that his name 
“signifies that mind which surveys on every side the whole compass of the upper 
world of heaven (ta. mete,wra kai. evpoura,nia).”54  The proper understanding of this 
passage and the natural conclusion is that ta. mete,wra kai. evpoura,nia which Abram 
surveys describes the same location as the reference to Abram as a a;nqrwpoj 
ouvranou/.55  The previous references to “the heaven-born” (oi` ouvranou/) and “the 
heavenly” (ouvra,nion) only serve to reinforce this argument. 
 
 
Philo, De Virtutibus 3.12 
 
oi` me.n ga.r ta.j evpifanei,aj tw/n o`ratw/n kataqew/ntai( a[ma deo,menoi fwto.j e;xwqen( h` de. kai. 
dia. ba,qouj cwrei/ tw/n swma,twn( o[la di v o[lwn kaq v e[kasta tw/n merw/n avkribou/sa kai. 
periaqrou/sa kai. ta.j tw/n avswma,twn fu,seij( a]s evpiskopei/n ai;sqhsij avdunatei/\  scedo.n ga.r 
pa/san ovxuwpi,an  ovfqalmou/ katalamba,nei( mh. prosdeome,nh no,qou fwto,j( avsth.r ou=sa auvth. 
kai. scedo,n ti tw/n evpourani,wn avpeiko,nisma kai. mi,mhma) 
 
The body’s eyes observe the surfaces of things visible and need the external help of light, but 
the mind penetrates through the depth of material things, accurately observing their whole 
contents and their several parts, surveying also the nature of things immaterial, which sense 
is unable to decry.  For we may say that it achieves all the keenness of vision, which an eye 
can have, without needing any adventitious light, itself a star and, we may say, a copy and 
likeness of the heavenly company. (Colson and Whitaker) 
 
 In De Virtutibus 3.12 Philo compares the eyes of a person which observe the 
things visible with the mind which “penetrates through the depth of material things” 
and can also discern the nature of immaterial things, inaccessible to the senses.  He 
continues and also writes that the mind is “a copy and likeness of the heavenly 
company (tw/n evpourani,wn).”  Here we find an implicit contrast between evpoura,nioj 
and the earth when Philo writes that the eyes observe visible things, i.e. things on the 
                                                
54
 Here the translation “of the upper world of heaven” is a genitive of apposition. 
55
 Contra McGough who implies that the usage of evpoura,nioj here merely represents a spiritual reality 
and earthly and heavenly interaction, “Investigation,” 31-32.  McGough once again fails to interact 
with the appearances of ouvrano,j and ouvra,nioj in this passage.  Consequently, he cannot comment on 
whether there is a major distinction in meaning between the terms or whether they are utilized 
synonymously. 
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earth which it can see.  The fact that the mind, however, can also discern immaterial 
things makes it “a copy and likeness of the heavenly company” (tw/n evpourani,wn).  
The usage of evpoura,nioj in this passage is consistent with our argument that the term 












 Though there is some disagreement over the date and background of 
Testament of Job, we regard the document as a first century B.C. or A.D. Jewish 
composition written in Greek with possible Christian editing.
58
  The book’s 
proximity to the dating of the New Testament and its Judeo-Christian theology make 
Testament of Job an important source in our examination.  Within Testament of Job, 
there are numerous appearances of both evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j with important 
implications for a proper understanding of these terms and their relationship.   
 In a discussion between Elious and Job, on account of Job’s misfortunes, 
Elious tells Job that he has become a joke and asks him, “Where now is the splendor 
of your throne?” (32.11).  Job responds, “My throne is in the super-terrestrial realm, 
and its splendor and majesty are from the right hand of ‹the Father›
59
 in the heavens 
                                                
56
 McGough provides no real analysis of the reference to tw/n evpourani,wn when he writes, “For Plato 
the mind corresponded to heavenly things.  The mind was able to perceive the immaterial world.  One 
usage of evpoura,nioj in De Virtutibus suggests a realm of body of reality that is immaterial and not 
observable by the natural eye,” “Investigation,” 32. 
57
 BDAG records two references for evpoura,nioj in T. Job (36.3 and 38.5).  According to BDAG, these 
examples refer to heavenly things under the larger definition of “pertaining to being associated with a 
locale for transcendent things and beings, heavenly, in heaven,” 388 (italics original).  Since a large 
portion of T. Job is significant for our examination of evpoura,nioj, the entire text from 32.11-40.4 will 
be examined.  Consequently, we will cite the Greek texts and English translations when appropriate 
within the body of our examination.  Unless otherwise noted, the texts and translations cited are from 
Kraft.  Significant textual variants are from Brock. 
58
 R. P. Spittler, “Introduction to Testament of Job,” in OTP 1, 829-838, here 830-833. 
59
 ‹ › encloses material absent from S but supplied from another source.  As cited in Robert A. Kraft et 
al., eds., The Testament of Job: According to the SV Text (Pseudepigrapha Series, Society of Biblical 
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(evn ouvranoi/j) (33.2).  Baldas later questions Job and asks him, “Is your heart in a 
stable condition?” (36.2).  Job answers,  
   
‹evn› me.n toi/j ghi,noij ouv sune,sthken( evpeidh. avkata,statoj h` gh/ kai. oi` katoikou/ntej evn 
auvth/|\ evn de. toi/j evpourani,oij sune,sthken h` kardi,a mou dio,ti ouvc u`pa,rcei evn ouvranw|/ 
tarach, (36.3).60 
 
 It is not involved with earthly things since the earth and those who dwell in it are unstable.  
 But my heart is involved with heavenly things for there is no upheaval in heaven (36.3). 
 
 This particular passage is significant for two reasons.  First, the exact 
expression which appears in Ephesians (evn toi/j evpourani,oij) also appears here but 
with the postpositive de, after the preposition evn.  There is little evidence to suggest 
any sort of dependence in either direction between Ephesians and Testament of Job.
61
  
However, the appearance of the same expression within Jewish literature might 
support the notion that evn toi/j evpourani,oij was a fixed liturgical formula utilized in 
Jewish and/or Christian circles.  Regardless of whether or not we arrive at this 
conclusion, the usage of evn toi/j evpourani,oij here should inform our understanding 
of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Second, this passage clearly demonstrates the 
synonymous usage of ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj.  For our purposes, it is significant that 
the appearance of evn toi/j evpourani,oij occurs between two appearances of ouvrano,j.  
It is evident that the reference to Job’s heart as involved with heavenly things evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij refers to the same location as the location of Job’s throne evn ouvranoi/j 
and the place where there is no upheaval evn ouvranw|/.  We find a clear contrast with 
the earth when we read that Job’s heart is not involved with earthly things (‹evn› toi/j 
ghi,noij) since those who dwell on the earth (evn auvth/|) are unstable.62  It is crucial that 
we recognize the connection between ‹evn› toi/j ghi,noij, h` gh/, and evn auvth/| as well as 
the connection between evn de. toi/j evpourani,oij and evn ouvranw/|.  The usage of 
ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in this context makes it clear that these terms are 
synonymous and refer to that which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
                                                                                                                                     
Literature 4/Texts and Translations, Society of Biblical Literature 5; Missoula, Mont.: Society of 
Biblical Literature and Scholars Press, 1974), 15. 
60
 Brock lists ouvranoi/j (V text) as a variant for evpourani,oij. 
61
 Spittler does, however, draw a comparison between T. Job 36.3-5 and Col 3:1-4, 857, note 36a.  We 
will later argue and demonstrate that Col 3:1-4 is both conceptually and linguistically related to Eph 
2:5-6. 
62
 The evn auvth/| refers back to h` gh/. 
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 Though Kraft’s translation cited above translates ‹evn› toi/j ghi,noij and evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij in a descriptive sense,63 it is also possible that these expressions 
could be translated as local if sune,sthken is taken in an intransitive sense.64  This 
would render the translation, “It (Job’s heart) is not held together in the earthly 
places since the earth and those who dwell in it are unstable.  But my heart is held 
together in the heavenly places for there is no upheaval in heaven.”
65
  With this 
translation, there is continuity with the other prepositional phrases evn auvth/| and evn 
ouvranw/| since they are all translated in a local sense.66  Regardless of whether we 
interpret these phrases in a local or a descriptive sense, it is nonetheless clear that the 
usage of both ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj is consistent with our argument that these 
terms always refers to that which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
 As Job’s accusers continue to question him in Testament of Job, we find other 
appearances of evpoura,nioj.  In response to Baldas’ questions, Job retorts, “For who 
are we to be busying ourselves with heavenly matters (tw/n evpourani,wn), seeing that 
we are fleshly (sa,rkinoi) and have our lot in dust and ashes (evn gh/| kai. spodw/|)?” 
(38.2-3).  Job next asks Baldas, “If you do not understand the function of the body 
(th.n tou/ sw,matoj porei,an), how will you understand the heavenly matters (ta. 
evpoura,nia)? (38.5).”  In this passage, we see that “heavenly things” (tw/n 
evpourani,wn) is contrasted with the earth as those who are fleshly have their lot in 
dust and ashes (evn gh/| kai. spodw/|).  The contrast between the heavenly (evpourani,wn, 
evpoura,nia) and the body or flesh is also best understood as a spatial contrast between 
heaven and earth.  Job’s point in these contrasts is that people cannot expect to 
understand heavenly matters or the ways of God if they cannot even comprehend 
fully earthly matters.  Thus the usage of evpoura,nioj here is consistent with our 
argument that the term always refer to that which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
 There is one final passage from Testament of Job which is significant for our 
purposes in this examination.  In ch. 39, when the kings began to search for the 
remains of Job’s children at the request of his wife, Job tells them not to labor in vain 
and said, “For you will not find my children, since they were taken up into the 
                                                
63
 BDAG also cites T. Job 36.3 as a reference to heavenly things and thus not as local, 388. 
64
 Cf. Col 1:17 where all things hold together/are held together (sune,sthken) in Christ. 
65
 My translation. 
66
 But see e.g. Eph 1:3 where evn toi/j evpourani,oij is best translated as local and evn pa,sh| euvlogi,a| 
pneumatikh/| is best understood in a descriptive sense.   
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heavens (eivj tou.j ouvranou,j) by the creator, their king” (39.11-12).  The kings 
responded by implying that Job was out of his mind for saying, “My children have 
been taken up into heaven (eivj to.n ouvrano,n)!” (39.13).  When the kings once more 
ask Job for the truth concerning his children, he stands up, gives thanks to the Lord, 
and tells them to look up to the east.  Upon looking up, the kings “saw (Job’s) 
children crowned alongside the splendor of the heavenly one (evpourani,ou)”(39.13-
40.4).  This passage from T. Job 39 also clearly demonstrates that ouvrano,j and 
evpoura,nioj refer to the same location.  Job’s claim that his children have been taken 
eivj tou.j ouvranou,j is substantiated by the appearance of his children alongside the 
heavenly one (evpourani,ou).  As previously noted, this usage of evpoura,nioj as a 
substantival designation of God is common and has been attested numerous times in 
this examination. 
 
    




kai. o` avrcistra,thgoj ei=pen\ Ku,rie( pa,nta ta. evpoura,nia pneu,mata u`pa,rcousin avsw,mata( kai. 
ou;te evsqi,ousin ou;te pi,nousin\ kai. ou-toj de. evmoi. tra,pezan pare,qeto evn avfqoni,a| pavntwn 
avgaqw/n tw/n evpigei,wn kai. fqartw/n\  
 
Then the Archistrategos said, “Lord, all the heavenly spirits are incorporeal and neither eat 
nor drink and he has set before me a table with an abundance of all good earthly and 
corruptible things.” (Stone) 
 
 In Testament of Abraham, the Lord sends his archangel Michael (also 
referred to as Archistrategos) to inform Abraham of his impending death.  After he 
visits Abraham, Michael ascends to heaven (eivj to.n ouvrano,n) and expresses to the 
Lord his hesitancy to pronounce death on such a righteous man.  As a result, the Lord 
tells Michael that he will communicate the news of Abraham’s impending death to 
Isaac in a dream.  Finally, the Lord also instructs Michael to visit Abraham again, to 
do whatever he says, and to eat whatever he eats.  In response to these instructions 
from the Lord, Michael says that the heavenly spirits (ta. evpoura,nia pneu,mata) are 
incorporeal and neither eat nor drink. 
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 A portion of Section IV is recorded. 
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 In this passage, we find a contrast between evpoura,nioj and the earth when 
Michael states that ta. evpoura,nia pneu,mata are incapable of eating and drinking from 
the earthly and corruptible things (tw/n evpigei,wn kai. fqartw/n).68  Of perhaps greater 
significance is the appearance of ouvrano,j in the wider context of this passage from 
Testament of Abraham.  Michael’s ascent eivj to.n ouvrano,n and his subsequent 
description of himself as one of ta. evpoura,nia pneu,mata clearly communicate that the 
locations represented by evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j are synonymous.69  It is only natural 
to conclude that the locations of “heaven” (to.n ouvrano,n) and its inhabitants (ta. 
evpoura,nia pneu,mata) are the same.  The usage of evpoura,nioj in Testament of 
Abraham is consistent with our argument that the term always refers to that which is 







Ignatius, To the Ephesians 13:2 (1-2) 
 
13.1  Spouda,zete ou=n pukno,teron sune,rcesqai eivj euvcaristi,an qeou/ kai. eivj do,xan)  o[tan 
ga.r puknw/j evpi. to. auvto. gi,nesqe( kaqairou/ntai ai` duna,meij tou/ satana/( kai. lu,etai o` 
o;leqroj auvtou/ evn th/| o`monoi,a| u`mw/n th/j pi,stewj)  $2% ouvde,n evstin a;meinon eivrh,nhj( evn h-| 
pa/j po,lemoj katargei/tai evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn) 
 
Therefore make every effort to come together more frequently to give thanks and glory to 
God.  For when you meet together frequently, the powers of Satan are overthrown and his 
destructiveness is nullified by the unanimity of your faith.  (2) There is nothing better than 
peace, by which all warfare among those in heaven and those on earth is abolished. (Holmes; 
Lightfoot) 
                                                
68
 This contrast between ta. evpoura,nia pneu,mata and tw/n evpigei,wn is evident, though there is also a 
clear contrast between the corporeal and incorporeal. 
69
 There is also a reference to the stars of heaven (avste,raj tou/ ouvranou/) in T. Ab. IV. 
70
 For additional examples and evidence from T. Ab., see the uses of ouvrano,j and  evpoura,nioj in  
Sections VI-VII.  See also T. Ab. 2.3 where tou/ evpourani,ou is a substantive for god, T. Ab. 6.4 where 
evpourani,ouj describes the three heavenly angels, and T. Ab. 17.11 where tou/ evpourani,ou is an 
adjective describing God. 
71
 Our examination of the Apostolic Fathers includes all of the references to evpoura,nioj in the 
Apostolic Fathers, though the passage from the Moscow manuscript of Mart. Pol. 22.3 will be only 
very briefly discussed in our discussion of Mart. Pol. 20.2 
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 The Apostolic Fathers are significant for New Testament studies since they 
represent some of the earliest Christian literature coinciding with or written shortly 
after the New Testament documents.  Though it is possible that Ignatius had access 
to a number of New Testament documents, the strongest cases for literary 
dependence are from 1 Corinthians and Ephesians.
72
  Consequently, for our 
purposes, it is of no minor significance that the writings of Ignatius represent one of 
the earliest interpretations of Ephesians.   
 In Ign. Eph. 13:1-2, Ignatius exhorts his readers to meet together frequently 
so that through their unanimity of faith the powers of Satan will be overthrown, and 
there will be peace which abolishes all warfare among the heavenly and earthly ones 
(evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn).  Of particular significance is the contrast Ignatius draws 
between “the heavenly” (evpourani,wn) and “the earthly” (evpigei,wn).  Though it is 
possible, we cannot establish with certainty any dependence of this passage on the 
Pauline letter of Ephesians.  There are some similarities in vocabulary and themes 
with the Pauline Ephesians, but these similarities are also present in other Pauline 
writings.
73
  It is possible that Ignatius here draws upon the themes of spiritual 
warfare with the evil spiritual powers in the heavenlies (Eph 6:10-20) and unity of 
faith for the promotion of peace (Eph 4:3-5, 13) in order to apply these themes to the 
specific circumstances of his readers.   
 If the usage of evpoura,nioj in this passage does indeed reflect Ignatius’ 
interpretation of the heavenlies, then Ignatius’ contrast between “evpourani,wn” and 
“evpigei,wn” is of particular importance.  As part of their evidence for a distinction 
between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j in Ephesians, commentators such as Odeberg and 
McGough point out that evpoura,nioj is never contrasted with the earth in Ephesians 
while ouvrano,j always is.  The contrast between evpoura,nioj and evpi,geioj in Ign. Eph. 
13:2 would thus communicate that Ignatius understands the expressions evn toi/j 
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 Michael E. Holmes, ed., The Apostolic Fathers: Greek Texts and English Translations (3
rd
 ed; 
Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1999), 133. 
73
 The following words and themes from Ign. Eph. 13:1-2 also appear in the Pauline Eph:  spouda,zw 
(4:3); unity (4:3, e`no,thj in Eph rather than o`monoi,a| in Ignatius); eivrh,nh (1:2; 2:14; 2:15; 2:17; 4:3 
6:15; 6:23); euvcaristi,a (5:4); du,namij (1:19, 1:21, 3:7; 3:16; 3:20); dia,boloj (4:27; 6:11 but satana/ in 
Ignatius; lu,w (2:14); unity of faith (th.n e`no,thta th/j pi,stewj in Eph 4:13 but evn th/| o`monoi,a| u`mw/n th/j 
pi,stewj in Ignatius); katarge,w (2:15); evpoura,nioj (1:3, 1:20, 2:6, 3:10, 6:12); evpi. th/j gh/j (1:10, 6:3), 
evpi. gh/j (3:15), gh/j (4:9) but evpigei,wn in Ign. Eph. 13:1-2; theme of heavenly warfare.  Many of the 
similarities in vocabulary between Ign. Eph. 13:1-2 and the NT letter of Eph are found in Eph 2:14-15 
and Eph 4:13. 
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evpourani,oij and evn toi/j ouvranoi/j as synonymous.74  Regardless of whether or not 
there is direct dependence of this passage on Ephesians, it is nonetheless significant 
that Ignatius contrasts the terms evpoura,nioj and evpi,geioj .  Finally, the usage of 
evpoura,nioj here is consistent with our definition that the term always refers to that 
which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
 
 
Ignatius, To the Trallians 5:1-2 
 
5.1  Mh. ouv du,namai u`min ta. evpoura,nia gra,yai;  avlla. fobou/mai mh. nhpi,oij ou=sin u`mi/n 
bla,bhn  paraqw/)  kai. suggnwmonei/te, moi( mh,pote ouv dunhqe,ntej cwrh/sai straggalwqh/te)  
$2% kai. ga.r evgw,( ouv kaqo,ti de,demai kai. du,namai noei/n ta. evpoura,nia kai. ta.j topoqesi,aj 
ta.j avggelika.j kai. ta.j susta,seij ta.j avrcontika,j( o`rata, te kai. avo,rata( para. tou/to h;dh kai. 
maqhth,j eivmi)  polla. ga.r h`mi/n lei,pei( i[na qeou/ mh. leipw,meqa) 
 
Am I not able to write to you about heavenly things?  But I am afraid to, lest I should cause 
harm to you who are mere babes.  So bear with me, lest you be choked by what you are 
unable to swallow.  (2) For I myself, though I am in chains and can comprehend heavenly 
things, the ranks of the angels and the hierarchy of principalities, things visible and invisible, 
for all this I am not yet a disciple.  For we still lack many things, that we might not lack God. 
(Holmes; Lightfoot) 
 
 In v. 1, Ignatius seems to draw primarily upon 1 Cor 3:1-3a where Paul 
writes, 
 
And I, brethren, could not speak to you as to spiritual (pneumatikoi/j) men, but as to men of 
flesh (sarki,noij(), as to infants (nhpi,oij) in Christ.  I gave you milk to drink, not solid food; 
for you were not yet able to receive it.  Indeed, even now you are not yet able, for you are 
still fleshly. 
 
Of particular interest is Ignatius’ substitution of evpoura,nioj (ta. evpoura,nia) for Paul’s 
use of pneumatiko,j in 1 Cor 3:1.  There is precedent for a close relationship between 
evpoura,nioj and pneumatiko,j in 1 Cor 10:1-4 and  1 Cor 15:40-50.75  In this sense, 
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 As previously noted, the phrase evn ouvranoi/j is found in Eph 3:15 and 6:9 whereas evpi. toi/j 
ouvranoi/j is found in 1:10 and tw/n ouvranw/n in 4:10. 
75
 See also Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 470.  In order to understand the relationship between 
evpoura,nioj and pneumatiko,j in 1 Cor 10:1-4, we must also refer to Exod 16:4 where manna came 
down from heaven (evk tou/ ouvranou/).  This is referred to as pneumatiko.n brw/ma in 1 Cor 10:1-4.  As 
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pneumatiko,j or Spiritual (i.e. of the Spirit) is closely related to evpoura,nioj since they 
both represent a quality which is distinct either from natural life or the earth.  The ta. 
evpoura,nia of v. 2 are associated with other transcendent concepts such as the ranks of 
the angels, the hierarchy of principalities, and things invisible (avo,rata).76  The usage 
of ta. evpoura,nia here is consistent with our argument that the term always refers to 
that which is spatially distinct with the earth. 
 
 
Ignatius, To the Trallians 9:1 
 
Kwpw,qhte ou=n( o[tan u`mi/n cwri.j  vIhsou/ Cristou/ lalh/| tij( tou/ evk ge,nouj Daui,d( tou/ evk 
Mari,aj( o]j avlhqw/j evgennh,qh( e;fage,n te kai. e;pien( avlhqw/j evdiw,cqh evpi. Ponti,ou Pila,tou( 
avlhqw/j evstaurw,qh kai. avpe,qanen( blepo,ntwn tw/n evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn kai. 
u`pocqoni,wn\ 
 
Be deaf, therefore, whenever anyone speaks to you apart from Jesus Christ, who was of the 
family of David, who was the son of Mary; who really was born, who both ate and drank; 
who really was persecuted under Pontius Pilate, who really was crucified and died while 
those in  heaven and on earth and under the earth looked on. (Holmes; Lightfoot) 
 
 In this passage, which was almost certainly a polemic against docetism, it is 
possible that Ignatius drew upon Phil 2.
77
  The three-fold division of the universe
78
 as 
well as the emphasis on Christ’s incarnation and suffering are all reminiscent of the 
Christ hymn in Phil 2:5-11.  We cannot with certainty establish any dependence on 
Phil 2:5-11, however, and it is just as likely that Ignatius drew upon Christian 
traditional or confessional material.
79
  For our purposes, it significant that we once 
                                                                                                                                     
cited by Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 470.  We will examine 1 Cor 15:40-50 in our NT study of 
evpoura,nioj. 
76
 Here we find some similarities with Col 1:15-17, though we cannot be certain whether Ignatius 
knew this passage or purposely alluded to it.  
77
 Throughout Ignatius’ writings, there are numerous echoes of Pauline letters.  Holmes notes that 
within his collection might have been 1 Cor, Eph, Rom, Gal, Phil, Col, and 1 Thess but it is often 
difficult to determine whether Ignatius’ letters are dependent upon the Pauline letters or traditional 
material, Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 133. 
78
 But note the use of u`pocqoni,wn in Ign. Trall. 9:1 rather than katacqoni,wn in Phil 2:10.  For the 
divisions of “heaven” and “earth,” both passages employ evpourani,wn and evpigei,wn.  We will examine 
Phil 2:5-11 in our NT study of evpoura,nioj. 
79
 As noted above, the use of u`pocqoni,wn in Ign. Trall. 9:1 rather than katacqoni,wn would also 
weaken the argument for direct dependence. 
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again find a contrast between the evpoura,nia and the evpi,geia.  Consequently, the 
usage of evpoura,nioj in Ign. Trall. 9:1 is consistent with our argument that the term 
always refers to that which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
 
 
Ignatius, To the Smyrnaeans 6:1a 
 
 Mhdei.j plana,sqw kai. ta. evpoura,nia kai. h` do,xa tw/n avgge,lwn kai. oi` a;rcontej o`ratoi, te 
 kai. avo,ratoi( eva.n mh. pisteu,swsin eivj to. ai-ma Cristou/) 
 
 Let no one be misled.  Even the heavenly beings and the glory and angel and the rulers, both 
 visible and invisible, are also subject to judgment, if they do not believe in the blood of 
 Christ. (Holmes; Lightfoot) 
 
 The primary significance of Ign. Smyrn. 6:1a is that it reveals the identity of 
some of the heavenly beings (ta. evpoura,nia), the angels and the rulers.  The reference 
here is fairly straightforward.  The heavenly beings (or possibly heavenly things) are 
a reference to the spiritual powers which reside in heaven and their description as 
evpoura,nia refers to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.  Whether Ignatius 
conceived of these spiritual powers as wholly good or as in need of some sort of 
reconciliation, we cannot be certain. 
  
    
Polycarp, The Letter of Polycarp to the Philippians 2:1 
 
Dio. avnazwsa,menoi ta.j ovsfu,aj douleu,sate tw|/ qew|/ evn fo,bw| kai. avlhqei,a|( avpolipo,ntej th.n 
kenh.n mataiologi,an kai. th.n tw/n pollw/n pla,nhn( pisteu,santej eivj to.n evgei,ranta to.n 
ku,rion h`mw/n  vIhsou/n Cristo.n evk nekrw/n kai. do,nta auvtw/| do,xan kai. qro,non evk dexiw/n 
auvtou/\ w-| u`peta,gh ta. pa,nta evpoura,nia kai. evpi,geia( w-| pa/sa pnoh. latreu,ei( o]j e;rcetai 
krith.j zw,ntwn kai. nekrw/n( ou- to. ai-ma evkzhth,sei o` qeo.j avpo. tw/n avpeiqou,ntwn auvtw|/) 
 
‘Therefore prepare for action and serve God in fear’ and truth, leaving behind the empty and 
meaningless talk and the error of the crowd, and ‘believing in him who raised’ our Lord 
Jesus Christ ‘from the dead and gave him glory’ and a throne at his right hand; to whom all 
things in heaven and on earth were subjected, whom every breathing creature serves, who is 
coming as ‘Judge of the living and the dead,’ for whose blood God will hold responsible 
those who disobey him. (Holmes; Lightfoot) 
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 Polycarp’s letter to the Philippians is his only surviving document and it 
displays great dependence on the Septuagint and early Christian writings.
80
  The 
general academic consensus seems to be that in his letter, Polycarp cited the New 
Testament documents as authoritative but not necessarily as Scripture.
81
  However, 
one possible significant exception to this is Polycarp’s reference to Eph 4:26 in The 
Letter of Polycarp to the Philippians 12.1 which reads, “Only, as it is said in these 
Scriptures, ‘be angry but do not sin,’ and ‘do not let the sun set on your anger.’”
82
  
Only the Latin manuscript survives of this text which reads, “Modo, ut his scripturis 
dictum est, irascimini et nolite peccare, et sol non occidat super iracundiam 
vestram.”
83
  Here the reference is almost certainly to Eph 4:26 since LXX Ps 4:5 
only contains the first portion of this quotation.  For our purposes, it is significant 
that Polycarp both knew the Pauline letter of Ephesians and also quite possibly 
regarded the letter as Scripture.
84
 
 The reference to the subjection of all things – the heavenly things (evpoura,nia) 
and the earthly things (evpi,geia) – is obviously intended as a comprehensive 
description of Christ’s reign.  All things, both those on earth and those in heaven, 
have been subjected to Christ.  In his commentary on this passage, Holmes notes 
possible connections with 1 Cor 15:28 and Phil 3:21.
85
  We can also note similarities 
with the ascension text in Eph 1:20-23 where Christ is at the right hand of God evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij with all powers and all things in subjection to him.  Whether there 
is any direct dependence on any one of these specific New Testament texts is 
difficult to establish and not of great significance for our examination.
86
  What is 
significant is that Polycarp’s use of evpoura,nia is clearly in contrast to the evpi,geia.  As 
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 Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 202. 
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 Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 203. 
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 Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 203, 219. 
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 As cited in Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 218. 
84
 The “empty and meaningless talk” (th.n kenh.n mataiologi,an) also represents a possible connection 
between this passage and Eph 5:6 where Paul exhorts his readers not to be deceived with empty words 
(kenoi/j lo,goij).  
85
 Holmes, Apostolic Fathers, 207. 
86
 It is interesting to note the use of evpoura,nia in Polycarp’s ascension text.  As we stated above, it is 
possible that Polycarp drew upon a number of NT texts in this passage.  If he had in mind the usage of 
evpoura,nioj in Eph, then this would only strengthen our argument that the term was understood as 
synonymous with ouvrano,j. 
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a result, we see once again that though it can have various nuances in meaning, the 
term evpoura,nioj always refers to that which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
 
 
Martyrdom of Polycarp 14:3 
 
dia. tou/to kai. peri. pa,ntwn se. aivnw/( se. euvlogw/( se. doxa,zw( dia. tou/ aivwni,ou kai. 
evpourani,ou avrciere,wj  vIhsou/ Cristou/( avgaphtou/ sou paido,j( di’ ou- soi. su.n auvtw/| kai. 
pneu,mati a`gi,w| do,xa kai. nu/n kai. eivj tou/j me,llontaj aivw/naj( avmh,n) 
 
For this reason, indeed for all things, I praise you, I bless you, I glorify you, through the 
eternal and heavenly High Priest, Jesus Christ, your beloved Son, through whom to you with 
him and the Holy Spirit be glory both now and for the ages to come.  Amen. (Holmes; 
Lightfoot) 
 
 This quotation is a portion of Polycarp’s last words as recorded in Martyrdom 
of Polycarp.  The usage of evpoura,nioj here is consistent with our argument that the 
term always refers to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.
87
  Jesus, who in 
this passage is referred to as the eternal and heavenly (evpourani,ou) high priest, is 
described as evpoura,nioj precisely because the New Testament and other Christian 
writings present the location of Christ after his death and resurrection to be at the 
right hand of God in “heaven” (i.e. ouvrano,j).88 
 
 
Martyrdom of Polycarp 20:2 
 
tw/| de. duname,nw| pa,ntaj h`ma/j eivsagagei/n evn th/| auvtou/ ca,riti kai. dwrea|/ eivj th.n evpoura,nion 
(m; aivw,nion, bpsa) auvtou/ basilei,an dia. tou/ paido.j auvtou/( tou/ monogenou/j  vIhsou/ Cristou/( 
do,xa( timh,( kra,toj( megalwsu,nh( eivj tou.j aivw/naj) 
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 BDAG lists the usage of evpoura,nioj in Mart. Pol. 14.3 as an adjective describing Christ and as 
“pertaining to being associated with a locale for transcendent things and beings,” 388. 
88
 Cf. e.g Acts 1:11; 2:34; 7:55-56; Eph 4:10; 6:9; Phil 3:20; Col 4:1; 1 Thess 1:10; 4:16; 2 Thess 1:7; 
Heb 4:14; 7:26; 8:1; 1 Pet 3:21-22; Rev 4:2. 
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 Now to him who is able to bring us all by his grace and bounty into his eternal (heavenly) 
 kingdom, through his only begotten Son, Jesus Christ, be glory, honor, power, and majesty 
 forever. (Holmes; Lightfoot) 
 
 The appearance of evpoura,nioj in this verse from Martyrdom of Polycarp 
brings with it a text critical issue.  The most reliable valuable manuscript (m) has 
evpoura,nion while bpsa have aivw,nion.89  Although evpoura,nion was the reading 
adopted by Lightfoot and Holmes, the translation follows the textual tradition which 
adopted aivw,nion.  Second Timothy 4:18 contains a similar use of evpoura,nioj and 
reads, “The Lord will rescue me from every evil deed, and will bring me safely to 
His heavenly (evpoura,nion) kingdom; to Him be the glory forever and ever.  Amen.”  
This verse from 2 Timothy actually contains the same words for entering into God’s 
heavenly kingdom as Martyrdom of Polycarp although in a different order (eivj th.n 
basilei,an auvtou/ th.n evpoura,nion in 2 Tim 4:18 while eivj th.n evpoura,nion auvtou/ 
basilei,an in Mart. Pol. 20:2).  On the other hand, aivw,nion seems to fit well with the 
doxological character of the verse and bears some resemblance to Rom 16:25-26 and 
1 Tim 6:15-16.  Whether or not evpoura,nion represents the original reading, this verse 
is still of some value in discerning the usage and meaning of the term evpoura,nioj.  
The use and meaning of evpoura,nioj in Mart. Pol. 20:2 is consistent with our 
argument throughout this chapter.  Jesus’ reign and session at the right hand of God 
take place in heaven.
90
  This description of God’s kingdom as heavenly (evpoura,nioj) 
implies a contrast with that which is associated with the earth.  There is also a 
contrast between the heavenly kingdom and the people on earth who will one day be 
brought into the heavenly kingdom through Jesus Christ.   
 We find further confirmation for our interpretation when we compare Mart. 
Pol. 20:2 with Mart. Pol. 22:3 which has almost identical wording but with the 
substitution of ouvra,nion for evpoura,nion.  Martyrdom of Polycarp 22:3b reads “I 
gathered it together when it was nearly worn out by age, that the Lord Jesus Christ 
might also gather me together with his elect into his heavenly kingdom”
91
 (eivj th.n 
ouvra,nion basilei,an auvtou/).  The implication from our comparison of Mart. Pol. 20:2 
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 Cf. for example Acts 2:34; 7:56; Eph 1:20; Col 3:1; Heb 8:1; 1 Pet 3:21-22.  See above for a more 
complete list. 
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 Translation from Holmes and Lightfoot. 
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and 22:3 is that there is no distinction in meaning between the adjectives evpoura,nioj 
and ouvra,nioj.  To the contrary, the author(s) seemingly utilized the terms 






1 Clement 61:2 
 
su. ga,r( de,spota evpoura,nie( basileu/ tw/n aivw,nwn( di,dwj toi/j ui`oi/j tw/n avnqrw,pwn do,xan 
kai. timh.n kai. evxousi,an tw/n evpi. th/j gh/j u`parco,ntwn\ 
 
 For you, heavenly Master, King of the ages, give to the sons of men glory and honor and 
 authority over those upon the earth. (Holmes; Lightfoot) 
 
 In 1 Clem. 61:2 the heavenly Master (de,spota evpoura,nie) gives glory, honor 
and authority to those on the earth (evpi. th/j gh/j).  Once again, we find a contrast 
between evpoura,nioj and the earth.  Additionally, we have noted on numerous 
occasions that the use of evpoura,nioj as an adjective describing God is common.93  
Since God is in heaven, it is appropriate that he be addressed as evpoura,nie.94  The 
usage of evpoura,nioj in 1 Clem. 61.2 is consistent with our argument that the term 
should be understood as synonymous with ouvrano,j and as a reference to that which is 
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 Interestingly, the Moscow manuscript of Mart. Pol. 22:3 contains evpoura,nion rather than ouvra,nion 
and reads eivj th.n evpoura,nion auvtou/ basilei,an, the exact same wording as Mart. Pol. 20:2.  For the 
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2 Clement 20.5 
 
Tw|/ mo,nw| qew/| avora,tw| patri. th/j avlhqei,aj( tw/| evxapostei,lanti h`mi/n to.n swth/ra kai. 
avrchgo.n th/j avfqarsi,aj( di’ ou- kai. evfane,rwsen h`mi/n th.n avlh,qeian kai. th.n evpoura,nion 
zwh,n( auvtw/| h` do,xa eivj tou.j aivw/naj tw/n aivw,nwn)  avmh,n) 
 
‘To the only God, invisible,’ the Father of truth, who sent forth to us the Savior and Founder 
of immortality, through whom he also revealed to us the truth and the heavenly life, to him 
be the glory forever and ever.  Amen. (Holmes; Lightfoot) 
 
 The notion that the Savior revealed the heavenly life (th.n evpoura,nion zwh,n) 
to those on earth might suggest an interpretation of this reference to evpoura,nioj as an 
earthly one; however, it is not uncommon to describe the believer’s life on earth as 
exhibiting heavenly characteristics,
95
 nor is it out of the ordinary for an author to 
encourage believers to a certain lifestyle by employing a heavenly component to an 
ethical ideal.
96
  The difference between 2 Clem. 20.5 and the appearances of the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians is found in the function of the adjective 
evpoura,nioj.  The “heavenly life” in 2 Clem. 20.5 describes a lifestyle which is 
associated with a particular location whereas the function of evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 
Ephesians is purely local.  Thus the “heavenly life” in 2 Clem. 20:5 does not lose its 
spatial component.  The heavenly life which Jesus revealed, though it can be 
experienced on earth, is still associated with heaven and consequently that which is 





 The results from our examination of the lexical usage of evpoura,nioj are 
conclusive.  The term evpoura,nioj appears in six passages with the term ouvrano,j with 
no distinction in the locations they represent (Iliad 6.129,131; Lucian, Dialogues of 
                                                
95
 For examples, see Heb 3:1 where the holy brethren (avdelfoi. a[gioi) are partakers (me,tocoi) of a 
heavenly calling (klh,sewj evpourani,ou) and Heb 6:4 for those who have tasted of the heavenly gift 
(th/j dwrea/j th/j evpourani,ou). 
96
 See Col 3:1-4. 
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the Gods 10 (4).3; 2 Macc 3; Sibylline Oracles 4.130-136; Testament of Job 32.11-
40.4; Testament of Abraham IV).  The terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj appear in 
Sextus Empiricus, Against the Astrologers 5.43-45a as synonyms and with no 
discernible difference as to their meanings.  Three passages contain appearances of 
evpoura,nioj, ouvra,nioj, and ouvrano,j without any distinction in the locations they 
represent (2 Macc 6; Philo, Legum Allegoria 3.162-168; Philo, De Gigantibus 62).  
Of particular interest and significance is our observation that in a number of 
passages, the authors chose to alternate between the various “heaven” terms 
(evpoura,nioj, ouvra,nioj, and ouvrano,j) merely for stylistic purposes (Sextus Empiricus, 
Against the Astrologers 5.43-45a; Philo, Legum Allegoria Book III LVIII.162-168; 
T. Job 32-36).  In 14 of the passages examined, there is a direct contrast between 
evpoura,nioj and the earth.97  These findings demonstrate that there is no precedent for 
a major distinction in meaning between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj within 
extant Greek literature.
98
  Furthermore, our findings demonstrate that though the term 
evpoura,nioj can have various meanings and nuances, it always refers to that which is 
spatially distinct from the earth.
99
  As a result, from our examination of evpoura,nioj in 
extant Greek literature outside of the New Testament,
100
 we conclude that there is no 
precedent or basis for a spiritualization of the heavenlies in Ephesians or an 
interpretation such as Odeberg’s wherein he defines the heavenlies as the spiritual 
environment of the church on earth.
101
  The obvious task that remains is to determine 
the meaning and usage of the term evpoura,nioj in the New Testament.  We now turn 
our attention to this endeavor in chapter 4. 
                                                
97
 These passages are: Plato, Phaedrus 256d; Sextus Empiricus, Against the Astrologers 5.43-45a; 
Lucian, Dialogues of the Gods 10 (4).3; Fragment 26.9 from Corpus Hermeticum; Second Century 
Papyri; Paris Papyri 574.3037-3044; Philo, Legum Allegoria III.168; Philo, De Virtutibus 3.12; T. Job 
32.11-40.4; T. Ab. IV; Ign. Eph 13.1-2; Ign. Trall 9.1; Pol. Phil 2.1; 1 Clem. 61.2. 
98
 Contra McGough, “Investigation,” 8-9, 13-14, 27-30, 48-49, 95-96, 99-100, 102, 159, 171.  It seems 
obvious that McGough arrived at his conclusions beforehand and subsequently forced the primary 
material to fit with those conclusions. 
99
 See also Caragounis, Mysterion, 147. 
100
 For additional evidence for our arguments and conclusions from other Jewish and Christian 
literature, see the table below which lists additional appearances of evpoura,nioj from the Apocrypha, 
the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, the Apologists, the Apocryphal Gospels, and Eusebius.  In this 
table, we list only the references and a very brief description of the usage of evpoura,nioj. 
101
 This of course is the interpretation of Odeberg, View, 12.  See history of interpretation for a list of 
NT scholars who have followed or been influenced by his interpretation.  That there is no lexical 
precedent or basis for Odeberg’s understanding is detrimental to his thesis.  Similarly, our findings are 
also a direct refutation of McGough who similarly spiritualizes the heavenlies in “Investigation,” 95-
96, 102-103. 
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Table of Additional Jewish and Christian Texts with  vEpoura ,nioj  
 
Apocrypha 
Odes 14:11 – evpoura,nie as substantive for God (the heavenly one) 
 
Old Testament Pseudepigrapha 
Sib. Or. 1:216 – evpourani,oio as an adjective describing God 
Sib. Or. 2:222 – evpoura,nioj as a substantive for God (the heavenly one) 
Sib. Or. 2:284 – evpourani,oio as an adjective describing God 
Sib. Or. 8:66 – evpourani,oio as an adjective describing God 
Sib. Or. 21:10 – evpoura,nion as an adjective describing God 
Apoc. Sedr. 7:2 – ta. evpoura,nia as the heavenly realms 
3 Bar. 11:9 – evpourani,ou as an adjective describing God 
T. Sol. A 6:10 – tw/n evpourani,wn as a substantive for the heavenly places or the 
heavenly things and evpourani,ouj as an adjective describing the heavenly dragons 
Orphica 1:34 – evpoura,nioj as an adjective of God or Moses (appearance of ouranos 
in 1:29) 
Aristob. 4:3 – evpoura,nioj as an adjective describing God 
 
Apologists 
1 Irenaeus 10:1 – evpourani,wn in citation of Phil 2:10 
Athenagoras, Plea for Christians 1:18 – evpoura,nion as an adjective of (God’s) 
heavenly kingdom 
Athenagoras, Plea for Christians 1:24 – evpourani,ou as an adjective for heavenly 
wisdom in contrast to earthly (evpigei,ou) wisdom  
Athenagoras, Plea for Christians 1:31 – evpoura,nion as an adjective for heavenly 
life in contrast to earthly (evpi,geion) life 
2 Theophilus 1:36 – evpoura,nion as an adjective of God 
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Apoc Gospels 
Agrapha 1:10 – ta. evpoura,nia as a substantive for “heavenly things” in contrast to 
earthly things (ta. evpi,geia) 
 
Eusebius 
2 Eusebius 22:4 – evpoura,nion in citation of 2 Tim 4:18 
3 Eusebius 20:3 – evpoura,nioj as an adjective for “heavenly kingdom” in contrast to 
an earthly (evpi,geioj) kingdom 
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 The purpose of this chapter is to examine the meaning and usage of the term 
evpoura,nioj in the New Testament outside of Ephesians.  Outside of Ephesians, the 
term evpoura,nioj appears 14 times (John 3:12; 1 Cor 15:40 [2x]; 1 Cor 15:48 [2x]; 1 
Cor 15:49; Phil 2:10; 2 Tim 4:18; Heb 3:1; Heb 6:4; Heb 8:5; Heb 9:23; Heb 11:16; 
Heb 12:22).
1
  For scholars of the New Testament, it will be obvious upon a quick 
glace at these verses that some of the passages in which the term evpoura,nioj appears 
are among the most examined within New Testament scholarship.
2
  As a result, we 
should clarify here that our goal in this chapter is neither to provide an overview of 
scholarship for these passages nor to conduct a detailed exegesis of these passages 
which would serve merely to rehash commentaries or the primary scholarly interests.  
We will touch upon many of these scholarly interests and concerns briefly within the 
body of this chapter but primarily within the footnotes.  It is far beyond the scope of 
this chapter to examine these passages in great detail or to provide a detailed 
exegesis of each text.  Such a task would be far too lengthy and impractical, and 
would not serve to advance the principal argument of this chapter.  As we stated 
above, the purpose of this chapter is to examine the meaning and usage of the term 
evpoura,nioj in the New Testament.  We will also give special attention to the 




                                                
1
 The term evpoura,nioj is also a sparsely attested textual variant for ouvra,nioj in Matt 18:35.  The 
overwhelming textual evidence is for ouvra,nioj with support from a B C2 D K L 33 565 579 892 1241 
1424.  Support for evpoura,nioj includes C (probable) W q f (1) 13. 
2
 E.g. John 3; 1 Cor 15; Phil 2:5-11.  The passages in Heb, for various reasons, have also been the 
subject of much scholarly interest. 
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John 3:12 
 
 John 3:12 is the only place in the Johnannine literature where evpoura,nioj 
appears.
3
  The use of evpoura,nioj in John 3:12 and its context within the larger section 
of John 3:1-13 support the understanding argued for throughout this thesis – namely 
that evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j refer to the same location.  The overarching theme of 
John 3:1-36 is that Jesus is the Son from above.
4
  In John 3:1-13 Jesus tells 
Nicodemus that he must be born a;nwqen to see the kingdom of God.  The Greek term 
a;nwqen can mean “from above,” “anew,” or “again.”5  Though Nicodemus 
understands it as “again” (v. 4), John’s readers will realize that he has missed the 
point.
6
  The most frequent use of the term in John’s gospel will lead his readers to 
understand it as “from above.”
7
  This use of a;nwqen fits the theme and tenor of the 
passage – the Son from above.  Nicodemus’ misunderstanding leads Jesus to give 
further explanation by saying, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water 
and the Spirit he cannot enter the kingdom of God” (3:5).  Though there is no 
shortage of interpretations for what it means to be born of water and the Spirit,
8
 we 
understand the phrase as the equivalent of being born from above in v. 3
9
 and 
                                                
3
 Ouvrano,j appears 70 times in 66 verses in the Johannine literature (18 times in 16 verses in the 
Gospel of John and 52 times in 50 verses in Rev).  Ouvra,nioj does not appear in the Johannine corpus. 
4
 Craig S. Keener, The Gospel of John: A Commentary (vol. 1; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 2003), 
533-583. 
5
 Keener, John, 538-539.  See also Andrew T. Lincoln, The Gospel According to Saint John (BNTC; 
London: Hendrickson, 2005), 150, and D. A. Carson, The Gospel According to John (The Pillar New 
Testament Commentary; Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1991), 189. 
6
 Keener, John, 538-539.  Keener writes that “the narrative is full of plays on words (such as a;nwqen; 
fwnh,; and pneu/ma),” 537.  Concerning Nicodemus’ misunderstanding, Keener writes, “Secondary 
characters sometimes functioned as foils for primary ones in ancient Mediterranean stories.…In this 
passage Nicodemus becomes a foil whose misunderstanding allows Jesus to clarify his point for 
John’s audience (cf. 14:5, 8),” 539.  See also Lincoln, John, 150. 
7
 Keener, John, 538-539.  See also Carson, John, 189.  Though C. K. Barrett is more sympathetic of 
Nicodemus’ understanding when he writes that it “is neither unnatural nor altogether wrong: it does 
denote a second birth (though of a different kind from the first),” Barrett nevertheless writes that “a 
begetting from above…must be regarded as the primary meaning,” The Gospel According to St. John 
(2d ed.; London: SPCK, 1978), 206.  
8
 For more detailed discussions, see Keener, John, 544-552; Carson, John, 191-196; Barrett, John, 
208-209; George R. Beasley-Murray, John (2d ed.; WBC 36; Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1999), 48-
49. 
9
 Keener, John, 547; Lincoln, John, 150; Carson, John, 194; Barrett, John, 208; Beasley-Murray, 
John, 48.  We regard the context, specifically the idea of being born a;nwqen, which appears directly 
before (v. 3) and after (v. 7) Jesus’ statements about being born of the Spirit (vv. 5-6), as clear support 
of this understanding. 
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contend that the two terms (water and Spirit) are “functional equivalents, with water 
serving as a symbol of the Spirit.”
10
   
 Within the narrative, after Jesus reiterates the need to be born of the Spirit (v. 
6) and to be born a;nwqen (v. 7), he says, “The wind blows where it wishes and you 
hear the sound of it, but do not know where it comes from and where it is going; so is 
everyone who is born of the Spirit” (John 3:8).  Jesus’ reference to hearing (avkou,eij) 
the sound (fwnh,) of the wind (pneu/ma) is an obvious play on words for the double 
entendre of listening to (or hearing) the voice of the Spirit.
11
  When Nicodemus again 
exhibits a lack of understanding, Jesus speaks the words found in John 3:12-13.  
 
12
 If I told you earthly things (ta. evpi,geia) and you do not believe, how will you believe if I 
tell you heavenly things (ta. evpoura,nia)?  13 No one has ascended into heaven (eivj to.n 
ouvrano,n), but He who descended from heaven (evk tou/ ouvranou/): the Son of Man. 
 
To reiterate Nicodemus’ failure to understand, Jesus uses a qal vaomer argument, 
whereby he questions Nicodemus that if he does not believe ta. evpi,geia, then how 
can he believe ta. evpoura,nia?12  Though the precise meanings of the earthly things 
and the heavenly things are difficult to establish,
13
 for our purposes, what is evident 
                                                
10
 Lincoln, John, 150.  For the conceptual basis of water as a symbol of the Spirit, see Lincoln’s 
examples of Ezek 36:25-27 in the OT, 1QS 4:19-21 in the Qumran literature, and most importantly 
John 7:38-39, Lincoln, John, 150.  For a grammatical explanation, Keener writes, “John’s explicit 
explanation of ‘water’ as the Spirit in 7:39 invites us to read the more ambiguous 3:5 as a hendiadys,” 
John, 550.  For further discussion of the grammatical basis for this view, see Keener, John, 550-551.  
Carson also regards the phrase “as a conceptual unity” though he believes that pneu,matoj in v. 5 refers 
not to the Holy Spirit but rather “the impartation of God’s nature as ‘spirit’ [cf. 4:24],” John, 194-195. 
11
 For further discussion, see Keener, John, 555-558; Lincoln, John, 151; Barrett, John, 210-211.  As 
Keener notes, this wordplay also works in Hebrew as xwr lwq “can refer either to the sound of the wind 
or to the voice of the Spirit,” John, 558. 
12
 Keener, John, 559.  For a brief discussion of the qal vaomer argument and for examples in ancient 
rhetoric, see 559-560. 
13
 The difficulty here is the precise meaning of the references to ta. evpi,geia and ta. evpoura,nia.  While 
Keener identifies the earthly things as “probably such analogies as wind and the ‘water’ of proselyte 
baptism,” he does not specifically identify the heavenly things from this passage but rather writes that 
“in John, things above are simply the things of God which Jesus shares with the disciples (cf. 16:13-
15; Col 3:1-3),” John, 559-560.  Lincoln argues that the earthly things represent Jesus’ attempt to 
move from the earthly realities of physical birth and the blowing of the wind to heavenly realities.  In 
this interpretation, Jesus has not actually spoken of “heavenly things” in vv. 3-8.  As a result, 
Nicodemus’ lack of faith precludes Jesus from speaking of “heavenly things” directly (v. 12), Lincoln, 
John, 152; cf. Barrett, John, 212.  Carson contends that “earthly things” is the new birth referenced by 
Jesus from the beginning of his conversation with Nicodemus and argues that it is earthly simply 
because such a new birth takes place on earth.  On the other hand, “the ‘heavenly things’ are then the 
splendours of the consummated kingdom, and what it means to live under such glorious, ineffable 
rule,” Carson, John, 199; cf. Beasley-Murray, John, 49-50.  Part of Carson’s justification for these 
decisions is that “no-one disbelieves in ‘earthly things’ such as wind and physical birth,” Carson, 
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is that there is a distinction between the two.  Jesus emphasizes that Nicodemus’ 
misunderstanding or lack of belief of earthly things either preclude Jesus from 
speaking plainly of heavenly things or reiterate Nicodemus’ certain 
misunderstanding of heavenly things.  Of perhaps even greater importance is the 
appearance of ouvrano,j in this passage.  Immediately after Jesus rebukes Nicodemus 
for his inability to understand and/or believe ta. evpoura,nia, Jesus states that he is the 
one who is descended evk tou/ ouvranou/.  Though one term is a noun and the other an 
adjective, it is obvious that they both represent the same location.  Keener recognizes 
this when he writes, “Only one born from above (3:3) could ‘see’ God’s kingdom, 
and only [one] who came from above (3:13) could testify firsthand about heavenly 
realities (3:11) and so reveal heavenly things (3:12).”
14
  Therefore, from our analysis 
of John 3:1-13, we once again arrive at the conclusion that it is erroneous to posit a 
distinction between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in the locations they denote.  Rather, our 
analysis of John 3:12-13 supports and confirms our argument that the two terms 
                                                                                                                                     
John, 199; however, it seems that Carson here gets unnecessarily caught up in the terminology which 
Jesus uses in v. 12, namely the verb pisteu,sete.  For example, it is evident in the NT and in koine 
Greek that there is a strong connection between seeing (o`ra,w) and knowing (oi=da among other words 
for “see”).  This connection is even historically a lexical one as oi=da (I know; I have seen) is the 
perfect of ei;dw (I see) which was no longer in use.  Also of significance is the frequency with which 
“seeing” and “believing” are associated in John.  A cursory scan of the gospel reveals such a 
connection in at least 10 places in the gospel (2:23; 4:48; 6:30; 6:36; 6:40; 9:35-38; 11:45; 20:25; 
20:8; 20:29).  At other places, there is a strong association between “knowing” (ginw,skw) and 
“believing” (pisteu,w) (1:7-12; 4:53; 6:69; 10:37-38; 1 John 4:16).  Of even greater interest is the 
frequency in the gospel where all three of the concepts are associated, the specific terms being 
pisteu,w, noe,w, oi=da, o`ra,w, and qea,omai (4:42; 12:39-40; 16:30; 19:35; and 1:29-36 though the specific 
term pisteu,w is not used in 1:29-36).  Interestingly enough, in John 3:10-12, all three concepts seem 
to be associated with the use of ginw,skeij in v. 10, e`wra,kamen in v. 11, and pisteu,ete, pisteu,sete in v. 
12.  Is there any significance from this cursory study of this terminology and these concepts?  The 
significance is that we believe it is erroneous to posit a major distinction between ginw,skeij and 
pisteu,ete, pisteu,sete in John 3:10-12.  In other words, when Jesus questions Nicodemus and rebukes 
him for not believing (pisteu,ete)  “earthly things,” the word usage in this context is actually closely 
related to knowing, understanding, or perceiving (as in the usage of  ginw,skw in v. 10).  As a result, 
we reject Carson’s interpretation whereby he claims that “no-one disbelieves in ‘earthly things’ such 
as wind and physical birth,” Carson, John, 199.  We contend that a proper understanding should at 
least reflect Lincoln’s interpretation that Jesus, in his conversation with Nicodemus speaks of 
“heavenly things” by analogy to the earthly, Lincoln, John, 152.  We find it even more compelling to 
understand ta. evpi,geia as the analogy of the wind and to understand ta. evpoura,nia as the birth from 
above which is precisely what Jesus attempted to explain to Nicodemus in a variety of ways including 
the analogy with earthly things, i.e. the wind.  This interpretation fits well with Jesus’ description that 
Nicodemus must be born a;nwqen and evx u[datoj kai. pneu,matoj.  Such a new birth would thus be easily 
identifiable with ta. evpoura,nia. 
14
 Keener, John, 558.  Similarly, Lincoln writes, “Jesus is uniquely qualified to speak of heavenly 
realities, of what belongs to the realm above….The Son of Man alone has the credentials for revealing 
true knowledge of heavenly realities,” John, 152.  See also Carson, John, 201, and Barrett, John, 212-
213. 
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1 Corinthians 15:40 (2x), 48 (2x), 49 
 
 First Corinthians 15:39-49 continues Paul’s lengthy argument about Christ’s 
resurrection and its implications for those who are in Christ.  In 1 Cor 15 Paul writes 
that those who are in Christ will be raised with him (vv. 22, 35) and with a 
resurrection body (vv. 35-57).  Toward the beginning of the passage in 15:40, Paul 
writes that there are earthly (evpi,geia) and heavenly (evpoura,nia) bodies and that there 
is different glory ascribed to each.  While there is disagreement over the meaning and 
nature of sw,mata evpoura,nia (v. 40),16 the description of the glory of the sun, moon, 
and stars in v. 41 leads us to conclude that the primary reference of sw,mata 
evpoura,nia is the heavenly bodies in the sky such as the stars and planets.17  The crux 
of Paul’s argument in vv. 39-41 is that, just as there is a distinction between different 
types of earthly life, so there is also a distinction between earthly and heavenly 
bodies, and even a further distinction between various heavenly bodies such as the 
sun, moon, and the stars.
18
  For our purposes, it is important to note once again the 
                                                
15
 Contra McGough who argues for a distinction between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in John 3:12-13, 
“Investigation,” 50.  McGough regards the reference to evpoura,nioj in John 3:12 as merely indicative 
of earthly and heavenly interaction or as evidence of earthly participation in heavenly things, 
“Investigation,” 39, 50. 
16
 For a short discussion of the different viewpoints, see Anthony C. Thiselton, The First Epistle to the 
Corinthians: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2000), 1268-1269. 
17
 Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1269.  Within this view, however, Thiselton does not rule out entirely an 
allusion to angelic beings, 1269; cf. Wolfgang Schrage, Der erste Brief an die Korinther (4 vols.; 
EKKNT 7/4; Düsseldorf, Benziger, 2001), 4:290-293.  On the other hand, Lincoln writes that 
evpoura,nioj is utilized here in a “purely cosmological sense…. It is a straightforward reference to the 
heavenly bodies visible in the sky and not to angels or spiritual beings,” Lincoln, Paradise, 39.  
Interestingly, McGough also recognizes here that the sw,mata evpoura,nia in 15:40 refer to the sun, 
moon, and stars, “Investigation,” 39.  This conclusion seems problematic for McGough’s argument 
since the usage of evpoura,nioj here is clearly spatially distinct from the earth and since McGough 
argues for no earthly and heavenly interaction in this use.  McGough seemingly attempts to address 
this quandary by emphasizing the visible nature of the sw,mata evpoura,nia, “Investigation,” 39. 
18
 Lincoln, Paradise, 38.  In addition, Lincoln writes that Paul’s “whole point in developing the 
analogy in this way is to indicate the immense variety in God’s creation and that there is no type of 
life for which God has not found appropriate glory or an appropriate body,” Paradise, 38-39.  See also 
Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1270. 
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distinction between the heavenly (sw,mata evpoura,nia) and the earthly (sw,mata 
evpi,geia).  Thiselton also recognizes this fundamental distinction and contrast 
between earthly and heavenly bodies when he writes, “What Paul aims to set before 
his readers is the conceivability, on the basis of a theology of God as creator of 
diverse orders of being, of a ‘sort of body … entirely outside our present 
experience.’”19 
As he continues his argument, Paul uses the examples of earthly and heavenly 
bodies with differing glory to illustrate that there is also a distinction between the 
earthly body and the resurrection body.  The earthly body is sown in decay, in 
dishonor, in weakness, and as a natural body.  On the other hand, the resurrection 
body is raised in immortality, in glory, in power, and as a spiritual body.  Paul then 
continues his excursus by contrasting the first Adam with the last Adam.  The first 
man Adam became a living soul (v. 45) and is from the earth (evk gh/j), earthy 
(coi?ko,j) (v. 47).20  The last Adam became a life-giving spirit (v. 45) and is from 
heaven (evx ouvranou/) (v. 47).  The NASB translation of v. 48, “As is the earthy, so 
also are those who are earthy; and as is the heavenly, so also are those who are 
heavenly,” does not accurately portray the sense of the Greek text as it obscures the 
close connection between v. 47 and v. 48.  In a proper understanding, o` prw/toj 
a;nqrwpoj evk gh/j coi?ko,j from v. 47 should be connected with o` coi?ko,j from v. 48 
and o` deu,teroj a;nqrwpoj evx ouvranou/ from v. 47 should be connected with o` 
evpoura,nioj from v. 48.  Consequently, a better translation of v. 48 would be, “As is 
the earthy one (o` coi?ko,j),21 so also are those who are earthy (oi` coi?koi,); and as is the 
heavenly one (o` evpoura,nioj),22 so also are those who are heavenly (oi` 
                                                
19
 Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1268.  Thiselton here quotes Richard B. Hays, First Corinthians (IBC; 
Louisville: John Knox Press, 1997), 271.  As cited in Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1268.  Italics original.   
20
 Paul’s use of the adjective coi?ko,j (vv. 47-49), especially when coupled with evk gh/j (v. 47), is a clear 
allusion to Gen 2:7 (cou/n avpo. th/j gh/j) even though it is the noun cou/j which appears in the creation 
account.  For further discussions of coi?ko,j and its allusion to Gen 2:7, see Raymond F. Collins, First 
Corinthians (SP 7; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1999) 570; Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 
1286-1287; Lincoln, Paradise, 45; Schrage, Korinther, 308-309. 
21
  `O coi?ko,j is a clear reference to Adam who is explicitly identified as o` prw/toj a;nqrwpoj in v. 45 
(cf. v. 47).   
22
 Though never explicitly identified, o` e;scatoj VAda,m in v. 45, o` deu,teroj a;nqrwpoj evx ouvranou/ in v. 
47, and o` evpoura,nioj in v. 48 all refer to Jesus.  See also Rom 5:12-21 and 1 Cor 15:20-24 for similar 
examples of Pauline Adam-Christ eschatological paradigms which explicitly mention Adam and 
Christ.  See further Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1282; Collins, 1 Corinthians, 568-569; Schrage, 
Korinther, 302-306. 
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evpoura,nioi).”23  The first and last Adams are therefore representatives for two 
distinct groups of people, the earthly and the heavenly.
24
           
The next verse in this passage (v. 49) proves to be somewhat problematic 
because of a highly debated text critical issue.  Depending on whether one reads the 
future fore,somen or the subjunctive fore,swmen, the sense of the passage varies to a 
significant extent.  If Paul penned the future, then his message is didactic and he 
communicates simply that those who belong to the second man from heaven (o` 
deu,teroj a;nqrwpoj evx ouvranou/), though they have borne the image of the earthy one 
(tou/ coi?kou/), will one day also bear the image of the heavenly one (tou/ evpourani,ou).  
However, if Paul employed the subjunctive, then the tenor of the passage is of a more 
ethical nature as he exhorts the Corinthians that though they have borne the image of 
the earthy one (tou/ coi?kou/), so also now they are to bear the image of the heavenly 
one (tou/ evpourani,ou). 
The manuscript evidence strongly supports the subjunctive reading with a 
wide variety of attestation including P
46
, a, A, C, D, F, G, Y, Clement, Origen, Latin 
Irenaeus, and Gregory of Nyssa.  Though the indicative reading has less attestation 
with B, I, Gregory of Nazianzus, and Didymus as the most important texts, the 
context of the passage seems to warrant the indicative reading.  The tenor of 1 Cor 
15:35-57 is thoroughly didactic rather than ethical.
25
  For this reason, though with 
great hesitancy, we regard the future indicative as the preferred reading.
26
  C. K. 
                                                
23
 My translation. 
24
 Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1281-1285; Collins, 1 Corinthians, 568-570; Lincoln, Paradise, 42-50.  
For Paul’s conceptual background of the heavenly man in 1 Cor 15:39-49, see Lincoln, Paradise, 46-
50.  
25
 1 Cor 15:58 follows Paul’s discourse with an ethical exhortation but this seems to be more of a 
segue into his next line of thought rather than a direct application from his previous reasoning. 
26
 As indicated above, though there is less attestation, this reading does have the support of some 




 both opt for the future indicative.  In A 
Textual Commentary on the Greek New Testament (2d ed.; Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 
1994), Bruce Metzger writes that “exegetical considerations (i.e., the context is didactic, not hortatory) 
led the Committee to prefer the future indicative, despite its rather slender external support,” 502.  
Others in support of the future indicative include: Thiselton, 1 Corinthians, 1288-1289; C. K. Barrett, 
A Commentary on the First Epistle to the Corinthians (2d ed.; BNTC; London: A & C Black, 1971), 
369, 377; Leon Morris, The First Epistle of Paul to the Corinthians: An Introduction and Commentary 
(2d ed.; TNTC 7; Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1985), 226; Schrage, Korinther, 312-313.  Critical to 
Barrett’s argument is that since the future fore,somen and the subjunctive fore,swmen would have been 
pronounced similarly, if not identically, then “only exegesis can determine the original sense and 
reading,” Barrett, 1 Corinthians, 369, note 2.  Those who support the hortatory subjunctive reading 
include Collins, 1 Corinthians, 572, and Lincoln who writes that it “brings out more satisfactorily 
both the eschatological tension of Paul’s perspective and the force of his argument,” Paradise, 50-51.  
Further support for the subjunctive can be found with Gordon D. Fee who writes that there is nearly 
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Barrett appropriately summarizes the main point of v. 49 when he writes that since 
the creation “human beings have continued to have the same kind of body, made in 
the image of Adam’s.  We continue to have this kind of body, living on in a state of 
corruption, up to the time of the resurrection.  But then, in the future, we shall bear a 
different image, that of the heavenly Man whose body is spiritual.”
27
 
From our analysis of 1 Cor 15:39-49, there are a few significant points which 
should inform our understanding of the term evpoura,nioj.  First, since heavenly 
(evpoura,nia) bodies are contrasted with earthly (evpi,geia) bodies, we once again find a 
distinction between the heavenly (evpoura,nioj) and the earthly (v. 40), though in this 
case the heavenly bodies are a clear reference to the sun, moon, and stars.  The fact 
that there is a major emphasis on opposites and contrasts throughout this entire 
passage (1 Cor 15:39-49) should be even more evidence for a fundamental 
distinction between the evpoura,nia and the evpi,geia in these verses.  Such a distinction 
should naturally lead to the conclusion that it is severely misguided to include “the 
earthly” within the definition of “the heavenly” (evpoura,nioj).  Second, and perhaps 
of even greater importance, we observe once again that there is no distinction 
between the location signified by the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j.28  The 
connection between the second man from heaven (evx ouvranou/) in v. 47 and the 
heavenly one (o` evpoura,nioj) in v. 48 is evident.  Raymond Collins also shares this 
view when he writes, “To describe the heavenly one Paul employs the adjective 
epouranios rather than the prepositional phrase ‘from heaven’ (ex ouranou) 
employed in v. 47.”
29
  In this instance, as Collins implies, perhaps Paul chooses to 
                                                                                                                                     
universal attestation for the subjunctive and criticizes the UBS committee for “(abandoning) its better 
text-critical sense,” The First Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1987), 
787.  Similar to Lincoln, Fee believes that this ethical exhortation is “another expression of Paul’s 
‘already/not yet’ eschatological framework” and that Paul is urging the Corinthians “to become what 
they are by grace,” Fee, 1 Corinthians, 795.  We should point out here that this particular text-critical 
decision is not integral for our central argument in this chapter – namely a proper understanding of 
evpoura,nioj and its relation to ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj.  In fact, a decision for the subjunctive fore,swmen 
would lend even greater support to the realized aspect in Pauline eschatology as those on earth would 
be granted a heavenly status of sorts. 
27
 Barrett, 1 Corinthians, 377. 
28
 In his discussion of 1 Cor 15:40-49, McGough makes no attempt to discern the relationship between 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j, “Investigation,” 39-40.  Such an oversight is unacceptable in light of 
McGough’s argument that there is a major distinction in meaning between these terms.  McGough 
merely writes that the usage of evpoura,nioj in 15:48-49 is Christological, “Investigation,” 39-40.  
29
 Collins, 1 Corinthians, 571-572.  Others who support the synonymous use of these terms in this 
passage include Morris, 1 Corinthians, 224-225, and Lincoln, Paradise, 45-46.  Morris writes, “The 
use of the adjective (‘the heavenly’) rather than ‘from heaven’ points to his nature as a heavenly 
being, rather than his origin,” 1 Corinthians, 225. 
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alternate between these terms and expressions simply for stylistic purposes.  What is 
evident, however, is that these two “heaven” words (evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j) refer to 
the same location and are references to that which is spatially distinct from the earth. 
For our purposes, we should also address one other matter of possible 
significance.  Since Paul writes in v. 48, “As is the heavenly one, so also are those 
who are heavenly (oi` evpoura,nioi),”30 it is important, for our purposes, to determine 
the reference of oi` evpoura,nioi.  Of significance is whether Paul has in mind the 
redeemed on earth or rather the redeemed when they receive their resurrection bodies 
at the final resurrection (1 Cor 15:20-24; 15:50-54).  If Paul considers the 
Corinthians at present to be oi` evpoura,nioi, then, somewhat similarly to Eph 2:6, the 
redeemed on earth would be granted a heavenly status.
31
  In support of this view, 
Lincon writes, 
 
The first man’s descendants share his characteristics and are designated oi` coi?koi,.  Likewise 
those who belong to the second man can be called oi` evpoura,nioi by virtue of their 
relationship to the one who is o` evpoura,nioj par excellence.  They are heavenly not because 
they came from heaven or are going to heaven, but because they are ‘in Christ’ (cf. verse 22) 
and share his resurrection life….Despite the Corinthians’ ever-realized eschatology Paul is 
not afraid to grant that those who belong to Christ are oi` evpoura,nioi.  This quality of 




While the arguments of Lincoln, Fee, and Morris are compelling, the theme and 
context of this particular passage in 1 Corinthians still seems to be consistent with a 
future eschatological fulfillment.  Even the statement concerning those in Christ (evn 
tw/| Cristw/|) in v. 22 has a completely future fulfillment for believers who will in the 
future be made alive (zw|opoihqh,sontai).  As a result, though with some hesitancy, it 
is our conclusion that the point of vv. 48-49 is that believers will in the future be like 
the heavenly one (o` evpoura,nioj) (v. 48) and so will bear the image of the heavenly 
one (v. 49) when Christ returns and the final resurrection occurs (vv. 22-23; 51-54).
33
 
                                                
30
 My translation.  
31
 Those who argue for such an understanding include: Fee, 1 Corinthians, 794-795; Lincoln, 
Paradise, 50-52; Morris, 1 Corinthians, 225.  Not surprisingly, Lincoln and Fee also argue for the 
subjunctive reading of v. 49 which seems to correspond well with this interpretation.  Interestingly, 
Morris, who opts for the future indicative variant in v. 49, also writes in his explanation of v. 48 that 
Christians are “‘heavenly’ because of their relationship to Christ,” 1 Corinthians, 225. 
32
 Lincoln, Paradise, 50.  Italics original. 
33
 Barrett captures the sense of these verses well when he writes, “All Adam’s descendants, being 
made of dust as he was, have natural bodies, made of dust and animated by soul (yuch,).  But the 
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Philippians 2:10 
 
Within the New Testament, the next appearance of the term evpoura,nioj is 
located in the famous Christ hymn of Phil 2:6-11.  The amount of research conducted 
on this passage is enormous
34
 and any attempt to provide a detailed exegesis or to 
wade through the vast literature on this subject would be well beyond the scope of 
this study and yet also would not serve to advance the principal argument of this 
chapter.  As a result, in our analysis, we must paint with a broad brush on subsidiary 
matters and must also be selective in the matters we investigate.  In 2:1-4, Paul 
encourages the Philippians, as a result of their relationship with Christ (v. 1), to live 
lives of selflessness and humility.  In v. 5, which serves as the segue between Paul’s 
exhortation in vv. 1-4 and the Christ hymn in vv. 6-11, Paul writes, “Have this 
attitude in yourselves which was also in Christ Jesus” (Tou/to fronei/te evn u`mi/n o] 
kai. evn Cristw/| VIhsou/).  Though there has been considerable discussion over the 
precise references of some of the words and the proper interpretation of this 
seemingly simple verse,
35
 we take tou/to to refer to the attitude described in vv. 1-4 
and evn u`mi/n to mean “among yourselves” and thus to refer to the proper attitude the 
Philippians are to have toward one another.  The phrase o] kai. evn Cristw/| VIhsou/ 
illustrates that Jesus is the one who truly embodied the attitude which Paul describes 
                                                                                                                                     
existence of another Adam with a spiritual body carries with it the existence of a race of men with 
spiritual bodies.  These are received (in the case of Christ as well as in that of the rest of humanity) at 
the resurrection, only for Christ this has already happened, whereas for men it still lies in the future,” 
1 Corinthians, 377. 
34
 For an introduction to some of the scholarly interests such as, among others, the hymn’s authorship, 
literary form, origin, structure, meaning, and use in Phil, see Ralph P. Martin, The Epistle of Paul to 
the Philippians: An Introduction and Commentary (2d ed.; TNTC 11; Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1987), 
99-114; Peter T. O’Brien, The Epistle to the Philippians: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; 
Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1991), 186-271; Gerald F. Hawthorne, Philippians (WBC 43; Waco: Word 
Books, 1983), 71-96; Bonnie B. Thurston and Judith M. Ryan, Philippians and Philemon (SP 10; 
Collegeville, Minn.: Liturgical Press, 2005), 77-92; Stephen E. Fowl, Philippians (The Two Horizons 
New Testament Commentary; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2005), 88-117; Moisés Silva, Philippians (2d 
ed.; Baker Exegetical Commentary on the New Testament; Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2005), 
92-116; Jean-Noël Aletti, Saint Paul Épître aux Philippiens: Introduction, traduction et commentaire 
(EBib new series 55; Paris: J. Gabalda, 2005), 137-176; Markus Bockmuehl, The Epistle to the 
Philippians (BNTC; London: Hendrickson, 1998), 114-148.  For additional study, see Ralph P. 
Martin, Carmen Christi: Philippians ii. 5-11 in Recent Interpretation and in the Setting of Early 
Christian Worship (rev. ed.; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1983) and consult the lengthy bibliographies in 
O’Brien, Philippians, 186-188, and Hawthorne, Philippians, 71-75. 
35
 For further discussion of the references of tou/to and o[ in addition to interpretations of evn u`mi/n and 
evn Cristw/| VIhsou/, see O’Brien, Philippians, 203-205; Hawthorne, Philippians, 79-81; Martin, 
Philippians, 99-100; Silva, Philippians, 95-98. 
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in vv. 1-4, the o] referring back to tou/to (and subsequently the attitude depicted by 
Paul in vv. 1-4) and evn Cristw/| VIhsou/ describing Jesus as the one in whom this 
humility is found.
36
  Therefore, we consider the NASB translation above, though 
certainly not without its difficulties, to be consistent with Paul’s thought in this 
passage.  This translation also makes the most sense of v. 5 as a transition from 




After Paul’s exhortation in vv. 1-4 and his command to have the same 
attitude as Christ Jesus (v. 5), the Christ hymn appears in vv. 6-11.  Though there has 
been little agreement over its structure,
38
 we regard the hymn as containing two 
major divisions – Christ’s humiliation in vv. 6-8 and Christ’s exaltation in vv. 9-11.
39
  
Verse 10, which contains the appearance of evpoura,nioj, is located in the midst of the 
hymn’s description of Christ’s exaltation.  In v. 9, as a result of Christ’s humiliation 
and obedience, God highly exalts Christ and bestows on him the name which is 
above every name.  Verses 10-11 make clear both the purpose and result of this 
exaltation
40
 – that at the name of Jesus every knee will bow (ka,myh|) and every 
tongue will confess (evxomologh,shtai)41 that Jesus Christ is Lord (ku,rioj).42   
                                                
36
 So also O’Brien, Philippians, 205; Thurston, Philippians, 80; Fowl, Philippians, 89-90.  Inherent in 
this understanding is that the verb “to be” should be supplied in the second half of v. 5. 
37
 Consistent with the translation/interpretation above is the idea that Paul inserts the Christ-hymn here 
for ethical purposes.  Hawthorne writes, “Hence, although this hymn is unquestionably a 
christological gem unparalleled in the NT, although it may be considered soteriological in character, 
and although it may have been originally composed for christological or soteriological reasons, Paul’s 
motive in using it here is not theological but ethical….The hymn, therefore, presents Christ as the 
ultimate model for moral action,” Hawthorne, Philippians, 79.  See further Thurston, Philippians, 89-
90; Aletti, Philippiens, 147; O’Brien, Philippians, 205, 262.  O’Brien here closely follows Hawthorne 
– word for word on a few occasions – and often without referencing him. 
38
 For discussions of the hymn’s structure, see O’Brien, Philippians, 188-193; Hawthorne, 
Philippians, 76-79; Thurston, Philippians, 88-89; Martin, Philippians, 112-113; Bockmuehl, 
Philippians, 125-126. 
39
 See also Hawthorne, Philippians, 77; O’Brien, Philippians, 192-193; Silva, Philippians, 93; 
Bockmuehl, Philippians, 125-126. 
40
 In Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (Grand Rapids: 
Zondervan, 1996), Daniel B. Wallace notes that a i[na clause can denote purpose-result and writes, 
“Not only is i[na used for result in the NT, but also for purpose-result.  That is, it indicates both the 
intention and its sure accomplishment,” 473.  Italics original.  Wallace lists Phil 2:9-11 as an example 
of such a construction, Greek Grammar, 474. 
41
 We prefer the aorist subjunctive evxomologh,shtai over the future indicative evxomologh,setai primarily 
because it continues the flow of thought from the i[na clause and because the verb which proceeds it 
(ka,myh|) is also aorist subjunctive, the two clauses being connected with kai,.  See also O’Brien, 
Philippians, 249-250.  Metzger, when defending the choice for the subjunctive, writes that “the 
Committee preferred to adopt the reading supported by P
46
 a B al,” A Textual Commentary, 546. 
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In v. 10 Paul illustrates the universal scope of the worship attributed to Jesus 
with three adjectives which function as nouns – evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn kai. 
katacqoni,wn.43  In regard to this particular phrase, commentators usually concern 
themselves with at least three significant issues – the gender of the adjectives, the 
references of the adjectives, and whether or not this expression represents a 
developed cosmology.  Many earlier commentators and translations opted to 
understand the adjectives as neuter believing that they refer to all of creation 
including both animate and inanimate things.
44
  However, we believe it is more 
plausible that the three adjectives are masculine and so refer to personal beings who 
are able to bend the knee and make confession.
45
  While some commentators have 
argued that evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn kai. katacqoni,wn refer only to the spiritual 
powers believed to rule over the heavenly, earthly, and subterranean realms,
46
 Paul’s 
purpose here is to communicate the universality of the honor which will be given to 
Jesus.  For this reason, we understand this adjectival expression to include both 
human beings and spiritual powers.
47
  Gerald Hawthorne writes, “In this series the 
                                                                                                                                     
42
 Much has been made over whether the confession made by pa/n go,nu and pa/sa glw/ssa is a glad 
confession proclaimed with thanksgiving.  We agree with O’Brien who “(concludes) that on the last 
day every knee will bow and every tongue will ‘openly declare’ that Jesus alone has the right to rule 
(cf. Rev. 5:13, etc.),” Philippians, 250.  For those who now confess Jesus as Lord, their declaration 
will be glad, with thanksgiving, and in praise.  Others, which include both people who do not 
presently confess Christ as Lord and also the principalities and powers of Col 2:15, will also openly 
declare but will do so as “submitting against their wills to a power they cannot resist,” O’Brien, 
Philippians, 250.  Cf. Bockmuehl, Philippians, 146-147. 
43
 These three adjectives in the genitive case refer back to pa/n go,nu and so depict the universality of 
the homage paid to Jesus when every knee of those in heaven, on the earth, and under the earth will 
bow to him. 
44
 For brief discussions, see O’Brien, Philippians, 243-244, and Hawthorne, Philippians, 93.  As 
examples, O’Brien lists the Authorized Version; RV; ASV; J. B. Lightfoot, Saint Paul’s Epistle to the 
Philippians (London: MacMillan, 1881), 115; H. C. G. Moule, The Epistle to the Philippians (The 
Cambridge Bible for Schools and Colleges; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1923), 69-70; 
Carr, Angels and Principalities, 86-89, esp. 87.  As cited in O’Brien, Philippians, 244.  See also Silva 
who does not limit the reference to intelligent beings and who cites Ps 19:1-6, Ps 148, and Rom 8:19-
22 as examples of personification of creation in Scripture, Philippians, 116.  
45
 So Hawthorne, Philippians, 93; O’Brien, Philippians, 244-245; Martin, Philippians, 110.  Such an 
understanding would be in accord with a similar reference in Ignatius where the almost identical terms 
also appear to be masculine.  In Ign. Trall. 9:1, Ignatius writes that Jesus “was crucified and died 
while those in heaven and on earth and under the earth (tw/n evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn kai. 
u`pocqoni,wn) looked on.”  For brief discussions of this passage from Ignatius, see Martin, Philippians, 
110, and O’Brien, Philippians, 244.  See also my brief analysis of Ign. Trall. 9:1 in ch. 3. 
46
 This seems to be the preference of Ralph P. Martin in Carmen Christi, 262-264.  For Martin’s 
discussion of these three adjectives, their references, and the three-fold division of the universe, see 
Carmen Christi, 257-265.  For additional discussions of this view, see O’Brien, Philippians, 244-245, 
and Hawthorne, Philippians, 93. 
47
 So also O’Brien, Philippians, 244-245; Hawthorne, Philippians, 93; Fowl, Philippians, 103.  
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writer describes angels, men and demons as ultimately joining together in an act of 
worship…. All—all principalities and powers…as well as all people—[will] bow 
their knees before Jesus and do obeisance to him in adoration and awe.”
48
  In 
agreement with the majority of commentators, we are hesitant to ascribe precise 
identities to the inhabitants of the three realms (evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn kai. 
katacqoni,wn)49 or to insist that the three terms represent a developed cosmology.50  
Rather, Paul’s intention here is to emphasize the universal lordship of Christ over all 
created beings.
51
   
Just as every knee will bow (ka,myh|), so also every tongue will confess 
(evxomologh,shtai).  In these verses, we find an allusion to Isa 45:18-25 where we also 
read that every knee will bow and every tongue confess.  In the larger context of this 
passage, the God of Israel repeatedly proclaims his unique greatness.
52
  He is the 
creator of the heavens (v. 18), he is the only God (vv. 18, 21, 22), and he is the hope 
of salvation for all the ends of the earth (v. 22).  In v. 23 the Lord proclaims “that to 
[him] every knee will bow (ka,myei), (and) every tongue will swear allegiance 
(evxomologh,setai).  Paul’s allusion to Isa 45:23 here is striking as he adopts the 
language attributed to the God of Israel and subsequently applies it to Jesus.
53
  As 
                                                
48
 Hawthorne, Philippians, 93. 
49
 Silva, Philippians, 116; Fowl, Philippians, 103.  Though Silva writes that “we would be misguided 
to attempt an identification of three specific groups,” he also writes that “the least objectionable 
classification is spirits in heaven, men on earth, and the dead in Sheol,” Philippians, 116, note 39.  See 
also O’Brien who seems guarded in assigning identities to the terms but allows for the possibility that 
evpourani,wn could refer to angels in heaven and evpigei,wn to earthly inhabitants.  He warns that one 
cannot be certain whether katacqoni,wn refers to dead human beings, demons, or both, Philippians, 
245.  
50
 Though it would be imprudent to investigate this issue in much detail, several arguments militate 
against the notion that Phil 2:10 represents a developed Pauline cosmology.  First, since Phil 2:6-11 is 
a hymn, we cannot be certain whether or not Paul was even the original author.  Regardless, Paul 
certainly appropriated and utilized the hymn for his own purposes here in Phil and the most likely 
purpose for this triadic phrase would have been to emphasize the universal homage attributed to 
Christ.  Second, Hawthorne notes that “in antiquity people believed in a three-storied universe and 
universality was thus often expressed by phrases that embraced all three (cf. Hom. Od. 5.184-86),” 
Philippians, 93.  See also O’Brien, Philippians, 244, and Thurston, Philippians, 84.  Third, O’Brien 
notes that Scripture often has varying categories for communicating universality.  Rev 5:13 has four 
groups and Exod 20:4 has three groups but with a slight variation, O’Brien, Philippians, 245.  In Col 
1:16 and Eph 1:10, ta. pa,nta is clarified by evn toi/j ouvranoi/j kai. evpi. th/j gh/j and ta. evpi. toi/j 
ouvranoi/j kai. ta. evpi. th/j gh/j respectively.  See further Aletti, Philippiens, 170-171. 
51
 O’Brien, Philippians, 243-245; Hawthorne, Philippians, 93; Thurston, Philippians, 84; Silva, 
Philippians, 116; Fowl, Philippians, 103; Aletti, Philippiens, 170-171; Bockmuehl, Philippians, 144-
148. 
52
 Martin, Philippians, 109; cf. Bockmuehl, Philippians, 144-145. 
53
 For some concise discussions, see Hawthorne, Philippians, 92-95; O’Brien, Philippians, 240-242; 
Fowl, Philippians, 103; Martin, Philippians, 109-110; Silva, Philippians, 112. 
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Ralph Martin notes, “No clearer proof could be forthcoming of our Lord’s pre-
eminent position at the Father’s right hand than the use of this Old Testament 
quotation in reference to him.”
54
  Of equal significance is the substance of the 
confession made by every tongue – that Jesus Christ is Lord.  Not only is an Old 
Testament reference to God here applied to Jesus, but Jesus is also given the divine 
name.  With such a declaration, this great hymn reaches its climax and clearly 
reveals the supreme name which God has granted to Jesus – ku,rioj.55 
 In this brief exegetical sketch, we can see that the meaning of evpoura,nioj in 
Phil 2:10 is consistent with our argument that the term always refers to that which is 
spatially distinct from the earth.  Though there is no appearance of ouvrano,j in this 
passage, we do once again find a contrast between the heavenly (evpourani,wn) and the 
earthly (evpigei,wn).  Also of significance is an appearance of ouvrano,j in Phil 3:18-21 
where Paul writes that there are some who walk as enemies of the cross of Christ and 
who set their minds on earthly things (ta. evpi,geia).56  In contrast to these enemies of 
Christ, Paul writes, “For our citizenship is in heaven (evn ouvranoi/j), from which also 
we eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ.”  Therefore, in Philippians, there 
is a direct contrast not only between evpoura,nioj and evpi,geioj in 2:10, but also 
between ouvrano,j and evpi,geioj in 3:19-20.  These examples serve as further proof that 
these two terms for heaven (evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j), though one is a noun and one 
is an adjective, refer to the same location.  Thus once again, we see that any 
argument to define evpoura,nioj as some sort of spiritual atmosphere on the earth or as 
distinct in meaning from ouvrano,j falls short.57  Rather, the natural reading and 
                                                
54
 Martin, Philippians, 109.  Also of importance is the fact that Paul cites Isa 45:23 in Rom 14:11 in 
order to demonstrate God’s universal reign and his authority as supreme judge.  Thus, Paul grants to 
Jesus in Phil 2:10-11 the same supremacy as God in Rom 14:11 through his referencing of Isa 45:23 
in both instances, Fowl, Philippians, 103. 
55
 So Hawthorne, Philippians, 93, and O’Brien, Philippians, 245-246.  O’Brien also notes that the 
placement of ku,rioj at the beginning of the phrase is of significance, Philippians, 245-246. 
56
 It is also of some significance to note the spatial terms once more employed by Paul to 
communicate an already/not yet eschatology.  Here Paul writes that believers’ citizenship (poli,teuma) 
is in heaven (evn ouvranoi/j) (already), from which they await a Savior who will transform their bodies 
into conformity with the body of His glory (not yet).  
57
 In his assessment of Phil 2:10, McGough provides no real contribution and does nothing to advance 
his argument, “Investigation,” 42.  McGough merely writes that evpourani,wn might refer to spiritual 
powers, people, or both and that the point of the description is the universal exaltation of Christ, 
“Investigation,” 42.  McGough also writes that the use of evpoura,nioj in Phil 2:10 is cosmological and 
Christological, “Investigation,” 42.  The fact that McGough does not discuss the relationship between 
evpourani,wn and evpigei,wn in Phil 2:10 is unacceptable in light of his argument that the term evpoura,nioj 
indicates either earthly and heavenly interaction or the spiritual atmosphere of the church on earth. 
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understanding of evpourani,wn is as a reference to that part of the cosmos which is 
spatially distinct from the earth.   
 
 
2 Timothy 4:18 
  
In 2 Tim 4 Paul
58
 writes of his impending death and the award that awaits 
him (vv. 6-8) and so urges Timothy to visit him soon (vv. 9-11).  Paul then recounts 
various trials and persecutions he has undergone and writes of God’s strengthening, 
saving, and rescuing him (vv. 14-17).  As a result of his impending death and the 
Lord’s faithfulness throughout his trials, Paul proclaims that “the Lord will rescue 
him from every evil deed, and will bring [him] safely to His heavenly (evpoura,nion) 
kingdom” (v. 18).  The “heavenly kingdom” of which Paul here writes is a reference 
to the kingdom of Christ.
59
  The kingdom’s description as evpoura,nioj is not 
insignificant, in that Paul understood this “heavenly kingdom” to be a present reality 
but yet also one which awaits its future consummation when Christ’s heavenly reign 
will be fully realized upon the earth.
60
  The heavenly reign of Christ is an oft-
appearing theme in the New Testament
61
 and will be of some significance in our 
discussion of Eph 1:20. 
The usage of the term evpoura,nioj in 2 Tim 4:18 is straightforward and is in 
accordance with the definition argued for throughout this chapter.  The kingdom of 
which Paul writes is a heavenly (evpoura,nioj) one and is therefore spatially distinct 
from the earth.
62
  Though it is not explicit, there is an implied contrast with the earth 
                                                
58
 No discussion of the authorship of 2 Tim will be attempted here.  The implied author is certainly 
Paul and we use the title out of convenience. 
59
 I. Howard Marshall, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Pastoral Epistles (The 
International Critical Commentary on the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments; Edinburgh: 
T & T Clark, 1999), 826.  Marshall correctly notes that Paul has already utilized basilei,a to refer to 
Christ’s kingdom in 4:1.  Cf. Philip H. Towner, The Letters to Timothy and Titus (NICNT; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 2006), 647; George Knight III, The Pastoral Epistles: A Commentary on the Greek 
Text (NIGTC; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1992), 472; William D. Mounce, Pastoral Epistles (WBC 46; 
Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 2000), 598. 
60
 Towner, Timothy and Titus, 647. 
61
 See e.g. Eph 1:20, Phil 3:20-21, 1 Thess 1:10, 1 Thess 4:16, 1 Pet 3:21-22, Acts 2:30-36, Heb 8:1, 
and Heb 1:3-4. 
62
 See Knight III who correctly recognizes that “Paul uses both evpoura,nioj, ‘heavenly,’ and ouvrano,j, 
‘heaven,’ of the realm that is distinguishable from the earth,” Pastoral Epistles, 472. 
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in this passage.  Since the trials which Paul experiences are on the earth, the 
implication is that when the Lord brings him into his heavenly kingdom, he will no 
longer experience those trials and persecutions.  Donald Guthrie notes this contrast 
when he writes, “The use of the adjective ‘heavenly’ (a characteristic Pauline word) 
draws attention to the emphatic contrast between God’s kingdom and the present 
earthly circumstances of sorrow and suffering.”
63
  This analysis of 2 Tim 4:18 
continues to support our argument that though there is flexibility in the usage of 
evpoura,nioj, its basic meaning remains the same – as a reference to that which is 
spatially distinct from the earth and as synonymous with other related terms for 





In Heb 3:1 we read that the addressees (avdelfoi. a[gioi) of the letter are 
partakers of a heavenly calling (klh,sewj evpourani,ou).  Whether this klh/sij 
evpoura,nioj is a call from heaven or a call to heaven is open to interpretation.65  It is 
not necessary, however, to posit a sharp distinction between these options since they 
are by no means mutually exclusive.  Within the context of Hebrews, it is quite likely 
that this klh/sij evpoura,nioj is both Christ’s call from heaven and Christ’s call for 
believers to join him in heaven.
66
  In light of this call to heaven, we find in Heb 3:1 
                                                
63
 Donald Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles: An Introduction and Commentary (2d ed.; TNTC; Leicester: 
Inter-Varsity, 1990), 189.  Cf. Mounce who also finds an implicit contrast between an earthly 
kingdom and the true heavenly kingdom, and so also an earthly king and the heavenly king, Pastoral 
Epistles, 598. 
64
 See also Knight III, Pastoral Epistles, 472.  We should note here, however, that these other related 
terms – ouvrano,j and ouvra,nioj – do not appear in 2 Tim.  In his assessment of 2 Tim 4:18, McGough 
makes no attempt to advance his argument and simply writes that the use of evpoura,nioj is as an 
adjective of the kingdom of the Lord, “Investigation,” 43. 
65
 Paul Ellingworth, The Epistle to the Hebrews: A Commentary on the Greek Text (NIGTC; Grand 
Rapids: Eerdmans, 1993), 198.  Ellingworth provides a short discussion of this ambiguous phrase. 
66
 So Ellingworth who writes “that the call is directly from, and indirectly, to heaven,” Hebrews, 198.  
Similarly, Luke Timothy Johnson understands the reference as “a call from God” and a call to “the 
reality to which they have been summoned,” Hebrews: A Commentary (NTL; Louisville: Westminster 
John Knox Press, 2006), 106.  William L. Lane seems to understand the klh/sij evpoura,nioj as 
primarily a call to heaven when he writes, “In 3:1 the writer describes the community as those called 
into the presence of God where they enjoy privileged access to him.  This unusual designation 
corresponds to…those who are being led to enjoy the glory of God’s presence,” Hebrews (2 vols; 
WBC 47a-b; Nashville: Thomas Nelson, 1991), a:74. 
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an additional New Testament passage in which believers on earth are granted a 
heavenly status of sorts.  Though it would be misguided to conflate Paul’s 
conception of union with Christ with the author of Hebrews’ view, we nevertheless 
can observe that some sort of identification with Christ is also instrumental for the 
author of Hebrews in how he construes this “heavenly call” of believers. 
In our analysis of this klh/sij evpoura,nioj, it is significant to note how the 
author of Hebrews portrays both Christ’s status and position in heaven and then 
believers’ identity with Christ.  Through a brief analysis of Christ’s status and 
position in Hebrews, we observe that: 
1) Christ is “the radiance of [God’s] glory and the exact representation of His 
nature” (1:3) 
2) Christ is “at the right hand of the Majesty on high” (1:3) 
3) Christ’s status is greater than that of the angels (1:4-14) 
4) Christ “has passed through the heavens (tou.j ouvranou,j)” (4:14; cf. 7:26) 
5) Christ “has taken His seat at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in 
the heavens (evn toi/j ouvranoi/j)” (8:1; cf. 9:24; 12:25)  
Through an examination of believers’ identity with Christ, we observe that: 
1) Christ partook (mete,scen) in humanity’s flesh and blood (2:14) 
2) Christ was made like his brothers so that he might become a merciful and 
faithful high priest (2:17-18) 
3) Believers are referred to as brothers (avdelfou,j) of Christ (2:11-13) 
4) Believers have become partakers of Christ (me,tocoi tou/ Cristou/) (3:14) 
From this brief analysis, we see Christ’s high and exalted status as the radiance of 
God’s glory, as the exact representation of God’s nature, as greater than the angels, 
and as seated at the right hand of God.  In addition to Christ’s exalted position, we 
also note that his location is supreme since he “has taken His seat at the right hand of 
the throne of the Majesty in the heavens” (evn toi/j ouvranoi/j) (8:1).  Furthermore, the 
author of Hebrews also emphasizes Christ’s identity with believers in order to 
demonstrate his effectiveness as their high priest (2:14-3:1; 4:14-5:10).  Christ 
partook (mete,scen) of flesh and blood (2:14) and was made like his brothers 
(avdelfoi/j) (2:17-18).  As a result, the author of Hebrews can now depict believers as 
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brothers of Christ (2:11-13) and as partakers of Christ (me,tocoi tou/ Cristou/) 
(3:14).
67
   
From our analysis, it seems the line of thought for the author of Hebrews is 
that since believers are both brothers and partakers of Christ and since Christ is in 
heaven (evn toi/j ouvranoi/j), then believers are consequently partakers of a heavenly 
calling (klh,sewj evpourani,ou me,tocoi).  Thus believers’ relationship and identity with 
Christ is determinative for their heavenly status and calling.
68
  In this sense, the 
“heavenly calling” in Heb 3:1 is similar to those who are seated in the heavenlies in 
Christ in Eph 2:6 since in both passages, believers can be depicted as “heavenly” 
because of their relationship to and identity with Christ.  In light of our purpose to 
determine the meaning and usage of evpoura,nioj, it is significant that believers who 
are partakers of a heavenly calling (klh,sewj evpourani,ou me,tocoi) are also partakers 
of Christ (me,tocoi tou/ Cristou/) (3:14) who is located evn toi/j ouvranoi/j (8:1; cf. 
7:26; 9:24; 12:25).  The implication is that there is a connection between the 
heavenly (evpoura,nioj) calling of believers in Heb 3:1 and the location of Christ evn 
toi/j ouvranoi/j in Heb 8:1.69  Finally, the meaning and usage of evpoura,nioj in Heb 3:1 
are consistent with our argument that the term always refers to that which is spatially 




                                                
67
 Thus the term “partakers” (me,tocoi) is significant for this conclusion.  Within Heb, the author uses 
this term to demonstrate that Christ is above his meto,couj (1:9).  The remaining references are to the 
addressees as me,tocoi of a heavenly calling (3:1), me,tocoi of Christ (3:14), meto,couj of the Holy Spirit 
(6:4), and me,tocoi of discipline (12:8).  Of equal significance is an appearance of the cognate verb in 
2:14 where Christ partook (mete,scen) of flesh and blood.  Cf. Ellingworth who points out that “me,tocoi 
echoes mete,scen in 2:14,” Hebrews, 198. 
68
 This appears close to the opinion of Lane who, when commenting on 3:1, writes that the addressees 
“owe their privileged status not to Moses or to Aaron but to Jesus as their high priest who has entered 
heaven (9:24),” Hebrews, a:74.  See also Ellingworth, Hebrews, 198. 
69
 Harold W. Attridge also notices connection and writes, “By describing the call, and later the ‘gift’ 
(6:4), as heavenly, the text suggests something about the quality of the items mentioned.  The quality 
ultimately depends on the source and goal of the call, the ‘true’ realm of God’s presence, which Christ 
by his sacrifice has entered,” The Epistle to the Hebrews: A Commentary on the Epistle to the 
Hebrews (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1989), 106. 
70
 Cf. Ellingworth who also writes that evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj are synonymous, Hebrews, 198.  
Contra McGough who provides no real analysis of Heb 3:1 or the use of evpoura,nioj when he writes 
that “believers participate in a spiritual realm in their bodily existence,” “Investigation,” 43. 
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Hebrews 6:4 
 
Though within this passage there are a number of significant theological and 
exegetical issues which we could explore, in light of our task, we will focus on the 
meaning and usage of evpoura,nioj.  The purpose of Heb 6:4-6, and the larger passage 
of which it is a part,
71
 is to encourage the community of believers to remain faithful 
to Christ in the midst of possible temptation to turn away from him.  In vv. 4-5, the 
author of Hebrews describes the community as those who have been enlightened, 
tasted of the heavenly gift, partaken of the Holy Spirit, and tasted of the word of God 
and the coming age.  These spiritual (i.e. Spiritual) blessings do not have either man 
or the earth as their origin but rather are from God who is in heaven (8:1) and are of 
the Holy Spirit (6:4).  The precise identification of “the heavenly gift” (th/j dwrea/j 
th/j evpourani,ou) is difficult to discern.  Commentators have suggested such 
references as the Eucharist, an identification with God, a parallel with partaking of 
the Holy Spirit,
72
 enlightenment, or baptism.
73
  While these seem to be viable 
options, a more natural reading is to identify “the heavenly gift” with salvation itself.  
Harold Attridge writes, “The ‘heavenly gift’ is best understood as a general image 
for the gracious bestowal of salvation, with all that entails—the spirit, forgiveness, 
and sanctification.”
74
  Thus we can refer to “the heavenly gift” (th/j dwrea/j th/j 
evpourani,ou) as salvation but also as that which ultimately comes from God and has 
heaven as its origin and goal.
75
  As a result, though the usage of evpoura,nioj in Heb 
6:4 is qualitative, the term still carries its basic meaning as a reference to that which 





                                                
71
 Ellingworth outlines the larger passage as 5:11-6:20, Hebrews, 297-298; Lane’s division is 5:11-
6:12, Hebrews, a:133-135. 
72
 Ellingworth, Hebrews, 319-320.  
73
 Johnson doubts that the reference is to the Eucharist and concludes that it is either to enlightenment 
or baptism, Hebrews, 162. 
74
 Attridge, Hebrews, 170.  Lane also seems to think along this line when he writes that “the ‘gift from 
heaven’…describes redemption as the free gift of God,” Hebrews, a:141. 
75
 Cf. Attridge, Hebrews, 170. 
76
 Contra McGough who once again seems to spiritualize the meaning of evpoura,nioj when he writes, 
“Because the gift is heavenly, it is of a different order of reality,” “Investigation,” 44. 
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Hebrews 8:5 
 
Harold Attridge writes that Heb 8:1-6 reflects the entire letter of Hebrews’ 
“basic contention that Christ is an exalted High Priest.”
77
  To emphasize Christ’s 
unique position, the author of Hebrews contrasts the old and new covenants and, 
more specifically, the earthly, temporal high priests, and Jesus, the permanent, 
heavenly High Priest.
78
  The author’s depiction of Christ’s priesthood and heavenly 
session
79
 in 8:1-2 leads him to elaborate further on the contrast between the earthly 
priesthood in the earthly tabernacle and Christ’s heavenly priesthood in the heavenly 
tabernacle (8:3-5).  That Christ is a minister in the true sanctuary pitched by the Lord 
(8:2) reveals both the inherent weaknesses of the Levitical arrangement as well as the 
eschatological superiority of Christ’s ministry.
80
  Earthly priests offer gifts according 
to the Law and serve merely a copy and shadow of the heavenly things (tw/n 
evpourani,wn) (8:4-5).81  This contrast between heaven and earth denotes heaven “as 
the ‘place’ of God’s presence (which) transcends earth as the source of all reality and 
value.”
82
  Thus the contrast between the perfection of heaven and the imperfection of 
earth can be viewed as a contrast between that which is merely a “shadow” to that 
which is reality.
83
  The significance of Christ’s heavenly priesthood lies in the fact 
that Jesus possesses complete access to the presence of God.  An earthly priesthood 
which provided only limited and imperfect access to God no longer exists as a result 
of Christ’s superior heavenly priesthood which provides complete access to the 
presence of God in the true tabernacle.
84
  
                                                
77
 Attridge, Hebrews, 217. 
78
 This theme is really the subject of a much larger section beginning at 7:1 and ending at 10:39. 
79
 By uniting these two themes of priesthood and heavenly session, the author of Heb alludes to Ps 
110:1 (LXX Ps 109:1) and probably to LXX Zech 6:13 as well where the priest is at the right hand of 
God.  See Lane, Hebrews, a:205. 
80
 Lane, Hebrews, a:204.  See in particular Lane’s brief discussion of the weaknesses of the Levitical 
priesthood in comparison to Christ’s ministry. 
81
 The clear implication here is that the copies of the heavenly things are the earthly things. 
82
 Lane, Hebrews, a:210-211.  Cf. Ellingworth who writes that “the contrast is mainly one of place 
(heaven/earth),” Hebrews, 399.  We should also note that in this passage, we not only find a spatial 
contrast, but also a temporal contrast between the Levitical priesthood on earth in the old covenant 
and the present priesthood of Christ in heaven in the new covenant, Lane, Hebrews a:207.  Heb 8:6 
serves to highlight this temporal contrast. 
83
 Lane, Hebrews, a:210-211. 
84
 Lane, Hebrews, a:204-211. 
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For our purposes, it is significant that the author of Hebrews contrasts the 
priests on earth (evpi. gh/j) who serve a copy and shadow of the heavenly things (tw/n 
evpourani,wn) with Jesus who is a minister in the true tabernacle.  Within this contrast, 
the fact that u`podei,gmati kai. skia/| tw/n evpourani,wn refers to earthly things is made 
explicit by the author’s implication that the Levitical priests minister evpi. gh/j.85  
Additionally, Jesus’ location at the right hand of God evn toi/j ouvranoi/j86 (8:1) also 
makes clear that Jesus is a minister of heavenly things (tw/n evpourani,wn) in the true 
sanctuary.
87
  Thus we find in Heb 8:1-6 both an implicit contrast between evpoura,nioj 
and the earth and an identification between the location of Jesus’ priestly ministry evn 
toi/j ouvranoi/j and the heavenly things (tw/n evpourani,wn) which are located there.88  
As a result, our analysis of Heb 8:1-6 supports our argument that the term evpoura,nioj 
refers to the same location as ouvrano,j and always refers to that which is spatially 








                                                
85
 See also Johnson, Hebrews, 200; Attridge, Hebrews, 219. 
86
 This statement in itself is striking when we realize the same thing is said of Christ in Eph 1:20 with 
the exception that the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij appears rather than evn toi/j ouvranoi/j.  In our 
view, this is strong evidence indeed that these two expressions should be understood as synonymous 
and interchangeable.  We will explore this idea through a comparison of ascension texts in our 
examination of Eph 1:20. 
87
 Cf. Johnson who writes that “the place where Jesus is now the eternal priest is in God’s presence,” 
Hebrews, 198. 
88
 Lane writes, “It is heavenliness that specifies the sanctuary Christ entered….A salvation that is 
heavenly is a real, perfect salvation that is consummated in the immediacy of God’s presence,” 
Hebrews, a:211.  Additionally, see Lane’s entire discussion of Heb 8:1-5 which supports our argument 
and conclusion, Hebrews, a:198-211. 
89
 Contra McGough who provides almost no analysis of the passage when he writes, “The significance 
of evpoura,nioj in 8:5 appears to point to an order of existence brought about by Christ that is abiding 
and real,” “Investigation,” 45.  With such an understanding, McGough continues to spiritualize the 
meaning and usage of evpoura,nioj while neglecting the spatial component of the term.  In his analysis 
of Heb 8:5, McGough once again fails to interact with the appearance of ouvrano,j in 8:1 and so he 
cannot comment on the relationship between these two “heaven” terms.  As we have previously 
stated, such an omission is unacceptable in light of his argument that there is a major distinction in 
meaning between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j. 
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Hebrews 9:23 
 
Within the larger section of Heb 9:11-28, the author of Hebrews’ depicts 
salvation as “a forward movement into the presence of God.”
90
  Through his 
discussion of various topics such as sacrifice, tabernacle, high priest, blood, and 
covenant, the writer contrasts the sacrificial system of the old covenant with the more 
efficacious sacrifice of Christ under the new covenant.  On account of Christ’s 
sacrifice and subsequent entrance into the heavenly sanctuary as a perfect high priest, 
“every obstacle to union with God has been effectively removed.”
91
  In Heb 9:22-24 
the author once again picks up the theme of Christ’s heavenly priestly ministry.
92
  In 
9:22 the author summarizes his discussion of the importance of blood (9:11-22) 
when he writes that “all things are cleansed with blood, and without shedding of 
blood there is no forgiveness.”
93
  As a result, it was necessary for ta. u`podei,gmata 
tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j (i.e. the earthly things)94 to be cleansed with the Old 
Testament sacrifices and blood of animals (vv. 19-21), but for the heavenly things 
(ta. evpoura,nia) themselves to be cleansed with better sacrifices (9:23).  Though the 
reference is quite elusive, it is best to understand the “cleansing” of ta. evpoura,nia as 
a dedication of the sanctuary or a consecration rather than a cleansing from 
impurity.
95
  In 9:24 the author gives the reason for the cleansing of ta. evpoura,nia – 
                                                
90
 Lane, Hebrews, b:251. 
91
 Lane, Hebrews, b:251. 
92
 As noted above, the author of Heb first introduces the theme of Christ’s heavenly priestly ministry 
in 8:1-6 and now he continues to develop this theme in ch. 9.  See Lane, Hebrews, b:234. 
93
 Lane correctly notes that cleansing by blood is highly significant to the author’s argument since it 
provides the comparison for the limited effectiveness of the blood of animals under the old covenant 
with the fully effective blood of Christ in the new covenant.  The blood of Christ is more powerful 
since it provides full access to God and complete cleansing from sin in Christ’s one sacrifice, Lane, 
Hebrews, b:246-247, 252.  See also Johnson who lists Lev 4:20, Lev 19:22, and Num 15:25-28 as 
additional passages which highlight the connection between the shedding of blood and forgiveness of 
sins, Hebrews, 242.  
94
 The “copies of the things in the heavens” (ta. u`podei,gmata tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j) are of course the 
earthly things and probably refer to the tabernacle and its cultus (v. 21).  See Lane, Hebrews, b:247-
248.  Ellingworth believes the reference here is to the essentials of the earthly sanctuary such as altars, 
priests, and sacrifices, Hebrews, 476. 
95
 So Ellingworth, Hebrews, 477.  Contra Lane, Hebrews, b:247-248.  F. F. Bruce writes that it is “the 
defiled conscience of men and women” that needs to be cleansed so that God’s people as God’s house 
“may be a fit habitation for him,” The Epistle to the Hebrews (rev. ed.; NICNT; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1990), 228-229; cf. Attridge who also contends that the heavenly things cleansed by Christ 
“are none other than the consciences of the members of the new covenant,” Hebrews, 262.  For a brief 
discussion of the cleansing of ta. evpoura,nia and various interpretations, see Ellingworth, Hebrews, 
477-478. 
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because Christ did not enter the earthly holy place, which is only a copy of the true 
one, but rather Christ entered into the very presence of God, into heaven itself (eivj 
auvto.n to.n ouvrano,n).96  For the author of Hebrews, Christ’s access to God in the 
heavenly temple provides the basis for believers’ free and complete access to God in 
the new covenant through Christ (cf. Heb 10:19-22). 
 In light of our purpose in this chapter, Heb 9:22-24 is another striking 
example which demonstrates that the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j are synonymous, 
and in the case of this passage, interchangeable.  In 9:23 the author of Hebrews 
writes that cleansing was necessary both for the copies of the things in the heavens 
(ta. u`podei,gmata tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j) and yet also for the heavenly things (ta. 
evpoura,nia) themselves.  With these expressions, the author of Hebrews provides a 
clear contrast between “the earthly things” and “the heavenly things.”
97
  The 
expression which he uses for the contrast with the earthly things, however, is not the 
typical ta. evpi. th/j gh/j or ta. evpi,geia.  Rather, the writer employs ta. u`podei,gmata 
before the expression tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j to denote “the earthly things.”  Of 
particular significance is the fact that the expressions tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j and ta. 
evpoura,nia are complete equivalents and refer to the exact same thing.98  In the great 
majority of the examples we have examined, there is a minor difference in usage 
between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j simply because one term is an adjective 
(evpoura,nioj) and the other a noun (ouvrano,j); however, in 9:23, since ta. evpoura,nia is 
a substantive, both phrases (ta. evpoura,nia and tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j) are properly 
                                                
96
 See Ellingworth, Hebrews, 479.  From the appearance of the singular ouvrano,n, coupled with its 
description as the presence of God, Lane concludes that there is a distinction between the singular and 
plural forms of ouvrano,j( ouvranoi,  respectively in Heb.  Lane writes that the plural ouvranoi, is usually 
the description of choice for the writer, but in 9:24, he employs the singular ouvrano,j “to denote the 
highest heaven in which the true sanctuary as the dwelling place of God is located,” Hebrews, b:248.  
Lane’s conclusion proves to be hasty and unfounded though, since the usage of ouvrano,j( ouvranoi, in 
Heb does not warrant such a distinction.  For example, the author uses the singular ouvranou/ in 11:12 
to refer to the stars of heaven (ta. a;stra tou/ ouvranou/) while he utilizes the plural ouvranoi/j in 8:1 for 
the dwelling place of God (o]j evka,qisen evn dexia/| tou/ qro,nou th/j megalwsu,nhj evn toi/j ouvranoi/j).  
Ellingworth’s conclusion that “Hebrews’ language about heaven is impossible to fit into a single 
consistent schema” and that “there is almost certainly no distinction of meaning between the singular 
and the plural of ouvrano,j” better accords with the citations in Hebrews, Hebrews, 476.  Ellingworth 
also notes that the usage of evpoura,nioj in Heb does not allow for a distinction in the heavens either, 
Hebrews, 476-477. 
97
 As noted above, ta. u`podei,gmata tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j is a clear reference to the earthly things.  See 
also Johnson, Hebrews, 242. 
98
 Cf. Max Zerwick and Mary Grosvenor who also regard the expressions ta. evn toi/j ouvranoi/j and ta. 
evpoura,nia as equivalent, A Grammatical Analysis of the Greek New Testament (vol. 2, Epistles – 
Apocalypse; Rome: Biblical Institute Press, 1979), 674. 
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understood as “noun” phrases and so are completely interchangeable.  As was the 
case in Testament of Job, it is probable that the author of Hebrews here employs 
these two different terms and expressions simply for stylistic purposes.
99
  Finally, 
Christ’s entrance into heaven (ouvrano,j) as the presence of God (9:24) provides even 
further confirmation that the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j are synonymous and 
always refer to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.
100





In Heb 11:4-12 the writer briefly recounts the stories of Abel, Enoch, Noah, 
and Abraham and commends them as examples of those who lived by faith.  In 
11:13-16 the author of Hebrews pauses in his description of Abraham’s faith in order 
to “(give) his interpretation of the history of salvation.”
101
  According to v. 13, all
102
 
of these Old Testament heroes died
103
 in faith without receiving the complete 
fulfillment of the promises made to them.  Likewise they considered themselves to 
be strangers and exiles on the earth (evpi. th/j gh/j) (v. 13) who were seeking a 
homeland (v. 14).  In v. 16 the author of Hebrews writes that these Old Testament 
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 We will explore this notion and its possible significance for a proper understanding of the 
heavenlies in Eph in more detail later in the thesis. 
100
 Contra McGough who maintains that there is a distinction in meaning between the expressions tw/n 
evn toi/j ouvranoi/j and ta. evpoura,nia, “Investigation,” 45.  McGough writes that ta. evpoura,nia “are 
spiritual realities made available for Christians through Christ,” “Investigation,” 46.  For his 
discussion, see McGough, “Investigation,” 45-46. 
101
 Ellingworth, Hebrews, 592.  Ellingworth notes that “the central position of these verses is designed 
to give them prominence; they are not a mere parenthesis,” Hebrews, 592.   
102
 Here we follow Ellingworth who notes that the immediate reference of ou-toi in v. 13 is to 
Abraham and Sarah (and also possibly Isaac and Jacob), who in Scripture were explicitly said to be 
temporary residents in Canaan.  However, the author’s use of pa,ntej suggests a broader reference 
which includes both the heroes previously mentioned (vv. 4-12) and the ones to be mentioned later 
(vv. 17-40), Ellingworth, Hebrews, 593.  Cf. Heb 11:39 where another appearance of ou-toi pa,ntej 
clearly refers to all of the heroes of the faith in Heb 11.  Contra Lane who limits the reference of ou-toi 
pa,ntej primarily to Abraham and Sarah and secondarily to Isaac and Jacob, Hebrews, b:356.  Bruce 
also limits the reference to Abraham, Isaac, Sarah, and Jacob, but notes that in a general sense it can 
be true of all of the OT men and women who died in faith, Hebrews, 298. 
103
 Though Enoch did not die, he is not an exception here since he also had not received the complete 
fulfillment of God’s promises when he was taken up.  It places too much emphasis on avpe,qanon to 
make Enoch an exception.  So Ellingworth, Hebrews, 593.  Contra Lane, Hebrews, b:356; Attridge, 
Hebrews, 329. 
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heroes of faith were longing for a better homeland, a heavenly one (evpourani,ou).  As 
a result, God has prepared a city for them. 
For our purposes, we will focus our attention on two matters – 1) that these 
Old Testament heroes of faith were strangers and exiles
104
 evpi. th/j gh/j and 2) that 
these Old Testament heroes of faith were seeking a heavenly (evpourani,ou) country.  
Within the context of Heb 11, the prepositional phrase evpi. th/j gh/j could be a 
reference either narrowly to the land of Canaan
105
 or broadly to the whole earth.
106
  
However, it seems best to understand this phrase, as well as the entire passage, as an 
immediate allusion to the Abraham story with a broader reference and application to 
all of the patriarchs which are mentioned in Heb 11.  Thus the writer exploits 
Abraham’s experience as a foreigner “in the land” as a metaphor for the experiences 
of all of these heroes of faith who also were strangers “on the earth” and longed for a 
better homeland, a heavenly one (evpourani,ou).  Of significance in our examination is 
that in the description of these Old Testament heroes, there is a clear contrast 
between evpi. th/j gh/j107 (11:13) and the heavenly (evpoura,nioj) homeland (11:16).108  
The heavenly homeland which these Old Testament heroes desired is an obvious 
reference to the city which God has prepared for them (11:16), the heavenly 
Jerusalem (12:22).  Luke Timothy Johnson appropriately describes this heavenly 
homeland when he writes, 
 
The city that God has prepared for the patriarchs is not an earthly one, but is located in the 
 very homeland they seek; it is God’s own city, toward which the author’s hearers are 
 themselves streaming in their faithful pilgrimage (Heb 12:22).  Again, the pilgrimage of the 
 people of faith is continuous, having from beginning to end the same structure of obedience 
 and loyalty, the same goal of the presence of the living God.
109  
                                                
104
 Given the context, LXX Gen 23:4 is probably the source of xe,noi kai. parepi,dhmoi,  though the 
precise expression which appears in Gen 23:4 is pa,roikoj kai. parepi,dhmoj.  Lane accounts for the 
different expression in Heb 11:13 as stylistic variation, Hebrews, b:357. 
105
 So Lane who believes the reference to Abraham in vv. 8-10 signifies that the land of Canaan is in 
view, Hebrews, b:346, note w. 
106
 So Ellingworth who considers the contrast with evpoura,nioj in v. 16 to reflect a broader view of the 
entire earth, Hebrews, 595.  Similarly, Attridge does not limit the expression evpi. th/j gh/j to the land of 
Israel but rather understands it as a reference to the earth in general, Hebrews, 330-331.  Attridge 
writes that “Hebrews once again reinterprets biblical language for Canaan,” Hebrews, 330-331.  
107
 Regardless of whether one translates evpi. th/j gh/j (11:13) as “in the land” or “on the earth,” the 
expression would still serve as a spatial contrast to evpourani,ou in 11:16. 
108
 See Ellingworth who also notes this contrast, Hebrews, 593, 598. 
109
 Johnson, Hebrews, 293-294. 
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Thus the description of the homeland as evpoura,nioj not only signifies a clear 
distinction with that which is associated with the earth, but also signifies the ultimate 
goal of the Old Testament patriarchs and the Christian community – the presence of 
God.  As a result, it is clear that the meaning and usage of evpoura,nioj in Heb 11:16 is 
consistent with our argument that the term always refers to that which is spatially 
distinct from the earth.
110
 




Hebrews 12:14-29 serves as a final warning not to refuse God’s gracious 
word and so turn away from him.
111
  In order to emphasize the severity of his 
warning, the author of Hebrews contrasts the old and new covenants through the 
metaphors of Mount Sinai and Mount Zion.  He reminds his readers that they have 
not come (proselhlu,qate) to a mountain that can be touched (i.e. Mount Sinai) (v. 
18) or to the ominous, fearful dread evoked by the old covenant (vv. 18-21) which 
led Moses to say that he was full of fear (v. 21).
112
  Rather, they have come 
(proselhlu,qate)113 to Mount Zion,114 to the city of the living God,115 to the heavenly 
                                                
110
 Contra McGough who writes that “evpoura,nioj in Heb 11:16 suggests a realm of reality, spiritual in 
nature, made explicit by the Christ event, “Investigation,” 47.  With this analysis, McGough once 
again spiritualizes the meaning and usage of the term evpoura,nioj. 
111
 So Lane, Hebrews, b:435-491, especially 488.  See also Ellingworth, Hebrews, 661-692. 
112
 Included within this notion of fear under the Sinai covenant is the great distance between God and 
those who worship.  The description of Sinai in vv. 18-21 associates this covenant with fear and thus 
the inapproachability of God, Lane, Hebrews, b:464. 
113
 Note the contrast between the old Sinai covenant and the new Zion covenant through the repetition 
of the verb proselhlu,qate with the conjunction avlla,; see also Lane, Hebrews, b:465.  Whereas the old 
covenant represented by Sinai was characterized by fear, the writer characterizes the new Zion as a 
joyful atmosphere.  Zion’s description as “city of the living God” and “heavenly Jerusalem,” along 
with the presence of angels in festal gathering and the church of the firstborn, demonstrate the 
approachability of God under the new covenant in Christ, Lane, Hebrews, b:464-465.  See also 
Ellingworth who contends that the primary contrast is not between fear and joy but rather lesser and 
greater revelation, Hebrews, 682.  
114
 Johnson writes that the reference to “Mount Zion” here denotes “God’s eschatological rule through 
Christ,” Hebrews, 330-331.  
115
 Cf. Heb 11:16. 
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Jerusalem (VIerousalh.m evpourani,w|),116 to myriads of angels in festal gathering,117 to 
the assembly of the firstborn enrolled in heaven (evn ouvranoi/j),118 to God, to the 
spirits of the righteous,
119
 and to Jesus who is the mediator of a new covenant (vv. 
22-24).
120
  Though the new covenant under Christ is characterized by a joyful 
atmosphere with full access to God, the writer reminds his readers that if there was 
no escape for those who refused God when he warned evpi. gh/j, then there will surely 
be judgment for those who turn away from God when he warns avpV ouvranw/n (v. 
25).
121
  God will demonstrate this final, eschatological judgment through a shaking 
of not only the earth, but also the heaven (v. 26).
122
 
Hebrews 12:22-26 also proves to be a significant passage for a proper 
understanding of evpoura,nioj and its relationship to ouvrano,j.  The identification of the 
heavenly Jerusalem (VIerousalh.m evpourani,w|) with the “city of the living God” 
naturally leads to the conclusion that the location depicted by the “heavenly 
                                                
116
 All three phrases, “Mount Zion,” “city of the living God,” and “heavenly Jerusalem” should be 
understood as synonymous.  “City of the living God” clarifies the meaning of “Mount Zion” and 
“heavenly Jerusalem” provides further identification for “city of the living God.”  So Lane, Hebrews, 
b:441, note hh, 465-466, and Ellingworth, Hebrews, 677.  For a brief analysis of the Biblical and 
apocalyptic tradition behind these three designations, see Lane, Hebrews, b:466. 
117
 The position of the kai, after panhgu,rei leads us to connect the term with the preceding muria,sin 
avgge,lwn rather than the following evkklhsi,a| prwtoto,kwn.  So Lane, Hebrews, b:441-442, note jj; cf. 
Johnson, Hebrews, 331-332.  This would be in contradistinction to the above NASB translation. 
118
 The “assembly of the firstborn enrolled in heaven” should be understood as a reference to the 
redeemed people of God rather than as a reference to angels, Lane, Hebrews, b:467-469, 472.  That 
this assembly of the whole people of God includes those presently on earth indicates that it is to be 
understood as an eschatological gathering in which those on earth take part through faith, Lane, 
Hebrews, b:469, 472.  Cf. Bruce, Hebrews, 359; Attridge, Hebrews, 375. 
119
 Pneu,masi dikai,wn should be understood as “an idiom for the godly dead” and “refers to those who 
have died but now inhabit the heavenly city…under both covenants,” Lane, Hebrews, b:470. 
120
 For brief discussions of the blood of Christ under the new covenant which speaks better than the 
blood of Abel, see Lane, Hebrews, b:473-474 and Ellingworth, Hebrews, 682-683.  Lane notes that 
these two images of “Jesus (as) the mediator of the new covenant, and the efficacy of his sacrificial 
death, serve to situate the entire vision of the heavenly city in a salvation-historical and covenantal 
perspective,” Hebrews, b:490. 
121
 Note in v. 25 the use of both temporal and spatial categories to represent the old and new 
covenants.  Regarding the spatial contrast Lane writes, “The expressions ‘on earth’ and ‘from heaven’ 
are used in a local sense to indicate the sphere of the old covenant and the new covenant respectively,” 
Hebrews, b:476. 
122
 Lane writes that Heb 12:26, and the surrounding context of 12:25-29, can be considered a 
“parenetic midrash,” Hebrews, b:447.  Note the broadening of the earthly contrast from the earthly 
Mt. Sinai in vv. 18-24 to the entire earth in 12:25-29.  For brief discussions on 12:25-29 and the 
eschatological judgment through the shaking of both heaven and earth, see Lane, Hebrews, b:474-488, 
491, and Ellingworth, Hebrews, 683-692. 
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Jerusalem” is the locus of God’s presence.
123
  This implication is made explicit when 
the author of Hebrews continues and writes that believers have also come to myriads 
of angels, to God, and to Jesus (9:22-24).  For our purposes, it is of great significance 
that the description of VIerousalh.m evpourani,w| is also identified as the location of the 
assembly of the firstborn enrolled evn ouvranoi/j (9:23).  Thus it is evident in this 
passage that the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j refer to the same location and are 
references to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.
124
  An additional 
appearance of ouvrano,j in 12:25 where God warns from heaven (avpV ouvranw/n) only 
serves to reinforce our argument.
125
 
Hebrews 12:22-24 proves to be of significance not only for a proper 
understanding of the term evpoura,nioj, but also for its conceptual merit as an 
additional passage in which believers on earth are granted a heavenly status.  As 
discussed briefly above, in 12:18-24 the author of Hebrews details some essential 
differences between the old Mosaic covenant represented by Sinai and the new 
covenant in Christ represented by Zion.
126
  From these images, we contend that the 
fundamental difference between these respective covenants is the approachability of 
God in the new covenant in contrast to the severe restrictions for approaching God in 
the old covenant.
127
  In 12:22-24 the author of Hebrews employs the metaphor of a 
pilgrimage to the heavenly Jerusalem to highlight believers’ present access to and 
experience of God.
128
  The fact that believers have already arrived (proselhlu,qate) at 
the heavenly Jerusalem emphasizes the realized eschatological character of their 
                                                
123
 Johnson compares the reference to VIerousalh.m evpourani,w| with Rev 3:12, Rev 21:2, and Gal 4:26, 
Hebrews, 331. 
124
 Contra McGough who writes that “the heavenly Jerusalem seems to refer to an order of existence 
that is spiritual in nature,” “Investigation,” 47.  Similarly, McGough also writes that “the significance 
of evpoura,nioj in Heb 12:22 concerns an order of existence, spiritual in nature, that is operative here 
and now,” “Investigation,” 47.  Here we do not dispute the fact that the experience of “the heavenly 
Jerusalem” for believers has a spiritual component (i.e. of/from the Spirit).  Rather, we dispute both 
McGough’s argument that the term evpoura,nioj lacks a spatial distinction with the earth and 
McGough’s definition of the term evpoura,nioj as “spiritual.” 
125
 There is a final appearance of ouvrano,j in 12:26 where God promises a final judgment which will 
consist of the shaking of both the earth (th.n gh/n) and heaven (to.n ouvrano,n).  Whether, as Ellingworth 
maintains, ouvrano,j here refers only to the visible heaven rather than the presence of God, is of no 
consequence for our argument.  See Ellingworth, Hebrews, 687. 
126
 Lane, Hebrews, b:489. 
127
 Lane, Hebrews, b:490. 
128
 Lane, Hebrews, b:490; cf. Ellingworth who believes the theme of believers’ pilgrimage to their 
heavenly goal is evident throughout the entire epistle, Hebrews, 678. 
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experience.  William Lane regards this arrival at the heavenly Jerusalem as proleptic 
and writes, “Through new covenant faith, which grasps the future as though it were 
present reality (11:1), Christians have come to a reality that is not perceptible to the 
senses because it is essentially future, the city of the living God.”
129
  Though the 
ultimate fulfillment of believers’ life in the heavenly Jerusalem is still future, 
believers nevertheless already participate in the heavenly community through faith in 
Christ, the mediator of the new covenant.
130
  Consequently, this proleptic experience 
of “heaven” in Heb 12:22-23 provides a possible parallel to Eph 2:6 where believers 





Conclusion for New Testament Examination of  vEpoura ,nioj  
 
 The results of our New Testament examination of the term evpoura,nioj are 
conclusive.  Of the ten passages examined,
132
 the term evpoura,nioj appears in five 
passages with the term ouvrano,j with no distinction in the locations they represent 
(John 3:12-13; 1 Cor 15:39-49; Heb 8:1-6; Heb 9:22-24; Heb 12:22-26).  Though the 
term ouvrano,j does not appear in Heb 3:1, there is nevertheless an implicit connection 
between the location of the klh,sewj evpourani,ou and the location of the risen Christ 
evn toi/j ouvranoi/j (8:1).  Six of the ten passages associate the term evpoura,nioj with 
the presence of God (John 3:12-13; 2 Tim 4:18; Heb 8:1-6; Heb 9:22-24; Heb 11:13-
16; Heb 12:22-26).  Of particular interest and significance are the completely 
interchangeable and equivalent expressions ta. evpoura,nia and tw/n evn toi/j ouvranoi/j 
in Heb 9:23 where the author seemingly alternates between these various “heaven” 
terms and expressions merely for stylistic purposes.  In eight of the ten passages, 
there is either a direct contrast between evpoura,nioj and the earth (John 3:12-13; 1 
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 Lane, Hebrews, b:490; cf. Johnson who similarly describes this arrival at the heavenly Jerusalem as 
proleptic, Hebrews, 328. 
130
 See Lane, Hebrews, b:465, 467-469, 472; Bruce, Hebrews, 357-359. 
131
 Similar to studies in Eph, the heavenly status granted to believers in Heb 12:22-23 has also led 
Hebrews’ scholars to draw comparisons between this passage and the Qumran manuscripts.  For brief 
discussions, see Ellingworth, Hebrews, 676-678, and Lane, Hebrews, b:468. 
132
 As previously stated, the term evpoura,nioj appears 14 times in the NT outside of Eph; however; 
since five of these occurrences are in 1 Cor 15:39-49, our examination consisted of ten NT passages. 
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Cor 15:39-49; Phil 2:9-11; Heb 8:1-6; Heb 11:13-16) or an implicit contrast between 
evpoura,nioj and the earth (2 Tim 4:18; Heb 9:22-24; Heb 12:22-26).  As we 
concluded in our examination of evpoura,nioj outside of the New Testament, what our 
findings demonstrate is that there is also no precedent for a major distinction in 
meaning between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj within the New Testament.133  
Additionally, our findings demonstrate that though the term evpoura,nioj can have 
various meanings and nuances, it always refers to that which is spatially distinct from 
the earth.  As a result, from our examination of evpoura,nioj in the New Testament, we 
conclude that there is no precedent or basis for a spiritualization of the heavenlies in 
Ephesians or an interpretation such as Odeberg’s wherein he defines the heavenlies 





Conclusion for Lexical Examination of  vEpoura ,nioj  
 
 Our purpose in chapters three and four was to examine the meaning and 
usage of the term evpoura,nioj in both Biblical and non-Biblical texts.  Consequently, 
our examination serves as a contribution to the field of New Testament studies as it 
represents the most comprehensive analysis of the term evpoura,nioj.  Within our 
examination, two primary arguments have informed our understanding of 
evpoura,nioj.  First, we have argued that though the term evpoura,nioj can have different 
nuances in meaning, it always refers to that which is spatially distinct from the earth.  
Second, and of equal importance, we have argued that the term evpoura,nioj is 
synonymous with other “heaven” terms such as ouvra,nioj and ouvrano,j.  Our 
development and demonstration of these two arguments also serve as another 
important contribution to the field of New Testament studies.
135
  From our 
                                                
133
 Contra McGough, “Investigation,” 45, 50. 
134
 See Odeberg, View, 12.  See our history of interpretation for a list of NT scholars who have 
followed or been influenced by his interpretation.  Similarly, our findings are also a direct refutation 
of McGough who similarly spiritualizes the heavenlies in “Investigation,” 95-96, 102-103. 
135
 As previously noted, there are others such as Caragounis (Mysterion, 146-150) and Best 
(Ephesians, 116-117) who have made similar arguments but they have also in turn done very little or 
nothing to develop and prove these arguments.  As a result, our examination in chapters three and four 
serves to build upon, develop, and demonstrate the arguments of Caragounis and Best. 
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examination, we conclude that there is no justification within the New Testament, the 
Old Testament, the Apocrypha, the Old Testament Pseudepigrapha, Philo, the 
Apostolic Fathers, or other Greek literature either to understand the term evpoura,nioj 
in the manner which Odeberg, McGough, and those who follow Odeberg have, or to 
posit a major distinction in meaning between evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj.  
Additionally, it is not correct to reason, as Odeberg has, that since ta. evpoura,nia are 
not contrasted with the earth in Ephesians, they must consequently be distinguished 
from the ouvranoi, and understood as the spiritual atmosphere of the church on earth.  
As we have thoroughly demonstrated, the term evpoura,nioj is regularly utilized in 
contrast with the earth, even within the New Testament and the larger Pauline 
corpus.  Consequently, since there is no precedent or basis for the spiritualization of 
the heavenlies in Ephesians, then we must conclude that commentators such as 
McGough and Odeberg are misguided in their interpretations.   
 In all probability, the primary concerns of Odeberg and McGough are to keep 
believers on the earth and the spiritual forces of evil out of heaven.
136
  It does not 
seem plausible to them that the redeemed on earth should already be granted a 
heavenly status (Eph 2:6) or that the forces of evil should be present in heaven (Eph 
6:12).  As a result, these presuppositions drive their exegesis of these texts and in the 
case of McGough, also his exegesis of the texts in his word study.  By spiritualizing 
the heavenlies in Ephesians and interpreting them as the spiritual life of the church 
on earth, they can make sense out of their theological presuppositions.  The problem, 
as we have duly noted, is that there is no such precedent within the lexical usage of 
evpoura,nioj for such an interpretation or for a distinction between the terms 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j.  On the contrary, the lexical usage of evpoura,nioj is 
consistent with and synonymous with the meaning of ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj. 
 
 
The Implications for “The Heavenlies” in Ephesians 
 
 From our study of the term evpoura,nioj, there are two primary implications for 
our examination of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  The first implication is that in 
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 Similarly, Best also writes that Odeberg is concerned to keep believers on earth, Ephesians, 117. 
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Ephesians the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j describe the same general location.  The 
second implication is that the expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) 
ouvranoi/j in Ephesians are synonymous and interchangeable.137  Since there is 
absolutely no basis for a major distinction in meaning between these terms or phrases 
in any Greek literature, it is necessary that we understand and interpret them within 
their lexical range and usage.  As Ernest Best has argued, five appearances of 
evpoura,nioj and four of ouvrano,j in Ephesians are too few to sustain a major 
distinction between the terms when their normal meaning is the same.
138
   
 In the Old Testament, the ~yim;v', or the LXX o` ouvrano,j/oi` ouvranoi,  generally 
could refer to any of the space above the earth such as either the sky/atmosphere 
where the birds fly or the firmament.
139
  Within Old Testament and Jewish thought, 
however, the ~yim;v', or the LXX o` ouvrano,j/oi` ouvranoi,  were also understood as the 
dwelling place of God.
140
  Traub notes that “in such cases ~yim;v' is the dimension 
above the firmament.”
141
  The New Testament’s usage of ouvrano,j is consistent with 
the Old Testament’s usage and we find references to the birds tou/ ouvranou/ (Matt 
6:26), the stars tou/ ouvranou/ (Heb 11:12), and the dwelling place of God evn ouvranoi/j 
(Eph 6:9), evn toi/j ouvranoi/j (Heb 8:1), and eivj ouvrano,n (1 Pet 3:22).  Since the terms 
evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj are properly understood as synonymous, the term 
evpoura,nioj can likewise carry any of these basic meanings and so refer to the sky, the 
firmament, or the dwelling place of God.  In the New Testament, we find references 
to the sun, moon, and stars as sw,mata evpoura,nia (1 Cor 15:40-41) and a description 
of God’s dwelling place evn toi/j evpourani,oij (Eph 1:20).  As a result, when we 
encounter the term evpoura,nioj or the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians, 
                                                
137
 For others who have argued that these expressions in Eph are more or less synonymous, see Traub, 
TDNT 5:539; Percy, Probleme, 181-182, note 7; Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 211, note 1; 
Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 479; Lincoln, Paradise, 140; Lincoln, Ephesians, 20; Best, Ephesians, 
116-118; Calvin R. Schoonhoven, The Wrath of Heaven (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1966), 61. 
138
 Best, Ephesians, 116-117. 
139
 See further the discussions of Traub, TDNT 5:497-543, especially 502-503, and H. Bietenhard, 
“Heaven, Ascend, Above,” NIDNTT 2:184-196, here 188-196.  See also Jonathan T. Pennington, 
Heaven and Earth in the Gospel of Matthew (NovTSup 126; Leiden: Brill, 2007), 41-44.  
Additionally, see Pennington’s detailed and thorough discussions of heaven in OT and 2
nd
 Temple 
literature, ouvrano,j in LXX and 2nd Temple literature, and ouvrano,j in Matt, Pennington, Heaven and 
Earth, 39-161.     
140
 Traub, TDNT 5:497-543, especially 502-503; Bietenhard, NIDNTT 2:190-193; Pennington, Heaven 
and Earth, 44-46. 
141
 Traub, TDNT 5:503. 
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we should expect a reference either to the sky, the firmament, or the dwelling place 
of God.  
 In the introduction of this thesis, we argued that the session of earthly 
believers evn toi/j evpourani,oij and the presence of evil powers evn toi/j evpourani,oij 
are the two statements which have caused the most confusion for New Testament 
scholars.  As we detailed in our history of interpretation, the result is that the 
majority of scholars have followed Odeberg’s influential interpretation and 
spiritualized the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Our examination of the term evpoura,nioj 
has demonstrated, however, that there is no basis or justification for such an 
interpretation.  As a result, we must turn elsewhere to make sense of the difficult 
statements about the heavenlies in Ephesians.  In our examinations of Eph 2:6 and 
Eph 6:12, we will investigate similar concepts from Scripture, the Qumran 
manuscripts, and apocalyptic literature in order to shed light on these difficult 
statements.  Within these investigations, we will also discuss the significance of 
Pauline eschatology, Pauline cosmology, and Paul’s doctrine of union with Christ for 
a proper understanding of these statements.  In our examinations of Eph 1:3, Eph 
1:20, and Eph 3:10, we will investigate other significant concepts related to the 
heavenlies in Ephesians such as heavenly blessing, the heavenly reign of Christ, 
Paul’s understanding of evil spiritual powers, and the revelation of God’s mystery to 
the evil spiritual powers.  It is to these tasks which we now turn. 
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 Scholars of the New Testament have long noted the distinctive form and 
character of Eph 1:3-14.1  In the Greek text, the passage is one long sentence of 202 
words and consists of a collection of participial phrases, genitive constructions, 
compound prepositional phrases, infinitive clauses, and relative clauses.  The 
elevated language, liturgical style, and hymnic qualities of Eph 1:3-14 have led some 
commentators to draw comparisons with the Qumran manuscripts and likewise have 
led others to explore the possibility that the passage was a hymn.  Though there is 
divergence of opinion on the form, style, and structure of Eph 1:3-14, we agree with 
O’Brien who contends that the passage “is an ad hoc prosaic creation in which the 
author, by means of exalted liturgical language (some of which was possibly 
borrowed from early Christian worship), praises God for His glorious plan of 
salvation, and edifies the readers.”2  In writing the eulogy, Paul’s intent is likely to 
remind his readers of the greatness of their salvation so that they will also respond 
with praise to God.3  Additionally, the eulogy also serves to introduce many of the 
themes and important ideas in the letter.4  Themes such as God’s bringing all things 
together in Christ (vv. 9-10),5 divine grace (vv. 4-8), mystery (vv. 8-10), the Spirit 
                                                
1 For discussions of the form, structure, and function of Eph 1:3-14, see Peter T. O’Brien, “Ephesians 
I: An Unusual Introduction to a New Testament Letter,” NTS 25.4 (1979): 504-516; Nils Alstrup Dahl, 
“Das Proömium des Epheserbriefes” in Studies in Ephesians: Introductory Questions, Text- & 
Edition-Critical Issues, Interpretation of Texts and Themes (ed. David Hellholm, Vemund Blomkvist, 
and Tord Fornberg; WUNT 131; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000), 315-334. 
2 O’Brien, “Unusual Introduction,” 509. 
3 See O’Brien, Ephesians, 92-93, 123. 
4 See O’Brien, “Unusual Introduction,” 509-512; O’Brien, Ephesians, 93, 117, 123; Turner, 
“Ephesians,” 1225; Aletti, Éphésiens, 53-54. 
5 From Eph 1:9-10, O’Brien identifies “cosmic reconciliation and unity in Christ (as)…the central 
message of…Ephesians,” Ephesians, 58; cf. Max Turner, “Mission and Meaning in Terms of ‘Unity’ 
in Ephesians,” in New Bible Commentary (4th ed.; ed. D. A. Carson, R. T. France, J. A. Motyer, and 
G. J. Wenham; Leicester: Inter-Varsity, 1994), 138-166.  While scholars have often been hesitant to 
ascribe a central theme to Eph, we agree with O’Brien that this message provides the best summary 
and “draws together…many of its major themes…to gain an integrated picture of the letter as a 
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(vv. 3, 13-14), Jew-Gentile relations (vv. 11-14), the heavenlies (1:3), and salvation 
through Christ are all significant ideas which will be expounded in Ephesians.6  
 Within our examination of Eph 1:3-14, there are a host of scholarly, 
theological, and grammatical issues which we could explore.7  It is not our purpose, 
however, merely to rehash academic and theological interests which have already 
been investigated in prior studies of Ephesians.  As a result, we will focus our 
attention on issues which will advance a proper understanding of the heavenlies and 
the use of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.8  In our discussion of 
Eph 1:3-14, we will examine three principal issues:  1) the “berakah” form in the Old 
Testament, Septuagint, and the New Testament  2) the notion of heavenly blessing in 
the Old Testament and Jewish literature  3) heavenly blessing in Eph 1:3-14. 
 
 
The Berakah Form 
 
The first appearance of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij occurs near the 
very beginning of Ephesians when we read, “Blessed be the God and Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ, who has blessed us with every spiritual blessing in the heavenly 
places in Christ” (1:3).  After his customary introductory greeting (vv. 1-2), Paul 
writes this statement as the beginning of an extended eulogy or berakah which 
comprises one lengthy sentence of 202 words in the Greek text and spans 12 verses 
(vv. 3-14).9  Paul begins his “berakah” with an outburst of praise and worship for the 
salvation accomplished by God through Christ in the lives of the readers.10  From the 
                                                                                                                                     
whole,” O’Brien, Ephesians, 58.  For a full discussion of this central message of Ephesians, see 
O’Brien, Ephesians, 58-65, 88-123. 
6 O’Brien, Ephesians, 93, 117, 123; cf. Aletti, Éphésiens, 53-54.  O’Brien notes that Paul utilizes these 
themes both for didactic and exhortatory purposes, Ephesians, 93. 
7 E.g., the structure of the passage, hymnic qualities, comparisons with Qumran, and possible themes 
and motifs in Eph.  
8 Here we should state that this will also be the case for all of the passages we examine in Eph.  Our 
purpose in the examinations of Eph 1:3-14, 1:15-23, 2:1-10, 3:1-12, and 6:10-13 is to advance the 
discussion of and a proper understanding of the heavenlies in Eph.  It is not our purpose merely to 
rehash the academic and theological interests covered in prior studies of Eph. 
9 O’Brien writes that “in the typical Old Testament berakoth the name of God is followed by a relative 
pronoun and a participial clause which gives the reasons for praising God,” Ephesians, 94. 
10 See O’Brien, Ephesians, 89; O’Brien, “Unusual Introduction,” 504, 509. 
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very outset, the emphasis of this “berakah” can be seen through the play on words, 
“Blessed (Euvloghto,j) be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who has 
blessed (euvlogh,saj) us with every spiritual blessing (euvlogi,a|)….”11 
This emphasis on praise coupled with its distinct stylistic features has led a 
number of commentators to conclude that this passage in Ephesians contains hymnic 
characteristics.12  However, as previously noted, we believe it is better to understand 
the composition as the original work of Paul.  That Eph 1:3-14 is the work of Paul 
does not rule out the possibility that Paul adopted some of the language from the 
worship traditions of the church in his formulation of the passage.13  The traditional 
material, however, is neither great enough nor distinct enough to warrant the 
conclusion that there is a pre-existent hymn or eulogy behind these verses.14  Finally, 
in his assessment, Jack T. Sanders writes, “Thus every attempt to provide a strophic 
structure for Eph 1:3-14 fails, and places in very grave doubt the thesis that we have 
to do here with the quotation of a hymn.”15 
Scholars have also observed that this “berakah” is characterized by an 
accumulation of participial phrases, genitive constructions, compound prepositional 
phrases, infinitive clauses, and relative clauses.  Such a style is typical of liturgical 
language and is probably the result of Semitic influence.16  In his article “The Epistle 
to the Ephesians in the Light of the Qumran Texts,” Karl Georg Kuhn draws 
attention to many of these characteristics and contends that they are reminiscent of 
                                                
11 Emphasis mine. 
12 See our brief discussion of the hymnic qualities in Eph 1:3-14 in ch. 2, the history of interpretation.  
For a thorough yet concise discussion of the hymnic qualities in Eph 1:3-14, see Jack T. Sanders, 
“Hymnic Elements.”   
13 Lincoln, Ephesians, 14, 20; O’Brien, Ephesians, 90-91. 
14 So Lincoln, Ephesians, 14.  In arriving at this conclusion, Lincoln rightly observes the similarity in 
language and style with the rest of chs. 1-3 in Eph and also the close connections between Eph and 
Col, Ephesians, 14.  See further Aletti’s discussion of the structure, composition, and character of Eph 
1:3-14, Éphésiens, 44-54. 
15 Sanders, “Hymnic Elements,” 227.  O’Brien notes that Sanders’ conclusion still remains true even 
though there have been subsequent attempts to discern the structure of a hymn since Sanders wrote his 
article, O’Brien, Ephesians, 90. 
16 O’Brien, Ephesians, 90.  Additionally, in his rhetorical analysis of Eph, Ben Witherington III has 
demonstrated that the language and style of Eph, and in particular Eph 1:3-14, is consistent with 
Asiatic epideictic rhetoric which was also characterized by rhythm, ornate language, elegant diction, 
ornamentation, repetition, praise, and long sentences, Letters, 1-10, 219-223, 227-237.  Witherington 
III writes that it is not surprising to find such Asiatic rhetoric in a document which was addressed to 
Asia Minor, Letters, 2, 9, 222-223. 
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the liturgical and hymnic language of the Qumran texts and their Hebraic style.17  In 
his summary, Kuhn argues that “it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that the 
relationship of the language and style of the Epistle to the Ephesians to that of the 
Qumran texts can hardly be explained except on the basis of a continuity of a 
tradition.”18  While such parallels have proved convincing to some, it would be 
misguided to conclude that the author of Ephesians, whether Paul or one who wrote 
in the Pauline tradition, was a member of the Qumran or Essene community.19  The 
similarities can be accounted for from the more general influence of the liturgical 
language common to a variety of Jewish writings and traditions.20 
The use of the “berakah” form is found in all types of Jewish literature from 
the Pentateuch and the Psalter in the Old Testament21 to Second Temple Jewish 
writings including Qumran and rabbinic literature.22  In the Old Testament, we find a 
few examples which exhibit some loose similarities with some of the themes in 
Ephesians.  In 1 Chr 29:10-13 the God of Israel is to be praised (euvloghto,j) for his 
power, glory, victory, and majesty (vv. 10-11).  The Lord has dominion over all, 
including everything evn tw/| ouvranw/| kai. evpi. th/j gh/j (v. 11), and he is also the source 
of all blessing as riches and honor come from him (v. 12).  In LXX Ps 67:19-22 the 
Lord is to be praised (euvloghto,j) because He is the one who bears burdens and 
because He is the source of salvation (o` qeo.j tw/n swthri,wn) (v. 20).  He is the God 
                                                
17 See e.g., Karl Georg Kuhn, “The Epistle to the Ephesians in the Light of the Qumran Texts,” in 
Paul and Qumran: Studies in New Testament Exegesis (ed. Jerome Murphy-O’Connor; London: 
Geoffrey Chapman, 1968), 115-131, especially 116-117.  In addition to these stylistic similarities, 
Kuhn also maintains that there are parallels in the Qumran manuscripts with a number of expressions 
found in Eph, one of which is “the purpose of his will” (1:9; 3:3; 6:19) which appears in Eph 1:3-14, 
117-119.  See also O’Brien’s discussion in “Unusual Introduction,” 507-509. 
18 Kuhn, “Epistle,” 120. 
19 See Best, Ephesians, 8, 91-92. 
20 See also O’Brien, “Usual Introduction,” 507-709; Aletti, Éphésiens, 34-36. 
21 The OT and LXX are filled with appearances of the berakah in various forms.  Examples include 
Gen 9:26; Gen 14:19-20; Gen 24:27; Exod 18:10; Ruth 4:14; 1 Sam 25:32-33; 1 Sam 25:39; 2 Sam 
18:28; 1 Kgs 1:48; 1 Kgs 5:7; 1 Kgs 8:15; 1 Kgs 8:56; 1 Kgs 10:9; 1 Chr 16:36; 1 Chr 29:10-13; 2 Chr 
2:11; 2 Chr 6:4; Ezra 7:27-28; Ps 27:6; Ps 30:22; Ps 40:14; Ps 65:20; Ps 67:19ff.; Ps 67:36; Ps 71:18-
19; Ps 88:53; Ps 105:48; Ps 118:12; Ps 123:6; Ps 134:21; Ps 143:1; Zech 11:5; Pr Azar 1:3; Pr Azar 
1:29; Dan 3:95; 1 Esd 4:40;  1 Esd 4:60; 1 Esd 8:25; Jdt 13:17-18; Tob 3:11; Tob 8:5; Tob 8:15-17; 
Tob 11:14; Tob 13:2; 1 Macc 4:30. 
22 See further Nils Alstrup Dahl, “Benediction and Congratulation,” in Studies in Ephesians: 
Introductory Questions, Text- & Edition-Critical Issues, Interpretation of Texts and Themes (ed. 
David Hellholm, Vemund Blomkvist, and Tord Fornberg; WUNT 131; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 
2000), 279-314.  Dahl conducts an extensive study of the berakah form in both Jewish and Christian 
literature with numerous examples.  Cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 89-90. 
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of deliverance (o` qeo.j h`mw/n qeo.j tou/ sw,|zein) (v. 21), the source of escape from 
death (v. 21), and the head over His enemies (v. 22).  In Pr Azar 1:29-68 (LXX Dan 
3:52-90), the Lord is to be praised (euvloghto,j) and highly exalted forever.  All that is 
on the earth and all that is in the heavens are to praise the Lord who saves from death 
(1:66) and whose mercy endures forever (1:67-68). 
From its Old Testament and Jewish roots, we find that a distinctively 
Christian form of the berakah also develops.23  Outside of Eph 1, we find other 
examples of the New Testament berakah in Luke 1:68-75, 2 Cor 1:3-4, and 1 Pet 1:3-
5.  Luke 1:68-75 follows closely the Old Testament pattern in which the name of 
God is followed by a relative pronoun and a participial clause24 and reads, “Blessed 
be the Lord God of Israel, For He has visited us and accomplished redemption for 
His people….”  In the other New Testament examples (2 Cor 1:3-4; Eph 1:3-14; 1 
Pet 1:3-5), we find a distinctively Christian emphasis with the inclusion of Christ in 
the introductory phrase “Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ”25 
(Euvloghto.j o` qeo.j kai. path.r tou/ kuri,ou h`mw/n VIhsou/ Cristou/).  In 2 Cor 1:3-4 we 
find another example of a letter in the Pauline corpus which begins with the 
distinctive New Testament “berakah,” though the themes and length of the “berakah” 
in 2 Cor 1:3-4 are quite different than in Eph 1:3-14.  In 1 Pet 1:3-5, which also 
appears at the beginning of the letter, we find some similar themes to those found in 
Eph 1.  God is praised for the salvation accomplished through Christ (cf. Eph 1:13) 
which is revealed in the last time (cf. Eph 1:10).  Furthermore, this salvation is a 
result of the great mercy of God (cf. Eph 1:5,7) and is described as an inheritance (cf. 





                                                
23 O’Brien, Ephesians, 89; cf. Dahl, “Benediction,” 280-281, 301; Dahl, “Proömium,” 315. 
24 O’Brien, Ephesians, 94. 
25 Emphasis mine. 
26 1 Pet 1:3-4’s description of salvation as being born again through the resurrection of Jesus Christ 
from the dead and an inheritance which is reserved in heaven (tethrhme,nhn evn ouvranoi/j) also bears 
similarities with Paul’s description of salvation in Eph 2:5-6 where believers are made alive and 
seated with Christ in the heavenlies. 
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Implications from Berakah Study 
 
From this brief analysis, we see that the berakah form was widespread in Old 
Testament and Jewish literature.  From these roots, early Christian writers also 
adopted the form and imbued it with a distinctively Christian flavor by inserting kai. 
path.r tou/ kuri,ou h`mw/n VIhsou/ Cristou/ to the standard Euvloghto.j o` qeo,j formula.  
In addition, New Testament writers often employed this Christian form of the 
berakah to begin their letters.27  Some of the distinctive themes which appear in 
Ephesians’ berakah are also found in other Old Testament and New Testament 
eulogies.  While the evidence does not warrant any sort of allusion or direct 
dependence, it does merit the plausibility that Paul here drew upon traditional Old 
Testament, Jewish, and Christian material in formulating the opening eulogy of Eph 
1:3-14.28  Thus it is quite possible that Jewish or Christian traditional liturgical 
language served as the origin of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.29 
 
 
Heavenly Blessing in the Old Testament and Jewish Literature 
 
The notion of “blessing” which is associated with heaven has some minor 
attestation in the Old Testament and Jewish literature.  Often, heavenly blessing is 
associated with the cosmological and meteorological function of rain on the land.  
This seems to be the case in Deut 28:12 when the Lord proclaims to his people, "The 
LORD will open for you His good storehouse, the heavens (~yIm;ªV'h;-ta,) (to.n 
ouvrano,n), to give rain to your land in its season and to bless all the work of your 
hand; and you shall lend to many nations, but you shall not borrow.”30  In 1 En. 11:1-
                                                
27 See also the discussions of Dahl, in “Benediction,” 296-308, and “Proömium,” 315-319.  Dahl notes 
that there is precedent for an opening benediction in Jewish letters, “Benediction,” 296-300, 307-308. 
28 Lincoln, Ephesians, 14; cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 91; Dahl, “Benediction.”  In his comparison of 2 
Cor 1:3-7, Eph 1:3-14, and 1 Pet 1:3-7, Dahl writes that “it (is) likely that these eulogies reflect a form 
that was used also by Paul and other preachers,” “Benediction,” 301. 
29 We have already seen the expression in the T. Job.  As previously mentioned, Lincoln also allows 
for this possibility as an analogy with expressions such as evn u`yi,stoij in Mark 11:10 or evn u`yhloi/j in 
Heb 1:3, Ephesians, 20. 
30 Cf. Mal 3:10-12. 
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2, in an eschatological context, God promises that he “shall open the storerooms of 
blessing which are in the heavens, so that (he) shall send them down upon the earth, 
over the work and the toil of the children of man.” (Isaac)  Similarly, in 11Q14, the 
writer proclaims, “May the Most High God bless you.  May he shine His face 
towards you and open to you His good treasure which is in heaven to bring down on 
your land showers of blessing, dew, rain, early rain, and late rain in His/its time to 
give you the fruit of the produce of corn, wine and oil plentiful.  May the land 
produce for you fruits of delight….”31  Obviously this sort of heavenly blessing 
should be understood as God’s provision of rain from the heavens (skies) for God’s 
people. 
At other places, it is difficult to identify precisely the nature of the heavenly 
blessing.  In Gen 49:25-26, the Almighty blesses Joseph with the blessings of heaven 
above (~yIm;’v' tkoÜr>Bi &'k,êr>b"åywI) (euvlo,ghse,n se euvlogi,an ouvranou/ a;nwqen).  In Tob 
9:6 Gabael blesses Tobias when he proclaims, “May the Lord grant the blessing of 
heaven to you and your wife, and to your wife's father and mother.” (NRSV)  Still, at 
other times, the notion of heavenly blessing seems to imply a primarily future 
fulfillment such as in Gk. Apoc. Ezra 1:14 when the righteous man receives his 
reward in the heavens.  Perhaps the closest parallel to the heavenly blessing depicted 
in Eph 1:3-14 is found in Qumran’s 1QSb 1:4-6 which reads, 
 
May the [Lord bless you from the Abode of His holiness]; may He open for you from heaven 
an eternal fountain which [shall not fail]!  May He [favour] you with every [heavenly] 
blessing; [may He teach you] the knowledge of the Holy Ones!  [May He unlock for you the] 
everlasting [fountain; may He not withhold the waters of life from] them that thirst!32 
(Vermes) 
 
In this passage, the writer beseeches the Lord to bless the faithful from his abode (i.e. 
heaven), to open for them from heaven an eternal fountain, to grant them every 
heavenly blessing, and to teach them the knowledge of the Holy Ones.  From the 
context, the identification of this heavenly blessing should probably be understood as 
the knowledge of the Holy Ones.  In 1QSb 1:4-6 we find, therefore, a subtle 
                                                
31 See also 4Q285, fragment 1. 
32 Unless otherwise noted, all citations from Qumran are from Vermes.  Hypothetical but likely 
reconstructions are enclosed in [ ]. 
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distinction between its more spiritual blessing and the physical heavenly blessing of 
most Old Testament and Jewish passages.33   
 
 
Heavenly Blessing in Ephesians 1:3-14 
 
 When we read Eph 1:3-14, what is immediately striking is the explicit nature 
and character of the heavenly blessing conferred on believers by God himself.  In an 
astounding statement, Paul writes in Eph 1:3 that God has blessed believers with 
every spiritual blessing in the heavenlies in Christ.  The interpretive grid for 
understanding these blessings no doubt lies in the significance of the three 
prepositional phrases found in this verse:  1) evn pa,sh| euvlogi,a| pneumatikh/|  2) evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij  3) evn Cristw/|.34  In our examination of the heavenly blessing of 
Eph 1:3-14, we will focus our attention on these three significant phrases. 
In the Old Testament, blessing from God is almost uniformly of an earthly 
and physical nature.  The typical Old Testament blessings from God include 
descendants, (good) land, rain, produce, victory over enemies in battle, wealth, 
honor, and prosperity.  Perhaps the general nature of blessing in the Old Testament is 
best characterized in Deut 28:1-14 where the Lord promises Israel prosperity, land, 
offspring, produce, protection, and military success for obedience.  In stark contrast 
to these Old Testament blessings, we read in Eph 1:3 that God has blessed believers 
with every spiritual blessing in the heavenlies in Christ.35  At first glance, such a 
statement may appear enigmatic to the reader of Ephesians; however, the 
                                                
33 See also 1QS 11:3-10 and 1QH 11, Hymn 10 for additional examples from Qumran of blessings of 
a spiritual and heavenly nature, though the gifts listed are neither explicitly described as “blessings” or 
“from (or of) heaven.”  On the other hand, the present blessings of 1QS 4:8-9 – healing, peace, long 
life, and fruitfulness – appear to be of a more earthly and physical nature. 
34 So Lincoln who writes that “the three evn phrases in v. 3 combine to sum up in a general way the 
content of God’s blessing of believers for which he is to be blessed and which will be elaborated in 
the rest of the eulogy,” Ephesians, 19. 
35 Emphasis mine.  O’Brien argues that these spiritual blessings are not primarily a contrast to the 
material blessings of Deut 28:1-14, Ephesians, 95.  While it is in all probability true that Paul did not 
have in mind the material blessings of Deut 28:1-14 when he wrote of God’s spiritual blessings in 1:3-
14, there is nevertheless a distinction between the material blessing in Deut and the spiritual blessing 
in Eph.  Thus there is a clear contrast in the nature of these respective blessings even if the explicit 
contrast was not the primary intent of Paul. 
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identification of these blessings should be understood and identified within the 
context of the passage.  The spiritual blessings which Paul has in mind then are 
election (vv. 3-4, 11), sonship (v. 4), lavished grace (vv. 6-8), redemption (vv. 7, 14), 
forgiveness of sins (v. 7), revelation of the mystery of his will (v. 9), salvation (v. 
13), and sealing with the Holy Spirit (vv. 13-14).36  In addition to the context, the 
adverb kaqw.j also links the phrases evn pa,sh| euvlogi,a| pneumatikh/| evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij evn Cristw/| of v. 3 with the blessings that follow in vv. 4-14.  With his 
use of the aorist euvlogh,saj,37 Paul clearly intends to communicate both a present 
receiving and a present experience of these spiritual blessings in the lives of 
believers, though their final fulfillment and realization still lie in the future.38 
 Paul’s description of these blessings as pneumatiko,j should evoke conceptions 
neither of a general mystical nature nor of a personal, private character.39  Rather, 
their description as pneumatiko,j signifies that the blessings are “bound up with the 
Holy Spirit.”40  Further confirmation of this can be found with the description of 
these blessings as evn Cristw/| (1:3) and with Paul’s declaration that believers have 
been sealed tw/| pneu,mati th/j evpaggeli,aj tw/| a`gi,w| (1:13).  M.-É Boismard notes well 
this connection between the Holy Spirit, being “in Christ,” and the spiritual blessing 
when he writes, “C’est une bénédiction ‘spirituelle’ car Dieu la réalise par le don de 
son Esprit Saint (v. 13b; cf. infra) ‘dans les cieux et dans le Christ.’”41  Paul’s 
depiction of this divine blessing as evn Cristw/| means that it is both the result of 
Christ’s agency and also the result of believers’ incorporation into Christ.42  The 
                                                
36 See also O’Brien, Ephesians, 89; O’Brien, “Unusual Introduction,” 504; cf. Dahl, “Proömium,” 
319-324. 
37 The aorist euvlogh,saj is indicative of the completed and past action of God.  See Best, Ephesians, 
114; Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 470. 
38 Cf. Lincoln, Paradise, 141-142; O’Brien, Ephesians, 97.  Turner tends to regard God’s blessing of 
believers evn pa,sh| euvlogi,a| pneumatikh/| in Eph 1:3 primarily as future when he writes, “Paul is, of 
course, aware that he and his readers have not yet themselves experienced every spiritual blessing, 
hence his qualifications.  We have received this blessing only in the heavenly realms and in 
Christ….The essentially future blessing, which we have begun to experience in Christ, is further 
assured on the grounds of God election…,” Turner, “Ephesians,” 1225.  There is no reason, however, 
to understand the receipt and experience of these spiritual blessings as primarily future if we identify 
the spiritual blessings as what follows in vv. 4-14. 
39 See also Lincoln, Ephesians, 19. 
40 Lincoln, Ephesians, 19; cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 95. 
41 Boismard, Éphésiens, 20.  See further Boismard’s full discussion where he identifies the three 
primary themes and structural parts of the benediction as God, Christ, and the Spirit, Éphésiens, 18-
23. 
42 Lincoln, Ephesians, 21-22; O’Brien, Ephesians, 97-98. 
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sealing of the Spirit and the Spirit’s description as an avrrabw,n of believers’ 
inheritance also serves to highlight the present experience of these spiritual blessings 
“in Christ” as well as their complete realization in the future.43  What we find in Eph 
1:3-14, therefore, is an intimate connection between believers’ union with Christ, 
sealing with the Holy Spirit, and sharing in the blessings of the Holy Spirit.44  Thus 
the blessings of the Holy Spirit are bestowed on those who are “in Christ” and who 
have been sealed with the Holy Spirit.45 
In Eph 1:3-14, not only do we find an intimate connection between believers’ 
union with Christ and sharing in the blessings of the Holy Spirit, but we also find a 
connection between believers’ union with Christ, the blessings of the Spirit, and 
believers sharing in heavenly reality.46  It is interesting to note here that no other 
New Testament passage speaks explicitly of heavenly blessing.  There are, however, 
a few additional places in the New Testament in which spiritual benefits are 
associated with heaven.47  In 2 Cor 5:1-2 Paul writes that believers possess a building 
from God, a house aivw,nion evn toi/j ouvranoi/j and that they long to be clothed with 
this dwelling evx ouvranou/.  In Col 1:5 Paul insists that believers’ hope is laid up evn 
toi/j ouvranoi/j.  As we noted above, the closest New Testament parallel is 1 Pet 1:3-5 
which describes salvation as an inheritance reserved evn ouvranoi/j to be revealed in 
the last time.   
Of these New Testament references, what is immediately striking is the 
realized eschatological emphasis of Eph 1:3 in comparison with the more future 
eschatological tone of the other passages.  Though in Eph 1:3-14 the blessings are 
from heaven, they are nonetheless present benefits for believers since these spiritual 
                                                
43 H. R. Lemmer, “Reciprocity between Eschatology and Pneuma in Ephesians 1:3-14,” Neot 21 
(1987): 159-182, here 174.  See also Neill Q. Hamilton’s excellent discussion on the Spirit and 
eschatological tension in The Holy Spirit and Eschatology in Paul (Scottish Journal of Theology 
Occasional Papers 6; Edinburgh: Oliver and Boyd, 1957), 26-40. 
44 For an excellent discussion, see Lemmer, “Reciprocity,” 159-182, especially 169; cf. Hamilton, 
Holy Spirit, 20, 83. 
45 See Hamilton, Holy Spirit, 83.  Hamilton writes, “By virtue of the fact that the benefits are 
inseparable from Christ’s person, the Spirit, in communicating the benefits of redemption, in effect 
communicates Christ.  Thus from the standpoint of the believer receiving these benefits the Spirit and 
the Lord are one,” Hamilton, Holy Spirit, 83. 
46 Lemmer, “Reciprocity,” 176.  Lincoln also closely associates the heavenly world with the spiritual 
world (i.e. of the Spirit) in “Re-Examination,” 469-471; cf. Lincoln, Ephesians, 19-21. 
47 Lincoln references Col 1:5 and 2 Cor 5:1-2 in “Re-Examination,” 471. 
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blessings are the result of God’s salvation which he has accomplished in Christ.48  It 
is probable that Paul’s emphasis on the avnakefalaiw,sasqai of all things in Christ, 
the things evpi. toi/j ouvranoi/j and evpi. th/j gh/j (Eph 1:10), accounts for some of this 
realized eschatological emphasis.  The fact that Paul stresses that God has granted 
every spiritual blessing evn toi/j evpourani,oij to those in Christ also implies that 
believers not look elsewhere or outside of Christ for God’s rich spiritual blessing.  
This realized eschatological emphasis of Ephesians reaches its culmination when we 
read in 2:6 that God has raised believers with Christ and seated them with him evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij in Christ Jesus.  In Eph 1:3, therefore, Paul introduces a theme of 
Ephesians in which believers in Christ are closely associated with the blessings of 
heaven. 
 The fact that the blessings which God grants to believers are described as evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij carries a local connotation.  Since, as we previously noted, the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is utilized as a fixed formula throughout Ephesians, 
the force of the preposition evn is clearly local.49  In Eph 1:3 the phrase indicates that 
the source and origin of the spiritual blessing is heaven or as Paul writes in Ephesians 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij.50  The reference to the heavenlies as the origin and location of 
God’s rich blessing indicates its “other-worldly” character.  In this sense, there is an 
implicit contrast between the source of God’s blessing evn toi/j evpourani,oij and the 
earth.  Moreover, since God, as the giver, is also the source of the spiritual blessing, 
the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is almost certainly a reference to the abode of 
God.  Thus the meaning of evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians 1:3 is consistent with 
our argument that the expression is synonymous with evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and is a 




                                                
48 See also Lincoln, Ephesians, 19-22. 
49 For our discussion, see history of interpretation. 
50 Cf. Best, Ephesians, 114; Hoehner, Ephesians, 168. 
51 Contra McGough who argues that in Eph 1:3 the heavenlies refer to “a realm of existence that 
embraces both temporal and eternal realities” which “is not to be defined or located as a region or 
locality above the earth, “Investigation,” 58. 
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Conclusion 
 
 In our examination of Eph 1:3-14, we noted that the “berakah” form was 
quite common and was utilized in various types of Jewish literature.  Some New 
Testament writers also made use of the “berakah” form but yet also imbued it with a 
distinctly Christian character.  Additionally, we discovered that themes such as 
God’s deliverance, God’s reign over his enemies, God’s salvation for his people, and 
God’s bestowal of blessing on his people are all common in Jewish and Christian 
eulogies and so allow for the possibility that Paul drew upon traditional material in 
his formulation of Eph 1:3-14.  As a result, we concluded that such traditional 
material might have indeed served as the origin for the initial appearance of the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.52  In our examination of Eph 1:3-14, 
we also provided an original contribution to the field of New Testament with our 
study of heavenly blessing.  In this study, we observed that it was also somewhat 
common to associate God’s blessing with the spatial “heaven” designation.  The 
most common example of heavenly blessing in Jewish literature was God’s physical 
provision of rain for the land, though we also noted more ambiguous examples of 
heavenly blessing.  The Qumran text 1QSB 1:4-6 proved to be the closest parallel to 
Eph 1:3-14 as it linked heavenly blessing with knowledge and salvation.  Finally, in 
our examination of Eph 1:3-14, we noted that there is an intimate connection 
between the Holy Spirit, the eschatological heavenly blessing which is bestowed on 
those “in Christ,” and believers’ participation in heavenly realities.  As a result, in 
Eph 1:3, Paul introduces a theme for Ephesians in which believers are closely 
associated with the blessings of heaven. 
                                                
52 We have already noted an appearance of the expression in T. Job 36.3. 
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Like the eulogy which precedes it, Eph 1:15-23 is similarly characterized by 
liturgical language.  These verses also comprise one lengthy sentence in Greek with 
multiple participial phrases, genitive constructions, compound prepositional phrases, 
and various subordinate clauses.
1
  In regard to its structure, most commentators agree 
that the passage includes a thanksgiving (vv. 15-16a), an intercessory prayer (vv. 
16b-19), and confessional material about Christ’s resurrection and exaltation (vv. 20-
23), though these categories and sections blend together and are at times difficult to 
distinguish.
2
  Ephesians 1:15-23 is logically and clearly connected with 1:3-14 with 
the opening words Dia. tou/to.3  Thus for Paul, the natural result of the Lord’s 
abundant blessing of believers is to give thanks for his addressees’ faith in Christ and 
love for the saints.  As he gives thanks, Paul moves seamlessly into intercession for 
his readers when he prays that God would grant them the Spirit
4
 of wisdom and 
revelation in the knowledge of Christ, that the eyes of their heart would be 
enlightened, and that they would know the hope of God’s calling, the riches of God’s 
inheritance in the saints,
5
 and God’s great power for believers.  As many of the 
themes in his prayer are reminiscent of those in the eulogy, Paul in effect prays here 
                                                
1
 On account of the elevated language and stylistic features, some scholars have argued that 1:20-23 
should also be regarded as an early Christian hymn.  For brief discussions, see Sanders, “Hymnic 
Elements,” 220-223; Lincoln, Ephesians, 50-52; Best, Ephesians, 157. 
2
 So Lincoln, Ephesians, 47-54; O’Brien, Ephesians, 124-126. 
3
 See O’Brien, Ephesians, 124-125, 127. 
4
 We take pneu/ma here as a reference to the Holy Spirit.  For brief discussions, see O’Brien, Ephesians, 
131-133; Lincoln, Ephesians, 56-58; Best, Ephesians, 162-164. 
5
 Here we take a`gi,oij in 1:18 and a`gi,ouj in 1:15 as references to believers, or more specifically, all of 
God’s people which include both Jews and Gentiles; see also O’Brien, Ephesians, 128, 136, note 177; 
Lincoln, Ephesians, 55, 59-60; Best, Ephesians, 160, 167-168; Hoehner, Ephesians, 250, 267. 
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for the full realization of the blessings (vv. 3-14) which God has so richly bestowed 
on those who are in Christ.
6
   
Paul’s prayer for his readers to know the greatness of God’s power then leads 
him to write what commentators have termed “confessional material” concerning 
Christ’s resurrection, enthronement, and reign (1:20-23).  In order to convince his 
readers, Paul writes that the power that is at work in believers (v. 19) is the same 
power which God used to raise (evgei,raj) Christ from the dead and seat (kaqi,saj) him 
at God’s right hand evn toi/j evpourani,oij (v. 20).7  Paul also emphasizes Christ’s 
exalted status at God’s right hand through his declaration that Christ rules over his 
enemies (v. 21), has authority over all things (v. 22), and is the head over the church 
(v. 22).
8
  Finally, Paul concludes this section with his statement that the church is 
Christ’s body,
9
 the fullness of Him who fills all in all.
10
  For the purposes of this 
thesis, we will focus our attention on the confessional material which describes 
Christ’s resurrection, enthronement, and exaltation.  Our analysis will include 
discussions of three significant themes:  1) Christ’s Heavenly Reign in Eph 1:20-23  
                                                
6
 So O’Brien, Ephesians, 125, 129; O’Brien, “Unusual Introduction,” 514; cf. Lincoln, Ephesians, 50. 
7
 See O’Brien who writes that “the decisive demonstration of God’s power available to believers 
occurred in the resurrection and exaltation of Christ, as well as in the subjection of the powers to him 
and his being given as head over everything to the church,” Ephesians, 139.  God’s life-giving power 
which is also at work in believers who are united with Christ is what can lead Paul later to write in 
Eph 2:5-6 that believers are raised and seated with Christ in the heavenlies.  Cf. Col 2:12.  See 
O’Brien’s discussion in Ephesians, 139-141. 
8
 Here we take th/| evkklhsi,a| as a reference to the universal church.  See also Lincoln, Ephesians, 67; 
Andrew T. Lincoln and A. J. M. Wedderburn, The Theology of the Later Pauline Letters (New 
Testament Theology; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 92-93; Best, Ephesians, 625-
626, 639; Hoehner, Ephesians, 287.  Contra O’Brien who insists that the term evkklhsi,a| must always 
refer to a local congregation and so concludes that it refers to a heavenly gathering of believers around 
Christ, O’Brien, Ephesians, 146-47; see also O’Brien’s more thorough discussion in Peter T. O’Brien, 
“The Church as a Heavenly and Eschatological Entity,” in The Church in the Bible and the World: An 
International Study (ed. D. A. Carson; Exeter: Paternoster, 1987), 88-119, 307-311.  For a brief 
critique of this particular view, see Lincoln, Ephesians, 66-67.  Lincoln correctly recognizes that in 
numerous places, Paul “appears to have in view an entity which is broader than the merely local 
congregation (cf. Gal 1:13; 1 Cor 10:32; 12:28; 15:9; Phil 3:6),” Ephesians, 67.  Similarly, Col 1:18, 
24 and all nine of the references in Eph describe “the universal Church, the Christian community in its 
totality,” Lincoln, Ephesians, 67; cf. Lincoln and Wedderburn, Theology, 92-93.  
9
 This mysterious identification of the church as Christ’s body is possibly another outworking of 
Paul’s doctrine of believers’ union with Christ (cf. Eph 2:5-6).  On Christ as the head of the church 
and the head’s relation to the body in 1:22-23, see O’Brien, Ephesians, 144-148 and Best, Ephesians, 
189-196. 
10
 We take the phrase to. plh,rwma tou/ ta. pa,nta evn pa/sin plhroume,nou as a metaphor in which the 
church is the fullness of Christ which Christ fills.  See Turner, “Ephesians,” 1228.  Turner writes, “To 
‘fill’ is a metaphor for ‘become present to, and active in respect of’ or ‘extend influence, or rule, 
over,’” Turner, “Ephesians,” 1228.  Though Christ fills all things, it is the church which Paul 
specifically calls his plh,rwma, Turner, “Ephesians,” 1228; cf. Lincoln, Paradise, 147. 
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2) The Relationship between the Resurrection of Christ and His Enthronement  3) 
The Use of the Expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 1:20 and a Comparison with 
Other Ascension and Exaltation Texts. 
 
 
Christ’s Heavenly Reign in Ephesians 1:20-23 
 
In Eph 1:20 Paul proclaims that God has raised Christ from the dead and 
seated Christ at God’s right hand in the heavenlies.  These two events have 
traditionally been referred to as the resurrection and enthronement (or exaltation) of 
Christ.  In order to emphasize the unique rule and authority granted to Christ, Paul 
draws upon and alludes to two psalms – Ps 110 and Ps 8.
11
  Early Christian writers 
frequently exploited Ps 110 to communicate the exalted status and power of Christ.
12
  
In Ps 110:1-2 (LXX Ps 109:1-2) we read, “The LORD says to my Lord: ‘Sit at My 
right hand (evk dexiw/n mou) Until I make Your enemies a footstool for Your feet.’  2 
The LORD will stretch forth Your strong scepter from Zion, saying, ‘Rule 
(katakuri,eue) in the midst of Your enemies.’”  The king’s position at the right hand 
of God and his rule over his enemies are themes which Paul draws upon and applies 
directly to Christ in Eph 1:20-22.
13
  Additionally, Paul also draws upon Ps 8:6 (LXX 
Ps 8:7) where God has granted man dominion over all things (kai. kate,sthsaj auvto.n 
evpi. ta. e;rga tw/n ceirw/n sou pa,nta u`pe,taxaj u`poka,tw tw/n podw/n auvtou/) when Paul 
writes in Eph 1:22 that God has subjected all things under Christ’s feet (pa,nta 
u`pe,taxen u`po. tou.j po,daj auvtou/).14 
                                                
11
 For discussions of Paul’s use of Ps 8 and Ps 110 in Eph 1:20-22, see Andrew T. Lincoln, “The Use 
of the OT in Ephesians,” JSNT 14 (1982): 16-57, here 40-42, and Frank S. Thielman, “Ephesians,” in 
Commentary on the New Testament Use of the Old Testament (ed. G. K. Beale and D. A. Carson; 
Grand Rapids: Baker Academic, 2007), 813-833, here 814-817.  
12
 For a thorough discussion on the use of Ps 110 in the formation of early exaltation Christology, see 
Martin Hengel, “‘Sit at My Right Hand!’ The Enthronement of Christ at the Right Hand of God and 
Psalm 110:1,” in Studies in Early Christology (Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1995), 119-225.  For an 
examination of the formation of early Christology and Christ’s exalted position next to God in heaven, 
see Larry W. Hurtado, One God, One Lord: Early Christian Devotion and Ancient Jewish 
Monotheism (2d ed.; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1998). 
13
 Cf. Erwin Penner who notes that “the enthronement of Christ is the central and determining 
Christological theme in Ephesians,” “Enthronement,” 12. 
14
 Cf. 1 Cor 15:23-28. 
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In his monograph Messiah and the Throne, Timo Eskola sets out “to 
investigate the relationship between Jewish merkabah mysticism and New Testament 
exaltation Christology by focusing on the central metaphor of the throne.”
15
  As 
Eskola traces the metaphor of the throne through both Old Testament and Jewish 
literature, he contends that “the depiction of God as a heavenly King, or the symbol 
of the throne, belonged to the very core of Jewish Temple liturgy.”
16
  Concerning Ps 
110:1, Eskola argues that sitting at God’s right hand is a “submetaphor for the 
enthronement theme (which) expresses both the great significance of the throne of 
God and the special status of the enthroned one.”
17
  This particular statement in turn 
began to be utilized and appropriated in Second Temple Jewish theology and New 
Testament Christology.
18
  Eskola subsequently argues that the themes of heavenly 
court, Temple, and God’s throne are metaphors which are common to both Jewish 
apocalyptic and the New Testament.  Whereas Jewish apocalyptic contains 
ascensions and throne visions, the New Testament writers place Christ at the center 
of all these themes and adopt them for Christological purposes in order to 
demonstrate that Christ has ascended into heaven and now sits on the throne of 
glory.
19
  In Eph 1:20 Paul clearly draws upon and unites these themes of heavenly 
ascension and heavenly kingship in his statement that God raised Christ from the 
dead and seated him at God’s right hand in the heavenlies.
20
 
                                                
15
 Timo Eskola, Messiah and the Throne: Jewish Merkabah Mysticism and Early Christian Exaltation 
Discourse (WUNT 2:142; Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2001), 16-17. 
16
 Eskola, Messiah, 63.  See ch. 2 of Eskola’s monograph for his analysis.  
17
 Eskola, Messiah, 61. 
18
 Eskola, Messiah, 61. 
19
 Eskola, Messiah, 159.  Eskola has been especially helpful in elucidating some of the common 
themes which run throughout Jewish merkabah mysticism and NT Christology.  However, we are 
skeptical of Eskola’s supposition that Jewish merkabah mysticism provided the exaltation discourse 
for the formation of New Testament exaltation Christology, Messiah, 154, 196, 389-390.  This notion 
is true insofar as we also recognize the deep indebtedness of Jewish apocalyptic to the OT and its 
themes of heavenly kingship, the heavenly throne, and the heavenly Temple found among other places 
in Pss, Isa, Ezek, and Dan.  Eskola also clearly recognizes this great indebtedness (see Messiah and 
the Throne, 52-55, 63, 125, 154), but still nonetheless, in our estimation, grants too much prominence 
to the role of Jewish merkabah mysticism in the formation of NT Christology. 
20
 Christ’s exalted position at the right hand of God demonstrates his authority, sovereignty, and 
primacy over all of creation, Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 471-472.  In accordance with the usual early 
Christian tradition, Paul writes evn dexia/| in Eph 1:20 rather than evk dexiw/n from LXX Ps 109:1, Best, 
Ephesians, 172.  Lincoln notes that this change was common in NT passages where the full verse of 
LXX Ps 109:1 was not cited, “Use of the OT,” 40.  For a brief discussion of evn dexia/| auvtou/ and its 
relationship to evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 1:20, see Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 471-472. 
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In his appropriation of Ps 110, it is probable that Paul also draws upon the 
theme of the king’s reign over his enemies in Ps 110:2 (LXX Ps 109:2) when he 
writes in Eph 1:21 that Christ’s position at God’s right hand is u`pera,nw pa,shj avrch/j 
kai. evxousi,aj kai. duna,mewj kai. kurio,thtoj kai. panto.j ovno,matoj ovnomazome,nou).21  
A number of scholars have dedicated a vast amount of work to the task of identifying 
the precise meaning of these terms for spiritual powers in the Pauline corpus.
22
  It is 
beyond the scope of this study to engage this conversation in great detail and it 
would not be beneficial simply to rehash the positions of significant works or major 
commentaries.
23
  For our purposes, it is significant to note that in Ephesians (and the 
rest of the Pauline corpus), the avrcai,  evxousi,ai and other related terms24 are 
                                                
21
 Alan F. Segal regards Christ’s exalted position above panto.j ovno,matoj ovnomazome,nou as an 
implication that Christ “has been awarded the secret name of God,” Two Powers in Heaven: Early 
Rabbinic Reports about Christianity and Gnosticism (SJLA 25; Leiden: Brill, 1977), 212; cf. Hoehner 
who compares this expression with Phil 2:9 where God has conferred upon Christ to. o;noma to. u`pe.r 
pa/n o;noma and concludes that Christ’s status and title as Lord is greater than any other name in heaven 
or on the earth, Hoehner, Ephesians, 280-281.  Additionally, Segal writes that rabbinic tradition 
reserved exclusively for God Paul’s description of Christ as sovereign both in this age and in the age 
to come, Two Powers, 212. 
22
 In addition to the normal treatments in commentaries, see e.g., Sydney H. T. Page, Powers of Evil: 
A Biblical Study of Satan and Demons (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1995), especially 184-203, 223-
255; Peter T. O’Brien, “Principalities and Powers: Opponents of the Church,” in Biblical 
Interpretation and the Church: Text and Context (ed. D. A. Carson; Exeter: Paternoster, 1984), 110-
150; Clinton E. Arnold, Powers of Darkness: Principalities and Powers in Paul’s Letters (Downers 
Grive, Ill.: InterVarsity, 1992); Pierre Benoit, “Pauline Angelology and Demonology: Reflexions on 
the Designations of the Heavenly Powers and on the Origin of Angelic Evil According to Paul,” 
Religious Studies Bulletin 3.1 (1983), 1-18; Carr, Angels; Walter Wink, Naming the Powers: The 
Language of Power in the New Testament (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1984); Heinrich Schlier, 
Principalities and Powers in the New Testament (QD 3; New York: Herder and Herder, 1961); 
Timothy G. Gombis, “Ephesians 2 as a Narrative of Divine Warfare,” JSNT 26.4 (2004): 403-418; 
Hoehner, Ephesians, 276-280; Best, Ephesians, 174-180. 
23
 Since the powers are a somewhat prominent theme of the heavenlies and appear in three of the five 
passages which contain the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij (1:15-23, 3:1-12, and 6:10-20), we will, 
however, briefly detail our view of these spiritual powers in an excursus which will take into account 
the passages in Eph as well as additional passages from the Pauline corpus. 
24
 E.g. duna,mewj and kurio,thtoj in Eph 1:21, kosmokra,toraj tou/ sko,touj tou,tou and ta. pneumatika. 
th/j ponhri,aj in Eph 6:12 (though ta. pneumatika. th/j ponhri,aj depicts the entire group of evil forces 
as opposed to a specific class of spiritual powers), qro,noi in the list of Col 1:16, and a;ggeloi in Rom 
8:38 though it is not clear whether the angels in Rom 8:38 are good or evil.  We should clarify here 
that Paul does not always utilize these terms in the same context or with the same meanings.  For 
example, Paul writes in Phil 4:15 that at the first preaching of the gospel (evn avrch/| tou/ euvaggeli,ou), 
only the Philippian church shared in giving and receiving with Paul.  Here Paul utilizes the term avrch, 
in its more basic sense of “beginning.”  Additionally, in Rom 13:1, when Paul writes that every person 
should be subject to the governing authorities (evxousi,aij), he utilizes the term in the more general 
sense of “authority.”  The passages in the Pauline corpus with references to these terms (in varying 
lists) as evil, spiritual, and personal powers are Rom 8:38, 1 Cor 15:24, Eph 1:21, Eph 3:10, Eph 6:12, 
Col 1:16, Col 2:10, and Col 2:15.  See also the avrco,ntwn of 1 Cor 2:6-8 as an ambiguous example. 
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personal,
25




  Additionally, whatever 
the terms’ background, Paul’s main point in Eph 1:20-22 is to emphasize the 
universality of Christ’s rule.  Though a number of the terms in Eph 1:21 also appear 
in apocalyptic and other Jewish literature to refer to specific ranks of angels, it is not 
Paul’s intent in 1:21 to describe a specific angelology or hierarchy of angels.
28
  
Rather, Paul’s point is that whatever evil spiritual powers there are, Christ is seated 





The Relationship between the Resurrection of Christ and His Enthronement 
 
As referenced above, scholars have traditionally referred to the two events in 
Eph 1:20 as the resurrection and enthronement of Christ.  The close association of 
these events in several Biblical texts has sparked some debate among scholars as to 
their precise relationship.  In addition to his central argument that “the depiction of 
God as a heavenly King…belonged to the very core of Jewish Temple theology,”
30
 
Timo Eskola also contends that the resurrection of Christ from the dead serves as his 
enthronement or installation as king.
31
  With this claim, Eskola effectively identifies 
                                                
25
 Contra Wink who too readily identifies the powers with institutions and political structures, Naming 
the Powers. 
26
 Contra Carr who argues that in Paul the avrcai,  evxousi,ai are other related terms in Paul are 
references to the good angelic multitude around God’s throne, Angels.  For critiques of Carr’s 
argument, see Clinton E. Arnold, “The ‘Exorcism’ of Ephesians 6:12 in Recent Research: A Critique 
of Wesley Carr’s View of the Role of Evil Powers in First-Century AD Belief,” JSNT 30 (1987): 71-
87; O’Brien, “Principalities,” 125-128. 
27
 For additional support of our view, see Page, Powers, 244-245; O’Brien, “Principalities,” 133-141; 
O’Brien, Ephesians, 144; Lincoln, Ephesians, 62-65; Hoehner, Ephesians, 279-280; Best, Ephesians, 
176; Arnold, Power and Magic, 41-56; Arnold, “Ephesians,” 247; Arnold, Powers of Darkness, 89-
91.  
28
 So Page, Powers, 245.  Page correctly notes that the various lists in the NT with different terms and 
the addition of the phrase panto.j ovno,matoj ovnomazome,nou to the list in Eph 1:21 make clear that Paul 
did not intend here a comprehensive list or an angelic hierarchy; cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 142-143. 
29
 So also Page, Powers, 245, and Lincoln, Paradise, 145-146.  Cf. Col 2:10 where Christ is kefalh. 
pa,shj avrch/j kai. evxousi,aj and 1 Cor 15:24 where Christ abolishes pa/san avrch.n kai. pa/san evxousi,an 
kai. du,namin. 
30
 Eskola, Messiah, 63. 
31
 See Eskola’s discussions of Acts 2:22-26, Acts 5:30-31, 1 Cor 15:4-5, 23-28, and Rom 8:34 in 
Messiah, 163-164, 183-186, and his detailed analysis of Rom 1:3-4, Messiah, 217-250.  See also 
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Christ’s resurrection and enthronement as the same event.  Though his discussion of 
this relationship between resurrection and enthronement includes a number of 
passages, Eskola argues that this connection is explicit in Eph 1:20.
32
 
 Eskola’s discussions of resurrection and enthronement prove to be valuable 
for our understanding of the close relationship between resurrection and 
enthronement.  Several passages in Scripture demonstrate this close association and 
could perhaps lead to the conclusion that resurrection and enthronement refer to the 
same event; however, we should also note the way in which Christ’s resurrection and 
ascension/enthronement, though closely related, are still separate events and distinct 
phenomena.
33
  Within Jewish literature and tradition, there was often an expectation 
of resurrection but not necessarily enthronement.  The idea of resurrection from the 
dead was therefore not equated with enthronement or exaltation.
34
  In the case of 
Christ then, his resurrection from the dead by itself does not prove his Messiahship 
or his status as the exalted Lord.  Rather, Christ’s resurrection proclaims that he lives 
forever and his exaltation or enthronement proclaims that he reigns forever.
35
  In this 
sense, the resurrection and ascension/exaltation should be understood as two distinct 
events; however, many New Testament writers do indeed at times seem to associate 
closely and even unite these two events (e.g. Eph 1:20).  Their justification for this is 
likely from their view of Christ who, as the Messiah who is raised from the dead, 
surely must also be exalted and reign in heaven.  Alan Segal writes, “In most other 
places in the New Testament, the ascension is closely associated with 
resurrection….In the Pauline corpus most of the evidence implies that ascension was 
                                                                                                                                     
Eskola’s discussion of the relationship between enthronement and resurrection language, namely 
wordplays with the Hebrew ~Wq and the Greek avnasth,sw, Messiah, 166-167. 
32
 Eskola, Messiah, 183. 
33
 See O’Brien for a brief discussion of the distinction between Christ’s resurrection and exaltation, 
Ephesians, 140-141.  Interestingly, O’Brien cites many of the same texts (Rom 8:34; Eph 1:20; 2:6; 
Acts 2:32-33) for proof of a distinction between resurrection and enthronement as Eskola does for an 
identification of the two events.  In addition to the references above, O’Brien lists Col 3:1 and 1 Pet 
3:21-22 in his argument, Ephesians, 141, note 197.  It seems then that an appeal to these NT texts 
does not provide evidence either for an identification of or a distinction between resurrection and 
enthronement.  Thus any basis for a distinction between or an identification of these two events must 
come from elsewhere. 
34
 This idea was first brought to my attention through a conversation with Professor Larry Hurtado, 
the supervisor of my NT PhD studies. 
35
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 141.  O’Brien cites and follows Murray J. Harris, Raised Immortal: 
Resurrection and Immortality in the New Testament (London: Marshall, Morgan & Scott, 1983), 85.  
As cited in O’Brien, Ephesians, 141. 
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implicit in resurrection.’’
36
  As a result, while on the one hand we can clearly 
distinguish between the events of resurrection and ascension/enthronement, we can 
also on the other hand closely associate the two events as they apply to Christ as 
Messiah.
37
  This close relationship between Christ’s resurrection and 
ascension/enthronement will also be significant for our understanding of Eph 2:6 
where believers who are united to Christ are also raised up with him and seated with 
him in the heavenlies. 
 
 
The Use of the Expression e vn toi /j e vpourani ,oij  in Ephesians 1:20 and a 
Comparison with Other Ascension and Exaltation Texts 
 
In our examination of the term evpoura,nioj, we concluded that there was no 
basis for a major distinction in meaning between the terms evpoura,nioj and 
ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj or between the phrases evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j.  
The implication of our conclusions was that we would proceed on the basis that the 
expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j in Ephesians are 
synonymous and interchangeable.  Indeed, the evidence from a wide range of Greek 
literature including the Old Testament, the New Testament, the Apocrypha, the Old 
Testament Pseudepigrapha, and the Apostolic Fathers demanded such a course of 
action.  We would be remiss, however, to ignore the equally clear evidence from 
Ephesians that these “heaven” expressions are synonymous and interchangeable.  As 
a result, the purpose of this section is to compare the ascension text of Eph 1:20-23 
with other New Testament ascension texts in order further to substantiate our 
argument that the expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j are 
synonymous and interchangeable. 
Of critical importance in our analysis of Eph 1:20 is to establish the original 
reading of the text.  The textual variant evn toi/j ouvranoi/j rather than the reading evn 
                                                
36
 Alan F. Segal, “Heavenly Ascent in Hellenistic Judaism, Early Christianity and their Environment,” 
ANRW 23.2:1333-1394, here 1373.  See further Segal, “Heavenly Ascent,” ANRW 23.2:1371-1374. 
37
 So Segal who writes, “Thus while resurrection and ascension must be viewed as different 
phenomena in the strict sense, they are so closely associated by Paul that one virtually implies the 
other,” ANRW 23.2:1374. 
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toi/j evpourani,oij appears in B, 365, 629, a few other manuscripts (designated by pc), 
Syriac Vulgate (Peshitta), and Marius Victorinus.  The overwhelming textual 
evidence, however, confirms that evn toi/j evpourani,oij is the original reading.38  The 
textual evidence also coheres with the internal evidence of Christ’s resurrection 
(evgei,raj) from the dead and subsequent session (kaqi,saj) evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 1:20 
and believers’ resurrection (sunh,geiren) and session (suneka,qisen) evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij in Christ in 2:6.  A secondary question is whether or not we should 
attach any significance to the fact that this textual variant even appears.  This is in 
fact what Lincoln does when he argues that the appearance of the textual variant is 
evidence for the synonymity of these two expressions.
39
  The most likely explanation 
for the variance in the textual tradition is that copyists, whether knowingly or 
unknowingly, desired to bring Eph 1:20 in closer conformity with other ascension 
and exaltation texts.  Whether such an alteration represents the copyists’ 
understanding of the expressions as synonymous is impossible to discern.
40
  As a 
result, we believe it is misguided to argue for a particular interpretation or 
understanding of evn toi/j evpourani,oij based upon the existence of the textual variant 
evn toi/j ouvranoi/j.41 
In Eph 1:15-23 the term ouvrano,j does not appear and the expression evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij is not directly contrasted with the earth.42  However, throughout the New 
Testament, there are numerous examples of other ascension and enthronement texts 
which should inform our understanding of evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 1:20.  Below 
                                                
38
 See also Hoehner, Ephesians, 275, note 2, though Hoehner incorrectly identifies the variant as 
ouvranioi/j. 
39
 Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 471.   
40
 Though they do not, it seems quite reasonable that commentators such as Odeberg and McGough 
could actually argue for a distinction in meaning between evn toi/j evpourani,oij and as evn toi/j ouvranoi/j 
based upon the appearance of the textual variant.  One could contend that a copyist or editor made 
such a change to distinguish between the location of the risen Christ in Eph 1:20 and believers in Eph 
2:6. 
41
 We should clarify here that we obviously agree with Lincoln’s argument that the two expressions 
are synonymous, Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 479.  In addition, we also agree with his contention that 
“evn toi/j evpourani,oij has similar force in Eph i. 20 as evn toi/j ouvranoi/j has in…other references to the 
ascension,” “Re-Examination,” 471.  Our disagreement is with Lincoln’s assertion that the appearance 
of the textual variant in 1:20 confirms that the expressions are synonymous. 
42
 Eph 6:9 does state, however, that the Lord is evn ouvranoi/j.  The location of the Lord evn ouvranoi/j 
(6:9) should be understood as the same location of the risen Christ at the right hand of God evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij (Eph 1:20).  See also Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 211, note 1, and Lincoln who 
follows Bietenhard in “Re-Examination,” 471.  Contra Odeberg, View, 9, and McGough, 
“Investigation,” 158-160, who argue for a distinction in meaning between the expressions evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij in 1:20 and 2:6 and evn ouvranoi/j in 6:9. 
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are the New Testament ascension and exaltation texts with an appearance of ouvrano,j 
or another related term: 
 
Acts 2:32-35   This Jesus God raised up again, to which we are all witnesses.  
33 
Therefore 
having been exalted to the right hand of God, and having received from the Father the 
promise of the Holy Spirit, He has poured forth this which you both see and hear.  
34 
For it 
was not David who ascended into heaven (eivj tou.j ouvranou,j), but he himself says: 'THE 
LORD SAID TO MY LORD, "SIT AT MY RIGHT HAND, 
35 
UNTIL I MAKE YOUR 
ENEMIES A FOOTSTOOL FOR YOUR FEET."' 
 
Acts 7:55-56  But being full of the Holy Spirit, he gazed intently into heaven (eivj to.n 
ouvrano,n) and saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing at the right hand of God; 56 and he 
said, ‘Behold, I see the heavens (tou.j ouvranou,j) opened up and the Son of Man standing at 
the right hand of God.’   
 
Col 3:1 Therefore if you have been raised up with Christ, keep seeking the things above 
(a;nw), where Christ is, seated at the right hand of God.  
 
Heb 1:3  And He is the radiance of His glory and the exact representation of His nature, and 
upholds all things by the word of His power. When He had made purification of sins, He sat 
down at the right hand of the Majesty on high (evn u`yhloi/j)…. 
 
Heb 8:1  Now the main point in what has been said is this: we have such a high priest, who 
has taken His seat at the right hand of the throne of the Majesty in the heavens (evn toi/j 
ouvranoi/j).   
 
1 Pet 3:21-22   Corresponding to that, baptism now saves you-- not the removal of dirt from 
the flesh, but an appeal to God for a good conscience-- through the resurrection of Jesus 
Christ, 
22
 who is at the right hand of God, having gone into heaven (eivj ouvrano,n), after angels 
and authorities and powers had been subjected to Him. 
 
In Acts 2:32-35 Peter declares that God has raised Jesus and exalted him to the right 
hand of God.  The implication of v. 34 is that, in contrast to David, Jesus has 
ascended eivj tou.j ouvranou,j, the very place of Christ’s exaltation and authority at the 
right hand of God.  Similarly, in Acts 7:55-56 Stephen gazes eivj to.n ouvrano,n and 
sees the glory of God and Jesus at the right hand of God.
43
  Neither Col 3:1 nor Heb 
1:3 employ a “heaven” term but they both utilize spatial terms to describe the 
location of the risen Christ at the right hand of God, a;nw meaning “above” and evn 
                                                
43
 Whether eivj to.n ouvrano,n should be understood here as the abode of God or simply the sky is not 
certain.  It is certain, however, that Stephen beholds a vision of Jesus at the right hand of God and that 
whatever location is intended by to.n ouvrano,n, it is spatially distinct from the earth. 
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u`yhloi/j meaning “on high” or “in the high places” respectively.44  In Heb 8:1 Christ 
is at the right hand of God evn toi/j ouvranoi/j.  This particular description of the 
location of the risen Christ is almost identical with Eph 1:20, the obvious difference 
being that Ephesians employs the adjectival substantive evpourani,oij.  The exaltation 
discourse of 1 Pet 3:21-22 has many similarities with Eph 1:20-21 as the location of 
the risen Christ is at the right hand of God in heaven (eivj ouvrano,n) with angels, 
authorities, and powers subjected to Christ. 
The significance of these six passages is that they, like Eph 1:20, describe the 
location of the risen Christ at the right hand of God but with the term ouvrano,j (or in 
some cases another spatial term) rather than evpoura,nioj.  A comparison of these 
ascension texts with Eph 1:20 once more confirms our argument that the expressions 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j, both within and outside of Ephesians, 
are synonymous and indeed even interchangeable.
45
  It would be severely misguided 
and indeed even absurd to conclude that the location of the risen Christ at the right 
hand of God evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 1:20 is different from the location of Christ 
at the right hand of God evn toi/j ouvranoi/j in Heb 8:1.  As a result, we must conclude 
that commentators such as Odeberg, McGough, and others who spiritualize the 
heavenlies are flawed in their interpretation.  Finally, our examinations of the term 
evpoura,nioj in Greek literature and the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 1:20 
must inform our understanding of the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij throughout the 
whole of Ephesians, even in difficult passages where believers are seated evn toi/j 





 In Eph 1:15-23 Paul draws upon and alludes to Ps 110 and Ps 8 in order to 
depict the exalted status and power of Christ in his heavenly reign.  Though the 
                                                
44
 In these verses, these spatial terms should also be understood as spatially distinct from the earth and 
as periphrases for heaven. 
45
 Cf. Traub, TDNT 5:539; Percy, Probleme, 181-182, note 7; Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 211, 
note 1; Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 479; Lincoln, Paradise, 140; Lincoln, Ephesians, 20; Best, 
Ephesians, 116-118. 
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resurrection and enthronement of Christ are in the strict sense distinct phenomena, 
the two events are often intimately associated in the Pauline corpus and this close 
relationship is explicit in Eph 1:20.  This intimate relationship is significant for our 
understanding of Eph 2:6 where believers who are united to Christ are not only 
raised up with him, but are also seated with him in the heavenlies.  Though our 
discussion of Eph 1:15-23 has not proved to be groundbreaking within the field of 
New Testament studies, we have nonetheless highlighted some central Christological 
themes and demonstrated their significance within the exaltation discourse of Eph 
1:20-23.  However, our comparison of Eph 1:20 with other New Testament 
ascension and enthronement texts has provided further confirmation for one of our 
central arguments in this thesis, namely that the expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and 
evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j, both within and outside of Ephesians, are synonymous and 
interchangeable. 
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Students of the New Testament encounter various interpretive difficulties 
when attempting to understand the tension between realized and future eschatology.  
From the very beginning of the New Testament, this tension finds expression in the 
descriptions of the Kingdom of God in the gospels.  In recent years, interpreters of 
Paul have paid more attention to the tension of realized and future eschatology within 
the Pauline corpus.  In his commentary on Ephesians, Andrew Lincoln writes “that 
the coherent core of Paul’s thought, which comes to different expression in a variety 
of settings, is his eschatology which centers in Christ, and that this is fundamental for 
the rest of his thinking.”
1
  Similarly, Hermann Ridderbos writes, “…one can speak of 
a growing consensus insofar that scholars are more and more finding the point of 
departure for an adequate approach to the whole in the redemptive-historical, 
eschatological character of Paul’s proclamation….It is this great redemptive-
historical framework within which the whole of Paul’s preaching must be understood 
and all of its subordinate parts receive their place and organically cohere.”
2
  
While there are references in Ephesians to a future eschatological fulfillment 
(cf. 1:14; 2:7; 4:30; 5:5; 6:8, 13), the distinctive emphasis remains that of present or 
realized eschatology.
3
  As previously examined, this emphasis is evident from the 
very beginning of the epistle when we read in Eph 1:3 that God has blessed believers 
with every spiritual blessing in the heavenlies in Christ.  Indeed, this emphasis on 
realized eschatology reaches its culmination when we read in Eph 2:6 that God has 
raised believers with Christ (sunh,geiren) and seated them with him (suneka,qisen) in 
                                                
1
 Lincoln, Ephesians, lxxxix; cf. also Lincoln’s monograph Paradise Now and Not Yet. 
2
 Hermann Ridderbos, Paul: An Outline of His Theology (trans. J. R. de Witt; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1975), 39.  Italics original.  See also Geerhardus Vos, The Pauline Eschatology (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1930), 11. 
3
 Lincoln, Ephesians, lxxxix-xc. 
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the heavenlies in Christ Jesus.
4
  Whereas elsewhere in the New Testament believers’ 
reign and session in heaven with Christ is reserved as a future promise, in Eph 2:6 
the redeemed already participate in Christ’s rule and exaltation.
5
 
Within the larger pericope of Eph 2:1-10, we find perhaps Paul’s clearest 
picture and presentation of the salvation accomplished by God through Christ.
6
  In 
vv. 1-3 Paul depicts in graphic terms the past sinful and hopeless condition of his 
readers.  In vv. 4-7 Paul writes of the great mercy, love, and grace of God which has 
been lavished upon believers through Christ.  Finally, in vv. 8-10 Paul summarizes 
the nature of God’s salvation accomplished in Christ.
7
  We have already observed 
that in Ephesians certain themes recapitulate and appear in a number of places within 
the letter.  In Eph 1:15-23 Paul writes of the death, resurrection, and present reign of 
Christ over his enemies and the church.  In 2:1-10, through some remarkable 
statements, Paul applies these very themes to those who are “in Christ.”  Indeed, the 
most astonishing statement and the one that has been the most troublesome for New 
Testament scholars is Paul’s declaration that believers have been raised up and 
seated with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij. 
For the purposes of this thesis, we will focus our attention on this perplexing 
issue – the heavenly status granted to believers in Eph 2:6.  Since we have already 
established that any interpretation which spiritualizes the heavenlies is not a viable 
option, then we must investigate other alternatives which will assist in making sense 
of this enigmatic statement.  It is our contention that a study of Jewish mysticism 
sheds light on the heavenly status granted to believers in Eph 2:6.  In our 
examination, however, we will cast our net more broadly and investigate a host of 
issues which we believe will illumine Paul’s enigmatic statement that believers are 
                                                
4
 On the realized eschatological emphasis of Eph 2:4-10, Arnold writes, “There is surely no doubt that 
the author has emphasized the present aspect of salvation to a degree unparalleled in Paul,” Power and 
Magic, 147. 
5
 Lincoln, Ephesians, lxxxix-xc.  Cf. Rom 6:5-8 where the resurrection and life of believers with 
Christ is future.  Lincoln compares the present rule depicted in Eph 2:6 with the future eschatological 
emphasis of Rev 3:21 (“He who overcomes, I will grant to him to sit down with Me on My throne, as 
I also overcame and sat down with My Father on his throne”), Ephesians, lxxxix-xc.  Believers’ 
resurrection, reign, and session with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 2:6 is also somewhat different 
from Col 3:1-4 where the heavenly statues granted to believers is only implicit, Lincoln, Paradise, 
148. 
6
 Cf. Arnold who regards Eph 2:4-10 as “the crux for discerning the author’s understanding of 
eschatology and salvation,” Power and Magic, 147. 
7
 These structural divisions correspond to those of Lincoln’s in Ephesians, 84; cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 
154. 
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seated with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  First, we will provide an abbreviated 
introduction into the tradition of Jewish (merkabah) mysticism with a brief survey of 
relevant texts from this tradition.  Second, we will explore the notion of apocalyptic 
and mystical thought within Paul’s writings.  Third, we will examine Col 2:16-3:4 
for insights which might shed light on our study of Eph 2:6.  Fourth, we will examine 
Eph 2:6 and its surrounding context in the light of Jewish mysticism.  Fifth and 
finally, we will conduct a brief exegetical sketch of Eph 2:1-10 and attempt to make 
sense of the heavenly status granted to believers in Eph 2:6.  Within our examination, 
we will also address Paul’s possible motivation for utilizing this realized 
eschatological language in Eph 2:6, a subject by and large overlooked in studies of 
Ephesians.
8
  It is to these tasks which we now turn.  
 
 
Introduction to Jewish (Merkabah) Mysticism 
 
The concept of apocalyptic Jewish mysticism is rooted in themes such as 
heavenly journeys, ascensions, throne visions, and enthronements.
9
  The term 
merkabah mysticism, or throne-chariot mysticism, finds its inception in the mishnaic 
period (c. 220 C.E.) and is the usual designation for these Jewish mystical 
traditions.
10
  Merkabah mysticism can thus be defined as a Jewish tradition which is 
centered around heavenly journeys and throne visions of the heavenly merkabah, or 
the throne chariot of God.
11
  Frequently included within these visions is an ascent 
structure whereby certain persons of honor, often Old Testament heroes, ascend to 
the throne of God in heaven.
12
  In addition, the setting of many of these ascents is the 
                                                
8
 So Arnold who writes that apart from the work of Lona (and now Arnold), there has not been a 
significant effort to discern Paul’s motivation for the realized eschatological emphasis in Eph 2:4-10, 
Power and Magic, 147. 
9
 Eskola, Messiah, 1. 
10
 Segal, Paul, 39.  The term merkabah appears throughout the Old Testament as a common 
designation for “chariot.”  In rabbinic writings, it is later applied to the heavenly conveyance depicted 
in Ezek 1, Segal, Paul, 39. 
11
 Eskola, Messiah, 1-2; Gershom G. Scholem, Major Trends in Jewish Mysticism (3d ed.; New York: 
Schocken Books, 1954), 44. 
12
 Eskola, Messiah, 6. 
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heavenly temple where heavenly worship is detailed.
13
  Though the term merkabah 
mysticism is most often applied to the Hekhalot literature beginning in the third 
century A.D., many scholars believe the tradition to be the result of a long process of 
development.
14
  Indeed, the earlier forms of Jewish mysticism identified in a number 





Heavenly Kingship in the Old Testament 
As a precursor of Jewish merkabah mysticism, Timo Eskola begins his 
examination with an investigation of heavenly kingship in the Old Testament.  Since, 
as discussed briefly, merkabah mysticism can be summarized as throne mysticism 
and since this tradition has undergone a centuries-long development,
16
 then we 
should expect to encounter the concept of heavenly kingship in the Old Testament.  
Eskola devotes a chapter of his monograph to this analysis, and, while it is 
impractical for us to review his entire examination, it is beneficial to highlight some 
of his findings which are relevant for our analysis. 
Of particular interest is the fact that in the Old Testament the throne of God is 
located on the earth with the dwelling-place of God in the Holy of Holies inside the 
Tabernacle and then subsequently in the Temple.  The Holy of Holies is not only the 
place of God’s presence but it is also the location of God’s throne.  In several 
passages, God is enthroned on the cherubim above the ark.
17
  In Exod 25:20-22 the 
place where God is to be met is the mercy seat on top of the ark and between the two 
cherubim.  In 1 Sam 4:4, 2 Kgs 19:15, Ps 80:1, and Ps 99:1 the Lord is enthroned 
above the cherubim.  Not only does the Old Testament speak of God’s throne in the 
earthly temple, but it also speaks of God’s throne in heaven and often even in the 
                                                
13
 Eskola, Messiah, 6, 15. 
14
 Eskola, Messiah, 2, 6, 15; cf. Christopher Rowland, The Open Heaven: A Study of Apocalyptic in 
Judaism and Early Christianity (London: SPCK, 1982); Ithamar Gruenwald, From Apocalypticism to 
Gnosticism: Studies in Apocalypticism, Merkavah Mysticism and Gnosticism (BEATAJ 14; Frankfurt 
am Main: Peter Lang, 1988); Ithamar Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mystcism (AGJU 14; 
Leiden: Brill, 1980); Segal, Paul, 34-71. 
15
 Eskola, Messiah, 2-3, 6. 
16
 Eskola, Messiah, 2-3, 43. 
17
 Eskola, Messiah, 50-51.  Eskola lists and discusses briefly the Scriptures which follow above. 
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Ps 11:4 – “The LORD is in His holy temple; the LORD'S throne is in heaven.…”  
 
Ps 103:19 – “The LORD has established His throne in the heavens, And His sovereignty 
rules over all.” 
 
Ps 33:13-14 – “The LORD looks from heaven; He sees all the sons of men; From His 
dwelling place He looks out On all the inhabitants of the earth….” 
 
The significance of these passages is that they reveal a special relationship between 
the earthly and heavenly realms.  In some respects, we might regard the Temple as a 
uniting of the heavenly and earthly realms.
19
  The earthly temple can be regarded as 
an imitation of the heavenly one but yet also as a place where God can be met.
20
  
This unique relationship between the heavenly and earthly Temple is of great 
significance when we consider the context of Second Temple Jewish mystical 
writings.  From this survey of appropriate Old Testament texts, we can agree with 
Eskola that “the depiction of God as a heavenly King, or the symbol of the throne, 




The Biblical Roots of the Merkabah Mysticism Tradition 
The central image of Jewish merkabah mysticism is the vision of the throne-
chariot of God depicted in Ezek 1.
22
  In Ezekiel’s vision, he sees something 
resembling a throne and a figure with the appearance of a man on the throne (1:26).  
In 1:28 Ezekiel describes this appearance as the likeness of the glory of the Lord 
which causes him to fall on his face upon seeing it.  There are additional visions of 
                                                
18
 Eskola, Messiah, 52.  Eskola lists and briefly discusses the references which follow above. 
19
 Eskola, Messiah, 53. 
20
 Eskola, Messiah, 55. 
21
 Eskola, Messiah, 63. 
22
 Segal, Paul, 39. 
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God in human form in the Old Testament.
23
  Exodus 23:20-21 depicts an angel who 
carries the name of the Lord within him.  Daniel 7 also details a human figure on the 
throne of God.  In Exod 24:9-11 Moses, along with Aaron, Nadab, Abihu, and 
seventy elders of Israel, see the God of Israel seemingly depicted in human form.  In 
Exod 33:18-23, when Moses asks to see the glory of the Lord, the Lord responds that 
no man can see the face of the Lord and live.  As a result, Moses is allowed to see the 
back of the Lord after his glory has passed by.  Finally, in Isa 6:1-2 Isaiah has a 
vision of the Lord “sitting on a throne, lofty and exalted, with the train of his robe 
filling the temple.”  The setting here appears to be the heavenly temple.   
Along with others, these Old Testament references to the enthroned Lord 
provided the necessary backdrop for the continuation of a Jewish apocalyptic and 
mystical tradition.
24
  In addition, the departing of God’s glory from the Temple as 
detailed in Ezek 10, the subsequent destruction of the temple, and Israel’s exile 
provided the impetus for new ways to approach God.  In her monograph Ascent to 
Heaven in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses, Martha Himmelfarb writes that the 
Second Temple “is never able to emerge from the shadow of the disengagement of 
the glory of God.”
25
  Consequently, faithful Jews began to locate the true temple in 
heaven and the only way to access the true temple was by way of a heavenly 
ascent.
26
  In The Open Heaven Christopher Rowland notes well this theological shift 
in Judaism and writes,  
 
By the time we reach the apocalyptic writings of the third and second centuries BC and later, 
we find that a cosmology has developed in which God is enthroned in glory in heaven, and 
his activities are carried out among men either by angelic intermediaries or other modes of 
divine operation like the spirit or shekinah.  The cosmological beliefs were such that it often 
                                                
23
 Segal, Paul, 40-41.  In his discussion of the predecessors to merkabah mysticism, Segal discusses 
briefly Exod 23:21, Ezek 1, Dan 7, Exod 24, and Exod 33:18-23.  In addition to these references, 
Eskola also lists and briefly discusses Gen 21:18; 22:11; 18:1-2; 31:11-13; 28:11-17; Exod 19; Deut 
4:11-15; 1 Kgs 22:19; Isa 6:1-2, Eskola, Messiah, 66-70. 
24
 On the Scriptural and exegetical nature of apocalyptic esotericism, see Gruenwald, From 
Apocalypticism to Gnosticism, iv-v, 55-59; cf. Mary Dean-Otting, Heavenly Journeys: A Study of the 
Motif in Hellenistic Jewish Literature (Judentum und Umwelt 8; Bern: Peter Lang, 1984), 58. 
25
 Martha Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven in Jewish and Christian Apocalypses (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1993), 13. 
26
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 13; cf. Martha Himmelfarb, “Apocalyptic Ascent and the Heavenly 
Temple,” in SBLSP 1987 (ed. Kent Harold Richards; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1987), 210-217. 
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became necessary for anyone who would enter the immediate presence of God to embark on 
a journey through the heavenly world, in order to reach God himself.
27    
 
This heavenly journey to the very presence of God will be the primary focus of our 
examination of Jewish mystical texts. 
 
Examination of Jewish Mystical and Apocalyptic Texts
28
  
In this study, we will examine six books which are relevant for our discussion 
of Eph 2:6.  For the most part, these six works are dated early in comparison with 
others and have often been considered by scholars to be significant for New 
Testament studies.  It is beyond the scope of this chapter to undertake a more 
comprehensive examination in the manner of a number of scholars.
29
  Rather, our 
intention is to provide an abbreviated study which serves to highlight those passages 
and themes which are relevant for our study of Ephesians.
30
  At the end of the 
analysis, we will provide a summary of our findings which will highlight those issues 
which are most significant for our study of Ephesians.  In the summary, we will also 
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 Rowland, Open Heaven, 80.  Similarly, James H. Charlesworth writes, “After the exile God is 
usually perceived as one who is above.…Knowledge of him is obtained almost always only through 
the sacred books, the descent of angels (Tab 2:15), the gift of vision (1En 1:2), or the journey of a seer 
through the various heavens (2En, AscenIs),” “Introduction for the General Reader,” in OTP 1, xxi-
xxxiv, here xxxi.  See also Gruenwald, From Apocalypticism to Gnosticism, 7, 23, 52, 129-130. 
28
 The focus of our investigation is the notion of a heavenly journey or ascent to the throne of God in 
Jewish mystical and apocalyptic texts.  Here we should state that Judaism was not the only religion 
with a heavenly journey.  For an excellent discussion of heavenly ascent in other cultures and 
religions, see Segal, “Heavenly Ascent,” ANRW 23.2:1134-1351.  Segal examines the notion of 
heavenly ascent in Persian, Greek (including Roman), Egyptian, Babylonian, and Eastern European 
thought.  While there are certain similarities between the ascent structures of Judaism and other 
religions, there are also at times differences such as a descent (rather than ascent) to the perfect realm 
or the occasion for the journey as after death.  Additionally, Dean-Otting has successfully argued “that 
the heavenly journey motif is firmly rooted in Biblical Judaism and not to be explained as a 
development resulting from foreign influence,” Heavenly Journeys, 58.  For reasons detailed below, 
the focus of our examination is the notion of a heavenly journey to the throne of God in Jewish 
mystical and apocalyptic texts. 
29
 For more comprehensive examinations of apocalyptic and/or Jewish mystical thought with heavenly 
ascent as a primary consideration, see Eskola, Messiah; Rowland, Open Heaven; Thomas J. 
Sappington, Revelation and Redemption at Colossae (JSNTSup 53; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic 
Press, 1991), 26-54; Ian K. Smith, Heavenly Perspective: A Study of the Apostle Paul’s Response to a 
Jewish Mystical Movement at Colossae (Library of New Testament Studies 326; London: T & T 
Clark, 2006); Segal, “Heavenly Ascent,” ANRW 23.2:1352-1394. 
30
 In our examination, we will not interact with Philo primarily because in Philo there is not a 
heavenly journey such as in apocalyptic but rather a metaphor for the journey of the soul; cf. Dean-
Otting, Heavenly Journeys, 31-33. 
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provide references from a larger sample of Jewish texts.  Finally, we will reserve any 
discussion of Qumran texts, many of which also exhibit similarities with Jewish 
apocalyptic and merkabah mysticism,
31
 for our examinations of Col 2 and Eph 2. 
 
1 Enoch 1-36 (Book of the Watchers) 
The Book of the Watchers is of central importance because it represents one 
of the earliest records of a heavenly ascent.
32
  Portions of the text have been 
recovered at Qumran and the dating of the manuscripts is consigned to the early 
second century B.C.
33
  Concerning the Book of the Watchers, Himmelfarb writes that 
it “was among the most influential works outside the canon for both Jews and 
Christians.”
34
  She reiterates that the book’s central theme, “the depiction of the 
visionary’s ascent to heaven in terms drawn from the understanding of heaven as a 
temple” is exploited by many later apocalypses and indeed “sets the tone for the 
entire body of later apocalyptic literature.”
35
  In 1 En. 14 Enoch recalls his heavenly 
journey when he says, “And behold I saw the clouds:  And they were calling me in a 
vision…and in the vision, the winds were causing me to fly and rushing me high into 
heaven” (14:8).  In his vision, Enoch enters two houses which correspond to the 
heavenly temple.  In the second house, which should most likely be identified as the 
Holy of Holies,
36
 Enoch sees a vision of the enthroned Lord.  He recalls,  
                                                
31
 Cf. Rowland, Open Heaven, 16; James M. Scott, “Throne-Chariot Mysticism in Qumran and in 
Paul,” in Eschatology, Messianism, and the Dead Sea Scrolls (ed. Craig A. Evans and Peter W. Flint; 
Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature 1; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997), 101-119.  
On the relation between apocalyptic and Qumran, see John J. Collins, “Was the Dead Sea Sect an 
Apocalyptic Movement?” in Archaeology and History in the Dead Sea Scrolls: The New York 
University Conference in Memory of Yigael Yadin (ed. Lawrence H. Schiffman; JSPSup 
8/ASOR/Journal for the Study of the Old Testament Monograph Series 2; Sheffield: Sheffield 
Academic Press, 1990), 25-51. 
32
 See John J. Collins, “A Throne in the Heavens: Apotheosis in Pre-Christian Judaism,” in Death, 
Ecstasy, and Other Worldly Journeys (ed. John J. Collins and Michael Fishbane; Albany: State 
University of New York Press, 1995), 43-58.  Collins notes that the Book of the Watchers is one of 
the only references for the notion of ascent in pre-Christian Judaism. 
33
 For discussions of 1 En. and its date, see George W. E. Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature Between the 
Bible and the Mishnah: A Historical and Literary Introduction (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1981), 
48-55; John J. Collins, The Apocalyptic Imagination: An Introduction to the Jewish Matrix of 
Christianity (New York: Crossroad, 1984), 36-46. 
34
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 29. 
35
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 29.  Himmelfarb notes that whether the dependence was direct or 
indirect, many of the later apocalypses are indebted to the Book of the Watchers; cf. Himmelfarb, 
“Apocalyptic Ascent,” and Dean-Otting, Heavenly Journeys, 46-58, 70. 
36
 For a brief discussion, see Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 25-28. 
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And I observed and saw inside it a lofty throne—its appearance was like crystal and its 
wheels like the shining sun; and (I heard?) the voice of the cherubim; and from beneath the 
throne were issuing streams of flaming fire.  It was difficult to look at it.  And the Great 
Glory was sitting upon it….” (1 En. 14:18-20a, Isaac) 
 
Enoch’s heavenly journey to the throne of God in the heavenly temple is significant 





Though Jubilees should not be classified strictly as an apocalypse, its early 
date (c. 160 B.C.)
38
 and the fact that many apocalyptic themes are present in the 
work emphasize its significance for our examination.
39
  In the book of Jubilees, 
though there is no explicit reference to a heavenly ascent, we do read of Enoch’s role 
as a visionary when Enoch is described as “with the angels of God six jubilees of 
years (when) they showed him everything which is on earth and in the heavens….” 
(Jub. 4:21, Wintermute)  This theme of the revelation of heavenly mysteries is of 
primary significance in our study of Jewish mysticism and also for our examination 
of Ephesians.  In 4:23 there is an allusion to Enoch’s ascent to heaven when Enoch is 
taken from the children of men and led into the Garden of Eden.  In addition, Eskola 
regards the incense which Enoch offered in 4:25 as a participation in heavenly 
worship.
40
  Finally, the strict adherence to a particular calendar in the book of 
Jubilees will be of significance in our examination of Colossians. 
 
Testament of Levi 
The manuscript history of Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs is most 
complex and, consequently, the dating of the texts is difficult.  Some scholars argue 
for an original Jewish composition with later Christian redactions and therefore an 
                                                
37
 Collins writes that the throne vision in the Book of the Watchers reveals the mystical component in 
apocalyptic and regards the work as the oldest merkabah vision outside of Scripture, Apocalyptic 
Imagination, 42.  
38
 For discussions of date, see Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature, 77; Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 
67; O. S. Wintermute, “Introduction to Jubilees,” in OTP 2, 35-51, here 43-44.  
39
 Collins does note, however, that Jub. has an apocalyptic dimension and regards it as a borderline 
apocalypse, Apocalyptic Imagination, 65-66. 
40
 Eskola, Messiah, 76. 
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early pre-Christian date.
41
  Others contend that Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs 
is a Christian work which is dependent on Jewish sources.
42
  The manuscript history 
of the Testament of Levi is further complicated with the discoveries of an Aramaic 
Levi document from Qumran and the Cairo Genizah.
43
  The discoveries of the 
Aramaic Levi document lend weight to the conclusion that there is a long tradition of 
literature associated with the document and possibly all of the Testaments of the 12 
Patriarchs.
44
  As a result, we regard Testament of Levi as a pre-Christian Jewish 
document with Christian interpolations.
45
 
Similar to 1 Enoch, we also find in Testament of Levi a significant and 
influential account of a heavenly ascent to the throne of God.
46
  We read of Levi’s 
heavenly journey in T. Levi 2:5-8: 
 
Then sleep fell upon me, and I beheld a high mountain, and I was on it.  And behold, the 
heavens were opened, and an angel of the Lord spoke to me:  ‘Levi, Levi, enter!’  And I 
entered the first heaven, and saw there much water suspended.  And again I saw a second 
heaven much brighter and more lustrous…. (Kee) 
 
In the second heaven, the angel promises Levi that he “(will) see another heaven 
more lustrous and beyond compare” (2:9b) where he “(will) stand near the Lord” 
(2:10a).  The angel describes this highest heaven with Temple terminology and as the 
location of God:  
                                                
41
 For a brief discussion, see H. C. Kee, “Introduction to Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,” in 
OTP 1, 775-781, here 777-778.  Kee argues for a 2nd century B.C. composition.  See also Eskola’s 
brief discussion in Messiah, 77. 
42
 See Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 30-33 and relevant footnotes.  For a discussion of the 
controversial history of composition for T. Levi, see Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 106-107. 
43
 See further Kee, “Introduction,” 775-778; Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 30-31; Eskola, Messiah, 
77. 
44
 See Kee, “Introduction,” 777-778.  James H. Charlesworth finds the similarities between the 
Aramaic fragment and the Greek Testament to be strong and concludes that there is a strong relation 
between the two works, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the New Testament: Prolegomena 
for the Study of Christian Origins (SNTSMS 54; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 38-
40.  On the other hand, Collins writes that the correspondences between the two documents are not 
exact and is hesitant to argue for a close relationship, Apocalyptic Imagination, 107-110. 
45
 See the discussion of Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the New Testament, 
38-40.  Charlesworth concludes that T. Levi should be examined as evidence for early Judaism and for 
its influence on early Christianity, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha and the New Testament, 40. 
46
 See Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 109-110; Dean-Otting, Heavenly Journeys, 76-94. 
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In the uppermost heaven of all dwells the Great Glory in the Holy of Holies superior to all 
holiness.  There with him are the archangels, who serve and offer propitiatory sacrifices to 
the Lord in behalf of all the sins of ignorance of the righteous ones.  They present to the Lord 
a pleasing odor, a rational and bloodless oblation….There with him are thrones and 
authorities; there praises to God are offered eternally.
47
 (T. Levi 3:4-6, 8, Kee) 
 
Later in the narrative, the angel opens the gates of heaven and Levi sees the “Holy 
Most High” sitting on his throne (5:1).   
In his notes on Testament of Levi, H. C. Kee writes that “the sleep, the vision, 
the mountain, the ascent to the heavens and on to the throne of God are standard 
elements in Merkabah (throne) mysticism.”
48
  For our purposes, it is significant to 
note that the throne of God is the place where God is to be met.
49
  In addition, the 
apocalyptic theme of the heavenly Temple is significant for our discussion of Eph 
2:6 and its surrounding context.  Finally, the identification of three heavens in 
Testament of Levi is of possible significance for our understanding of 2 Cor 12 and 
Pauline cosmology. 
 
1 Enoch 37-71 (The Book of the Similitudes) 
Like the majority of the apocalypses, the date and origin of the Similitudes of 
Enoch are complex with the result that there is often little agreement among scholars 
over these issues.  The majority of scholars contend that the Similitudes are Jewish 
and should be dated within the first century A.D.
50
  Martha Himmelfarb argues that 
                                                
47
 There is disagreement over the original number of heavens in T. Levi.  We follow Kee who argues 
for three heavens – the heavens of water (2:7; 3:2), light (2:8; 3:3), and God’s dwelling place (2:9-10; 
3:4), “Introduction,” 779, 789 note 3a.  In this matter, Kee follows the a text which “contains fewer 
evidences of expansion of the (original) account of the three heavens,” “Introduction,” 789 note 3a.  
R. H. Charles also gives preference to the a text in T. Levi 2:7-10, The Greek Versions of the 
Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1908), xv.  In 3:1-5 Charles believes 
A
a
 to be less corrupt and a better representation of the original, Greek Versions, xv.  Neither the a text 
nor the A
a 
text includes the later expansion in the number of heavens to seven which is found in the b 
text.  Eskola also follows Kee in Messiah, 77.  For a differing viewpoint, see Himmelfarb who argues 
for only a single heaven in the original composition, Ascent to Heaven, 127. 
48
 Kee, “Introduction,” 788, note c. 
49
 Eskola, Messiah, 79. 
50
 E. Isaac, “Introduction to 1 (Ethiopic Apocalypse of) Enoch,” in OTP 1, 5-12, here 6-7; 
Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature, 221-223; Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 142-154; Eskola, 
Messiah, 91; Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 59; Charlesworth, The Old Testament Pseudepigrapha 
and the New Testament, 89.  Segal, on the other hand, considers the Similitudes a Christian work 
which should reflect a post-Christian date, “Heavenly Ascent,” ANRW 23.2:1377-1378. 
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the Book of the Watchers is the most important influence on the Similitudes and that 
it is best to understand the Similitudes “as a retelling of the Book of the Watchers 
that integrates elements of the story of the fallen angels, the ascent to the heavenly 
temple, and the journey to the ends of the earth.…”
51
  The purpose of the book is to 
demonstrate “the ultimate vindication of the righteous and punishment of the 
wicked.”
52
   
In 1 En. 39 whirlwinds lift Enoch from the earth and set him down at the ends 
of the heavens (39:3) where he sees the dwelling place of the righteous with the 
angels (39:4-8).  In 1 En. 39:6-8 we read,  
 
And in those days my eyes saw the Elect One of righteousness and of faith, and 
righteousness shall prevail in his days, and the righteous and elect ones shall be without 
number before him forever and ever.  And I saw a dwelling place underneath the wings of the 
Lord of the Spirits; and all the righteous and the elect before him shall be as intense as the 
light of fire….There (underneath his wings) I wanted to dwell; and my soul desired that 
dwelling place.  Already my portion is there; for this it has been reserved for me before the 
Lord of the Spirits. (Isaac) 
  
These verses record Enoch’s vision and also serve to demonstrate the central concern 
of the Similitudes as the righteous have their eternal dwelling with the Lord.
53
  Not 
only do we observe here the heavenly dwelling place of the righteous dead, but we 
also note a realized eschatology of sorts.  In 39:8 Enoch desires the dwelling place 
underneath the wings of the Lord and subsequently declares that his portion was 
already
54
 there because the Lord had reserved it for him.  Such a declaration is 
reminiscent of Paul’s statement in Phil 3:20 when he writes that “our citizenship is in 
heaven, from which also we eagerly wait for a Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ.”  Both 
of these statements speak of a heavenly status which is guaranteed or reserved for 
those on earth.  Additionally, the fact that Enoch’s portion is already in the heavens 
suggests a heavenly status which might be described as proleptic.  We will later 
                                                
51
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 59. 
52
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 59. 
53
 See also 1 En. 62:13-14 where the righteous and elect ones will “eat and rest and rise with that Son 
of Man forever and ever.” 
54
 Isaac writes that the word “already” clarifies Enoch’s prior possession of this heavenly status of 
sorts.  The word is literally translated as “before,” “previously,” or “of old,” Isaac, OTP, 31, note k. 
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argue that prolepsis is one of the keys to understanding the heavenly status granted to 
believers in Eph 2:6.   
At the conclusion of the Similitudes (after the third parable), Enoch is taken 
up from the earth by a wind chariot to the dwelling place of the elect and righteous 
ones (ch. 70).  This ascent is expanded upon in 1 En. 7155 which Timo Eskola 
describes as “a perfect description of a heavenly journey and a merkabah vision.”56  
At the beginning of the chapter, Enoch’s spirit ascends into the heavens (71:1), 
Enoch sees angels clothed in white garments (71:1),
57
 and Enoch falls on his face 
before the Lord (71:2).  The archangel Michael then seizes Enoch’s hand and lifts 
him up in order to reveal the secrets of righteousness and heaven (71:3-4).  Next, 
Michael carries Enoch’s spirit and Enoch finds himself in the heaven of heavens 
(71:5) where he sees the throne of glory with countless angels around it (71:7-8).  
Finally, Enoch sees a vision of the Antecedent of Time whose head is white and pure 
and whose garment is of indescribable glory (71:10).  In his recollection of this 
vision, Enoch says, “I fell on my face, my whole body mollified and my spirit 
transformed” (71:11).
58
  After his transformation, Enoch begins to praise the 
Antecedent of Time (71:11-12).
59
  The final result of his transformation is the angel’s 
proclamation that Enoch is the Son of Man (71:14).
60
 
Several features of this apocalypse are important for our discussion of Eph 
2:6 and its surrounding context.  First, we witness a heavenly journey with an ascent 
to God’s throne in the highest heaven.  Second, some New Testament scholars 
compare the mystical transformation of Enoch’s body and spirit when he sees the 
Antecedent of Time with the Pauline descriptions of the transformation of believers 
who are united to Christ.  Third, Enoch’s worship of the Lord at the conclusion of his 
heavenly ascent should probably be understood as his joining in the angelic praise.  
                                                
55
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 60, note 45, and Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 152-153, regard 
ch. 71 of the Similitudes as a later addition to the text. 
56
 Eskola, Messiah, 95. 
57
 Presumably, these are the same garments of glory which are promised both to Enoch and to the 
righteous dead in 1 En. 62:15-16. 
58
 Cf. 1 En. 39:14b. 
59
 Cf. 1 En. 39:9-14. 
60
 Whether or not Enoch here is transformed into the eschatological and enthroned Son of Man in 1 
En. 37-71 is insignificant for our examination.  What is significant is Enoch’s transformation upon his 
encounter with the enthroned Lord in heaven. 
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Fourth, though it is less explicit than in other apocalypses, Enoch’s participation in 
the heavenly liturgy and his vision of a structure similar to the heavenly temple of 1 
Enoch lead to the conclusion that the apocalyptic notion of the heavenly Temple is 
also significant in the Similitudes.
61
   
 
2 Enoch 
Second Enoch continues the apocalyptic tradition of heavenly ascension 
which we have traced in our study.  Although the date of 2 Enoch is complex and 
controversial,
62
 its contents are relevant for both our study of Paul’s mystical thought 
and our discussion of Eph 2:6.  Of primary significance is the recasting from earlier 
apocalypses of Enoch’s heavenly ascent.  In his assessment, Timo Eskola contends 
that 2 Enoch is a good example of the mystical contemplation found in many 
apocalypses and writes that it “passes on the tradition in which God’s heavenly 
throne is the centre of Jewish mysticism.”
63
   
Second Enoch opens with the appearance of two angels who tell Enoch, “Do 
not fear!  The eternal God has sent us to you.  And behold, you will ascend with us to 
heaven today.” (2 En. 1:8, Andersen)  In his journey, Enoch ascends through six 
heavens before his vision of the Lord in the seventh heaven.
 64
  In these six heavens, 
                                                
61
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 59-61. 
62
 For a discussion of the textual history, date, provenance, and possible origins, see F. I. Andersen, 
“Introduction to 2 (Slavonic Apocalypse of) Enoch” in OTP 1, 91-100, here 92-97.  Scholars are in 
disagreement over whether the work originated in Jewish or Christian circles and are equally divided 
on the question of date as some contend for a pre-Christian original and others for a composition in 
the Middle Ages, Andersen, “Introduction,” 94-95.  Andersen “is inclined to place the book—or at 
least its original nucleus—early rather than late; and in a Jewish rather than a Christian community,” 
“Introduction,” 97.  We find Andersen’s date in the late first century the least objectionable of the 
options; cf. Nickelsburg, Jewish Literature, 185-188, and Collins, Apocalyptic Imagination, 195-198. 
63
 Eskola, Messiah, 105. 
64
  For several reasons, we follow here the shorter recension (A text) which contains seven heavens in 
contrast to the longer recension (J text) which contains ten heavens.  First, a possible reason for the 
expansion from seven to ten heavens in the J text is a redactor’s attempt to harmonize the number of 
heavens with the ranks of the heavenly armies and their corresponding ten steps (see 2 En. 20).  
Andersen agrees and writes, “The tradition of ten ranks of angels in the seventh heaven with 
corresponding lists has a better claim to be authentic than the scheme of ten heavens,” OTP 1, 134, 
note a.  Second, in 27:3, there is a reference to the seven stars, each one assigned to its own heaven.  
Third, Enoch’s proclamation that he “wrote down the height from the earth to the seventh heaven, and 
the depth to the lowermost hell, and the place of condemnation, and the supremely large hell, open 
and weeping” in 2 En. 40:12 (J text) provides further confirmation for an original schema of seven 
heavens.  Finally, the comparatively much shorter descriptions of the eighth and ninth heavens 
confined to 21:6, also lend support for an original cosmology of seven heavens. 
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Enoch observes:  1) the clouds, the air higher up, the ether, the heavenly ocean, and 
the angels who govern the heavenly elements in the first heaven (chs. 3-6)  2) 
darkness and the angels of darkness who turned away from the Lord in the second 
heaven (ch. 7)  3) Paradise (chs. 8-9) and possibly the place of punishment in the 
third heaven
65
 (ch. 10)  4) the secrets of the solar and lunar elements in the fourth 
heaven (chs. 11-17)  5) the Grigori
66
 who turned aside from the Lord in the fifth 
heaven (ch. 18)  6) seven groups of angels in the sixth heaven (ch. 19) before his 
vision of the Lord in the seventh heaven. 
In the seventh heaven, Enoch sees the fiery armies of heaven – the 
archangels, incorporeal forces, dominions, origins authorities, cherubim, seraphim, 
thrones, regiments, and shining otanim stations – and subsequently, from a distance, 
sees the Lord on his high throne (20:1-3).  The angel Gabriel then brings Enoch 
before the face of the Lord (21:3-6) whereupon Enoch falls down and worships 
(22:4).  The Lord responds by encouraging Enoch to be brave and declaring, “Let 
Enoch join in and stand in front of my face forever!” (2 En. 22:5-6, Andersen)  The 
Lord then commands Michael, 
 
‘Go, and extract Enoch from |his| earthly clothing.  And anoint him with my delightful oil, 
 and put him into the clothes of my glory.’  And so Michael did, just as the Lord had said to 
 him.  He anointed me and he clothed me….And I looked at myself, and I had become like 
 one of his glorious ones, and there was no observable difference. (2 En. 22.8-10, Andersen) 
 
As in 1 En. 71:11, when Enoch comes into contact with the Lord, he 
experiences some sort of transformation.  Martha Himmelfarb believes that Enoch 
here becomes an angel through “a heavenly version on priestly investiture”
67
 and 
also compares the heavenly clothing which Enoch receives with the spiritual, 
heavenly body which Paul describes in 1 Cor 15:42-50.
68
  After Enoch’s 
transformation, the Lord summons one of his archangels to bring Enoch the books of 
the Lord’s deeds and a pen for “speed-writing” (22:10-11).  Chapters 23-33 then are 
                                                
65
 See Andersen’s comment on 40:12 where he notes that the longer manuscripts are open to the 
possibility that “hell” is located in one of the heavens, OTP 1, 166, note j. 
66
 The Grigori who turned aside from the Lord most likely refer to the Watchers from 1 En.  See 
Andersen, OTP 1, 130, note 18a. 
67
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 40. 
68
 Himmelfarb, Ascent to Heaven, 40. 
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the archangel Vrevoil’s and the Lord’s revealing of the secrets of God, evil, heaven, 
and earth to Enoch.   
Several apocalyptic themes from 2 Enoch are significant for our discussion of 
Eph 2.  First, Enoch’s heavenly ascent to the throne of God in the highest heaven 
continues this apocalyptic theme and tradition.
69
  Second, the Lord and his angels 
reveal the secrets of God, along with various heavenly and earthly mysteries, to 
Enoch after his ascent to heaven and appearance before the throne of God.  Third, the 
transformation of Enoch into a heavenly being, possibly an angel, continues the 
apocalyptic motif of transformation when the visionary encounters the throne and 
presence of God.  Fourth, the location of Paradise in the third heaven (ch. 8) is of 
possible significance for our understanding of 2 Cor 12:1-4.
70
  Finally, many of the 
ranks and classes of angels which stand before the Lord in the seventh heaven also 
appear both in Ephesians and in the larger Pauline corpus. 
 
Testament of Job 
Testament of Job differs somewhat from the works we have analyzed thus far 
in that, though it exhibits some apocalyptic characteristics, it should not be 
characterized as a traditional apocalypse or included in the apocalyptic genre.  Many 
of the concerns of apocalyptic, an ascent to the highest heaven, a journey through the 
heavenly realms, the naming of various angels, an emphasis on eschatology, and 
some concept of messianism, are noticeably absent.
71
  However, its notable 
characteristics such as concern with the upper world
72
 and charismatic communion 
with the angels demonstrate some similarities with the Qumran texts and an even 
greater resemblance to Jewish merkabah mysticism.
73
  These themes are also present 
in a number of apocalypses and are significant for our examination of Col 2 and Eph 
                                                
69
 Eskola writes that in this respect “2 Enoch passes on the tradition in which God’s heavenly throne is 
the centre of Jewish mysticism,” Messiah, 105. 
70
 Cf. Apoc. Mos. 37:5, 40:1. 
71
 R. P. Spittler, “Introduction to Testament of Job,” in OTP 1, 829-838, here 832. 
72
 Spittler, “Introduction,” 833. 
73
 Spittler, “Introduction,” 833.  Spittler clarifies the term “merkabah mysticism” and defines it as 
“Jewish mystical speculation focusing on God’s chariot, mrkbh.”  See also Spittler’s comparison of 
these themes with merkabah mysticism in his notes on Testament of Job, 857, note 36a, and 864, note 
46a. 
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2.  Additionally, since Testament of Job is a first century B.C or A.D. Jewish 
composition,
74
 its proximity to the dating of the New Testament and its Jewish 
theology demonstrate its significance for our examination of Col 2 and Eph 2.  
 
Common Themes in Jewish Merkabah Mysticism 
From our brief analysis of the passages above, we can identify a number of 
themes which are common to Jewish apocalyptic and mystical texts.  In his 
examination of Jewish mystical and apocalyptic texts, Timo Eskola identifies several 
common features which appear frequently throughout these writings:
 75
 
1) Heavenly journey (1 En. 14:8; T. Levi 2:5-8; 1 En. 39; 1 En. 70-71; 2 En. 
 1-22; 3 En. 1-2; 4 Ezra 8:19-21; Gk. Apoc. Ezra 1,5; Apoc. Sedr. 2; 3 Bar. 2-
 11; Apoc. Ab. 15-18; T. Ab. A, 9-10; Ascen. Isa. 6-9) 
2) Ascent to God’s throne in the highest heaven/Early Jewish mysticism as 
 throne mysticism (1 En. 14:18-22a; T. Levi 5:1; 2 En. 21-22; 3 En. 2; Apoc. 
 Ab. 18; Ascen. Isa. 9:37) 
 3) Apocalyptic idea of a heavenly Temple/Temple terminology transferred to 
 the heavenly realm (1 En. 14; T. Levi. 3:4-6) 
4) Differing descriptions of heavenly enthronements 
a) A special relationship between God’s throne of glory and other 
heavenly thrones (1 En. 45:3; 51:3; 62:5; 3 En.10) 
  b) The throne as a place of honor that is promised for the righteous (1 
  En. 45:3; T. Benj. 10:5-7; 1 En. 45:3; 51:3; 62:5; 1 En. 108:11-15;  T. 
  Dan 5:13; T. Mos. 10; Ascen. Isa. 9:24-26; 11:40; 4Q 491, fragment 
  11). 
To this list, we will add two additional characteristics:   
5) On most occasions, when there is an ascent to the throne of God, the 
visionary either witnesses or takes part in the heavenly worship before the 
                                                
74
 Spittler, “Introduction,” 830-833. 
75
 The first four characteristics listed are from Eskola, Messiah, 123.  The second and third 
characteristics include themes which are listed separately by Eskola but we have combined them 
because of their evident similarity.  The references in parentheses are the product of our research. 
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throne (Jub. 4:25; 1 En. 71; T. Job 46-53; 3 En. 2; Apoc. Ab. 17; 4Q 491, 
fragment 11) 
6) The purpose/result of the ascent to the presence of God in heaven is 
usually the revelation of divine knowledge and mysteries (Jub. 4:21; 1 En. 




These characteristics, themes, and features of apocalyptic literature and Jewish 
merkabah mysticism will be significant for our discussion of both Col 2 and Eph 2. 
 
 
Paul as Mystic 
 
Following our brief examination of Jewish merkabah mysticism, it is 
appropriate now to consider the extent to which the life and writings of Paul bear 
similarities to Jewish mystical thought.  As we read through the pages of the New 
Testament, it is evident that Paul was a visionary as both his earliest biographer and 
also his own writings testify to his mysticism.
77
  Our claim here that Paul is a 
“visionary” or a “mystic” refers to his supernatural visions and revelations (cf. 2 Cor 
12:1) of God or from God and has no direct bearing on whether Paul should be 
situated in or interpreted within the thought of Jewish merkabah mysticism.  In the 
three accounts of Paul’s conversion, Luke depicts ecstatic experiences.
78
  In Acts 
9:3-9 “a light from heaven (fw/j evk tou/ ouvranou/) [flashes] around (Paul),” he falls to 
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 Segal, Paul, 37. 
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the ground, and he hears the voice of Jesus speaking to him.  Similarly in Acts 22:6-
11 “a very bright light suddenly [flashes] from heaven (evk tou/ ouvranou/) all around 
[Paul],” he falls to the ground, and he hears the voice of Jesus.  Later in this account 
of Paul’s conversion, Luke records another vision in which the Lord reveals to Paul 
that Ananias will lay his hands on him to restore his sight (Acts 9:12).  In Acts 
26:12-18 Paul sees a light from heaven (ouvrano,qen), falls to the ground along with 
his companions, and hears the voice of Jesus speaking to him.  In 26:19 Paul tells 
King Agrippa that “[he] did not prove disobedient to [this] heavenly vision (ouvrani,w| 
ovptasi,a|).”   
In addition to the conversion experiences, Luke also recounts other ecstatic 
visions in the life of Paul.
79
  In Acts 16:9-10 Paul sees a vision (o[rama) of a man 
from Macedonia urging him to come and help those in Macedonia.  In 18:9-10 the 
Lord speaks to Paul in a vision (diV o`ra,matoj) in which he exhorts Paul not to be 
afraid but to continue to speak.  In 22:17-21, while praying in the temple, Paul falls 
into a trance (evn evksta,sei) and sees the Lord who tells Paul to leave Jerusalem.  
Finally, the Lord’s direct instructions for Paul to “witness at Rome” in Acts 23:11 
should probably also be regarded as some sort visionary experience.
80
 
Within Paul’s own writings, he emphasizes that he is an apostle “not sent 
from men nor through the agency of man, but through Jesus Christ and God the 
Father” (Gal. 1:1).  Indeed, in his apostleship, Paul also underscores that the gospel 
which he preaches is “not according to man, for [he] neither received it from man, 
nor was [he] taught it, but [he] received it diV avpokalu,yewj VIhsou/ Cristou/” (Gal 
1:11-12).
81
  Paul also writes that it was in response to a revelation (kata. avpoka,luyin) 
that he went to Jerusalem (Gal 2:2).
82
  Without doubt, however, the greatest of Paul’s 
mystical experiences is his ascent to the third heaven in 2 Cor 12:1-10.
83
  In 12:1, 
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though he believes it is not profitable, Paul boasts of visions and revelations of the 





 genitive has been greatly debated.  In our view, it 
seems best to understand kuri,ou primarily as a subjective genitive in which the Lord 
is the giver of the visions and revelations, but also secondarily in an objective sense 
in which Christ is also the content of the visions and revelations.
86
  Paul then speaks 
of being caught up (a`rpage,nta) e[wj tri,tou ouvranou/ where he hears a;rrhta r`h,mata 
which are not proper for a man to speak.  As a result of his great revelations, Paul 
reports that he is given “a thorn in the flesh, a messenger of Satan (sko,loy th/| sarki,( 
a;ggeloj satana/) to torment [him]” (12:7).  He implores the Lord three times that it 
might be taken away (12:8).  In response to Paul’s request, Jesus says, “My grace is 
sufficient for you, for power is perfected in weakness” (12:9).  This correspondence 




In his assessment of 2 Cor 12, Alan Segal calls Paul’s vision “both mystical 
and apocalyptic”
88
 and believes that it is best understood within the context of first-
century Jewish apocalyptic thought.
89
  Segal writes, “Paul’s claim is not strange or 
ridiculous for a first-century Jew, since this experience parallels ecstatic ascents to 
the divine throne in other apocalyptic and merkabah mystical traditions in Jewish 
Hellenism.”
90
  Furthermore, Paul’s identification of the third heaven as Paradise 
(12:2, 4) demonstrates similarity to 2 En. 8 and Apoc. Mos. 37:5, 40:1, and so might 
also be indicative of a Jewish apocalyptic context.
91
  Regardless of whether or not 
Paul’s account of his heavenly ascent should be understood within the context of 
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apocalyptic
92
 and/or Jewish merkabah mystical thought,
93
 his heavenly ascent in 2 
Cor 12:1-10 is nevertheless reminiscent of one of the primary characteristics of 
Jewish apocalyptic, the ascent to the throne of God in the highest heaven.
94
 
The records of Paul’s visions and ecstatic experiences found in Acts and 
within Paul’s writings are not the only evidence of his interaction with a Jewish 
mystical tradition.  His writings themselves on the doctrine of Christ and the 
transformation of believers also reveal and reflect the mystical tradition of the first 
century.
95
  Paul’s references to Christ as the image of God (2 Cor 4:4-6), the image 
of the invisible God (Col 1:15), in the form of God (Phil 2:6), and as having been 
granted the name which is above every name (Phil 2:9-11) all reveal similarities with 
the tradition of merkabah mysticism.
96
  In addition to these references to Christ, Paul 
also exhibits mystical language when he writes of believers and their transformation 
into the image of Christ (Rom 8:29; Rom 12:2; 2 Cor 3:18; Gal 4:19; Phil 3:10; Phil 
3:20-21; 1 Cor 15:49; Col 3:9-10; Eph 4:22-24).
97
  As noted above, this motif of 
transformation when a visionary stands before the throne of God occurs frequently in 
apocalyptic literature (1 En. 62:15-16; 71:11; 90:37-39; 2 En. 22:8-10) and in Jewish 
merkabah mysticism.
98
  Of particular interest is that these apocalyptic examples of 
transformation occur relatively late.  Since the date for the Similitudes of Enoch is 
not certain, then it is quite possible that Paul is the first author to communicate 
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explicitly this sort of transformation within Judaism.
99
  On account of the uncertain 
date of the Similitudes, it is fruitless to speculate on any sort of dependence. 
From our examination of Paul’s life as recorded in Acts and Paul’s writings, 
it is evident that Paul was a mystic and a visionary.  Alan Segal summarizes Paul’s 
mysticism well when he writes, 
 
Paul describes his own spiritual experiences in terms appropriate to a Jewish apocalyptic-
 mystagogue of the first century.  He, like Enoch, relates his experiences of heavenly travel, in 
 which he sees the secrets of the universe revealed.  He believes his salvation to lie in a body-
 to-body identification with his heavenly savior, who sits on the divine throne and functions 
 as God’s glorious manifestation.
100
 
   
In this sense, we can see that Paul’s visionary experiences were a fundamental part of 
his life and his ministry.  What is of particular interest and significance, though, is 
that we also find clear instances of Paul’s condemnation of certain mystical and 
visionary practices.  There is perhaps no clearer example of this than Paul’s 
condemnation of the Colossian error. 
 
 
The Colossian Heresy and Jewish Mysticism 
 
We now turn our attention to the most complex and elusive “Colossian 
heresy” or “Colossian philosophy.”  There is no shortage of opinions in regard to the 
identity of this “philosophy” which posed a threat to the believers in Colossae and 
quite possibly also their near neighbors.
101
  In fact, John J. Gunther identifies 44 
different proposals from nineteenth and twentieth century scholarship.”
102
  For our 
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purposes, there has been a growing contingent among those who identify the 
Colossian philosophy with Jewish mysticism.
103
  It is our contention that the 
background of Jewish mysticism best characterizes the Colossian philosophy.  We 




When we read Paul’s direct address of the Colossian heresy in Col 2:16-23, 
what becomes immediately apparent is the Jewish nature of the false teaching.  In 
2:16 Paul exhorts the Colossians not to let anyone judge them in regard to food, 
drink, a festival, a new moon, or a Sabbath.  He then points out that these things are a 
shadow (skia,) of the things to come, but the substance (sw/ma) belongs to Christ 
(2:17).
105
  One of the significant advantages of understanding the “Colossian 
philosophy” against the backdrop of a Jewish mystical tradition is that the legalistic 
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requirements of its adherents are intelligible in this framework.
106
  Additionally, the 
terms e`orth,  neomhni,a, and sa,bbata are often utilized in the Old Testament to refer to 
special days dedicated to God.
107
  Perhaps even more convincing is that the notion of 
“new moons,” “festivals,” and “Sabbaths” all figure prominently in Jubilees, a 
Jewish document which has many similarities with apocalyptic and which was 
revered in sectarian Jewish groups (Jub. 1:14; 2:8-9; 6:17-38), and in the Qumran 
manuscripts (4Q320-330; 4Q319; 4Q317).
108
  The references to food and drink in 
2:16 perhaps point to purity laws but it is also likely that, in the context of this 
passage, they are part of the ascetic practices for obtaining visions.
109
  Similarly, the 




Colossians 2:18 proves to be the central verse for interpreting the Colossian 
philosophy.  Our translation of Col 2:18 will generally follow Francis’ translation in 
his article the “Humility and Angelic Worship in Col 2:18:”
111
  Let no one disqualify 
you, delighting in (false) humility (tapeinofrosu,nh|) and the worship of the angels 
(qrhskei,a| tw/n avgge,lwn) – which he has seen upon entering (a] e`o,raken evmbateu,wn) – 
being vainly puffed up by his mind of flesh.
112
  In our analysis, we will briefly 
discuss three significant terms/phrases from 2:18 which support the notion that Paul 
here opposed a form of Jewish mysticism:  1) tapeinofrosu,nh  2) qrhskei,a tw/n 
avgge,lwn  3) a] e`o,raken evmbateu,wn. 
The reference to tapeinofrosu,nh in Col 2:18 should not be understood as a 
virtue such as in Col 3:12 where Paul exhorts the elect of God to put on hearts of 
compassion, kindness, humility (tapeinofrosu,nh), gentleness and patience.  In the 
context of Col 2, it refers to a sort of asceticism which involves fasting or self-
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abasement for the purpose of obtaining visions.
113
  The references to food and drink 
in v. 16, the use of tapeinofrosu,nh in v. 18, the legalistic requirements of v. 21, and 
another appearance of tapeinofrosu,nh in v. 23, this time in connection with “severe 
treatment of the body”, all make this interpretation evident.  Furthermore, Jewish and 
Christian writings are replete with examples of such ascetic practices for the 
purposes of obtaining visions (Dan 9; Gk. Apoc. Ezra 1:1-5; 4 Ezra 5:20; 6:35-37; 
9:23-25; 12:50-51; Apoc. Ab. 9; Ascen. Isa. 2:7-11).114 
The meaning of the phrase qrhskei,a tw/n avgge,lwn is one of the most complex 
and controversial issues in studies of the Colossian error.  At the heart of the 
controversy is the question of whether tw/n avgge,lwn should be understood as an 
objective or subjective genitive.  Traditionally, scholars have interpreted the phrase 
as an objective genitive and so understood the angels as the recipients of the worship. 
However, perhaps in light of the discovery and publication of the Qumran 
manuscripts, a number of recent commentators have elected to interpret qrhskei,a 
tw/n avgge,lwn as a subjective genitive.115  In light of the context of Col 2 and 
comparisons with the Dead Sea Scrolls, we regard the subjective genitive as the 
proper meaning and interpretation.  As a result, the proponents of the Colossian 
philosophy are not involved in directing worship toward angels; rather, they claim 
either to witness or take part in the worship which the angels direct to God.  
Like qrhskei,a tw/n avgge,lwn, the meaning of the phrase a] e`o,raken evmbateu,wn 
is also a source of controversy among commentators who attempt to identify the 
Colossian philosophy.  At the source of the controversy is the meaning and usage of 
the term evmbateu,wn.  Until recently, the majority of scholars have understood a] 
e`o,raken evmbateu,wn as a technical expression describing entry and initiation into 
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mystery religions.
116
  However, in his articles “Humility and Angelic Worship in Col 
2:18” and “The Background of EMBATEUEIN (Col 2:18) in Legal Papyri and 
Oracle Inscriptions,” F. O. Francis has argued successfully against the notion that 
evmbateu,wn always carries the technical meaning of entrance into the mystery cults.117  
In the Septuagint, the term’s basic meaning is “to enter” or “to enter into possession 
of” and the result of Israel’s entrance into the promised land was to have a portion in 
the Lord.
118
  As a result, the “entrance” in Col 2:18 should be understood as an 
entrance to the heavenly realm wherein the worshippers enter into the presence of the 
Lord and so experience the heavenly worship.
119
 
In our survey above, we noted that apocalyptic literature is full of examples 
of heavenly ascents and partaking in heavenly worship.  In addition, a number of 
scholars have compared the pre-Christian (c. 100 B.C.)
120
 Qumran text Songs of the 
Sabbath Sacrifice (or the Angelic Liturgy) to the error which Paul addresses in Col 
2.
121
  Whereas the majority of the texts from Qumran have either few or brief 
references to heaven, in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice there is a substantial 
amount of attention given to the heavenly temple and the angelic praise in the 
heavenly temple.
122
  The Angelic Liturgy draws heavily from the Book of Ezekiel 
with its emphasis on the throne chariot and the heavenly temple.  In 4Q405 20 ii, 21-
2 we read,    
 
 [Praise the God of…w]onder, and exalt Him…of glory in the te[nt of the God of] 
 knowledge.  The [cheru]bim prostrate themselves before Him and bless.  As they rise, a 
 whispered divine voice [is heard], and there is a roar of praise.  When they drop their wings, 
 there is a [whispere]d divine voice.  The cherubim bless the image of the throne-chariot 
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 above the firmament, [and] they praise [the majes]ty of the luminous firmament beneath His 
 seat of glory.  When the wheels advance, angels of holiness come and go.  From between His 
 glorious wheels, there is as it were a fiery vision of most holy spirits.  About them, the 
 appearance of rivulets of fire in the likeness of gleaming brass, and a work of…radiance in 
 many-coloured glory, marvellous pigments, clearly mingled.  The spirits of the living ‘gods’ 
 move perpetually with the glory of the marvellous chariot(s).  The whispered voice of 
 blessing accompanies the roar of their advance, and they praise the Holy One on their way of 
 return.  When they ascend, they ascend marvellously and when they settle, they stand still.  
 The sound of joyful praise is silenced and there is a whispered blessing of the ‘gods’ in all 
 the camps of God.  And the sound of praise…from among their divisions…and all their 
 numbered ones praise, each in his turn. (4Q405 20 ii, 21-2) (Vermes) 
 
In her examination, Carol Newsom describes the function of the Songs of the 
Sabbath Sacrifice “as the means for a communion with angels in the act of praise, in 
short, as a form of communal mysticism.”
123
  Furthermore, it is possible that the 13 
Songs were utilized as liturgy during a time of festival whereby the members join in 
the angelic heavenly worship.
124
  Within the course of the 13 week cycle, the 
members of the worshipping community undergo a lengthy preparation, recount the 
mysteries of the angelic priesthood, celebrate the sabbatical number seven, and 
finally are led through the heavenly temple until they experience the merkabah and 
the worship of the angels.
125
 
The Angelic Liturgy’s mystical communion with the angels, experience of 
the merkabah, and joining in the worship of the angels are all reminiscent of the 
Colossian heresy.
126
  Timo Eskola writes, “In this respect the Colossian ‘heretics,’ 
i.e. Jewish teachers, may have been kindred souls of Qumran or Essene ascetics who 
possessed a rich angelology and based their faith in angelic liturgy.  Their description 
of the heavenly world was fascinating and offered great mystical experience.”
127
  
Such an interpretation indeed fits well with the description of the Colossian error 
(2:16-23), Paul’s response to the error (1:15-20; 2:8-15; 3:1-4), the notion of 
heavenly ascent in Jewish apocalyptic, and descriptions of heavenly participation in 
the Qumran manuscripts.   
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For Paul, the most significant problem with the Colossian philosophy was 
either that Christ was completely absent or in the least, that their Christology was 
severely deficient.
128
  Their religious rituals were but shadows and their teaching 
only the traditions of men while Christ was the substance.  Their asceticism and self-
abasement had no value against fleshly indulgence.  As a result, Paul refutes this 
Colossian error with a cosmic Christology.  In Col 1:15-20 Paul most likely 
addresses, albeit implicitly, the Colossian heresy and demonstrates that Christ is the 
fullness of God and that he is the one who has reconciled both things on earth and 
things in heaven.  Furthermore, rather than any revelations which the Colossian 
errorists might have received through heavenly visions, Paul communicates in Col 
2:3 that all the treasures of wisdom and knowledge are hidden in Christ.
129
  In Col 
2:8-15 we read that the plh,rwma of the Deity dwells in Christ (2:9) and that believers 
have been given fullness (peplhrwme,noi) in Christ (2:10).130  Furthermore, Christ is 
the head of the rulers and authorities (2:10) and has also triumphed over them (2:15). 
After Paul’s direct address of the Colossian error in Col 2:16-23, he writes, 
 
Therefore if you have been raised up with Christ, keep seeking the things above, where 
Christ is, seated at the right hand of God.  
2 
Set your mind on the things above, not on the 
things that are on earth.  
3 
For you have died and your life is hidden with Christ in God.  
4 
When Christ, who is our life, is revealed, then you also will be revealed with Him in glory. 
(Col 3:1-4) 
 
These verses represent the climax of Paul’s thoughts on the Colossian philosophy.  It 
is interesting and significant to note that Paul here combats the realized eschatology 
of the mystical visionaries with a realized eschatology which is found in Christ when 
he writes that believers have been raised up with Christ (3:1) and that believers’ lives 
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are hidden with Christ in God (3:3).
131
  Indeed, Paul’s instruction makes it clear that 
believers already participate in the heavenly reign of God since their lives are 
incorporated into Christ who is seated at the right hand of God.  Timo Eskola 
appropriately summarizes Paul’s response to the Colossian error when he writes,   
 
The Colossean Jewish mystics had relied on visions.  They had sought the things that are 
above by conducting ascetic humility and joining angelic worship.  For Paul, there was but 
one center in the heavenly Temple.  It was the throne of Glory, and Christ, the Lord of the 




Since Christ is on the throne and in heaven, the Colossian believers are to seek God 
in the proper manner – through Christ.  It is not that the Colossian believers should 
not seek God or the heavenly things, but that they should seek them through Christ.  
Indeed they should seek these heavenly things since their lives are already raised up 
with Christ and hidden with Christ in God (Col 3:1-4). 
 
 
Summary of Colossian Heresy 
 
Our analysis thus far has led to the conclusion that in Colossians, Paul 
addresses a Jewish mystical ascetic heresy.  It seems probable that there was a Jewish 
group in Colossae who adhered to a form of asceticism and various Jewish practices 
in order to experience visions and gain entry into the heavenly realm whereby they 
participated in the angelic worship before the throne of God.  It is Paul’s desire that 
the Colossian church not be deceived by this false teaching (2:4, 8) and so Paul 
communicates clearly that believers should not let themselves be condemned (2:16) 
or disqualified (2:18) on account of these Jewish demands and ascetic practices 
which are a mere shadow while Christ is the substance (2:17).  Additionally, these 
commands are but the teachings of men (2:22) and have no value against fleshly 
indulgence (2:23).  As detailed above, Paul’s primary polemics against this false 
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teaching are his presentation of a cosmic Christology, his teaching on the great 
salvation accomplished in Christ, and the implications of this great salvation for 
believers. 





the church we cannot be completely certain, but based on Paul’s positive description 
of the Colossian believers and his relatively subdued response to the Colossian 
heresy, it is our view that the latter is more likely.
135
  A number of scholars have 
noted Paul’s much more gentle response to the Colossian heresy than, for example, 
Paul’s response to the issues of faith in Galatians (Gal 1:6-9; 3:1-3; 4:9-21; 5:1-12).  
In light of this, it seems either that the heresy was not as egregious or that the heresy 
was primarily outside the church.  In regard to the first consideration, as noted above, 
we cannot agree with Francis and others who maintain that the errorists would have 
worshipped Christ at the right hand of God and so make the Colossian error only a 
matter of praxis rather than doctrine.
136
  In support of the second consideration – that 
the heresy was primarily outside of the church – we note Paul’s relatively positive 
description of the Colossians as growing in the gospel (1:5-6) and as steadfast in 
their faith in Christ (2:5).  The submission to the ascetic decrees of the false teaching 
in 2:20-21 indicates that the error had probably made some inroads into the church
137
 
but it seems unlikely that the heresy was widespread or that it had led to the defunct 
Christology or the heavenly visions of the errorists.  Thus Paul’s teaching in 
Colossians serves as a safeguard and a warning so that the community of believers 
would not be deceived by this Jewish ascetic mysticism.  For those in the community 
of believers (perhaps Jewish Christians) who might have been attracted to the ascetic 
practices of this Jewish group, Paul’s instruction makes it clear that this false 
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teaching is only the teaching of man and has no value against fleshly indulgence 
(2:20-23).  Additional questions such as the precise role of the powers
138
 and whether 
there was a need for a mediator
139
 in the Colossian heresy are interesting but also 
subsidiary.       
As noted in the introduction to this thesis, there is a close relationship 
between the New Testament letters Colossians and Ephesians.  If, as we have 
maintained, Paul wrote Colossians in order to address the specific needs of that 
church and then wrote Ephesians to address some similar concerns but in a more 
general nature and for a wider readership, then it is quite possible that we might find 
in the letter of Ephesians some associations and connections with the Jewish mystical 
teaching associated with Colossian error.  We now turn our attention to Eph 2:6 and 
its surrounding context to investigate whether Jewish merkabah mysticism or the 




Examination of Ephesians 2:6 in the Light of Jewish Mysticism 
 
Following our examinations of Jewish mysticism in Second Temple Jewish 
literature, mystical thought in the life and writings of Paul, and the Jewish mystical 
heresy in Col 2, we now turn our attention to Eph 2:6 and its surrounding context.  In 
this section, our purpose is to investigate the relationship between Jewish mysticism 
and the heavenly status granted to believers in Eph 2:6.  In this examination we will 
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investigate:  1) conceptual comparisons between Jewish mysticism and Eph 2:6 and 
its wider context  2) exegetical, grammatical, linguistic, and conceptual links 
between Eph 2:6 and Paul’s teaching on and address of the Colossian error  3) 
contextual clues in Eph 2 of a possible implicit polemic against Judaizers.  We turn 
our attention now to these tasks. 
 
Conceptual Comparison of Jewish Mysticism and Ephesians 2:6 and its Larger 
Context 
As stated above, our first task is to examine possible conceptual links 
between Eph 2 and Jewish mystical thought.  Since the discovery of the Dead Sea 
Scrolls, a number of scholars have noted possible parallels, similar themes, and 
similar terminology between the Qumran manuscripts and the New Testament letter 
of Ephesians.
140
  In fact, Timothy Lim contends that, of all the letters in the Pauline 
corpus, “Ephesians shows the greatest proportion of Qumranic terminology and 
ideas.”
141
  In particular, some scholars have argued for possible parallels between 
Eph 2 and the Qumran texts 1QH 11, Hymn 10 and 1QH 19, Hymn 21.
142
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1QH 11, Hymn 10 
I thank Thee, O Lord, for Thou has redeemed my soul from the Pit, and from the hell of 
Abaddon.  Thou hast raised me up to everlasting height.  I walk on limitless level ground, 
and I know there is hope for him whom Thou hast shaped from dust for the everlasting 
Council.  Thou hast cleansed a perverse spirit of great sin that it may stand with the host of 
the Holy Ones, and that it may enter into community with the congregation of the Sons of 
Heaven.  Thou hast allotted to man an everlasting destiny amidst the spirits of knowledge, 
that he may praise Thy Name in a common rejoicing and recount Thy marvels before all Thy 
works. (Vermes) 
 
1QH 19, Hymn 21 
In thy wrath are all chastisements, but in Thy goodness is much forgiveness and Thy mercy 
is towards the sons of Thy goodwill.  For thou hast made known to them the counsel of Thy 
truth, and hast taught them Thy marvelous mysteries.  For the sake of Thy glory, Thou has 
purified man of sin that he may be one [with] the children of Thy truth and partake of the lot 
of Thy Holy Ones; that bodies gnawed by worms may be raised from the dust to the counsel 
[of Thy truth], and that the perverse spirit (may be lifted) to the understanding [which comes 
from Thee]; that he may stand before Thee with the everlasting host and with [Thy] spirits 
[of holiness], to be renewed together with all the living and to rejoice together with them that 
know. (Vermes) 
 
In The Cultic Setting of Realized Eschatology in Early Christianity,143 David Aune 
reviews some important discoveries in Heinz-Wolfgang Kuhn’s Heidelberg’s 
dissertation Enderwartung und gegenwärtiges Heil: Untersuchungen zu den 
Gemeindeliedern von Qumran.144  On the basis of these two Qumran texts, Kuhn lists 
five eschatological acts which are appropriated in the present age by members of the 
Qumran community:  (1) resurrection (11:12)  (2) new creation (3:21; 11:13)  (3) 
communion with angels (3:21-23; 11:13f),  (4) deliverance from the final power of 
the realm of death (3:19), and  (5) proleptic eschatological transference to heaven 
(3:20).
145
  On the basis of Kuhn’s exegesis of these two Qumran texts, we find 
parallels to all of these eschatological acts in Eph 2. 
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1.  Resurrection – In Eph 2:5-6 God “made us alive together with Christ 
(sunezwopoi,hsen tw/| Cristw/|)…and raised us up (sunh,geiren) with Him.” 
2.  New Creation – In Eph 2:10 believers are God’s workmanship, created in 
Christ Jesus (ktisqe,ntej evn Cristw/| VIhsou/) for good works.  Additionally, in 
Eph 2:15, Christ “[abolishes] in His flesh the enmity…so that in Himself He 
might make (or create [kti,sh|]) the two into one new man.” 
3.  Communion with angels – Eph 2:19 reads that “you are no longer 
strangers and aliens, but you are fellow citizens with the saints (tw/n a`gi,wn), 
and are of God's household.”  A number of scholars have argued for 
understanding a`gi,wn here as a reference to angels.  This interpretation, 
however, is inconsistent with Paul’s usage in Ephesians and throughout the 
Pauline corpus where a[gioi refers to believers;146 however, since the 
expression sumpoli/tai tw/n a`gi,wn kai. oivkei/oi tou/ qeou/ most likely refers to 
the saints as “fellow citizens with the redeemed of all ages,”
147
 then, while we 
do not find a reference to communion with angels in 2:19, it is probable that a 
participation in the heavenly community is in view.
148
 
4.  Deliverance from the final power of the realm of death – In Eph 2:1 Paul 
describes the former plight of believers as dead in their sins and trespasses; 
however, in Eph 2:5-6 God has made them alive with Christ and raised them 
up with Him.  Paul continues to develop this image of believers’ deliverance 
with his statement that they have been saved (evste sesw|sme,noi) by grace 
through faith (2:8). 
5.  Proleptic eschatological transference to heaven – God has seated believers 
in the heavenlies in Christ Jesus (2:6).  
    
In similar fashion, Franz Mussner also identifies the bond between the 
community and Heaven within the Qumran writings
149
 and writes that the Qumran 
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manuscripts greatly clarify Eph 2:18-22 and Eph 2:5-6.
150
  In Eph 2:18-22 the 
community of the church, which includes both Jews and Gentiles, has “access to the 
Father.”
151
  In Eph 2:5-6 those who are united to Christ join him in the heavenly 
realms just as the members of the Qumran community are united with the sons of 
heaven.
152
   Mussner notes possible parallels between what God has accomplished 
for believers in Eph 2:5-6 and what God has done for the Qumran community in 
1QH 11, Hymn 10 (1QH 11:10-12).
153
  God has made believers alive 
(sunezwpoi,hsen), has raised them (sunh,geiren), and has seated them (suneka,qisen) 
with Christ in the heavenlies.  In the Qumran text, God has redeemed the sinner’s 
soul from the pit and has made him rise to everlasting heights so that he might enter 
into the fellowship of the heavenly assembly.
154
   
In addition to the similarities between Ephesians and these two Qumran texts, 
we can also identify some common themes from our study of Jewish merkabah 
mysticism and from Eph 2:  
 
1) Heavenly journey – Though there is no heavenly journey for the redeemed 
in Ephesians, believers are, however, granted a heavenly status (Eph 2:6).  In 
Eph 4:10 Christ has ascended above all the heavens. 
2) Ascent to God’s throne in the highest heaven – In Eph 2:6 believers have 
been raised up with Christ and have been seated with him in the heavenlies.  
Christ has ascended above all the heavens (Eph 4:10) and is seated at the 
right hand of God in the heavenlies (Eph 1:20).  
3) Early Jewish mysticism as throne mysticism – Within the Pauline corpus 
outside of Ephesians, Paul draws upon common themes in merkabah 
mysticism and writes that Christ is the image of God (eivkw.n tou/ qeou/) (2 Cor 
4:4), that the glory of God is found in the face of Christ (2 Cor 4:6), and that 
Christ is the image of the invisible God (eivkw.n tou/ qeou/ tou/ avora,tou).  In a 
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clear allusion to Ps 110, Paul writes in Eph 1:20 that the one whom he had 
previously described as the image and glory of God is enthroned and seated at 
the right hand of God in the heavenlies.   
4) Depiction of a heavenly Temple – Though in Ephesians we do not find an 
exact parallel to the apocalyptic descriptions of the heavenly Temple, Paul 
does portray the church as the holy Temple in the Lord (nao.n a[gion evn 
kuri,w|) and as the dwelling place of God in the Spirit (katoikhth,rion tou/ 
qeou/ evn pneu,mati) (2:19-22).  Additionally, the description of believers as 
sumpoli/tai tw/n a`gi,wn kai. oivkei/oi tou/ qeou/ (2:19) has led many 
commentators to conclude that Eph 2:19-22 is indeed a reference to the 
church as an eschatological heavenly Temple of God. 
5) A special relationship between God’s throne of Glory and other heavenly 
thrones; the throne as a place of honor that is promised for the righteous – In 
Eph 2:6 Paul can portray believers as enthroned with Christ and as in the 
heavenlies with Christ precisely because of the special relationship which 
believers have with Christ – that of union with Him (evn Cristw/| VIhsou/) (Eph 
2:5-6). 
 
From our analysis of 1QH 11, Hymn 10, 1QH 19, Hymn 21, and common 
themes of merkabah mysticism, we note quite a number of conceptual and thematic 
similarities with Eph 2:5-6 and the larger context of Ephesians.  What are we to 
make of these possible conceptual similarities and associations?  Though he 
acknowledges that there is no direct dependence of Ephesians on the Qumran 
manuscripts, Mussner has argued, however, that the thematic association of ideas 
between the two leads to the conclusion that “the thematic material of Eph has its 
roots in a tradition that is also represented at Qumran.”
155
  It seems at times Lincoln 
has also understood the parallels with Qumran to be the result of some sort of 
influence
156
 while at other times he writes that the realized eschatological language 
of Eph 2:5-6 was a development of his teaching in Colossians which would also 
serve as a safeguard against the Hellenistic syncretism of Asia Minor.
157
  In our 
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view, there are two primary reasons for the thematic similarities between the Qumran 
manuscripts and the realized eschatology of Ephesians:  1) a similar hermeneutic in 
which the community is understood as the Temple of God  2) the similarities 
between Eph 2:5-6 and Col 2:12-13 and 3:1-4, namely that Paul wrote Eph 2 with 
some of the same concerns as he had in mind when he addressed the Colossian 
heresy.  We will now examine the first of these reasons but, as stated above, we will 
discuss the similarities between Eph 2:5-6 and Colossians in the next section. 
In the Old Testament the Temple represented the dwelling place of God on 
the earth and so also the place where God could be met.  In our study of merkabah 
mysticism above, we noted that the instability of the Second Temple led to the 
apocalyptic notion that it was necessary to ascend to the heavenly Temple in order to 
access God and to understand his ways.  While the notion of heavenly ascent is not 
well attested in the Qumran manuscripts, the perversion of the Second Temple 
similarly led the Dead Sea community to break from the Temple, albeit in an 
altogether different fashion.  Since the Qumran community deemed the Second 
Temple and its priesthood to be corrupt, it located the Temple or the dwelling place 
of God within the actual Qumran community.
158
  This doctrine sheds great light on 
the Qumran texts discussed above which describe the communion between the Dead 
Sea community and the heavenly community (4Q405 20 ii, 21-2; 1QH 11, Hymn 10; 
1QH 19, Hymn 21; 1QS 11:3-10). 
As noted above, some scholars have observed similarities and have drawn 
parallels between the heavenly status of the Qumran community and Eph 2.  It is our 
contention that some of these thematic associations can be accounted for on the basis 
of a similar hermeneutic – the identification of the community as the Temple.
159
  In 
Eph 2:19-22 Paul also describes the church or the community of believers as the 
Temple and as the dwelling place of God in the Spirit.  As a result, when we compare 
these passages, what we find is that this common identification of the community as 
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the Temple accounts for many of the conceptual similarities identified above.  Upon 
close inspection, however, it becomes clear that Paul’s understanding of the church 
as the Temple
160
 is quite different from the Qumran understanding.  Whereas the 
basis for Qumran’s identification of the community as the Temple was the 
wickedness and corruption of the Second Temple and its priesthood, the basis for 
Paul’s identification of the church as the Temple was specifically centered on Christ.  
Whereas during Jesus’ life early Christian theology and Christology identified Jesus 
as the Temple (cf. Matt 12:6; Mark 14:58; John 2:19-21), after his death and 
resurrection, early Christian theology identified believers as the dwelling place of 
God in the Holy Spirit (cf. John 14:23; 1 Cor 3:16-17; 6:19; 2 Cor 6:16; Eph 2:19-22; 
1 Pet 2:4-5).
161
  It seems likely that Paul drew upon this early Christian tradition and 
affirmed first, Christ as the Temple, and then, subsequently, the believers in whom 
Christ dwelt through His Spirit as the Temple.
162
  Moreover, the absolute exclusion 
of the Gentiles from the Qumran temple community stands in stark contrast to the 
New Testament temple community which consists of both Jews and Gentiles.
163
  As 
a result, while the identification of the community as the Temple both in Qumran and 
Paul accounts for some of their thematic similarities, the different justifications for 
their understandings demonstrate that it is not necessary to account for the 
similarities on the basis of dependence, background, or a continuity of tradition.
164
  
In order to account for additional similarities between Eph 2:6 and Jewish mysticism, 
we must turn to a comparison of Eph 2:5-6 with Colossians. 
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Exegetical, Theological, and Linguistic Links between Ephesians 2:6 and the 
Colossian Heresy 
For our purposes, it is significant that Paul’s direct teaching and warning 
against the Colossian heresy (Col 2:16-23) is bound by two passages, Col 2:12-13 
and Col 3:1-4, which demonstrate theological, conceptual, and linguistic parallels 
with Eph 2:5-6.  For the careful reader, the numerous linguistic and theological 
parallels between Col 2:12-13 and Eph 1:19-20 and 2:5-6 are evident.  In Eph 1:19-
20 it is the working of God’s mighty strength which raised Christ (evgei,raj) from the 
dead (evk nekrw/n).  In Eph 2:5-6 Paul also writes that, though believers were 
previously dead in their sins (nekrou.j toi/j paraptw,masin; cf. Col 2:13, nekrou.j 
o;ntaj Îevn! toi/j paraptw,masin), God has now made them alive together with Christ 
(sunezwopoi,hsen tw/| Cristw/|; cf. 2:13, sunezwopoi,hsen su.n auvtw/|) and raised them 
up with Christ (sunh,geiren; cf Col 2:12, sunhge,rqhte).  In both Colossians and 
Ephesians, Paul writes that these wonderful blessings for those “in Christ” are the 
result of God’s gracious activity in Christ and are appropriated through faith (Col 
2:12, dia. th/j pi,stewj; Eph 2:8, dia. pi,stewj) in Him.   
In Col 3:1-4 we once again find both linguistic and conceptual parallels with 
Eph 1:20 and 2:6.  In Col 3:1 Paul links an ethical and theological exhortation to a 
theological doctrine about believers.  He has stated previously that believers have 
been raised with Christ (Col 2:12).  Now Paul implores his readers, as a result of 
their already being raised up with Christ, to seek the things above (ta. a;nw), where 
Christ is seated at the right hand of God (cf. Eph 1:20).  Paul continues this 
exhortation and urges his readers to set their minds on the things above (ta. a;nw) 
rather than the things on the earth (ta. evpi. th/j gh/j) (3:2).  In 3:3 Paul once again 
picks up the theme of “dying with Christ” (cf. Col 2:12, suntafe,ntej auvtw/| evn tw/| 
baptismw/|; cf. Rom 6:3-11) and writes that the result of believers’ “dying with Christ” 
is that their life is now hidden with Christ in God.  In his analysis, Lincoln regards 
Col 3:1-4 as a reference to believers’ incorporation into Christ’s resurrection and 
exaltation.
165
  In his comparison of Col 3:1-4 and Eph 2:6, Lincoln continues and 
writes, “In fact Ephesians 2:6 only makes explicit what is implicit in Colossians 3:1ff 
where the believer is to seek ta. a;nw because Christ is above and the believer’s life is 
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hid with Christ in God.”
166
  As a result, there is a clear conceptual link between Col 
3:1-4 where believers are hidden with Christ and Eph 2:6 where believers are raised 
up and seated with Christ in the heavenlies.   
As noted above, Col 2:12-13 and Col 3:1-4 represent Paul’s teaching and 
exhortations in response to the Colossian error which he addresses directly in 2:16-
23.  New Testament scholars have long agreed that the principal means of Paul’s 
addressing of the Colossian heresy is Christology (cf. 1:15-20).  In Col 2:9-10 Paul 
writes that all the fullness (plh,rwma) of the Deity dwells in Christ, and then writes 
that believers have been made complete (peplhrwme,noi) in Christ.  With his 
Christology and his description of believers who are united to Christ, Paul 
communicates to his readers that there is no reason, and that it is indeed futile, to 
resort to asceticism and visionary practices in order to gain access to the presence of 
God.  God’s presence and fullness are already revealed in Christ and believers have 
been made complete in him.  In addition, those “in Christ” have also been made alive 
in him and have been raised up with him (2:12-13).  After Paul directly addresses the 
Colossian heresy (2:16-23), which we have identified above as a Jewish mystical 
asceticism, he writes in Col 3:1-4 that believers, as a result of their incorporation into 
Christ, share in his resurrection and exaltation.  In 3:1-4 Paul desires for his readers 
to recognize and to know that their relationship to Christ and their union with Him 
serve as the basis for their access to God.  Additionally, Lincoln has correctly noted 
that Paul’s exhortation for the Colossians to seek the things above (3:1-2) was the 
very thing that the errorists (or possibly the Colossians) had obsessed about.
167
  What 
we find then in Col 2:9-13 and 3:1-4 is that Paul combats the realized eschatology of 
the errorists both with Christology and a realized eschatology which is focused upon 
and grounded in Christ. 
For our examination of Eph 2:6, these theological, conceptual, and linguistic 
associations with Col 2:12-13 and Col 3:1-4 are significant.  To be specific, it seems 
that Paul’s addressing of the Colossian error provided the initial impetus for Paul’s 
writing of Eph 2:5-6.  As stated previously, it is our view that Paul wrote Colossians 
to address the specific challenges of the church in Colossae and then wrote Ephesians 
as a more general letter and for a wider readership for the churches along the road 
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from Ephesus to Colossae.
168
  In light of the Jewish mystical ascetic movement 
which had infiltrated Colossae, Paul seized the opportunity to address some similar 
concerns in the letter of Ephesians albeit in a more implicit manner and with more 
general instruction.
169
  Just as Col 3:1-4 serves to demonstrate Christ’s supremacy 
and believers’ full access to God through Christ, so Eph 2:5-6 also clearly 
communicates that a heavenly status and full access to God is already a reality for 
those “in Christ.”  The readers of Ephesians need not turn to asceticism, visions, or 
heavenly ascents in order to access the presence of God and to enter the heavenly 
throne room since, on account of their relationship to Christ, they are already evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij.  Not only is this understanding consistent with the conceptual and 
linguistic parallels in Colossians, but it is also consistent with the larger context of 
Eph 2.  As a result, we now turn our attention to Eph 2:11-22. 
 
The Wider Context of Ephesians 2 as a Possible Implicit Polemic against Judaizers 
In his commentary on Ephesians, Andrew Lincoln correctly recognizes that 
within the context of Ephesians, 2:11-22 stands parallel to 2:1-10.
170
  While in 2:1-10 
Paul reminds his readers of the salvation and new life which they have received in 
Christ, in 2:11-22 Paul contrasts Gentiles’ former position outside of the promises 
and salvation of Israel with Gentiles’ present state as participants in God’s blessings 
to Israel through Christ.
171
  With Paul’s focus both on Gentiles’ new standing before 
God and new relation to Israel, we find both vertical and horizontal dimensions to the 
salvation which God has accomplished in Christ.  In 2:12 Paul describes the former 
plight of Gentile believers as separate from Christ, excluded from the commonwealth 
of Israel, strangers to the covenants of promise, having no hope, and without God in 
the world; however, because of their new life in Christ, Paul writes that Gentile 
believers have been brought near by the blood of Christ (2:13).  Not only have they 
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been brought near, but Christ, through his death and resurrection, has also broken 
down the dividing wall between Jew and Gentile and established peace and unity 
both with God and with each other (2:14-17).  As a result, both Jews and Gentiles 
have access to God in one Spirit through Christ (2:18).  Similarly, in 2:19-23 we also 
find these horizontal and vertical dimensions in Paul’s description of the church as 
God’s household and as the Temple of God.  While in 2:19 Paul writes that his 
Gentile readers are no longer strangers and aliens but instead are fellow citizens with 
the saints (tw/n a`gi,wn)172 and members of God’s household, in 2:20-22 he describes 
the church as the Temple which is the dwelling place of God in the Spirit.  Thus in 
Paul’s description of the church as the Temple and as the dwelling place of God in 




If our understanding of Eph 2:5-6 is correct, then Paul’s teaching on the 
horizontal Jew-Gentile relations and believers’ vertical relationship to God makes 
perfect sense within the context of Eph 2.  Since Gentiles are now heirs of God’s 
promises and fellow citizens with God’s people through Christ, then they need not 
resort to Jewish demands or practices to be identified with God’s people.  
Additionally, Paul’s instruction serves to remind Jewish Christians in the 
congregations that now Gentiles are indeed heirs of God’s promises and have been 
brought near through Christ.  Thus Christ’s reconciliation of Jew and Gentile and His 
creating them as one new man is a significant step in Christ’s avnakefalaiw,sasqai of 
all things and serves as another picture of Christ’s reconciliation of two earthly 
hostilities.
174
  Finally, Paul’s teaching reminds his primarily Gentile but also Jewish 
readers that both Jews’ and Gentiles’ access to God is through Christ in the Spirit 
(2:18) and that both groups were in need of God’s reconciliation through Christ’s 
death on the cross (2:16).   
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In light of our analysis, the themes of Eph 2:11-22, such as Gentiles’ 
reconciliation with Jews and access to God, make sense in light of Paul’s desire to 
provide a safeguard for the churches in the Lycus Valley against any false teaching 
such as was encountered in Colossae.  It is our view that scholars of Ephesians have 
by and large overlooked this possible motive for Paul’s writing of Eph 2:11-22.  
While some scholars have understood this passage as evidence of some sort of 
division between Jews and Gentiles,
175
 others have emphasized the general tone of 
Ephesians and so concluded that the intent of Paul’s instruction here was not to 
address a specific Jew-Gentile issue but simply to communicate the salvation history 
of which the Gentiles are now a part.
176
  Our understanding of these verses would 
then represent a middle position of sorts between these two views.  In his 
commentary on Ephesians Lincoln writes,  
 
It is significant, however, that the writer chooses to help his Gentile readers appreciate the 
greatness of their salvation by setting it in the context of Israel’s former privileges and their 
own former deficiencies.  He does this not only because he is in all probability a Jewish 
Christian, but also because he wants his readers to be aware that their salvation has not taken 
place in a vacuum.  Salvation has a history, they have a place in that history, and there is a 




Thus for Lincoln, Paul’s purpose in writing Eph 2:11-22 is to educate his Gentile 
readers of their great salvation in Christ, the history of that salvation and their place 
in it, and their new identity in light of Christ’s salvific work.
178
  If such is the case, 
could Paul’s teaching, in addition to its pedagogical function, not also serve as an 
implicit warning and safeguard against those who might impose Jewish demands or 
practices on the church?  If believers have been assured of their equal standing along 
with the Jews and their access to God through Christ, then they would feel no need to 
succumb to Jewish expectations, practices, and demands. 
In his article “Mission and Meaning in Terms of ‘Unity’ in Ephesians,” Max 
Turner also recognizes the either real or potential threat of a Judaizing group.
179
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Turner regards the reference to the Gentiles as “the uncircumcision” in 2:11 “as a 
term of derogation” and indicates that such a Judaiazing mission might be present.
180
  
Paul’s first response is to describe this group as the “so-called circumcision” (u`po. 
th/j legome,nhj peritomh/j) and to recognize the merely physical nature of their 
circumcision (evn sarki. ceiropoih,tou) (2:11).181  Paul’s next response, as we have 
argued above, is to describe both Jew and Gentile believers as a new entity with 
equal access to God (2:14-18) and as fellow citizens with the saints and members of 
God’s household (2:19).
182
  Furthermore, the church, comprised of both Jews and 
Gentiles, is growing into a holy Temple in the Lord and serves as the dwelling place 
of God in the Spirit (Eph 2:20-22).
183
  As Turner writes, “If Jewish and Gentile 
believers already share this heavenly and eschatological unity, which will one day 
embrace the cosmos, the judaising mission has no rationale.”
184
  Furthermore, if 
these Jewish and Gentile believers comprehend the remarkable implications of their 
description as the Temple of God in which God dwells by his Spirit, then they will 
not feel compelled to succumb to a possible Jewish ascetic mysticism which boasts 
of heavenly visions and participation in the heavenly community.  Indeed, they need 




In light of our understanding of Eph 2:5-6, such an implicit warning and 
general safeguard for believers in the Lycus Valley seems appropriate for the setting 
of Eph 2:11-22.  In the Old Testament the Temple represented the locus of God’s 
presence on earth and the place where God could be met.  As noted above, after the 
destruction of the Temple and the subsequent instability of the Second Temple, it 
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became necessary in Second Temple Jewish thought to ascend to the throne of God 
in order to access his presence and to understand his ways.  In Col 2 we found that 
such a Jewish mystical trend continued with the Colossian errorists’ claims of 
visions, entering the presence of God, and taking part in the angelic worship.  While 
in Eph 2:6 Paul writes that believers are already raised up and seated with Christ in 
the heavenlies, in Eph 2:19-22 Paul describes believers as the Temple of God, the 
very locus of God’s presence.  Thus Paul’s description of the church as members of 
God’s household and as the Temple turns any visionary claim by possible Judaizers 
on its head.  Consequently, Paul’s readers would clearly understand that believers are 
linked with the heavenly world through their union with Christ and through the Holy 
Spirit. 
   
 
Summary and Conclusion of Jewish Mysticism and Ephesians 2:6 
 
 The majority of Ephesians’ commentators have noted the general nature and 
character of the letter, namely that there is no strong or central polemic and that 
Ephesians by and large consists of general Christian teaching and exhortation.
186
  
Though there is a general warning in Eph 4:14 not to be led astray by false doctrine, 
such an understanding seems consistent with the letter’s lack of specific references, 
lack of major concerns or problems, and the more general theological discourses and 
exhortations.  As a result, to posit a specific setting or polemic for Ephesians seems 
misguided;
187
 however, Andrew Lincoln has cautioned that such an approach can be 
too extreme and has noted that despite its more general character in comparison with 
some of Paul’s other letters, Ephesians still has clear indications that Paul wrote the 
letter for a particular audience and shaped its contents to address their specific needs 
and challenges.
188
  Additionally, on account of similar terminology and themes with 
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Colossians, it is quite likely that some of the same concerns which Paul addressed in 
Colossians are still present within the area of Western Asia Minor.
189
  Though it is 
not the entire background or occasion for the letter, one of the concerns of Ephesians 
is likely the Jewish ascetic mysticism encountered in Colossae.
190
  
In our examination of Jewish merkabah mysticism and its relation to the 
heavenly status granted to believers in Eph 2:6, we noted conceptual parallels from 
both apocalyptic literature and the Qumran manuscripts.  On the one hand, these 
parallels can be explained on the basis of the identification of the community as the 
Temple in both Qumran and Paul.  On the other hand, the close associations between 
Eph 2:5-6 and Col 2:11-13 and Col 3:1-4 lead to the conclusion that Paul’s 
addressing of the Jewish ascetic mysticism in Col 2-3 is the catalyst for his emphasis 
of the realized eschatological salvation accomplished in Christ in Eph 2:5-6.  
Furthermore, Paul’s teaching in Eph 2:5-6, with its evident conceptual similarities to 
the realized eschatology of many Qumran texts, also serves as an implicit safeguard 
against a similar Jewish ascetic mysticism in the wider Asia Minor region.  The 
Colossian false teaching, which we have identified as a Jewish mystical asceticism, 
involved visions and heavenly ascent to the throne room of God where the 
visionaries would take part in the angelic worship.  The fact that Paul formulated and 
modeled Eph 2:5-6 from Col 2:12-13 and 3:1-4, two passages which form part of 
Paul’s polemic against this false teaching, indicate that it is quite likely that he had 
this false teaching in mind when he wrote Eph 2:5-6.  As a result, Paul writes that 
those “in Christ” have been raised up with him and seated with him in the heavenlies 
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(Eph 2:6).  Paul’s point would be clear.  If anyone desires access to the presence of 
God and to the divine throne, these are to be found in Christ and are indeed already a 
reality for believers who are seated in the heavenlies with Christ.
191
  Regardless, 
Paul’s teaching in Colossians provided the initial impetus for the development of this 
cosmic salvation in which believers have been raised up with Christ and seated with 
him in the heavenlies (Eph 2:6).
192
  This remarkable statement communicates the 
greatness of believers’ salvation accomplished in Christ and also serves as an 
implicit safeguard against a similar Jewish ascetic mysticism such as was 
encountered in Colossians.  Additionally, the larger context of Eph 2 (vv. 11-22) also 
indicates a subtle and implicit polemic against a real or possible Judaizing group in 
Asia Minor.  Finally, since there is abundant evidence of Judaism, as well as Jewish 
mystical and apocalyptic thought in the region of Asia Minor, Paul’s addressing of 
these issues in Colossians and Ephesians makes sense in light of the religious milieu 
of Asia Minor.
193
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Asia Minor, see David Frankfurter, “The Legacy of Jewish Apocalypses in Early Christianity: 
Regional Trajectories,” in The Jewish Apocalyptic Heritage in Early Christianity (ed. James C. 
VanderKam and William Adler; CRINT. Section 3, Jewish Traditions in Early Christian Literature 4; 
Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 1996), 129-200, here 129-142.  Even within the NT we find similar 
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Additionally, we find evident Christian interest in the apocalyptic tradition in Mart. Ascen. Isa., 4 
Ezra 1-2, Gk. Apoc. Ezra, Vis. Ezra, 3 Bar., the Christian interpolations in T. 12 Patr., T. Isaac, T. 
Jac., the Christian interpolations in T. Sol., and the Christian additions in T. Adam.  For additional 
evidence of Jewish mysticism in early Christianity, see Philip Alexander’s discussion in The Mystical 
Texts (Library of Second Temple Studies 61/Companion to the Qumran Scrolls 7; London: T & T 
Clark, 2006), 138-143.  Alexander concludes that there were many apocalypses and mystical texts 
with both Jewish and Christian motifs, and that it is often difficult to discern which motifs are Jewish 
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 Before we proceed to our exegetical sketch of Eph 2:1-10, we should write a 
few brief comments concerning one other complex and interesting subject which 
pertains to our examination.  As we noted above, both Luke’s accounts of Paul and 
Paul’s writings testify to the fact that Paul was a visionary and mystic.  Presumably 
the greatest of Paul’s visions or mystical experiences is his ascent to the throne of 
God in 2 Cor 12:1-4.  The latter portion of our examination, however, has focused on 
Paul’s opposition to mystical activities and heavenly ascents.  This tension can even 
be seen through the work of some scholars who focus almost exclusively on the way 
in which apocalyptic shaped Paul’s theology and the work of other scholars who 
concentrate on Paul’s opposition to apocalyptic and mysticism.  How are we to 
reconcile these two seemingly different strands of thought? 
 On the one hand, it seems likely that Paul did not view his mystical 
experiences as normative for all believers, but rather he believed that his status, role, 
and position as avpo,stoloj Cristou/ VIhsou/ privileged him as a recipient of the gospel 
which he received through avpokalu,yewj VIhsou/ Cristou/ (Gal 1:11-12).  
Additionally, though Paul experienced a number of visions and mystical experiences, 
there is no evidence that he actually sought out such experiences.  To this end, some 
scholars have noted the comparatively passive visionary experiences of Paul in 
contrast to some of the practices employed to induce visions in many of the 
apocalypses.  In 2 Cor 12:1-4, for example, Paul’s description of his ascent as being 
“caught up” (a`rpage,nta; h`rpa,gh) to heaven perhaps suggests the passive or 
involuntary nature of his experience.
194
  Additionally, Paul does not list any 
techniques or ascetic practices necessary for his ascent and his only possible 
qualification is his description of the visionary as a;nqrwpoj evn Cristw/|.195  Such a 
description proves to be highly significant for Paul’s opposition to some mystical 
practices and for his addressing of the Colossian heresy.  
 In our estimation, it seems that, though Paul experienced numerous visions 
and even an ascent to heaven, he clearly condemned any such practices which would 
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 So also Lincoln, “Paul,” 215; Murray J. Harris, The Second Epistle to the Corinthians: A 
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 Contra Morray-Jones who claims that the “merkabah mysticism” context of Paul’s vision leads to 
the probable conclusion that Paul made use of mystical techniques to bring about his ascent, “Paradise 
Revisited: Part 2,” 283-284. 
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seek visions or heavenly ascent outside of Christ.  As noted above, our view of the 
Colossian heresy was that a group of Jewish mystics, most likely outside of the 
church, advocated ascetic practices in order to behold visions, ascend to the presence 
of God, and join in the angelic worship.  For Paul, the most significant problem with 
the Colossian heresy, though by no means the only one, is that Christ was notably 
absent.  As noted above, a number of Ephesians’ scholars have observed parallels 
and similarities between Ephesians and the Qumran manuscripts.  How much this 
tradition on the one hand influenced Paul’s thought and on the other hand afforded 
Paul the opportunity to engage a Jewish mystical heresy we cannot be certain.  It is 
our inclination that, as in Colossians, the similar themes in Ephesians were the result 
of engaging a Jewish ascetic mystical tradition such as the Colossian heresy; 
however, the themes and language were also an outworking of Paul’s theology of 




Exegetical Sketch of Ephesians 2:1-10 
 
 The purpose of this exegetical sketch is to conduct a brief survey of Eph 2:1-
10 in order to highlight those issues which are essential for a proper understanding of 
believers’ session with Christ in Eph 2:6.  We do not attempt here a full exegesis of 
this passage.  Such an endeavor is beyond the scope of this study and detailed 
exegetical treatments can be found in the numerous commentaries and studies on 
Ephesians.  Rather, as stated above, we will investigate concerns which are important 
for a proper interpretation of Eph 2:6 and seek to answer the question of how 
believers are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij with Christ.  
 A careful reading of Eph 1:15-2:10 demonstrates Paul’s portrayal of the 
intimate relationship between Christ and believers.
196
  In Eph 1:19-20 Paul writes 
that the same power which God used (evnh,rghsen) to raise (evgei,raj) Christ from the 
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dead (evk nekrw/n) and seat (kaqi,saj) Christ at his right hand in the heavenlies is also 
at work (th.n evne,rgeian) in believers.  Of particular interest is that soon after writing 
about Christ’s death (1:20), Paul next writes about the “death” of his readers.  In Eph 
2:1 Paul writes that believers were also dead (nekrou,j) but with the qualification toi/j 
paraptw,masin kai. tai/j a`marti,aij (cf. Eph 2:5).  In Eph 2:2-3 Paul explains what he 
means by the expression nekrou.j toi/j paraptw,masin kai. tai/j a`marti,aij and 
elaborates further upon believers’ former condition when he writes that they walked 
according to the course of this world, according to the prince of the power of the air, 
that they lived in the lusts of their flesh, and that they were children of wrath.  Paul’s 
qualification toi/j paraptw,masin kai. tai/j a`marti,aij and his subsequent description 




 In Eph 2:4-5 Paul writes that God, because of his great mercy and love, has 
made believers, who were formerly dead in their sins (nekrou.j toi/j paraptw,masin), 
alive with Christ (sunezwopoi,hsen tw/| Cristw/|).  Since the same power that raised 
Christ from the dead is at work in believers (1:19-20), it is fitting, though also 
somewhat surprising, that Paul should write that believers, who were dead in their 
sins, have also been made alive with Christ.  These verses are strongly reminiscent of 
and most likely represent a re-working of Col 2:13 where Paul writes that God has 
made believers, who were dead in sins (nekrou.j o;ntaj Îevn! toi/j paraptw,masin) alive 
(sunezwopoi,hsen) with Christ.198  In Eph 2:6 Paul spells out the implications of 
believers’ having been made alive with Christ when he writes that God has also 
raised (sunh,geiren) them up with Christ and seated (suneka,qisen) them with Christ evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij in Christ Jesus (2:6).199  With this statement, a clear allusion to Eph 
1:20, Paul makes even stronger the close identity between Christ and believers as he 
applies the same verbs and acts but with the sun prefix (sunh,geiren; suneka,qisen) to 
believers as he did to Christ in Eph 1:20 (evgei,raj; kaqi,saj).  In Eph 2:8-9 Paul 
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emphasizes that this great salvation which has been accomplished by Christ is not by 
works but rather is the gift of God which is received by grace through faith.  Whereas 
believers used to walk (periepath,sate) according to the course of this world and 
according to the prince of the power of the air, they are now God’s workmanship 
created in Christ Jesus to walk (peripath,swmen) in good works. 
 From this brief exegetical sketch of Eph 2:1-10, we can clearly observe 
Paul’s view of the intimate connection between Christ and believers.  In his analysis 
of the passage, Horacio Lona notes a connection between Christology and 
soteriology and writes, “So wie Christus nach 1,20 durch die Kraft Gottes von den 
Toten auferweckt und in den Himmel zur Rechten Gottes versetzt wurde, so wurde 
der Christ von Gott mit Christus auferweckt und in den Himmel versetzt.”
200
  The 
use of the su,n prefix in Eph 2:6 with the verbs of Eph 1:20 also serves to emphasize 
this close association.  Perhaps the strongest indication of this intimate connection 
between Christ and believers though is Paul’s use of the phrase evn Cristw/| VIhsou/.  
Indeed, “the phrase…provides further explanation of how it can be said that what 
God did for Christ he did at the same time for believers.”
201
  Believers have been 
raised up with Christ and seated with him in the heavenlies evn Cristw/| VIhsou/.  The 
use of this Pauline expression here points not only to Christ as the agent of this 
salvation, but also to the fact that believers have been incorporated into Christ.
202
  
This connection between Christology and soteriology and the notion of incorporation 
into Christ represents what we might term a “historical” aspect to the salvation 
accomplished in Christ.  Since there is solidarity between Christ and believers and 
since believers have been incorporated into Christ who is evn toi/j evpourani,oij, then 
they can also appropriately be described as evn toi/j evpourani,oij.203 
 The notion of incorporation into Christ also reveals the eschatological 
character of believers’ cosmic salvation in Eph 2:6.
204
  Since Christ, as the 
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representative head of all believers, is evn toi/j evpourani,oij, then it is fitting that 
believers who are incorporated into Christ also reign with him evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  
Thus we find here a picture of Paul’s already/not yet eschatological paradigm.  
Indeed, the statement that believers have been raised up with Christ and seated with 
him in the heavenlies “spells out the implications of the relationship of incorporation 
in Christ in their most developed form in the Pauline corpus.”
205
  In Gal 3:28, in a 
statement which could be considered as perplexing as the one in Eph 2:6, we find 
another example of Paul’s already/not yet eschatological paradigm through the use of 
the “in Christ” formula, but with a horizontal emphasis.  In Gal 3:28 Paul writes that 
there is neither Jew nor Greek, slave nor free man, male nor female, but rather all are 
one evn Cristw/| VIhsou/.  Whereas the eschatological emphasis in Gal 3:28 is 
horizontal, in Eph 2:6 Paul’s emphasis is on the vertical implications of the salvation 
accomplished in Christ.
206
  Though the complete fulfillment of believers’ session evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij still lies in the future, there is nevertheless a realized and 
experiential aspect to this cosmic salvation.
207
  Thus for believers the future 
expectation of the heavenly world has become present.
208
  Moreover, as a result of 
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 Believers’ solidarity with Christ and incorporation into Christ shed much 
light on the heavenly status of believers in Eph 2:6 but yet it is still possible to 
explain further how believers are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  A number of scholars 
have understood the heavenly status granted to earthly believers in Eph 2:6 as 
proleptic – that the fulfillment of believers’ resurrection and session evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij is so assured in the future that Paul can speak of it as already having 
been accomplished.
210
  Such an interpretation is certainly plausible and it seems 
probable that there is a proleptic element to the cosmic salvation Paul describes in 
Eph 2:6; however, if a proleptic session with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij was all Paul 
intended, then, in our estimation, it would seem unnecessary for Paul to insert the 
significant phrase evn Cristw/| VIhsou/.  As discussed above, the cosmic salvation 
accomplished by Christ and believers’ session evn toi/j evpourani,oij as a result of their 
incorporation into Christ entails an experiential component which is already realized 
in the lives of believers, though its complete fulfillment still lies in the future.  In 
order to answer the question of how believers are presently seated evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij, we must once again compare the experiences of Christ in Eph 1:20 with 
the experiences of believers in Eph 2:1-6. 
 In Eph 1:20 Paul writes that God raised Christ from the dead and seated 
Christ at his right hand in the heavenlies.  At the risk of stating the obvious, Paul here 
writes of Christ’s physical death, physical resurrection, and physical ascension to the 
right hand of God where Christ is now seated in his heavenly rule.  On the other 
hand, in our brief exegetical sketch, we noted that Paul’s description of believers as 
nekrou.j toi/j paraptw,masin kai. tai/j a`marti,aij (Eph 2:1; cf. Eph 2:5) refers not to a 
physical death but rather to a “spiritual” death.  As a result, when Paul writes in Eph 
2:5-6 that God has made believers alive (sunezwopoi,hsen) with Christ, has raised 
them up with him (sunh,geiren), and has seated (suneka,qisen) them with Christ in the 
heavenlies, we should expect that, just as believers were not dead in the same way 
Christ was, so also they were not made alive, nor raised up, nor seated in the 
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heavenlies in the same way Christ was.
211
  As Thomas Allen writes, “The text does 
not picture a physical resuscitation nor a bodily transportation.”
212
  Since believers 
were not formerly dead and subsequently raised from the dead in the same way as 
Christ, why should we expect believers to be seated in the heavenlies in the same 
way as Christ?  This seems precisely to be the problem for commentators such as 
Odeberg and McGough who interpret the heavenlies as the spiritual atmosphere of 
the church on earth.  Such commentators want believers to be seated in the 
heavenlies in the exact same way as Christ, they deem that impossible, and so they 
abandon the meaning of the term evpoura,nioj and spiritualize the heavenlies in 
Ephesians.  Interestingly, by spiritualizing the heavenlies, these commentators still 
do not solve their exegetical and theological quandaries.  They seemingly want an 
exact analogy between Christ in Eph 1:20 and believers in Eph 2:5-6, but it is just as 
obvious that believers are not made alive and raised up with Christ in the same way 
in which Christ was.  For commentators who spiritualize the heavenlies, these acts 
should be just as troublesome. 
 One of the keys for a proper understanding of Eph 2:5-6 and thus the session 
of believers evn toi/j evpourani,oij is Paul’s use of metaphor.213  It will have become 
obvious by now that though both Christ and believers experience death, resurrection, 
ascension, and session in the heavenlies in Ephesians, they do not experience these 
events in the same manner as of yet.  Paul’s point in Eph 2:5-6 is that just as God has 
raised Christ from the dead and seated him in the heavenlies, God has also done 
these very same things for those who are in Christ spiritually, i.e. Spiritually, in/by 
the Spirit.
214
  We have already noted in Eph 1:13-14 that believers have been sealed 
with the Holy Spirit and that the Spirit serves as an avrrabw,n of believers’ 
inheritance.  In addition, Geerhardus Vos notes the Holy Spirit’s role in resurrection 
and contends that “the Spirit is both the instrumental cause of the resurrection-act 
and the permanent substratum of the resurrection-life.”
215
  In other places in the 
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Pauline corpus, the Spirit’s role in both physical and spiritual resurrection is even 
more clearly identified (cf. Rom 1:4; 8:2; 8:10-11).  In Eph 2:5-6 the Spirit is not 
only the instrument of resurrection but also the link between believers on earth and 
the heavenly realms.
216
  Since the same power which God used to raise Christ from 
the dead and seat him in the heavenlies is at work in believers, God applies these 
same benefits to those who are united to Christ.  These benefits are already realized 
in the lives of believers as a result of the Spirit (Eph 1:13-14; 2:18) and as a result of 
their relationship to Christ (2:6), but they also await their final fulfillment at the 
consummation (2:7).
217
  Thus there is an already/not yet tension to believers’ 
experience of Christ’s cosmic salvation, in the role of the Holy Spirit, and in 
believers’ union with Christ.
218
  Though at present believers are not raised up and 
seated in the heavenlies in the same way as Christ, they are nevertheless raised up 
and seated in the heavenlies in a “mystical” way through the Holy Spirit.  As a result, 
the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij does not lose its local significance as a reference 
to the abode of God; rather, while Christ’s session evn toi/j evpourani,oij is at present 
fully realized, believers at present are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij through the Holy 
Spirit and through their union with Christ and yet also await the final fulfillment of 





 In our examination of Eph 2:6, we sought to answer two primary questions 
related to Paul’s enigmatic and astounding statement that believers have been seated 
with Christ in the heavenlies:  1) Why might Paul have written this statement/Can we 
discern a possible motive for Paul to have written this statement?  2) What did Paul 
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mean when he wrote that believers are seated in the heavenlies/How are believers 
seated in the heavenlies?.  In reference to the first question, we concluded that Eph 
2:6 served as a subtle and implicit polemic, as well as a general safeguard, against a 
Jewish ascetic mysticism.  Our investigations of the themes of Jewish merkabah 
mysticism and several Qumran texts revealed similarities between Jewish mystical 
thought and the themes of Eph 2; however, most telling were the conceptual and 
linguistic parallels between Col 2:12-13 and Col 3:1-4, which represented part of 
Paul’s polemic against a Jewish ascetic mysticism, and Eph 2:5-6.  While some 
scholars have observed similarities between the Qumran manuscripts and Eph 2, they 
have in turn either done very little to explain the reason for these similarities or have 
argued for some sort of common tradition between the Qumran manuscripts and the 
author of Ephesians.  Our conclusion, as well as our contribution to this discussion, 
however, was that these similarities can primarily be accounted for because Paul had 
concerns about the Jewish mystical ascetic teaching which was so prevalent in 
Colossae and wrote Eph 2:6 to provide a general and implicit safeguard against a 
similar Jewish mystical teaching which also might have been prevalent in the wider 
region of the Lycus Valley.  In addition, our investigation of Eph 2:11-22 also 
revealed what is likely a subtle polemic against a possible Judaizing movement.   
 In reference to the second question, we explored the meaning of Eph 2:6 and 
concluded that the context of Eph 2 is critical for a proper understanding of how 
believers are seated in the heavenlies with Christ.  Since it is obvious that Paul refers 
to a spiritual death in Eph 2:1-5, as opposed to the physical death of Christ in Eph 
1:20, we should similarly not expect believers to be raised up and seated in the 
heavenlies physically but rather spiritually (i.e. by or through the Holy Spirit).  Such 
an understanding is consistent with both Paul’s “already, not yet” eschatological 
paradigm and Paul’s view on the role of the Holy Spirit in this eschatological 
tension.  While at present believers have been raised up and seated with Christ in the 
heavenlies through the Holy Spirit and as a result of their union with Christ, they still 
look forward to the future consummation and completion of these acts in the future.  
Since New Testament scholars by and large have not attempted to address the 
question of what Paul meant in his statement that believers have been seated in the 
heavenlies, but have instead chosen to focus on other issues, our discussion of this 
question has shed more light on Paul’s enigmatic statement and so proved to be a 
contribution to the field of New Testament studies. 
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Introduction and the Apocalyptic Background to “Mystery” 
 
In Eph 3:1-13 Paul begins his intercessory prayer when he writes Tou,tou 
ca,rin but then abruptly changes thought in order to emphasize his role in the 
revelation of God’s mystery in the gospel.  In the process, Paul reveals a significant 
aspect of the mystery of Christ, calls attention to the role of the church in the 
revelation of God’s mystery, and reiterates the full access to God which believers 
have in Christ.  We have previously noted some of the similarities between Paul’s 
writings and various motifs in Jewish apocalyptic literature.  In this passage, Paul 
draws upon the apocalyptic themes of “mystery” and “revelation” in his presentation 
of the gospel of Christ.  These themes are by no means peripheral to the thought of 
Ephesians but rather are closely associated with the avnakefalaiw,sasqai of all things 
in Christ (Eph 1:9-10).
1
  To this end, Peter O’Brien writes that Eph 3:9-10 is “the key 
passage which focuses on the grand design of God’s salvation-historical plan.”
2
  In 
our examination, we will focus our attention on the revelation of mysteries within 
apocalyptic literature
3
 and then subsequently the revelation of the mystery of Christ 
in Eph 3:1-13. 
In his monumental study The Open Heaven, Christopher Rowland argues that 
the essence of apocalyptic is “the revelation of the divine mysteries through visions 
or some other form of immediate disclosure of heavenly truths.”
4
  As previously 
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3
 On the Old Testament, apocalyptic, and Judaism as the proper background for Paul’s conception of 
“mystery,” see Caragounis, Mysterion, 22-34, 121-135; Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery; 
Grindheim, “OT Prophets,” especially 533-534; Hoehner, Ephesians, 428-434; Lincoln, Ephesians, 
30-31; Best, Ephesians, 134-138; O’Brien, Ephesians, 108-115.  
4
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 70.  Similarly, Rowland also contends “that the presupposition of 
apocalyptic is its interest in that which is secret,” Open Heaven, 445.  See further Rowland’s excellent 
discussion of the revelation of Divine mysteries as an essential component of apocalyptic in Open 
Heaven, 9-22. 
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noted, the instability of the Second Temple and Israel’s post-exilic adversities led to 
a theological mood where the transcendence of God dominated Jewish thought.  As a 
result, indirect means of revelation were often eschewed for direct and authoritative 
revelations about God and his purposes.
5
  Rowland writes, “Thus the key to the 
whole movement is that God reveals his mysteries directly to man and thereby gives 
them knowledge of the true nature of reality so that they may organize their lives 
accordingly.”
6
  The disclosure of the divine will and the heavenly mysteries occur in 
a variety of means including heavenly ascents, dreams, and both angelic and divine 
pronouncements.
7
  In Dan 2:28 we read that “there is a God in heaven who reveals 
mysteries” (e;sti qeo.j evn ouvranw/| avnakalu,ptwn musth,ria).8  Though there is no 
ascent to heaven, we still note an explicit connection between God in heaven and the 
revelation of mysteries.  Furthermore, we also find in Dan 2:28 a connection between 
the revelation of mysteries and eschatological fulfillment as Nebuchadnezzar’s 
visions are descriptive of events which will take place evpV evsca,twn tw/n h`merw/n.9  In 
3 Baruch an angel of the Lord promises to disclose mysteries to Baruch (ch. 1).  Of 
particular significance is an account in 2 Enoch in which Enoch, after he ascends to 
heaven and sees the Lord enthroned (2 En. 22), subsequently has the secrets of 
heaven revealed to him (2 En. 22-33).  Similarly, 1 En. 71:3-4, 1 En. 72-82, Apoc. 
Ab. 18-32, and Rev 4-5 are all examples of the revelation of divine or heavenly 
secrets to the seer.
10
  In his analysis, Christopher Rowland summarizes well this 
relationship between heaven and the revelation of divine mysteries when he writes, 
 
                                                
5
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 11. 
6
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 11.  Rowland also notes that apocalyptic, as a means to divine knowledge 
of revelations, was often utilized to support a particular way of life, Open Heaven, 123. 
7
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 70-72.  On the exegetical and esoteric nature of apocalyptic, see Ithamar 
Gruewald, From Apocalypticism to Gnosticism, 55-59.  Gruenwald writes, “The esoteric dimension of 
Apocalypticism, then, lies in its relationship to the revelation of the divine word in Scripture.  
Apocaclypticism reveals those layers of thought and expression that assumedly have not been 
revealed in an explicit way in Scripture,” 59. 
8
 Cf. Dan 2:47. 
9
 See further the discussion of Caragounis, Mysterion, 123-126. 
10
 See Rowland’s discussion, Open Heaven, 55-56.  The heavenly secrets which are revealed are often 
varied and include cosmogony, astronomy, and knowledge of human history or future.  In addition to 
the passages listed above, though it cannot be strictly categorized as an apocalypse, we could also 
include the divine revelations concerning God’s goodness and justice given by an angel in Jub. 
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In both cases there is reflected the belief that the secrets of the universe are in some sense 
stored up in heaven.  Heaven is a kind of repository of the whole spectrum of human history 




In Eph 3:1-13 it seems likely that Paul draws upon this apocalyptic concept of the 
revelation of divine mysteries.
12
  In this particular passage, we observe three levels of 
the revelation of the mystery of Christ:  1) God’s revelation to Paul (as well as to the 
other apostles and prophets of Christ) (vv. 1-5)  2) Paul’s revelation of this mystery 
to the Gentiles through his writings (vv. 3-6) and his preaching of Christ (vv. 7-9)  3) 
the church’s disclosing of the mystery to the rulers and authorities evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij.13  We will examine each of these in turn.   
 
 
God’s Revelation to Paul 
 
We have already noted the significance of Paul’s mystical background in his 
visions, revelation from God, and his ascent to heaven.  Such revelations from the 
Lord shaped both his understanding of the gospel and his proclamation of Christ.  In 
Eph 3:3-4 we see once again Paul’s assertion that the mystery was made known 
(evgnwri,sqh) to him kata. avpoka,luyin with the result that he now has insight into the 
mystery of Christ (vv. 3-4).
14
  As is often the case in apocalyptic, the revelation of 
                                                
11
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 56.  Cf. Newsom who also notes the explicit connection between heaven 
and the revelation of mysteries in the Qumran literature when she writes that “heaven is, above all, the 
place of God’s presence and rule, as well as the place of the holy angels who serve God and have 
knowledge of truth and mysteries,” Newsom, “Heaven,” 338-339. 
12
 Eph 3:1-13 is not the only passage in Eph where such themes appear; cf. Eph 1:8-10 and Eph 1:17-
18.  See also Col 1:23-29 which most likely served as the source for Eph 3:1-13. 
13
 We will argue below that, like Eph 1:21 and Eph 6:12, the avrcai, and evxousi,ai in Eph 3:10 refer to 
personal, evil, and spiritual powers.  The presence of evil powers evn toi/j evpourani,oij is one of the 
primary troublesome issues for scholars of Eph and has contributed to the predominant interpretation 
in which the heavenlies are spiritualized; however, since it is not until Eph 6:12 that the avrcai, and 
evxousi,ai in the heavenlies are explicitly described as evil, we will reserve our discussion of this 
complex and intriguing topic for our examination of Eph 6:12.  
14
 It would be erroneous to conclude, however, that Paul viewed the mystery of Christ as his 
innovation.  See O’Brien’s discussion of Paul’s use of the OT scriptures which promised beforehand 
the basis for the gospel and the mystery of Christ (Rom 1:2; 3:21; 15:8-12; Gal 3:8), Ephesians, 231-
232. 
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this mystery has an eschatological perspective
15
 as it was not made known 
(evgnwri,sqh) in other generations as it has now been revealed (avpekalu,fqh) to 
Christ’s apostles and prophets in the Spirit (v. 5).
16
  With this statement, Paul 
clarifies both the recipients and the means of this divine revelation, though for Paul 
evn pneu,mati excludes neither visions nor ascents. 
In Eph 3:1-5 Paul appears to draw upon the categories of apocalyptic in order 
to establish his authority and role as a recipient of God’s revelation through Christ.  
In similar fashion to the apocalypticists, Paul proclaims that he, along with the 
apostles and prophets, is privy to the revelation of God’s mystery through Christ.  In 
our previous study, we noted the importance of visions and even an ascent to heaven 
for Paul’s theology and his understanding of the gospel.  Here in Ephesians, Paul 
proclaims that he received this knowledge kata. avpoka,luyin and evn pneu,mati.  While 
the seers in apocalyptic utilized their visionary experiences for a particular 
theological agenda,
17
 Paul here seems to do likewise in advancing his understanding 
of the mystery of Christ.  What does seem evident is that Paul sees himself (as well 
as the other apostles and prophets) as a final authority of sorts on the revelation of 
God’s mystery through Christ.  In this sense, Paul does allow for additional or 
alternative revelations of God or Christ for his readers.  Nowhere is this 
communicated more strongly than in Gal 1:6-9 when Paul writes that even an angel 
from heaven may not preach an alternative gospel.
18
 
From our studies of Col 2:11-3:4 and Eph 2, we concluded that it is likely 
that a Jewish mystical teaching serves as the impetus for Paul’s statement in Eph 2:6 
                                                
15
 Cf. Col 1:26-27; Rom 11:25-26; 16:25-26; Dan 2:27-47.  In Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism, 
Ithamar Gruenwald discusses the relationship between the revelation of divine secrets and the days of 
eschatological fulfillment in apocalyptic literature.  He writes, “The apocalypticists, who lived in the 
deep conviction that the days of the eschatological fulfilment were close at hand, believed that 
whatever had been concealed from man, because of the injustice that reigned in the world, could now 
be released for the knowledge and benefit of the just…,” Gruenwald, Apocalyptic and Merkavah 
Mysticism, 12.  See Gruenwald’s discussion, Apocalyptic and Merkavah Mysticism, 12-13. 
16
 Cf. Matt 13:10-11, Mark 4:10-11, and Luke 8:9-10 where the disciples of Christ are granted to 
know the mysteries of God’s Kingdom. 
17
 Here we make no claim as to the actual authenticity of the visionary experiences within apocalyptic.  
As previously noted, the theological agenda of the apocalyptic visionaries was often an attempt to 
defend God’s goodness and/or justice in circumstances which were characterized by evil and/or 
injustice. 
18
 We will demonstrate below that the Pauline “mystery” is rightly understood as the mystery of 
Christ.  On the connection between the mystery and the gospel, see Rom 16:26.  O’Brien also rightly 
recognizes this connection between “mystery” and “gospel” when he compares Eph 3:3 with Gal 1:12, 
15-16, Ephesians, 230. 
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that believers have been raised up with Christ and have been seated with him evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij.  Though we cannot be certain, it is possible that there is a similar 
motivation for Paul in Eph 3:1-13.  Just as Paul opposed the Jewish mystical practice 
of ascent, perhaps Eph 3:1-13, in addition to emphasizing Paul’s role in the 
revelation of the mystery of Christ, also serves as an implicit safeguard against those 
who would claim additional or alternative revelations from God which they would 
have received in their visions.  Thus it would be clear to Paul’s readers that God’s 
revelation of the mystery of Christ is not from angels, visions, or heavenly ascents.  
It is rather God’s revelation to Paul, the apostles, and the prophets.
19
  Furthermore, 
God has already made known to believers to. musth,rion tou/ qelh,matoj auvtou/ in 
Christ (Eph 1:9) and it is actually the church which is God’s instrument of revelation 
as h` polupoi,kiloj sofi,a tou/ qeou/ is made known to the heavenly powers (Eph 
3:10).
20
  While it remains a possibility that these verses represent a safeguard or 
subtle polemic against a Jewish mystical error, it is evident that Paul draws upon the 
apocalyptic concepts of “mystery” and “revelation” in his formulation of Ephesians 
3:1-13.  Regardless, Eph 3:1-13 demonstrates to Paul’s readers that God’s mystery in 
Christ has now been revealed to Paul (as well as the other apostles and prophets) and 
subsequently to all believers (Eph 1:9; 3:2-9). 
 
 
Paul’s Revelation of this Mystery through his Writings (vv. 3-6) and his 
Preaching of Christ to the Gentiles (vv. 7-9) (The Content of the Mystery) 
 
Before we proceed to examine Paul’s disclosure of the mystery of Christ, we 
should first provide a broad overview of “mystery” in Paul and the mystery of Christ 
in Eph 3:1-13.  In a broad sense, “mystery” in Paul refers “to the revelation of what 
was previously hidden but has now been disclosed by God.”
21
  In Eph 3:1-13, as in a 
number of other places in the Pauline corpus (Rom 11:25; 16:25-26; 1 Cor 1:18-2:16; 
                                                
19
 Cf. Col 1:25-27 where the mystery has now been revealed to God’s saints (toi/j a`gi,oij auvtou/). 
20
 Cf. Turner who also recognizes the possibility that Eph 3:6-10 implicitly addresses a Jewish 
mysticism such as was encountered in Col, “Mission,” 146-148.  We will explore this notion in more 
detail below. 
21
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 109. 
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Col 1:25-27), the mystery of Christ is connected with the inclusion of Gentiles in the 
promises of God through Christ (3:6).
22
  In other passages, “mystery” is more general 
and refers to the mysteries of God, Christ, or the gospel (1 Cor 4:1; Eph 1:9-10; 6:19; 
Col 2:2; 4:3).
23
  O’Brien correctly notes that the starting point for understanding the 
Pauline “mystery” is Christ and that “there are not a number of ‘mysteries’ with 
limited applications, but one supreme ‘mystery’ with a number of applications.”
24
  
That being noted, a great number of these applications of the mystery of Christ in 
Paul are in fact associated with the salvation of Gentiles and their acceptance before 
God along with the Jews.  As a result, in Eph 3 we can rightly identify the mystery of 
Christ as “the complete union of Jews and Gentiles with each other through the union 
of both with Christ.  It is this double union, with Christ and with each other, which is 
the substance of the ‘mystery’.”
25
  Since the central theme of Ephesians is “the 
uniting of all things in heaven and earth in Christ”, a natural outworking of this 
avnakefalaiw,sasqai is the union of Jews and Gentiles through Christ.26 
We observed above that the first line of revelation in Eph 3:1-13 is God’s 
revelation of the mystery of Christ to Paul.  The second is Paul’s disclosing of this 
mystery to the church through two means – his writings and his preaching the riches 
of Christ to the Gentiles.  In Eph 3:3-4 Paul makes clear that his letters demonstrate 
his insight into the mystery of Christ.  Though we cannot be certain of how much 
Paul actually reveals, the implication of v. 4 is that Paul’s letters do indeed contain 
some revelation of this mystery.  This supposition is confirmed in 3:6 when we read 
what is at least a portion of the mystery’s content – that the Gentiles are fellow 
sharers of God’s blessings, fellow members of God’s people, and fellow sharers of 
the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel.  As a result, Paul’s statement in Eph 
                                                
22
 Here the Gentiles are fellow heirs (sugklhrono,ma), fellow members of the body (su,sswma), and 
fellow partakers (summe,toca) of the promise in Christ Jesus through the gospel. 
23
 In addition to the passages listed above, 1 Cor 15:51 describes the mystery of the final resurrection, 
Eph 5:31-32 depicts marriage as a metaphor for the mystery of Christ and the church, and the 
pastorals refer to the mystery of faith (1 Tim 3:9) and the mystery of godliness (1 Tim 3:16).  In 1 Cor 
13:2, 1 Cor 14:2, and 2 Thess 2:7, the usage of  “mystery” is general rather than technical.  
24
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 110.  O’Brien warns that it is erroneous to conclude that the equal footing of 
Gentiles with Jews is the sole content of the mystery of Christ in Paul. 
25
 O’Brien here quotes Stott, The Message of Ephesians, 117.  As cited in O’Brien, Ephesians, 236.  
Cf. Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery, 201-203; Grindheim, “OT Prophets,” 531-533; Turner, 
“Mission,” 145-148; Harris, “Reconsidered,” 78; Lincoln, Ephesians, 174-189; Best, Ephesians, 299-
327; Hoehner, Ephesians, 433-434.  See further Seyoon Kim’s discussion of the revelation of the 
gospel, the mystery of Christ, and unity of Jews and Gentiles in Origin, 67-99. 
26
 So O’Brien, Ephesians, 110, 247-248, and Turner, “Mission,” especially 144-148. 
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3:6 proves to be an actual description of the mystery of Christ revealed to Paul and 
yet also serves as exhortation for both Jew and Gentile readers.
27
  For his Gentile 
readers, which represent Paul’s primary audience in the letter of Ephesians, this 
doctrine once again serves to demonstrate that in Christ they are sharers in God’s 
promises.  They need not resort to Jewish customs or traditions in order to partake in 
the promises of God or to have access to God (3:12).  For his Jewish Christian 
readers,
28
 this doctrine emphasizes the gracious activity of God to include the 
Gentiles in the promises of God.  They must realize that both Jews’ and Gentiles’ 
acceptance before God and access to him is through union with Christ (evn w-|) and 
faith in him (dia. th/j pi,stewj auvtou/) (3:12).   
In addition to his writings, Paul also views his call from God (vv. 7-8) to 
preach Christ to the Gentiles (v. 8) as a disclosing of the mystery of Christ.  We read 
in Eph 3:8-9 that Paul’s commission is to preach Christ to the Gentiles (v. 8) and to 
bring to light (fwti,sai) the mystery (musthri,ou) which has been hidden in God (v. 
9).  Consequently, the very act of Paul’s preaching Christ to the Gentiles serves as a 
testimony of God’s gracious activity to the Gentiles and as a disclosure of the 
mystery of Christ.  This act of Paul’s preaching to the Gentiles makes clear that they 
too can share in God’s promises through Christ.  Jewish Christians must also 
recognize this preaching of Christ to the Gentiles and Gentiles’ acceptance before 
God as the eschatological disclosure of God’s mystery which was previously hidden 
but is now revealed (vv. 5-9).  This revelation of God’s mystery is “in accordance 
with the eternal purpose which He carried out in Christ Jesus our Lord” (v. 11). 
 
 
The Church’s Disclosing of the Mystery to the Rulers and Authorities e vn toi /j 
e vpourani ,oij  
 
In Eph 3:10 we note the third and final level of revelation in Eph 3:1-13 with 
Paul’s surprising statement that it is actually the church which makes known God’s 
                                                
27
 Thus Eph 3:1-13 also demonstrates that Jew and Gentile relations, both within the church and 
outside the church, may have been one of Paul’s concerns when he wrote the letter of Eph. 
28
 Though Paul’s primary audience was Gentiles (cf. 2:11; 3:1), there were no doubt some Jewish 
Christians within the congregations of Asia Minor. 
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mystery in Christ (the manifold wisdom of God)
29
 to the spiritual powers in the 
heavenlies.  Within apocalyptic, there are numerous passages in which angels are 
privy to various divine mysteries and perhaps even serve as God’s agents to reveal 
these divine mysteries to a visionary.
30
  On the other hand, we also find passages 
where heavenly mysteries are not revealed to both good and evil angels.  For 
example, in 2 En. 24:3, whereas God reveals to Enoch the secrets of creation, God 
states that he did not reveal these secrets to his angels.
31
  One other noteworthy 
passage is 1 En. 16:2-3 which reads, “And so to the Watchers on whose behalf you 
have been sent to intercede—who were formerly in heaven—(say to them), ‘You 
were (once) in heaven, but not all the mysteries (of heaven) are open to you, and you 
(only) know the rejected mysteries.’”  In this passage from 1 Enoch, we note some 
similarities with Eph 3:10 as various heavenly mysteries are not revealed to the evil 
spiritual powers who were once located in heaven.  
 In Eph 3:9-10 the result of the disclosing of the mystery of Christ (3:9) is that 
the manifold wisdom of God might now in turn be made known (gnwrisqh/|) to the 
rulers and the authorities evn toi/j evpourani,oij through the church (3:10).  In our 
examination of Eph 1:15-23, we noted that the avrcai,  evxousi,ai and other related 
terms both in Ephesians and in the rest of the Pauline corpus are personal, spiritual 
(or supernatural), and evil powers.
32
  Since the avrcai, and evxousi,ai in Eph 1:21 are 
references to God’s enemies and since it is certain that the avrcai, and evxousi,ai in Eph 
6:12 are evil, it is also best to understand the avrcai, and evxousi,ai in Eph 3:10 as 
personal, spiritual, and evil powers.
33
  The church,
34
 as the instrument of God’s 
                                                
29
 That h` polupoi,kiloj sofi,a tou/ qeou/ should be identified as the mystery of Christ is seen in the 
connection between vv. 9-10.  Paul’s preaching brings to light (fwti,sai) the administration of the 
mystery (h` oivkonomi,a tou/ musthri,ou) with the result the manifold wisdom of God is made known to 
the rulers and authorities.  Cf. Lincoln, Ephesians, 185, and Best, Ephesians, 324, who also note the 
connection between the manifold wisdom of God in 3:10 and mystery in 3:9.   
30
 This proves to be true in the case of both good (Jub. 4:21; 1 En. 71:3-4; 1 En. 72-81; 2 En. 22-33; 3 
Bar. 1-17) and rebellious angels (1 En. 8-10; 1 En. 69).   
31
 The reference in 2 En. 24:3 is to the righteous angels of God; cf. 2 En. 40:3 and the NT text 1 Pet 
1:12. 
32
 See our brief discussion in ch. 6, the exegetical, conceptual, and lexical analysis of Eph 1:15-23. 
33
 Contra Turner who believes the references are to “the whole host of heavenly beings” (“Mission,” 
146; emphasis Turner’s) and include both evil powers and God’s angels (“Ephesians,” 1234).  The use 
of these terms in other NT passages as enemies of God (1 Cor 15:24-25; Col 2:15) provides further 
evidence and confirmation that they refer to evil powers.  
34
 Here we once again take th/j evkklhsi,aj as a reference to the universal church.  Contra O’Brien who 
insists the term refers to “the heavenly gathering that is assembled around Christ and as a local 
congregation of Christians…,” Ephesians, 246.  Emphasis O’Brien’s. 
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revelation, bears witness through its very existence to the union of Jews and Gentiles 
and so reveals God’s wisdom and mystery in Christ to the spiritual powers in the 
heavenlies.
35
  The Gentiles’ sharing in the promises of God along with the Jews 
through faith bears witness both to Christ’s power over the rulers and authorities
36
 
and God’s mysterious work of salvation in Christ since “the powers cannot hinder 
the advance of the gospel to Gentiles or their incorporation, along with Jews, into the 
body of Christ.”
37
  Thus, through the revelation of God’s mystery in Christ, Paul 
demonstrates to his readers that the spiritual powers have been stripped of both their 
powers to accuse and to lead the nations astray.
38
  Moreover, Paul’s reversal of roles 
in which the church reveals the mystery of God to the spiritual powers might also 
serve as an implicit safeguard and polemic against those who would claim to have 
received revelations as a result of their heavenly visions.
39
  As a result, Paul’s readers 
would realize that they need not turn to visionary practices to receive revelations 
from God since God has already made known to believers the mystery of his will in 
Christ and indeed they should not turn to such visionary practices since they are 
                                                
35
 So Arnold, Power and Magic, 63; O’Brien, Ephesians, 246; Bockmuehl, Revelation and Mystery, 
203; Lincoln, Ephesians, 186-187; Best, Ephesians, 325. 
36
 Thus the church is “a tangible reminder that their authority has been decisively broken and that all 
things are to be subject to Christ,” Lincoln, Paradise, 155; cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 63. 
37
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 247. 
38
 Accusation and deception are the two primary ways in which the evil spiritual powers operate in the 
OT and Jewish literature.  We will explore further the nature and role of the powers in Eph in our 
excursus on the spiritual powers in Eph. 
39
 Once again, from the parallels with Col, such an interpretation is a possibility.  For example, 
O’Brien notes that the background to the expression evn pa,sh| sofi,a| in Col (1:9; 1:28; 3:16) should be 
understood against the false teaching infiltrating the community, O’Brien, Ephesians, 108, note 88.  
While the false teaching in Colossae only has what should probably be understood as the “appearance 
of wisdom” (lo,gon me.n e;conta sofi,aj) (Col 2:23), in Christ are pa,ntej oi` qhsauroi. th/j sofi,aj kai. 
gnw,sewj avpo,krufoi, O’Brien, Ephesians, 108, note 88.  The expression evn pa,sh| sofi,a| also appears in 
Eph 1:8 in close association with the mystery of Christ and the avnakefalaiw,sasqai of all things in 
Christ (Eph 1:9-10).  In Eph 1:17 Paul prays that God might grant his readers pneu/ma sofi,aj kai. 
avpokalu,yewj evn evpignw,sei of Christ.  In Eph 3:10 Paul writes that h` polupoi,kiloj sofi,a tou/ qeou/ is 
made known to the rulers and authorities in the heavenlies through the church.  Whereas in Col Christ 
is the source of all wisdom and knowledge, in Eph the riches of God’s grace in Christ have been 
lavished on believers in all wisdom and insight (Eph 1:7-8).  What is more, it is actually the church, 
not the heavenly powers, which reveal h` polupoi,kiloj sofi,a tou/ qeou/ (Eph 3:10).  Since Christ has 
lavished all wisdom and insight on believers and since it is the church which is actually God’s 
instrument of revelation, then believers need not turn to heavenly visions for their source of 
revelation.  See also Turner’s discussion of Eph 3:6-10 as an implicit negation of a Jewish mysticism 
such as was encountered in Col, “Mission,” 146-148.  Turner contends that Eph 3:10 “represents the 
peak of Paul’s subtle polemic” against a Jewish mysticism since it reverses the opponents’ agenda by 
making the church the instrument of God’s revelation to the spiritual powers in the heavenlies, 
“Mission,” 147-148. 
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actually God’s instrument for revealing the mystery of Christ to the spiritual powers 





 In Eph 3:1-13 Paul draws upon the apocalyptic themes of “mystery” and 
“revelation” in his presentation of the gospel of Christ.  In our examination of this 
passage, we detected three means of God’s revelation of the mystery of Christ – 
God’s revelation to Paul, Paul’s disclosure to the Gentiles, and the church’s 
revelation to the rulers and authorities.  Additionally, we observed how each of these 
three levels of revelation quite possibly represents another subtle and implicit 
polemic against a Judaizing movement, in particular a Jewish mysticism.  Through 
the mystery of the gospel of Christ, the powers are stripped of their abilities both to 
accuse God’s people and lead the nations astray.  As a result, both Jew and Gentile 
believers have received full access to God through Christ and they need not resort to 
visionary practices either to access the presence of God or receive revelations from 
God.  Moreover, it is the church which reveals the mystery and power of the gospel 
to the spiritual powers through the union of Jews and Gentiles in Christ.  
Consequently, our examination of Eph 3:1-13 also confirms our argument that one of 
Paul’s concerns in Ephesians was to address a possible Jewish mystical movement 
such as was encountered in Colossae, albeit in a more implicit, subtle, and general 
manner. 
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 By and large, the passages in Ephesians which we have examined with the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij have emphasized the “already” pole of Pauline 
eschatology.
1
  In Eph 1:3 believers are blessed with every spiritual blessing in the 
heavenlies.  Ephesians 1:15-23 speaks of Christ’s ascension to God’s right hand and 
his present reign over all of his enemies.  Believers are raised up with Christ and 
seated with him in the heavenlies in 2:6.  In Eph 3:1-13 the eschatological revelation 
of the mystery of Christ emphasizes the “already” aspect in Pauline thought.  
However, when we arrive at Eph 6:10-20, we encounter a completely different 
emphasis – the “not yet” pole or perspective of Pauline eschatology
2
  – when we read 
that believers are engaged in a battle against the spiritual forces of evil evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij.3   
                                                
1
 Of course, we could identify some exceptions to this statement.  The “already” act of raising up 
believers and seating them with Christ evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 2:6 is tempered by the future fulfillment 
in 2:7.  Additionally, the presence of the rulers and authorities evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 3:10 emphasizes 
the “not yet” pole. 
2
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 33.  No doubt this contrast within these passages which contain the expression 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij can be at least partially attributed to the rough division of Eph into the didactic 
section of chs. 1-3 and the paraenetic section of chs. 4-6.  For discussions of the already/not yet 
paradigm in Eph 6:10-20, see Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 475-476, 479-480; Lincoln, Ephesians, 
438, 442-443; O’Brien, Ephesians, 458-459, 464-465. 
3
 Many scholars find in Eph 6:10-20 a parallel with the battle and military symbolism of the War 
Scroll from Qumran; see e.g., Vermes, Introduction, 40.  Others note the importance of the War Scroll 
for the background of Eph 6:10-20 but also note differences between the two texts; see e.g., Lincoln, 
Paradise, 165; Lincoln, Ephesians, 437-438; Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 475; Best, Ephesians, 586.  
In The Complete Dead Sea Scrolls in English, Vermes writes that the War Scroll “should not be 
mistaken for a manual of military warfare pure and simple.  It is a theological writing, and the war of 
which it treats symbolizes the eternal struggle between the spirits of Light and Darkness,” Vermes, 
Complete Dead Sea Scrolls, 163.  Though Vermes here makes a valid point, it is still nonetheless 
evident that, though the battle involved both good and evil angels, the weapons and the battle in the 
War Scroll were explicitly not spiritual but rather physical (1QM 1:4-15; 1QM 11:1; 1QM 11:16-12:5; 
1QM 17:10-15; 1QM 18:1-7).  Consequently, it is our contention that the War Scroll is not a parallel 
to and did not serve as the background for the spiritual battle of Eph 6:10-20 which is explicitly not 
against ai-ma kai. sa,rka (Eph 6:12).  For others who argue similarly, see Arnold, Power and Magic, 
109-110; Kehl, “Erniedrigung,” 380-381, 389; Thorsten Moritz, A Profound Mystery: The Use of the 
Old Testament in Ephesians (NovTSup 85; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1996), 186-187.  Is it possible that, just 
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 From the very outset of Eph 6:10-20, Paul exhorts his readers to “be strong in 
the Lord and in the strength of His might” (6:10).
4
  At the beginning of v. 11, Paul 
further elaborates on how believers are to stand firm – by putting on the full armor of 
God.  Next, we discover the reason for these two exhortations – so that believers 
“will be able to stand firm against the schemes of the devil” (6:11b).  In v. 12 Paul 
elaborates on the nature of this conflict and writes that believers’ battle is not against 
ai-ma kai. sa,rka, but rather pro.j ta.j avrca,j( pro.j ta.j evxousi,aj( pro.j tou.j 
kosmokra,toraj tou/ sko,touj tou,tou( pro.j ta. pneumatika. th/j ponhri,aj evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij.  As in Eph 1:21, the list of evil powers in Eph 6:12 is not 
comprehensive and does not represent a complex angelology or demonology with 
various orders and ranks.
5
  In line with the other appearances in Ephesians, the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 6:12 should be understood as a local 
reference.  Additionally, Ernst Percy correctly notes, “Zweitens ist zu beachten, dass 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij 6,12 nicht als das Gebiet, innerhalb dessen der Gläubige mit den 
bösen Geistermächten kämpft, erwähnt wird, sondern als der Wohnort derjenigen 
Mächte, gegen die der Gläubige zu kämpfen hat.”
6
  Ephesians 6:13 reiterates the 
exhortations of 6:11 and once again urges the readers to take up the armor of God so 
they can resist in the evil day and stand firm.  The urgent need to stand firm against 
                                                                                                                                     
as Eph 2:6 served as an implicit polemic and response to Jewish mystical thought, Eph 6:12 also 
served a similar function for those who might have been influenced by the Qumran notion of a 
physical battle with the Romans (or Kittim)?  This seems to be the suggestion and implication of Kehl, 
“Erniedrigung,” 380-381, 389, and perhaps this matter is worthy of further research.  The primary 
background for Eph 6:10-20 is the OT book of Isa, especially chs. 11, 52, and 59.  For additional 
support and thorough discussions of the view that Isa is the primary background for Eph 6:10-20, see 
Moritz, Profound Mystery, 178-212; O’Brien, Ephesians, 456-482; Thielman, “Ephesians,” 830-833; 
Arnold, Power and Magic, 108-109; Page, Powers, 187; Turner, “Ephesians,” 1242-1244. 
4
 Here Paul employs a number of synonyms for “strength” to emphasize his point.  The expression evn 
tw/| kra,tei th/j ivscu,oj auvtou/ calls to mind the expression kata. th.n evne,rgeian tou/ kra,touj th/j ivscu,oj 
auvtou/ in 1:19 and so reminds his readers to appropriate this power that is already at work in them.  
Whether evndunamou/sqe is taken as a passive or a middle is of little consequence, but our preference is 
for the passive (rendering the translation “be strengthened in the Lord”) since the source for believers’ 
strength is from the Lord rather than themselves; cf. O’Brien, Ephesians, 460-461; Hoehner, 820; 
Lincoln, Ephesians, 441; Best, Ephesians, 590; Turner, “Ephesians,” 1243. 
5
 See further O’Brien, Ephesians, 467-468; Page, Powers of Evil, 246-248; Lincoln, Ephesians, 444-
445.  The expression ta. pneumatika. th/j ponhri,aj should be understood as a general and 
comprehensive term for all evil spiritual powers; cf. Lincoln, Ephesians, 444-445; O’Brien, 
Ephesians, 467; Hoehner, Ephesians, 828.  For a detailed discussion of the terms ta.j avrca,j( ta.j 
evxousi,aj, and tou.j kosmokra,toraj tou/ sko,touj tou,tou, see Hoehner, Ephesians, 276-277, 826-829.  
We will discuss the background and function of the spiritual powers in more detail in our excursus on 
the spiritual powers in Eph.   
6
 Percy, Probleme, 182, note 7; cf. Lincoln (“Re-Examination,” 475) and Harris (“Reconsidered,” 86) 
who also follow Percy. 
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the devil, the present battle with the spiritual forces of evil, and the presence of the 
evil spiritual powers evn toi/j evpourani,oij all serve to highlight the fact that there still 
remains a future fulfillment of God’s salvation in Christ for believers. 
A number of recent commentators have convincingly demonstrated the 
importance of Eph 6:10-20 within the thought and flow of Ephesians.
7
  The passage 
represents the conclusion of the paraenesis and so serves to reinforce the previous 
exhortations, yet also in places recapitulates the entire letter’s themes and 
terminology.
8
  The structure of the passage can be divided into three basic sections:  
1) vv. 10-13 (exhortation to be strong in the Lord and to put on the armor of God)  2) 
vv. 14-17 (the armor to put on) 3) vv. 18-20 (the need for prayer).  Within these 
verses, there are of course numerous issues and themes which we could explore.
9
  
However, as previously noted, it is not our intention merely to rehash commentaries 
or previous studies.  Rather, we will focus our attention on the issue which we 
believe has been the most troubling and significant for understanding the heavenlies 
in Ephesians – the notion of evil spiritual powers in heaven (or in the heavens).   
 
 
Evil Spiritual Powers e vn toi /j vEpourani ,oij  in Ephesians 6:12 
 
We have previously observed that the heavenly status granted to believers in 
Eph 2:6 has led scholars to spiritualize the heavenlies in Ephesians.  In Eph 6:12 we 
find the second main impetus for spiritualizing the heavenlies – the fact that the 
spiritual forces of evil reside evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  Since the time of the church 
fathers, this statement has perplexed commentators and so led to a variety of ways to 
address or understand this perplexing statement in Eph 6:12.  While some early 
                                                
7
 See now O’Brien, Ephesians, 456-460.  O’Brien argues that “the paragraph…serves as the climax of 
the letter as a whole, bringing it to a conclusion,” 457; cf. Lincoln, Ephesians, 432; Turner, 
“Ephesians,” 1242.  Lincoln also draws some loose comparisons between Eph 6:10-20 and the 
peroratio, a rhetorical function in classical literature, Ephesians, 432-434, 438.  For a brief critique of 
Lincoln’s rhetorical analysis, see O’Brien, Ephesians, 459-460.    
8
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 458-460.  See further Lincoln, Ephesians, 432-433, 438-441. 
9
 E.g. grammatical and exegetical issues, the notion of heavenly warfare in Qumran and apocalyptic, 
the armor of God and its connection with OT and other Jewish literature, and the terminology for the 
spiritual forces of evil, just to name a few.  Readers can consult the numerous commentaries on Eph 
for discussions of these issues. 
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commentators such as Basil, Jerome, and Origen take evn toi/j evpourani,oij as a 
reference to the sky or air,
10
 others such as Chrysostom and Theodore of Mopsuestia 
take the preposition evn in a referential sense and so conclude that believers’ struggle 
with the spiritual forces of evil is about heavenly things (as opposed to earthly 
ones).
11
  The motivation for this non-local interpretation of Chrysostom and 
Theodore is almost certainly a desire to keep the spiritual forces of evil out of 
heaven.  Moreover, some Ancient witnesses such as P
46
 and Didymus of Alexandria 
completely omit evn toi/j evpourani,oij from 6:12.  Andrew Lincoln reasons that the 
motivation for this omission was “quite probably because the copyist could not 
conceive of such an explicit reference to wicked powers in heaven.”
12
  Finally, a 
theological objection to the notion of evil powers in the heavenlies may have 
accounted for the appearance of the sparsely attested alternative reading evn toi/j 
u`pourani,oij.13   
The thought of evil powers in heaven has similarly led modern scholars and 
commentators to make sense of this difficulty.  Since some of the ancient alternatives 
no longer seem viable,
14
 the most common course of action has been to spiritualize 
the heavenlies and so define them as the spiritual atmosphere of the church on 
earth;
15
 however, as we have decisively demonstrated, such an understanding of the 
expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is equally as untenable as the early Christian 
alternatives since there is no lexical basis for this understanding of the term 
evpoura,nioj.  Consequently, we must conclude that Eph 6:12 does indeed portray the 
location of the spiritual forces of evil as in the heavens.  As a result, it is our purpose 
in this chapter to investigate the notion of evil powers in the heavens.   
                                                
10
 See both Origen’s comment on Eph 6:12 and Jerome’s comment on Eph 6:12.  As cited in Heine, 
Commentaries, 257-258.  See also Lash, “Devils,” 163. 
11
 Lash, “Devils,” 163.  Chrysostom and Theodore take evn as equivalent to u`pe,r and peri, 
correspondingly.  My emphasis above.      
12
 Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 475, note 2; cf. Harris, “Reconsidered,” 86, note 46. 
13
 So Lash who implies that a Manichean theological agenda may have led to this alternative reading, 
“Devils,” 171. 
14
 Recent textual criticism has ruled out the possibilities of omitting evn toi/j evpourani,oij from Eph 2:6 
or altering the expression to evn toi/j u`pourani,oij.  Similarly, recent critical studies on the heavenlies 
in Eph have demonstrated that the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is a formula and so must have the 
same meaning in all of its appearances, i.e. a local one.  See history of interpretation for further 
discussion.  Here we do not rule out Basil, Origen, and Jerome’s understanding that evn toi/j 
evpourani,oij might be a reference to the “sky” or “air.” 
15
 See especially Odeberg and McGough.  See further our excursus on the influence of Odeberg’s 
view in ch. 2, the history of interpretation of the heavenlies. 
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Biblical Examples 
 
Though they are few, there are some passages in the Old Testament which 
portray evil powers in heaven.  Perhaps the clearest and most famous example is Job 
1:6-7 which records that the sons of God (LXX oi` a;ggeloi tou/ qeou/) came to present 
themselves before the Lord and Satan came with them (v. 6).  Since they came before 
the presence of the Lord, the implication of Job 1:6-7 is that the angels and Satan 
were in heaven.  In response to the Lord’s question, Satan says that he has come 
from roaming around on the earth (v. 7).  The significance of this passage is that it 
clearly portrays Satan as having access both to heaven and to earth.  Similarly, in 
Zech 3:1 an angel shows Zechariah a vision of Joshua the high priest standing before 
the angel of the Lord with Satan there to accuse Joshua.   
When we come to the New Testament, what we find is a fulfillment or 
continuation of sorts of the above examples.  While in the Old Testament the most 
explicit examples of evil powers in heaven are descriptions of Satan before God in 
heaven in an accusing role, the New Testament primarily speaks of Satan’s being 
cast out of heaven.  For example, in Luke 10:17-19, Jesus’ depiction of Satan’s 
casting out of heaven coincides with the success of the disciples’ ministry, Christ’s 
authority over his enemies, and the demons’ subjection to the power of Christ.  
Additionally, in Rev 12:7-13 we read of warfare in heaven with the result that Satan 
and his angels are cast out of heaven.  The implications of Satan’s removal from 
heaven are that Christ has complete authority over both earth and heaven and that 
Satan can no longer accuse the “brethren” (avdelfoi,).  While in the Old Testament 
Satan’s place in heaven seems to be of a more permanent nature and with the ability 
to accuse, the New Testament portrays Satan’s access to heaven as temporary and 
without the ability to accuse.
16
   
When we compare these Old and New Testament texts with Paul’s portrayal 
of the evil powers in Ephesians, we find both continuity and discontinuity.  On the 
one hand, Luke 10:17-19 and Rev 12:7-13, similar to Eph 1:20-23, also depict 
Christ’s authority over his enemies and all spiritual powers.  The authority which 
                                                
16
 This is also the general view of Bietenhard who notes that in the NT Satan still has access to heaven 
but his access is not permanent and he can no longer accuse, Die himmlische Welt, 211-214.  See also 
the discussion of Schoonhoven, Wrath, 44-53. 
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Christ has over these evil spiritual powers, demonstrated in his present reign at the 
right hand of God “above” all of them in Eph 1:21, also insinuates that since these 
powers are subject to Christ, they can no longer accuse believers (cf. Eph 2:1-10; Col 
2:13-14).  On the other hand, apart from Eph 6:12, we find no New Testament 
parallel in which evil spiritual powers seemingly have a permanent place in heaven.  
Whereas several Old Testament passages clearly describe Satan’s access to and 
activity in heaven, the New Testament passages describe Satan and his angels’ 
removal from heaven.  Consequently, the description of evil powers in the heavenlies 
in Eph 6:12 is unique to the New Testament.
17
  Before we proceed to our analysis of 
Jewish and Christian texts outside of Scripture, we will examine one Old Testament 
text which is somewhat ambiguous in its portrayal of evil powers in heaven. 
 
 
Daniel 10 as an Ambiguous Passage 
 
In Dan 10 we find a picture of both good and evil spiritual powers at work in 
the world.  Daniel has a vision in which an angel of the Lord comes to him and 
explains that the prince of the kingdom of Persia withstood him for 21 days (v. 13).  
Michael came to this angel’s aid with the result that the angel was able to visit Daniel 
(v. 13).  Similarly, vv. 20-21 also depict the struggle between good and evil angelic 
powers.  Though it is not explicitly stated, the implication of Dan 10 is that these 
spirit powers have access to and are operative in both heaven and earth.
18
 
In his excellent discussion of Dan 10 and the Jewish notion of angelic rulers 
over the nations in The Open Heaven, Christopher Rowland makes several salient 
points.
19
  First, Rowland writes that the context makes it clear that these princes, 
along with Michael, are not human kings but rather angels or spiritual powers.  
Second, he notes that a significant theme within Jewish thought is that the nations 
                                                
17
 See further the discussion of Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 211-214.  Bietenhard similarly notes 
that Eph 6:12 is the only place in the NT where evil powers are in heaven, Die himmlische Welt, 212, 
note 1. 
18
 This also seems to be the opinion of Lincoln, Paradise, 154, and Rowland, Open Heaven, 89-92. 
19
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 89-92.  For what follows in our discussion of Dan 10, I am indebted to 
Rowland, Open Heaven, 89-92. 
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have angelic representatives.
20
  For example, in LXX Deut 32:8 we read that the 
Lord divided the nations according to the number of the angels of God.  
Additionally, in Jub. 15:31-32 we read, 
 
 And he sanctified it (Israel), and gathered it from among all the children of men; for there are 
 many nations and many peoples, and all are his (God’s) and over all hath he placed spirits in 
 authority to lead them astray from him.  But over Israel he did not appoint any angel or spirit, 




These angelic powers often abuse their power (1 En. 89), lead the nations astray from 
God (Jub. 15:30-31), and account for the temporary prosperity of the nations of the 
world and the suffering of Israel.  Thus a belief in the inter-relatedness of earthly and 
heavenly realities develops so that the dominance or fall of a heavenly power is 
reflected in the dominance or fall of its earthly counterpart.  Though God had granted 
these angelic powers authority, Israel looked forward to the day when God would 
bring victory for his people on earth.  This earthly reality would be accompanied 
with God’s corresponding victory over the spirit powers in heaven.  Rowland writes,  
  
We thus have a picture here of God, as it were, voluntarily surrendering his sovereignty to 
lesser divine beings for a period, until the time comes for the final vindication of God’s ways 




Though there are no direct allusions to Dan 10 in Ephesians, we do find 
places where Paul draws upon several of these Jewish themes to demonstrate their 
fulfillment in Christ.  Certainly the themes of heavenly and spiritual warfare, though 
not identical, are present in both Dan 10 and Eph 6.  Whereas in Daniel the battle is 
between good and evil angelic powers, in Ephesians Paul emphasizes believers’ role 
in this cosmic struggle with the evil spiritual powers.  Additionally, Paul clearly 
portrays Christ as having won the decisive victory over the evil spiritual powers (Eph 
1:20-23) and as having inaugurated the time of God’s vindication which results in the 
final restoration of heaven and earth (Eph 1:10).  The implications for the readers of 
                                                
20
 Rowland points to Dan 10, LXX Deut 32:8, and Jub. 15:31-32, Open Heaven, 89-90. 
21
 As cited in Rowland, Open Heaven, 89-90.  Translation by Rowland. 
22
 Rowland, Open Heaven, 91. 
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Ephesians are two-fold.  First, since these angelic powers no longer rule the cosmos 
and the nations of the world, the e;qnh (i.e. nations or Gentiles) are free to submit to 
God’s rule (Eph 2:4-10; 3:1-13) and so become members of God’s household 
through Christ (Eph 2:11-22; 3:1-13).  Second, believers do not need to fear or to 
submit to these angelic powers, since, as a result of their union with Christ, these 
powers can no longer accuse or condemn believers who now fight from a position of 
strength and victory (Eph 1:20-23; 2:4-10; 3:1-13; 6:10-20). 
 
 
The Place of Punishment in the Heavens 
 
In apocalyptic literature, perhaps the most common description of evil 
spiritual powers in the heavens is the depiction of hell or the place of punishment as 
located in one of the heavens.  In 2 En. 7 the second heaven is the place of 
punishment for angels who turned away from the Lord.
23
  Similarly, 2 En. 18 locates 
the Grigori, or the Watchers who turned away from the Lord, in the fifth heaven.
24
  
Though the text of 2 En. 10 is somewhat ambiguous, it is possible that the third 
heaven, in addition to being the location of Paradise, is also the location of rebellious 
angels who practice sin on the earth.  In Questions of Ezra, we discover that the four 
lower heavens are characterized by evil and that the location of hell is in the third 
heaven or sphere (Ques. Ezra 1:19-21).
25
  Similar to 2 Enoch, the Greek version of 3 
Baruch describes the lower heavens as the prison or place of punishment for sinners 
and evil angels.  While the first heaven is reserved for those who built the tower 
                                                
23
 Contrast this with later descriptions of hell as subterranean in 2 En. 18 and 2 En. 40:12.  F. I 
Andersen correctly notes the difficulty in harmonizing the evil and Satan passages in 2 En., OTP 1, 
154-155, note d.  Though it is evident that the cosmology of 2 En. is not entirely consistent, a possible 
harmonization of these passages is possible if the location of hell in the second heaven is only 
temporary, Andersen, OTP 1, 11-12, note i.  See also Andersen’s note on 2 En. 40:12 where he writes 
that the longer manuscripts allow for the possibility that the location of this “subterranean” hell is in 
one of the heavens, OTP 1, 154-155, note j.   
24
 Contrast this with 1 En. 14:5 and Jub. 5:5-10 where the place of punishment for the watchers is 
inside the earth.  Additionally, in Jub. some of the spirits of the watchers remained on the earth 
subject to Satan (ch. 10).  See the discussion of Wintermute, “Introduction,” 47.  
25
 In Ques. Ezra the lower heavens also serve as the temporary place of sinners who are imprisoned by 
demons, Recension B ch. 5.  See M. E. Stone’s brief discussion of the cosmology of Ques. Ezra in 
“Introduction to Questions of Ezra,” in OTP 1, 591-595, here 591-594. 
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against God (3 Bar. 2), the second heaven is the location of those who plotted to 
build the tower and who forced others to build it (3 Bar. 3).  Finally, the location of 
Satan and Hades is in the third heaven (3 Bar. 4).
26
  There are also some ambiguous 
examples from 1 Enoch.  First Enoch 18:11-14 speaks of “a place without the 
heavenly firmament above it or earthly foundation under it or water…prison house 
for the stars and powers of heaven.” (Isaac)  Similarly, 1 Enoch 21 locates the stars 
of heaven and the prison of angels in a place that seems to be neither heaven nor 
earth.  Though these descriptions do not clearly communicate that the place of 
imprisonment is in heaven, they nevertheless do describe the stars of heaven and the 
powers of heaven as evil spiritual forces.
27
  It is consistent with both Biblical and 
ancient thought to speak of stars as in or as part of “the heavens” (e.g. Gen 1:16-17; 
15:5; 22:17; 26:4; Matt 24:29; Mark 13:25; 1 Cor 15:40-41). 
We find no precise analogy in Ephesians with the apocalyptic notion that the 
place of punishment for evil angelic powers is in the heavens.  Indeed, there is 
nothing in either the New Testament or the Old Testament which would directly 
attest to this apocalyptic view.  Second Peter 2:4 and Jude 6 both speak of angels 
who sinned and are now imprisoned but these texts do not make any claim as to the 
location of their imprisonment.  Thus, for our purposes, perhaps what is most 
significant from this analysis is that it was not uncommon in Jewish thought for evil 
to be associated with heaven in some way.  From these texts, we have observed that 
the lower heavens were often associated with evil and were also routinely identified 
as the place of punishment for sinners or angels who turned away from the Lord.   
 
 
Non-Biblical Examples of Evil Powers in Heaven 
 
The majority of the non-Biblical examples of evil powers in the heavens are 
dependent in some way upon the examples in Scripture.  In Jub. 17:16, which is 
                                                
26
 In the Greek version, the fourth heaven serves as the resting place of the righteous (3 Bar. 10) and 
so also as the beginning of the upper, good heavens.  On the other hand, the locations of hell and the 
resting place for the righteous are not located in the first four heavens in the Slavonic version.  See the 
discussion of H. E. Gaylord Jr. in “Introduction to 3 (Greek Apocalypse of) Baruch,” in OTP 1, 653-
661, especially 656-657. 
27
 Cf. 1 En. 90:21-24. 
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reminiscent of the story of Job, Satan (the Prince Mastema) comes before God and 
urges God to test Abraham by sacrificing his son Isaac.  The implication here is that, 
like the Old Testament account of Job, Satan has access to the presence of God in 
heaven and utilizes his access to accuse or encourage temptation of God’s people.  In 
2 En. 29:3-5 Satan and his angels are cast “from the height” with the result that they 
are now “flying around the air.”
28
  Similarly, in the Latin text of the Life of Adam and 
Eve (Vita), Satan and his angels are cast out of the heavens and onto the earth (12:1-
2; 16:1).  We have already encountered two New Testament examples (Luke 10:17-
19 and Rev 12:7-13) which also speak of Satan’s casting out of heaven.  First Enoch 
40:7 speaks of impious angels who are prohibited from entering the presence of the 
Lord so that they cannot accuse those on the earth.  This verse seems to draw upon 
the Old Testament notion of Satan’s accusing role and yet also demonstrates an 
affinity with the New Testament notion of Satan and his angels being cast out of 
heaven.
29
  Finally, in Apoc. Zeph. 3:5-9 we read of the angels of the accuser who sit 
at the gate of heaven and write down the sins of men.  In this passage, we find evil 
angelic powers who seemingly have access to heaven and who also assist Satan in 
his accusing role as depicted in the Old Testament. 
In addition to the passages above which exhibit close affinities with the Old 
and New Testaments, we also find examples in apocalyptic literature which associate 
the lower heavens with evil or darkness.  Though they are not explicitly described as 
evil, the lower heavens in Testament of Levi are associated with darkness and God’s 
judgment (chs. 2-3).  In his notes on T. Levi 2-3, H. C. Kee writes that “the pervasion 
of the lower heaven by darkness is a common feature in apocalyptic literature.”
30
  
We have already noted above that the location of hell in Questions of Ezra is in the 
third heaven.  In addition, we also find that the four lower heavens in this book are 
associated with evil, sin, terror, quarrels, and wars (Ques. Ezra 1:19-21).  For our 
purposes, the primary significance of these passages from Testament of Levi and 
                                                
28
 In his notes on 2 En. 29:3-5, F. I. Andersen writes that these verses might represent a Christian 
interpolation, Andersen, OTP 1, 149, notes i and j. 
29
 The considerations of date and composition for the Similitudes are most complex and there is no 
general agreement among scholars on these issues.  As a result, we make no claim for any sort of 
dependence of 1 En. 40:7 on the NT or, on the other hand, the NT on 1 En. 40:7.  
30
 Kee, OTP 1, 789, note 3a.  Kee points to 2 En. 5:1, 1 En. 60:17-18, and Jub. 37:1-10 as additional 
texts which describe wintry elements associated with God’s judgment. 
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Questions of Ezra is that the association of the lower heavens with evil, sin, or 
darkness was common within some strands of Jewish thought. 
Perhaps the most extensive treatment of evil angelic powers is found in 
Testament of Solomon.  When we consider the significance of the Testament of 
Solomon for our investigation of Ephesians, we must be cautious in any conclusions 
we draw since scholars generally date the Testament of Solomon late and argue that 
the book is dependent upon the New Testament.  Indeed, there are passages where 
the testament is almost certainly dependent upon Ephesians.
31
  In his introduction to 
Testament of Solomon, D. C. Duling assigns a date somewhere between the first and 
third century A.D.
32
  However, Duling does note that whether we date the testament 
early or late, “there is general agreement that much of the testament reflects first-
century Judaism in Palestine.”
33
  There is also disagreement over the authorship of 
this work and it is possible that it was either Jewish with Christian editing or the 
product of a Greek-speaking Christian.
34
  Although the date of the Testament of 
Solomon is late, it is nevertheless of some value for New Testament studies since the 
work reflects both Jewish and Christian thought from around the turn of the century. 
There are two major contributions from Testament of Solomon for our 
examination of evil powers in heaven and the cosmology of Ephesians.  First, in 
reference to cosmology, it is clear that Testament of Solomon is clearly tripartite with 
the heavens above, the earth in the middle, and hell below the earth.
35
  Within the 
testament, there are numerous references to the spirits of the air, of the earth, and 
under the earth (Greek title; 18:3; 22:1).  The significance of these cosmological 
divisions is not in number since the cosmology of Ephesians is clearly bipartite, but 
rather in the titles given to the divisions.  In Eph 2:2 there is a reference to Satan as 
to.n a;rconta th/j evxousi,aj tou/ ave,roj.  The fact that Testament of Solomon utilizes 
“air” to refer to the heavenly regions possibly sheds light on its use in Ephesians.  As 
a result, Eph 6:12 might not be the only reference to evil powers in the heavenly 
regions.  Therefore, our understanding of evil powers in heaven and the cosmology 
                                                
31
 See e.g. T. Sol. 8:2 and 18:2 which speak of the kosmokra,torej tou/ sko,touj.  Many scholars regard 
this reference as dependent upon tou.j kosmokra,toraj tou/ sko,touj in Eph 6:12.   
32
 D. C. Duling, “Introduction to Testament of Solomon,” in OTP 1, 935-959, here 940-943. 
33
 Duling, “Introduction,” 942. 
34
 Duling, “Introduction,” 943-944. 
35
 See Duling’s discussion, “Introduction,” 952. 
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of Ephesians must also take into account the activity of Satan as to.n a;rconta th/j 
evxousi,aj tou/ ave,roj (Eph 2:2).36  
Second, Testament of Solomon clearly portrays demons as having access to 
both heaven and earth.  In chapter one, we read of the demon Ornias’ perverse 
activities on the earth.  In 2:3 Ornias says to Solomon, “Sometimes I become a 
creature with wings (flying) up to the heavenly regions.” (Duling)  Similarly, in 
20:12-15 demons who cause destruction on earth can also fly up to the firmament, fly 
among the stars, and even hear decisions from God.
37
  Within the New Testament, it 
is not uncommon to read of the activities of Satan and demons on the earth.  What 
has been so problematic for scholars of Ephesians is that these evil powers are active 
in the heavenlies.  In Testament of Solomon, we find that evil spiritual powers have 
access both to earth and the heavenly regions.  In addition to these examples from 
Testament of Solomon, the composite work Ascension of Isaiah, which is widely 
believed to have both Jewish and Christian origins, locates the home of Satan and his 
hosts in the firmament which is below the seven heavens (4:1-3; 7:9-12).
38
 
Our examination of evil powers in the heavens in various Jewish and 
Christian texts outside of the Old and New Testaments leads to a similar conclusion 
as our examination of the heavens as the place of punishment.  We once again 
observe that in several strands of Jewish and Christian thought it was not uncommon 
to speak of evil powers in heaven (Jub. 17:16; Apoc. Zeph. 3:5-9; T. Sol. 2:3; 20:12-
15).  In Testament of Solomon, there are examples of demons which have access both 
to earth and to the heavenly regions.  There are texts which draw upon the Old 
Testament notion of evil powers as accusing agents in heaven (Apoc. Zeph. 3:5-9) 
and there are also passages which demonstrate affinities with the New Testament 
theme of Satan and his angels having been cast out of heaven (2 En. 29:3-5; L.A.E. 
12:1-2; 16:1).  Interestingly, 1 En. 40:7 exhibits both of these characteristics as the 
impious angels are prohibited from entering the presence of the Lord so they cannot 
accuse those on the earth.  Jubilees 17:16 alludes to the Old Testament theme of 
Satan as tempter or deceiver.   In Jewish thought, it was also common to associate 
                                                
36
 See further H. Bietenhard’s brief discussion of avh,r in H. Bietenhard, “Demon, Air, Cast Out,” 
NIDNTT 1:449-453, especially 449-450. 
37
 In T. Sol., the world-rulers of darkness (kosmokra,torej tou/ sko,touj) are also described as stars in 
heaven (ch. 8). 
38
 Additionally, evil also characterizes the firmament in Ascen. Isa. (7:9-12; 10:28-31; 11:23). 
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the lower heavens with sin, evil, darkness, and God’s judgment (T. Levi 2-3; Ques. 
Ezra 1:19-21).  In Ascension of Isaiah the firmament, or the region below the seven 
heavens, is the abode of Satan and the evil powers.  In Ephesians the location of the 
evil spiritual powers is also in the heavens; however, Christ’s reign over the spiritual 
powers and believers’ union with Christ assure believers that these powers can no 
longer accuse and can no longer ultimately lead the nations astray from God.  
Additionally, the common Jewish theme of the location of the evil powers in the 
lower heavens allows for the possibility that the evil powers in Ephesians might also 





 The purpose of our examination of Eph 6:12 was to investigate the notion of 
evil powers in heaven.  While there are some previous studies with very general 
discussions on the notion of evil or evil powers in heaven, this subject is one which 
by and large has received relatively little attention in Biblical studies.  In light of this, 
our examination represents a thorough analysis of the notion of evil powers in 
heaven in the Old Testament, the New Testament, and Second Temple Jewish texts 
including apocalyptic literature and the Qumran manuscripts.  Moreover, we also 
examined the significance of these Old Testament, New Testament, and Second 
Temple Jewish texts for a proper understanding of both Eph 6:12 and Eph 6:12 in 
relation to the rest of the New Testament.  From our investigation of evil powers in 
the heavens, we note three common themes which appear frequently in Jewish and 
Christian texts which shed light on the presence of evil powers evn toi/j evpourani,oij 
in Ephesians.  First, it is not uncommon for evil powers to have access to or to be 
located in the heavens.  The degree to which these Jewish and Christian texts should 
inform our understanding of Eph 6:12 is open to debate.  Nevertheless, they should 
steer us away from the conclusion that the notion of evil spiritual powers in the 
heavens is incomprehensible.
39
  Such a conclusion has led to the various exegetical 
                                                
39
 For additional discussions of evil powers and the realm of darkness in heaven, see Rowland, Open 
Heaven, 92-93; Schoonhoven, Wrath, especially 40-66; Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 205-221. 
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fallacies detailed above, namely understanding the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 
a purely referential sense rather than local or spiritualizing the heavenlies so that they 
become the spiritual atmosphere of the church on earth.   
 Second, when the evil powers are portrayed as having access to the presence 
of God, they typically desire to tempt, deceive, lead astray, or accuse God’s people.  
The New Testament alludes to both of these themes and demonstrates that because of 
Christ and his authority over the evil powers, they can no longer accuse (Rev 12:7-
13) and can no longer completely deceive the nations or prevent the nations from 
taking part in God’s salvation in Christ.  Though Ephesians is the only New 
Testament book which explicitly states that the evil powers are located in the 
heavens, its description of Christ’s authority and rule over the powers (Eph 1:20-21), 
its description of the powers’ inability to prevent the nations from submitting to God 
(Eph 2; 3:1-13), and its description of the great salvation accomplished in Christ 
(Eph 2:4-10) are all consistent with the other New Testament accounts which depict 
Satan and the evil powers as cast out of heaven.  In this sense, there is not a great 
difference between the passages which portray Satan and his evil powers as cast out 
of heaven (Luke 10:17-19; Rev 12:7-13) and Eph 3:10 and 6:12.   
 Third, the lower heavens are often the location of the evil powers and are also 
at times associated with sin, darkness, perversion, or rebellion.  In Ephesians the 
description of Christ’s exaltation as “above” the spiritual powers (Eph 1:20-21), the 
description of the evil spiritual powers evn toi/j evpourani,oij (6:12), and Satan’s 
description as “the prince of the power of the air” (2:2) allow for the possibility that 
the spiritual forces of evil evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 6:12 are also associated with 
or located in the lower heavens.
40
  We will explore this possibility in more detail in 
our discussion of the cosmology of Ephesians. 
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 Cf. also Jean Daniélou, The Theology of Jewish Christianity (ed. and trans. John A. Baker; The 
Development of Christian Doctrine Before the Council of Nicaea 1; London: Darton, Longman & 
Todd, 1964), 174, 190; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 77, 273; Turner “Ephesians,” 1243; Bietenhard, 
NIDNTT 2:193; U. Schoenborn, “Ourano,j,” EDNT 2:543-547, here 546.  Additionally, as noted 
above, the church fathers Basil, Jerome, and Origen understand the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in 
Eph 6:12 as a reference to “the sky” or “the air.” 
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The Cosmology of Ephesians 
 
In much the same fashion as the heavenlies, the cosmology of Ephesians has 
similarly perplexed commentators, and as a result, there has been little agreement on 
various cosmological issues in the letter.  Though there has not been universal 
agreement, the general consensus among most recent commentators is that the 
cosmology of Ephesians is bipartite or two-tiered, and so composed of the heavens 
and the earth (cf. 1:10; 3:15; 4:9-10).
1
  In our estimation, the references to the 
heavens and the earth in Eph 1:10, 3:15, and 4:9-10 provide sufficient evidence that 
this basic two-tiered structure accurately reflects the cosmology of Ephesians.
2
  
Beyond this, there have been few attempts to discern the cosmology of Ephesians or 
harmonize its teachings on the basic structure of heaven and earth.  As a result, this 
excursus serves as a contribution to New Testament studies through our examination 
of some generally overlooked cosmological issues in Ephesians.  In our analysis, we 
will investigate three primary issues which are significant for the cosmology of 
Ephesians.  First, we will examine the larger Pauline corpus for possible evidence for 
a general Pauline cosmology.  Second, we will examine the references to ouvrano,j 
and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians for their significance within the cosmology of 
Ephesians.  Third, we will investigate the notion of a plurality of heavens in 
Ephesians and offer some brief thoughts on the implications of our analysis in light 
of other New Testament references. 
                                                
1
 See e.g. Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 479-480; Lincoln, Ephesians, 20, 34; Best, Ephesians, 118, 
384; O’Brien, Ephesians, 60, 112, 294-297; Robert L. Foster, “Reoriented to the Cosmos: Cosmology 
and Theology in Ephesians through Philemon,” in Cosmology and New Testament Theology (ed. 
Jonathan T. Pennington and Sean M. McDonough; Library of New Testament Studies 355; New 
York: T & T Clark, 2008), 107-124, here 110; Harris, “Reconsidered,” 83-84.  The basis for a three-
tiered cosmology of Eph is dependent upon a tripartite understanding of Eph 4:9-10 where Christ 
descended eivj ta. katw,tera Îme,rh! th/j gh/j.  Those who argue for a tripartite cosmology understand 
th/j gh/j as a partitive genitive; however, we take th/j gh/j as a genitive of apposition which further 
defines ta. katw,tera Îme,rh!.  For a discussion of Eph 4:9-10 and its various interpretive issues, see 
Lincoln, Ephesians, 244-248. 
2
 See the references cited above. 
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Cosmology in Paul outside of Ephesians 
Within this section, we will address two basic cosmological issues within the 
larger Pauline corpus.  First, we will investigate whether there is evidence of a 
consistent cosmological view in Paul, namely whether the cosmos is bipartite and 
composed of the heavens and earth, or whether it is tripartite and so composed of the 
heavens, the earth, and a place designated as “under the earth.”  Second, we will 
investigate the questions of whether Paul believed in a plurality of heavens and, if so, 
whether he believed in a specific number of heavens.   
Of the 11 passages (including Ephesians) which refer to the makeup of the 
cosmos in Paul, eight are clearly bipartite with the heaven(s) above and the earth 
below (1 Cor 8:5; 1 Cor 15:40-49; 2 Cor 5:1-2; Eph 1:10; Eph 3:15; Col 1:16, 20; 
Col 3:1-2; Phil 3:19-20).  The three remaining passages, Rom 10:6-7; Phil 2:10; Eph 
4:9-10, are more ambiguous and so allow for the possibility of a tripartite view of the 
cosmos.  We have already briefly discussed Eph 4:9-10 and concluded that the 
reference to ta. katw,tera Îme,rh! th/j gh/j should be understood as a genitive of 
apposition and is consistent with the bipartite cosmology of Ephesians.  In our study 
of the term evpoura,nioj in the New Testament, we also concluded that the references 
to evpourani,wn kai. evpigei,wn kai. katacqoni,wn in Phil 2:10 do not represent a 
developed or specific Pauline cosmology.  The reasons for this are that Paul most 
likely incorporated an already existent hymn and that these three categories in Phil 
2:10 were also commonly utilized in antiquity to communicate universality.  In Rom 
10:6-7 Paul alludes to Deut 30:11-14 and writes, 
 
6 
But the righteousness based on faith speaks as follows: "DO NOT SAY IN YOUR HEART, 
'WHO WILL ASCEND INTO HEAVEN (eivj to.n ouvrano,n)?' (that is, to bring Christ 
down),  
7
or 'WHO WILL DESCEND INTO THE ABYSS (eivj th.n a;busson)?' (that is, to 
bring Christ up from the dead)." 
 
Though the contrast between the abyss, or the realm of the dead, and heaven in Rom 
10:6-7 could be representative of a tripartite cosmology, there are also good reasons 
for not understanding these verses as representative of a developed Pauline 
cosmology.  First, it seems that the references to the “abyss” and the “sea” were 
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interchangeable within Jewish thought.
3
  In fact, three other Jewish passages which 
also allude to Deut 30:11-14 all contrast “heaven” with the “sea” (Bar 3:29-30; Philo, 
De Posteritate Caini 84-85; Targum Neofiti on Deuteronomy 30).
4
  Second, Leon 
Morris recognizes that “in these two verses Paul is using expressions that had 
become proverbial for what is impossible.”
5
  Third, to focus too exclusively on the 
cosmological implications of the abyss in Rom 10:7 would be at the expense of 
missing Paul’s primary theological point – that Christ has already been resurrected 
and any attempt or desire to descend into the “abyss” would be foolish.
6
  
Consequently, it is by no means evident that Paul’s intent in Rom 10:6-7 was to 
depict a tripartite cosmology.    
 Of particular interest is the fact that in Scripture we find a number of different 
cosmologies.  In addition to the cosmological divisions of Phil 2:10 and Rom 10:6-7, 
Rev 5:13 refers to “heaven”, “earth”, “under the earth”, and “under the sea” while 
Exod 20:4 refers to “heaven”, “earth”, and “water beneath the earth.”  It is quite 
possible that these areas referred to as “the abyss,” “under the earth,” “under the 
sea,” and “water beneath the earth” were conceived of as actually part of the earth.
7
  
Therefore, the references to “under the earth” in Phil 2:10 and “the abyss” in Rom 
10:7 may not be representative of a tripartite cosmology but rather would further 
represent that which is on the earth and so be included within ta. evpi,geia.  As a 
result, it is possible and perhaps even likely that Paul conceived of the basic divisions 
of the cosmos as “the heavens” above and “the earth” below in a bipartite structure.
8
  
Though the evidence is somewhat ambiguous, we regard this view as the most 
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 See further Douglas J. Moo, The Epistle to the Romans (NICNT; Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1996), 
655-656; Leon Morris, The Epistle to the Romans (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1988), 383. 
4
 For a comparison of Deut 30:11-14, Bar 3:29-30, Philo, De Posteritate Caini 84-85, and Targum 
Neofiti on Deuteronomy 30 with Rom 10:6-8, see James D. G. Dunn, Romans 9-16 (WBC 38B; 
Dallas: Word Books, 1988), 604.  Morris also notes that “the abyss” in LXX Ps 106:26 is utilized as 
the translation for “the sea” in Ps 107:26, Romans, 383, note 30. 
5
 Morris, Romans, 383. 
6
 See further Morris, Romans, 383-384; Moo, Romans, 655-656; Dunn, Romans, 614-615; Brendan 
Byrne, Romans (SP 6; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1996), 318. 
7
 This is essentially the argument and conclusion of Pennington in Heaven and Earth.  See further 
Pennington’s discussion of the cosmology of the OT, Second Temple Jewish literature, and Matt in 
Heaven and Earth, 169-216.  
8
 Contra Joel White who contends that Paul believed in a tripartite universe, Joel White, “Paul’s 
Cosmology: The Witness of Romans, 1 and 2 Corinthians, and Galatians,” in Cosmology and New 
Testament Theology (ed. Jonathan T. Pennington and Sean M. McDonough; Library of New 
Testament Studies 355; New York: T & T Clark, 2008), 90-106, here 93-94. 
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consistent with the references to the cosmos in the Pauline corpus.  For our purposes, 
however, the issue of whether Paul conceived of a bipartite or tripartite cosmology is 
of little consequence.  What is of considerable significance is the question of whether 
or not Paul conceived of a specific number of heavens. 
Of all the references to ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj (when used in a local sense) 
in Paul, 11 refer to a single heaven (Rom 1:18; Rom 10:6; 1 Cor 8:5; 1 Cor 15:47; 2 
Cor 5:2; Gal 1:8; Col 1:23; Col 4:1; 1 Thess 1:10; 1 Thess 4:16; 2 Thess 1:7) and 15 
refer to a plurality of heavens (2 Cor 5:1; 2 Cor 12:2;
9
 Eph 1:3; Eph 1:10; Eph 1:20; 
Eph 2:6; Eph 3:10; Eph 3:15; Eph 4:10; Eph 6:9; Eph 6:12; Phil 3:20; Col 1:5; Col 
1:16; Col 1:20).  However, since the writers of the New Testament commonly 
utilized the plural of ouvrano,j to reflect the Hebrew plural ~yim;v', we cannot draw any 
significant conclusions from the plural use of ouvrano,j or evpoura,nioj.10  As a result, 
for the questions of whether Paul conceived of a plurality of heavens and a specific 
number of heavens, we must turn our attention to 2 Cor 12:1-4 where Paul recounts 
his ecstatic experience in which he was caught up (a`rpage,nta) to the third heaven.  
We have previously examined 2 Cor 12:1-4 for its significance within the mystical 
thought and life of Paul.  For our present purposes, our task is to determine the 
significance of the third heaven.  In his Die himmlische Welt im Urchristentum und 
Spätjudentum, Hans Bietenhard provides an accurate and helpful structure of the 
passage: 
 
a.  oi=da a;nqrwpon evn Cristw/| pro. evtw/n dekatessa,rwn 
b.  ei;te evn sw,mati ouvk oi=da( ei;te evkto.j tou/ sw,matoj ouvk oi=da( o` qeo.j oi=den 
c.  a`rpage,nta to.n toiou/ton e[wj tri,tou ouvranou/ 
a.  kai. oi=da to.n toiou/ton a;nqrwpon 
b.  ei;te evn sw,mati ei;te cwri.j tou/ sw,matoj ouvk oi=da( o` qeo.j oi=den 
g.  o[ti h`rpa,gh eivj to.n para,deison kai. h;kousen a;rrhta r`h,mata a] ouvk evxo.n avnqrw,pw| 
       lalh/sai11 
 
                                                
9
 In 2 Cor 12:2 the reference is to the singular “third heaven” (tri,tou ouvranou/), but the fact that there 
is a “third heaven” implies a plurality of heavens. 
10
 2 Cor 5:1-2 clearly demonstrates the interchangeability of the singular and plural forms of ouvrano,j 
with the appearance of evn toi/j ouvranoi/j in v. 1 and evx ouvranou/ in v. 2. 
11
 Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 164. 
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Bietenhard recognizes in 2 Cor 12:1-4 a parallel structure in which line a corresponds 
to line a, line b corresponds to line b, and line c corresponds to line g.12  On the basis 
of this parallelism, Bietenhard writes, 
 
 Die Parallelität in der sprachlichen Form weist auf ein und dasselbe Erlebnis hin.  Von da aus 
 dürfen wir aber auch schließen, daß in c und g dasselbe gemeint ist:  dem dritten Himmel 
 entspricht das Paradies, das Paradies ist im dritten Himmel.
13
   
 
In agreement with Bietenhard, we understand 2 Cor 12:1-4 as a reference to one 
experience with parallel terminology wherein the third heaven is identified as 
Paradise.
14
   
 Though, on the basis of the parallel structure, we have identified the third 
heaven with Paradise, we have not yet determined the significance of this heaven in 
this passage or in the thought of Paul.  In his analysis, Andrew Lincoln also identifies 
the third heaven with Paradise and compares 2 Cor 12:1-4 with 2 En. 8 and Apoc. 
Mos. (37:5; 40:1) which also place Paradise in the third heaven.
15
  As a result of this 
comparison, Lincoln concludes it is likely in 2 Cor 12:1-4 that Paul merely adopts 
the terminology and cosmological views of his time.
16
  Moreover, since Paul adopts 
the terminology and cosmological views of his time, it is not possible to determine 
on the basis of 2 Cor 12:1-4 how many heavens Paul actually conceived of.
17
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 Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 164. 
13
 Bietenhard, Die himmlische Welt, 164; cf. Lincoln, “Paul,” 211; Lincoln, Paradise, 77. 
14
 See further Harris, 2 Corinthians, 840-845; Craig S. Keener, 1-2 Corinthians (The New Cambridge 
Bible Commentary; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2005), 239; Jan Lambrecht, Second 
Corinthians (SP 8; Collegeville, Minn.: The Liturgical Press, 1999), 201; Morray-Jones, “Paradise 
Revisited: Part 2,” 278.  Contra Rowland who concludes that 2 Cor 12:1-4 refers to one experience 
with two definite or distinct parts.  As a result, Rowland does not identify the third heaven with 
Paradise but rather concludes that the third heaven was a part of Paul’s heavenly journey before he 
reached Paradise, Open Heaven, 381-382.  In his discussion, however, Rowland does correctly 
dismiss the notion that Paul here refers to two separate experiences in the two parts of the structure, 
381. 
15
 Lincoln, Paradise, 79; Lincoln, “Paul,” 213.  See also Bietenhard who similarly compares Paul’s 
location of Paradise in the third heaven with 2 En., Die himmlische Welt, 166.  In contrast to Lincoln, 
however, Bietenhard thinks it is likely that, because of the comparison with 2 En., Paul also conceived 
of seven heavens, Die himmlische Welt, 166. 
16
 Lincoln, “Paul,” 213; cf. Lincoln, Paradise, 79. 
17
 Lincoln, Paradise, 79; Lincoln, “Paul,” 213; cf. Joel White who also cautions that Paul’s ascent to 
the third heaven in 2 Cor 12 might not represent the apocalyptic notion of a stratified heaven since 
Paul might simply be borrowing the language of visions and heavenly ascents, White, “Paul’s 
Cosmology,” 93-94. 
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Lincoln provides a helpful caution that we should not too readily identify Paul’s 
account of his ascent to heaven in 2 Cor 12:1-4 with the elaborate heavenly ascents 
and numbering of the heavens in apocalyptic.  However, it is our view that Paul here 
did indeed have a specific number of heavens in mind and that the references to the 
third heaven and Paradise are of more significance than Lincoln suggests.   
  In his discussion of 2 Cor 12:1-4, Rowland concludes that the reference to 
Paradise represents what is likely the highest heaven.  In arriving at this conclusion, 
Rowland notes that in apocalyptic, it is only at the highest point or in the presence of 
God that the visionary is revealed divine secrets (1 En. 71:3-4; 2 En. 22ff).
18
  Thus 
the revelation of the a;rrhta r`h,mata to Paul in Paradise (which we have demonstrated 
is also the third heaven) indicates that it is to be identified with the presence of 
God.
19
  Moreover, the identification of Paradise with the presence of God is 
consistent with the other New Testament texts concerning Paradise (Luke 23:43; Rev 
2:7; Rev 22:1-3).
20
  As a result, it is our view that Paul conceived of the third heaven 
as the highest heaven and also referred to this heaven as Paradise in order to identify 
it with the presence of God.
21
  Furthermore, it is quite possible and indeed probable 
that Paul adopted the very general and undeveloped Old Testament view of the 
heavens.  Within this unsophisticated view and Paul’s basic Old Testament 
framework, the heavens could refer to the sky, the firmament, or the presence of 
God.
22
  Thus, in 2 Cor 12:1-4, Paul utilized the terminology of “third heaven” and 
“Paradise” to communicate that he ascended to the very presence of God. 
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 Rowland, Open Heaven, 381-383. 
19
 Contra Bietenhard who considers the connection between 2 Cor 12:1-4 and 2 En. to be so strong 
that the most likely conclusion is that Paul conceived of seven heavens, Die himmlische Welt, 166. 
20
 Rowland notes that both Rev 22:1-3 and L.A.E. 25 also identify Paradise with the presence of God, 
Open Heaven, 382-383.  
21
 So also Harris, 2 Corinthians, 840; Keener, 1-2 Corinthians, 239; Lambrecht, 2 Corinthians, 201; 
Philip Edgcumbe Hughes, Paul’s Second Epistle to the Corinthians (NICNT; Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans, 1962), 432-434; Morray-Jones, “Paradise Revisited: Part 2,” 278; J. F. Maile, “Heaven, 
Heavenlies, Paradise,” DPL 381-383, here 382.  Contra Gooder who contends that Paul’s account in 2 
Cor 12 is a failed ascent wherein Paul did not ascend to the presence of God, Only the Third Heaven?, 
190-211. 
22
 See further Schoonhoven, Wrath, 8-9, 64; Hughes, 2 Corinthians, 432-434; Keener, 1-2 
Corinthians, 239; Daniélou, Theology, 174.  See also our brief discussion of the meaning and 
references of “heaven” or “the heavens” at the end of ch. four, the NT study of evpoura,nioj. 
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Ouvrano,j and  vEpoura,nioj in the Cosmology of Ephesians 
 As noted above, the basic cosmological structure of Ephesians is bipartite 
with the heavens above and the earth below.  In this section, we will focus on Paul’s 
teaching on the heavens in Ephesians through an examination of the relationship 
between evn ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij.  As we have stated on a number of 
occasions, the fact that the heavenlies in Ephesians have proved to be perplexing and 
troublesome for commentators has led to a number of different understandings and 
interpretations.  In addition to the heavenly status granted to believers (2:6) and the 
presence of evil powers in the heavenlies (6:12), another significant interpretive issue 
which has troubled and perplexed commentators is the relationship between the 
phrases evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians.  In our 
examinations of evpoura,nioj in both Biblical and non-Biblical sources, we concluded 
that the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj are synonymous and that it is erroneous to 
posit a major distinction in meaning between them; however, we must also address 
the question of whether there is some sort of minor distinction wherein both terms 
retain their usual meanings as references to that which is spatially distinct from the 
earth, but yet also refer to different parts of “the heavens.” 
   The reference to Christ’s ascension u`pera,nw pa,ntwn tw/n ouvranw/n in Eph 
4:10 is interesting in light of the fact that the explicit location after Christ’s ascension 
in Eph 1:20 is evn toi/j evpourani,oij (cf. also evn ouvranoi/j in Eph 6:9).  Rather than 
positing a distinction in meaning between ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians, 
however, it is best to understand the description of Christ’s ascent u`pera,nw pa,ntwn 
tw/n ouvranw/n in Eph 4:10 as an emphasis of Christ’s sovereignty and supreme 
exaltation.  A common theme in the Old Testament is that the heavens cannot contain 
God (1 Kgs 8:27; 2 Chr 2:6; 2 Chr 6:18).  In Eph 4:10 Paul applies that same notion 
to Christ and his exaltation.
23
  This interpretation is also consistent with similar uses 
of ouvrano,j in Hebrews where Christ is depicted as u`yhlo,teroj tw/n ouvranw/n in 7:26, 
but yet explicitly evn toi/j ouvranoi/j in 8:1.24  In The Ephesian Mysterion, Chrys C. 
Caragounis argues that the heavenlies overlap with ouvrano,j but are not completely 
identical with it.  Whereas ouvrano,j consists of the layers from the air to God’s 
throne, the heavenlies only consist of the higher heavenly levels from the realm of 
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 See the brief discussion of Lincoln, Ephesians, 248.  Lincoln also notes the “paradoxical language” 
in Eph to describe Christ’s exaltation and present location, Ephesians, 248. 
24
 Cf. also Caragounis, Mysterion, 151-152. 
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the cosmic forces to God’s throne.
25
  Caragounis’ only justification for this decision 
seems to be that the heavenlies are bound up with the salvation events.
26
  Robert 
Foster advocates an even more interesting and bizarre proposal when he writes that 
Paul distinguishes between the heavenly places (“evn toi/j evpourani,oij”) and the 
ko,smoj which is made up of the heavens (“toi/j ouvranoi/j”) and the earth.27  Foster 
writes,  
 
 Thus, Paul’s cosmology reflects two important realities: the heavenly places and the 
 universe, with the universe divided further into the heavens and the earth.  The basic 
 distinction between the heavenly places and the universe is that the universe came into 




Although the implications of Foster’s proposal are not altogether clear, it is possible 
that the heavens (“toi/j ouvranoi/j”) would refer to the visible, created heavens 
whereas the heavenlies (“evn toi/j evpourani,oij”) would possibly refer to the upper 
portion where God and Christ reside. 
 As alluded to above, we do not believe there is any justification in Ephesians 
for such minor distinctions between these two expressions.  From our examination of 
evpoura,nioj in both Biblical and non-Biblical sources, we also observed that there was 
no difference in meaning between the terms ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj, except of 
course in regard to their functions as a noun and an adjective.  Moreover, we also 
noted that various authors often chose to vary their terms for heaven for what seemed 
to be merely stylistic purposes.
29
  Based on the evidence within Ephesians and the 
evidence outside of the letter, we contend that Paul utilized the expressions evn 
ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians synonymously.  As a result, it is 
                                                
25
 Caragounis, Mysterion, 152.  As we have alluded to, what appears to be problematic for Caragounis 
is the appearance of two different local expressions for heaven (evn ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij) 
in the same letter and even in close proximity to each other.  With his minor distinction, Caragounis 
appears to address this conundrum. 
26
 Caragounis, Mysterion, 152. 
27
 Foster, “Reoriented,” 108-112, especially 111. 
28
 Foster, “Reoriented,” 111. 
29
 See e.g. Sextus Empiricus, Against the Astrologers 5.43-45a, Philo, Legum Allegoria Book III 
LVIII.162-168, and especially T. Job 32-36 which alternates between the same expressions for heaven 
as Eph (evn ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij). 
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erroneous to assign different cosmological significance to these two local 
expressions for heaven. 
 
A Plurality of Heavens in Ephesians? 
 In this section, we will investigate whether there is evidence for a plurality of 
heavens within the cosmology of Ephesians.  A careful reading of Ephesians reveals 
that all of the references to ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj are plural.  Whether these plural 
references were of some significance to Paul or whether they were merely 
representative of the Hebrew  ~yim;v' is open to debate.  In The Wrath of Heaven, 
Schoonhoven correctly identifies the Old Testament as the proper source for Paul’s 
view of heaven and writes that Paul was not concerned about a specific number of 
heavens, such as were typical within apocalyptic and Rabbinic thought.
30
  In his 
discussion of Eph 4:10, Lincoln concedes that Paul appears to indicate a plurality of 
heavens but also doubts that Paul has a specific number in mind.
31
  Moreover, Paul’s 
point in Eph 4:10 is not to give cosmological teaching but rather to demonstrate 
Christ’s superiority.
32
  In his article on the heavenlies, Harris allows for the 
possibility that the plural use of ouvrano,j is of some significance.33  O’Brien believes 
that the background for the plurality of heavens in Ephesians is the Old Testament 
and Jewish notion of several “heavens” but writes that the significance of the 
imagery is metaphorical rather than literal.
34
  Finally, Caragounis contends there is 
                                                
30
 Schoonhoven, Wrath, 64; cf. Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 479-480. 
31
 Lincoln, Paradise, 158. Lincoln also connects the plurality of heavens in Eph 4:10 with 2 Cor 12.  
In both passages, Lincoln does not believe Paul conceives of a specific number of heavens. 
32
 Lincoln, Paradise, 158. 
33
 Harris, “Reconsidered,” 75-76, 81.  However, it also appears that one of Harris’ concerns in regard 
to the plural usage of ouvrano,j is to understand the plural tw/n ouvranw/n in Eph 4:10 as “a metaphor of 
simple replacement in which the ‘powers’ of 1:21, who are subjugated to Christ, are replaced in 4:10 
by a reference to the locus of their dwelling,” “Reconsidered,” 84.  Harris writes that this would also 
correspond to ta. evpi. toi/j ouvranoi/j in 1:10, “Reconsidered,” 84, note 41.  We do not find Harris’ 
argument and interpretation here compelling.  As we have briefly discussed above, the reference to 
Christ’s ascent above the heavens reflects the OT notion of the heavens’ inability to contain God.  
Additionally, the avnakefalaiw,sasqai of all things in Eph 1:10 includes, but is also more 
comprehensive than, Christ’s victory over the powers.  Consequently, we believe it is improper to 
substitute the “powers” for the “heavens” in Eph 1:10 and 4:10. 
34
 O’Brien, Ephesians, 96-97. 
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no doubt that there is a plurality of heavens in Ephesians but also writes it is not 
possible to know the number.
35
 
 In agreement with Schoonhoven and Lincoln, we contend that the proper 
background for Paul’s conception of “the heavens” in Ephesians is the Old 
Testament.  In light of this, we also agree that there is nothing which suggests that 
Paul was overly concerned with apocalyptic or Rabbinic speculations about the 
number of heavens in Ephesians.
36
  However, from our exegesis and discussion of 2 
Cor 12:1-4, we concluded that the terminology of “Paradise” and “third heaven” was 
indeed of significance to Paul since these terms represented Paul’s ascent to the very 
presence of God.  In this sense, Paul does conceive of a specific number of heavens, 
though this is not necessarily Paul’s motivation for the plural usage or the force of 
his thought in Ephesians.  As noted above, within Paul’s basic Old Testament 
framework, “heaven” could refer to the atmosphere (Ps 147:8; Matt 6:26), the 
firmament (Gen 1:7, 14), or the dwelling-place of God (Ps 2:4; Matt 6:9) and it is 
probable that these three basic Old Testament divisions comprised Paul’s view of 
heaven.  Such a view is also consistent with the unsophisticated and undeveloped 
doctrine of the heavens as found in the Old Testament and need not be dependent 
upon apocalyptic or Rabbinic speculations.
37
 
 Though we have determined that the general Old Testament framework is 
Paul’s background for his view of heaven, we must still investigate whether there is 
any significance in the plural usage of ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians.  
Whether Paul intended this plural usage to reflect his view of three heavens or 
whether it was merely a reflection of the Hebrew ~yim;v' is impossible to establish 
with any certainty; however, as noted above, Christ’s ascent u`pera,nw pa,ntwn tw/n 
ouvranw/n in Eph 4:10 at least allows for the possibility and perhaps even implies that 
Paul conceived of a plurality of heavens in Ephesians.  One of the critical exegetical 
issues for this question is the usage of the preposition u`pera,nw in Eph 1:21.  In 
                                                
35
 Caragounis, Mysterion, 151.  See also Adela Yarbro Collins who believes the references in Eph are 
consistent with a plurality of heavens, Adela Yarbro Collins, “The Seven Heavens in Jewish and 
Christian Apocalypses,” in Death, Ecstasy, and Other Worldly Journeys (ed. John J. Collins and 
Michael Fishbane; Albany: State University of New York Press, 1995), 59-93, here 68. 
36
 Schoonhoven, Wrath, 64; cf. Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 479-480. 
37
 Schoonhoven also recognizes that though Paul was not concerned with apocalyptic or Rabbinic 
speculations about the number of heavens, he did adopt the basic OT view that heaven could refer to 
the atmosphere, the firmament, or the dwelling place of God, Wrath, 64. 
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Ephesians we read that both Christ (1:20) and the spiritual forces of evil (6:12) are 
located evn toi/j evpourani,oij, yet we also read that Christ is above (u`pera,nw) these 
powers.  The preposition u`pera,nw which can mean “above” or “far above”38 is often 
utilized in a purely spatial sense to denote the location of someone or something over 
another (e.g. Neh 12:38-39; Jonah 4:6; Heb 9:5).  On the other hand, the term can 
also be utilized in a metaphorical sense to communicate power, authority, and/or 
superiority (e.g. Deut 26:19; 28:1; Eph 4:10).  In light of Christ’s description in 1:20 
at the right hand of God and the usage of u`pera,nw in 4:10, it seems that Paul 
primarily had in mind the latter sense when he wrote in 1:20-21 that Christ is 
u`pera,nw the evil spiritual powers.39   
 It does remain a possibility, however, that Paul also intended a spatial 
distinction in his description of Christ u`pera,nw the evil spiritual powers.  Within later 
Jewish thought, “the air” was often considered the location of demons or evil 
spiritual powers (2 En. 29:3-5; Ascen. Isa. 4:1-3; 7:9-12; 10:28-31; 11:23; T. Sol. 2:3; 
18:3; 20:12-15).
40
  Thus the reference to Satan as to.n a;rconta th/j evxousi,aj tou/ 
ave,roj in Eph 2:2 is consistent with these texts which depict evil powers in the lower 
heavens, the firmament, or the air.  Moreover, since the descriptions of Satan in “the 
air” (2:2) and the evil spiritual powers in the heavenlies (6:12) refer to the same 
general location,
41
 it is possible and perhaps even likely that Paul’s description of the 
evil powers in the heavenlies in Eph 6:12 is consistent with the notion in Jewish 
thought that evil powers inhabited the lower heavens.
42
  As a result, though Paul 
                                                
38
 See Hoehner’s discussion of u`pera,nw in which he demonstrates that though it is possible for the 
term to carry the meaning “far above”, the usual meaning of u`pera,nw is “above,” Hoehner, Ephesians, 
276. 
39
 See Best’s discussion where he also recognizes the difficulty of whether to understand the term 
u`pera,nw in a literal or metaphorical sense, Ephesians, 172. 
40
 See further Bietenhard, NIDNTT 1:449, 451; Daniélou, Theology, 174, 190; Lincoln, Ephesians, 96; 
Turner, “Ephesians,” 1229. 
41
 So also Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 475-476, note 4; Lincoln, Paradise, 165; Lincoln, Ephesians, 
95-96; O’Brien, Ephesians, 160; Page, Powers, 186; Daniélou, Theology, 174; Schnackenburg, 
Ephesians, 273; Bietenhard, NIDNTT 1:449; Origen; Jerome.  It is likely that Paul describes Satan’s 
activity as in “the air” in order to emphasize Satan’s proximity to the earth for influencing mankind 
while the location of the heavenlies for the evil spiritual powers depicts their supernatural character, 
Lincoln, “Re-Examination,” 475-476.  Moreover, if there is any distinction, “it could be that the ‘air’ 
indicates the lower reaches of the heavenly realms,” Lincoln, Ephesians, 96.  The lower reaches 
would represent the heavenly realm(s) which the evil spiritual powers inhabit. 
42
 Cf. Daniélou, Theology, 174, 190; Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 77, 273; Turner “Ephesians,” 1243; 
Bietenhard, NIDNTT 2:193; Schoenborn, EDNT 2:546.  Additionally, as previously noted, the church 
fathers Basil, Jerome, and Origen understand the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 6:12 as a 
reference to “the sky” or “the air.” 
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adopted the basic Old Testament understanding of heaven, he also, in all probability, 
drew upon later Jewish thought and conceived of the evil powers as dwelling in the 
“air” or the lower heavens.  Whereas he would have located the evil powers in the 
lower heavens, Paul would have located the abode of God in the highest heaven.
43
  In 
such a scenario, the preposition u`pera,nw might also carry a spatial dimension.44  
 From our examination of 2 Cor 12:1-4, we concluded that Paul most likely 
adopted the basic Old Testament understanding of heaven which could refer to the 
sky, the firmament, or the abode of God.  In this sense, Paul did believe in a plurality 
of heavens, though these “levels” were by no means clearly defined in the Old 
Testament.  There is also some justification for the view that Paul utilized the plural 
of ouvrano,j and evpoura,nioj in Ephesians to communicate a plurality of heavens.  
Regardless, what is evident in Ephesians is Christ’s authority and power over the evil 
spiritual powers (1:20-23).  In light of Christ’s authority and power, it also seems 
likely that Paul did not conceive of these evil powers, though they are described as evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij, as having permanent access to the presence of God.  In this sense, 
the depiction of the evil spiritual powers in Ephesians is consistent with other New 
Testament descriptions of Satan and his angels as having been cast out of heaven and 
as no longer having the ability to accuse (Luke 10:17-19; Rev 12:7-13).  Thus, in 
Ephesians and in the whole of the New Testament, the evil spiritual powers’ access 
to heaven is most likely confined to the lower heavens while any access to the 
presence of God would be of a more temporary rather than permanent nature and 
without the ability to accuse.
45




                                                
43
 Cf. Caragounis who notes that God’s throne would be at the highest spot in the highest heaven, 
Mysterion, 151. 
44
 Cf. Schnackenburg, Ephesians, 77, 273; however, Schnackenburg also at times downplays the 
spatial significance of this language for “a spiritual sense,” Ephesians, 51.  O’Brien, Ephesians, 141, 
note 201, and Caragounis, Mysterion, 151, also seem to allow for this possibility. 
45
 This is also the general argument of Bietenhard in Die himmlische Welt, 211-214.  See also the 
discussion of Schoonhoven, Wrath, 44-53.  Schoonhoven recognizes that Satan and the evil powers 
have been cast out of the heavenly court so that they can no longer accuse, Wrath, 44-53; however, 
Schoonhoven believes that the evil powers are operative in every sphere, even in the dwelling place of 
God, Wrath, 65. 
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Why e vn ou vranoi /j  and e vn toi /j e vpourani ,oij  in Ephesians? 
 
 In this excursus, we will address and attempt to answer the difficult question 
of why Paul chose to vary his terminology for local expressions of heaven in 
Ephesians.  Throughout this thesis we have maintained that the expressions evn 
ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Ephesians are properly understood as 
synonymous.  We have rejected the interpretations of commentators such as Odeberg 
and McGough who posit a major distinction in meaning between these expressions 
and who, consequently, define the heavenlies as the spiritual life of the church on 
earth.  Similarly, we have also rejected views with minor distinctions in meaning 
wherein the expressions refer to different levels or concepts of heaven.
46
  Finally, 
commentators such as Lincoln, Caragounis, and Lona have drawn a literary 
distinction of sorts between these two expressions.
47
  While such interpretations 
cannot be entirely dismissed, they are also not without their difficulties.
48
 
 The fact that Paul utilized synonymously these two different local 
expressions for heaven leads to the question of why he opted to vary his terminology 
at all.  One persuasive suggestion for this dilemma is that Paul preferred to utilize the 
noun ouvrano,j in his contrast with the noun gh/.49  In his analysis of the heavenlies 
Ernst Percy writes,  
 
 Auch der Umstand, dass der Ausdruck evn toi/j evpourani,oij zum Unterschied von evn toi/j 
 ouvranoi/j nicht mit dem entsprechenden Gegensatz, d.h. in diesem Falle evn toi/j evpigeioij, 
 verbunden wird, sondern dass es statt dessen 1,10 und 3,15 heisst evpi. bzw.  evn (toi/j) 
 ouvranoi/j kai. evpi (th/j) gh/j (Odeberg a.a.O. S. 8 f.), berechtigt nicht zu der erwähnten 
 Distinktion zwischen den beiden Ausdrücken in bezug auf ihren Sinn:  der Gegensatz evn 
                                                
46
 See the discussions of Caragounis and Foster in our excursus on the cosmology of Eph. 
47
 Lincoln’s view is that in Eph, while ouvrano,j is utilized for a broad range of meanings including the 
eschatological, evn toi/j evpourani,oij is employed specifically in an eschatological perspective, “Re-
Examination,” 479.  Caragounis writes that the heavenlies are bound up with the salvation events, 
Mysterion, 152.  Lona believes that the expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is utilized in statements about 
the church or community, Eschatologie, 298. 
48
 See ch. 2, the history of interpretation of the heavenlies, for discussions and critiques of Lincoln, 
Caragounis, and Lona’s views. 
49
 So Percy, Probleme, 182, note 7. 
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 (toi/j) ouvranoi/j kai. evpi (th/j) gh/j ist ja eine stehende Formel, was dagegen nicht mit evn toi/j 
 evpourani,oij kai. evn toi/j evpigei,oij der Fall ist.50 
 
It does indeed seem that the general preference for Paul (and other Greek writers) 
was to follow a general pattern of contrasting the noun ouvrano,j with the noun gh/ and 
the adjectives evpoura,nioj/ouvra,nioj with the adjective evpi,geioj.  Examples of this 
pattern include 1 Cor 8:5; 15:40-49; Eph 1:10; 3:15; 4:10; Col 1:16, 20.
51
  It is also 
striking that the adjective evpi,geioj appears only seven times in all of Scripture (John 
3:12; 1 Cor 15:40 [2x]; 2 Cor 5:1; Phil 2:10; Phil 3:19; Jas 3:15) and its usage in 
these references is never in a local sense.  It also seems evident, as Percy implies, 
that the preference for describing an earthly location was to utilize the phrase evpi. 
(th/j) gh/j and that the usual contrast to this phrase was evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j.52  
Consequently, it is plausible that Paul originally penned the formulaic and liturgical 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij in Eph 1:3 and continued to utilize this expression throughout 
the letter except when there was a contrast with the earth (1:10; 3:15; 4:10).
53
  The 
implicit contrast with the earth in Eph 6:9
54
 would also have led Paul to utilize evn 
ouvranoi/j on this occasion. 
 In addition to Percy’s suggestion, we have argued it is possible that Paul 
simply chose to vary his terminology for stylistic purposes.  There is precedent for 
our argument from Testament of Job (32-36), Sextus Empiricus (Against the 
Astrologers 5.43-45a), and Philo (Legum Allogoria Book III LVIII.162-168).  The 
fact that Testament of Job alternates between the very same local expressions for 
heaven as those in Ephesians (evn ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij) with no 
difference in meaning is particularly revealing.  As a result, it must remain possible 
                                                
50
 Percy, Probleme, 182, note 7.  On the basis of this theory, Percy also concludes that the meanings of 
the expressions evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j and evn toi/j evpourani,oij are the same, Probleme, 182, note 7.  Cf. 
Lincoln who follows Percy in, “Re-Examination,” 478. 
51
 Possible exceptions include 2 Cor 5:1 and Phil 3:19-20. 
52
 See e.g. 1 Cor 8:5; Eph 1:10; 3:15; 4:10; Col 1:16, 20; Rev 5:3; 5:13.  We should note here that 2 
Cor 5:1 and Phil 3:19-20 both contrast evpi,geioj with evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j; however, Percy’s hypothesis 
is still plausible since the usage of evpi,geioj is not local and since we do not find a local use of 
evpoura,nioj in contrast with the earth. 
53
 Though they are genitive clauses, the usage of ta. katw,tera Îme,rh! th/j gh/j and u`pera,nw pa,ntwn 
tw/n ouvranw/n in 4:9-10 is still local. 
54
 The implicit contrast is with masters/lords kata. sa,rka (i.e. on the earth) (6:5) and the Master/Lord 
evn ouvranoi/j (6:9). 
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Evil Spiritual Powers in Ephesians and in the Larger Pauline Corpus 
 
 In this excursus, we will demonstrate that the proper background for Paul’s 
view of the powers is the Old Testament and Second Temple Judaism.  Though a 
number of previous scholars have also made this general claim, our primary 
contribution in this excursus will be to develop more fully this argument and 
demonstrate its validity within the context of Ephesians.  As we have noted on a 
number of occasions, the avrcai,  evxousi,ai and other related terms in Ephesians and in 
the larger Pauline corpus are personal, spiritual, and evil powers.
55
  The 
background
56
 of these powers is to be located more generally in the Old Testament 
and Jewish literature but, more specifically, in apocalyptic literature.  The most 
elaborate list of the various ranks of angels is found in 2 En. 20 where the seventh 
heaven is the location of 1) archangels 2) incorporeal forces 3) dominions 4) origins 
5) authorities 6) cherubim 7) seraphim 8) thrones 9) regiments 10) shining otanim 
stations.  Testament of Adam 4 also includes an elaborate list of nine groups of angels 
according to their hierarchy:  1) Angels (lowest) 2) Archangels 3) Archons 4) 
Authorities 5) Powers 6) Dominions 7) Thrones 8) Cherubim 9) Seraphim.
57
  In 
Testament of Levi, though they are not identified as particular classes or ranks, the 
spirits of Beliar are located in the second heaven.  On the other hand, seemingly 
located in the highest heaven with the Great Glory are the archangels, thrones, and 
authorities (T. Levi 3:8).
58
  From these various lists, the terms origins (avrcai,), 
authorities (evxousi,ai), incorporeal forces (duna,meij), dominions (kurio,thtej), thrones 
                                                
55
 See our discussions of Eph 1:15-23, Eph 3:1-13, and Eph 6:12. 
56
 Here we use the term “background” very loosely.  As we will observe, the most extensive 
angelologies are found in 2 En. and T. Adam.  The issue of dating for 2 En. is most complex as various 
scholars argue for a pre-Christian origin to a Middle Ages composition.  The general consensus is that 
2 En. has a long and complicated history of compilation and editing.  For a discussion of date, 
composition, and the editorial process of 2 En., see Andersen, “Introduction,” 92-98.  Additionally, T. 
Adam, which was almost certainly written after the books of the NT, is assigned a date from the 
second to fifth century A.D.  In his introduction to T. Adam, S. E. Robinson believes the work to be 
Jewish with Christian additions and assigns a date in the 3
rd
 century A.D, S. E. Robinson, 
“Introduction to Testament of Adam,” in OTP 2, 989-992, here 989-990.  As a result of the possible 
late and ambiguous dates for the composition of 2 En. and T. Adam, we make no argument for any 
sort of dependence of these works on Eph or Eph on these works. 
57
 Robinson notes that “the most fully developed doctrine in the Testament of Adam is its 
angelology,” S. E. Robinson, “Introduction,” 991.  See Robinson’s brief discussion of this angelology, 
“Introduction,” 991. 
58
 Cf. also 1 En. 61:10. 
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(qro,noi) and angels (a;ggeloi) are all terms which also appear in the Pauline corpus in 
various lists to refer to spiritual powers (Rom 8:38; 1 Cor 15:24; Eph 1:21; 3:10; 
6:12; Col 1:16; 2:10; 2:15).
59
 
 Of particular interest is the fact that in the apocalyptic texts, in contrast to 
their usage in the Pauline corpus, these powers (i.e. avrcai,  evxousi,ai and other related 
terms) are not enemies of the Lord but are rather angels who serve and worship the 
Lord.
60
  Most commentators gloss over this divergence and offer no real explanation 
for the significant difference in the usage of these terms.
61
  One common explanation 
for the apparent disparity is that Jewish theology included a belief in angels who 
controlled the world and human events and that these angels had both good and evil 
counterparts.
62
  The major problem with this view is that much of the argument is 
only by assertion and there is little evidence to support it.  Pierre Benoit correctly 
notes that the Pauline terminology for the powers “does not find in these 
(apocalyptic) writings the usage which would completely explain its provenance.”
63
 A better and more cautious approach, though not entirely unrelated, is to 
understand the background for Paul’s view of the powers within the context of Old 
Testament and Jewish thought.
64
  As we noted in our examination of Eph 6:12, there 
was a widespread Old Testament and Jewish belief that God had delegated authority 
over the various nations of the world to angels (LXX Deut 32:8); however, these 
angels often abused their power (1 En. 89), led the nations astray from God (Jub. 
15:30-31), and became hostile to God.  As a result, we find a depiction of the 
struggle between good and evil angelic powers as the rulers of various nations in 
Daniel 10:13, 20-21.
65
  Though there is no direct link between the Jewish usage of 
                                                
59
 See also 1 Cor 2:6-8 for an ambiguous usage of avrco,ntwn which would correspond to the archons 
of T. Adam 4.  We do not list above the references for “angels” since Paul uses the term for both good 
and evil angels. 
60
 In the Pauline corpus, the only term which refers to good angels is a;ggeloi, though Paul also speaks 
of evil a;ggeloi (e.g. 2 Cor 12:7). 
61
 The fact that these terms refer to good angels in these Jewish and apocalyptic texts is no doubt part 
of Carr’s justification for his argument that the avrcai,  evxousi,ai, and related terms in Paul all refer to 
the good and pure angelic host of God.  See Carr, Angels.  
62
 See e.g. Arnold who writes, “While all three texts refer to the angelic hierarchy surrounding God’s 
throne, the Jews believed the same hierarchy existed in the kingdom of evil,” Powers of Darkness, 90. 
63
 Benoit, “Pauline Angelology,” 9. 
64
 So also Lincoln, Ephesians, 62-65; Gombis, “Ephesians 2,” 409; Best, Ephesians, 175; Benoit, 
“Pauline Angelology.” 
65
 For discussions of the Jewish notion of angelic rulers over the nations, see Rowland, Open Heaven, 
89-92; Benoit, “Pauline Angelology,” especially 5-16; Arnold, Powers of Darkness, 62-65. 
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these terms and Paul’s usage, there is nevertheless a conceptual link between the 
rebellion of the angelic authorities and Paul’s appropriation of these governmental 
terms which were often utilized to refer to various spiritual powers.
66
 
 In various places throughout this examination, we have also noted that the 
primary ways in which Satan and the evil powers wage war on God’s people and the 
nations of the world are through leading astray (Dan 10:13, 20-21; Jub. 15:30-31; 2 
Cor 11:14), accusing (Zech 3:1; 1 En. 40:7; Apoc. Zeph. 3:5-9), and various means of 
temptation (Job; Jub. 17:16; 1 Cor 7:5).
67
  In the letter of Ephesians, and throughout 
the larger Pauline corpus, Paul draws upon and alludes to these Old Testament and 
Jewish themes in order to demonstrate Christ’s authority over Satan and the evil 
powers.
68
  In Eph 1:20-21 we read of Christ’s exaltation at the right hand of God and 
his present reign over the evil powers and all his enemies.  In Eph 2 we read of the 
great salvation accomplished in Christ for believers.  As Timothy Gombis has 
pointed out, many commentators struggle to identify the close relationship between 
these two passages in Ephesians.
69
  If we read Eph 2 in light of Christ’s victory over 
the powers, we can clearly identify some similar themes between Christ’s defeat of 
the powers and the Old Testament and Jewish view of the powers we described 
above.
70
  First, we notice the contrast between believers’ former way of life when 
they walked kata. to.n a;rconta th/j evxousi,aj tou/ ave,roj (2:2) and their present life in 
Christ as a result of God’s mercy (2:4-10).  Since Satan’s authority completely to 
deceive the nations has been broken in Christ, we note a transfer of dominion or a 
transfer of authority from Satan to Christ (cf. Col 1:13-14).
71
  Perhaps Paul makes 
this theme even more explicit when he writes in Eph 2:11-22 that Gentile believers, 
who were formerly separate from Christ, have been brought near through Christ and 
have become members of God’s household.   
                                                
66
 See also Benoit, “Pauline Angelology,” 5-16. 
67
 See also Schoonhoven’s discussion of some of these themes in Wrath, 44-53. 
68
 Thus our understanding of the powers is in contradistinction to Clinton Arnold’s view that Paul’s 
readers lived in fear of the evil spirits and cosmic powers which were believed to control and 
dominate mankind, Arnold, Power and Magic; Arnold, “Ephesians,” 246-247.  Cf. Gombis who also 
critiques Arnold’s view, Gombis, “Ephesians 2,” 409, note 13. 
69
 Gombis, “Ephesians 2,” 403-405. 
70
 Though we are not convinced by all aspects of his thesis in “Ephesians 2,” Gombis’ argument that 
Eph 2 should be read in the light of Christ’s victory over the powers sheds much light on Paul’s view 
of the powers and Paul’s description of the salvation accomplished in Christ in Eph 2. 
71
 See also Paul’s commission from God to preach to the Gentiles in Acts 26:16-18. 
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 Second, since the great salvation accomplished in Christ is by grace through 
faith (2:8-9), Christ has also stripped the powers of their ability to accuse God’s 
people.  While this theme is more subtle in Ephesians, it is made explicit in Paul’s 
description of salvation in Col 2:10-15.  In Col 2:10-15 Paul ties together Christ’s 
headship over the powers (Col 2:10), the salvation accomplished in Christ (Col 2:11-
14), Christ’s disarming of the powers (Col 2:15), and the impossibility of accusing 
believers (2:14) through Christ’s work in which Christ canceled out the 
ceiro,grafon.72  Additionally, in Eph 2:2-10 the salvation accomplished in Christ, 
which believers receive through the gracious act of God, also demonstrates that there 
is no longer a certificate of debts for believers and that the powers can no longer 
accuse.
73
  In Eph 2:6 Paul demonstrates the extent to which believers share in 
Christ’s reign over and freedom from the accusing powers when he writes that they 
have been raised up and seated with Christ in the heavenlies.
74
 
 In Eph 3:1-13 the revelation of God’s mystery that ta. e;qnh are sugklhrono,ma 
kai. su,sswma kai. summe,toca of the promise in Christ also serves to emphasize that 
Satan’s power over the nations has been broken.  The evil powers can no longer 
completely deceive the nations since the nations now also share in the promises of 
Israel.  Moreover, Paul’s statement in 3:10 that it is actually the church which reveals 
the mystery to the rulers and the authorities in the heavenlies reverses what were 
often the typical Jewish roles, as the spiritual powers were often perceived in Jewish 
thought to be instrumental in some way in the revelation of mysteries.
75
  In Eph 6:10-
20 we read of believers’ battle with the spiritual forces of evil and believers’ need to 
stand firm against the schemes of the devil.  In 6:12 Paul reveals the spiritual 
character of this battle when he writes that it is not against ai-ma kai. sa,rka.  He 
further emphasizes the character of the battle with his description of the armor of 
God.  Believers are to adorn themselves with the belt of truth, the breastplate of 
righteousness, the gospel of peace, the shield of faith, the helmet of salvation, and the 
sword of the Spirit.  Such weapons are appropriate for standing firm against the devil 
and the evil powers which surely desire to lead astray, condemn, and tempt believers.  
                                                
72
 For a discussion of ceiro,grafon, see O’Brien, Colossians, 124-126. 
73
 Cf. Rom 8:33-39. 
74
 Turner also notes Paul’s polemic of Eph 2:6 against the powers who accuse in “Mission,” 143, note 
14. 
75
 See Gruenwald, From Apocalypticism to Gnosticism, 7. 
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Paul’s request for prayer so that the gospel would go forth (6:19-20) further confirms 
Satan and the powers’ schemes to lead astray and condemn. 
 In light of our understanding of the Colossian heresy and in light of our 
argument that a subtle and implicit polemic against a form of Jewish mysticism 
contributed to Paul’s formulation of Eph 2:6, we must also investigate what role, if 
any, the powers played in receiving visions and participating in heavenly ascents.  
For those who identify the Colossian heresy with Jewish mystical thought, the view 
that the powers had to be placated in order to participate in the heavenly visions is 
quite prevalent.
76
  In support of this view, it is evident that angels and intermediaries 
often play an important role in heavenly ascent and the revelation of mysteries in 
many apocalypses.
77
  While such a view is certainly plausible, the text of Colossians 
nowhere explicitly confirms that the powers play such a prominent role in the 
revelation of heavenly visions.  In our view, it is just as likely that the powers, rather 
than mediators, are messengers or servants who simply give the instructions or give 
the requirements for participation in the heavenly visions.
78
  Whatever the case, Paul 
alludes to the accusing and deceiving tactics of the evil powers in Colossians (2:8-
15).  Thus Paul reminds his readers that, since Christ has triumphed over the powers, 
the certificate of debt for believers has been canceled and there is no reason to submit 
to the legalistic practices and ascetic demands of the powers.  Moreover, since 
believers are already raised up with Christ and hidden with him in God (3:1-4), they 
need not adhere to the ascetic practices of the Jewish mystical group in order to have 
access to the presence of God. 
                                                
76
 See e.g. Lincoln, Paradise, 111-112; O’Brien, Colossians, 131-132, 143; Sappington, Revelation 
and Redemption, 222. 
77
 See the discussion of Gruenwald, From Apocalypticism to Gnosticism, 7. 
78
 Bandstra, “Errorists,” 335, 339. 
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 The expression evn toi/j evpourani,oij is indeed one of the most intriguing 
phrases in all of Scripture.  There is certainly no other location in the Old or New 
Testament which serves as the locus of God’s presence, the place of Christ’s 
exaltation at God’s right hand, the location of earthly believers, and the abode of the 
evil spiritual powers.  What has proved to be the most troublesome and enigmatic for 
scholars of Ephesians are that earthly believers are seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij (Eph 
2:6) and that the evil spiritual powers also find their abode evn toi/j evpourani,oij (Eph 
6:12).  The difficulty and apparent implausibility of these two statements have 
consequently led scholars to interpret the expression in a variety of ways.  In The 
View of the Universe in the Epistle to the Ephesians, Hugo Odeberg argues that the 
heavenlies describe “the whole of the Spiritual Reality, the Divine World, including 
not only the heavens but also the spiritual life, in which the Church partakes in its 
earthly conditions.”
1
  Though it has found an array of critics, Odeberg’s 
understanding, or a similar form of it, has nevertheless proved to be the most 
prevalent interpretation in New Testament studies over the last 75 years.  In our 
examination, however, we have demonstrated that Odeberg’s interpretation is both 
flawed and untenable, that there is no basis for a distinction between the expressions 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j, and that these variant local expressions 
for “heaven” are actually synonymous. 
 Since the evidence from Greek sources, Jewish sources, the Apostolic 
Fathers, the Septuagint, and the New Testament supports our position that the 
expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j are synonymous and always 
refer to that which is spatially distinct from the earth, our task was to investigate the 
heavenlies in Ephesians and, in particular, the difficult statements of Eph 2:6 and 
Eph 6:12 in order to shed light on these interpretive challenges.  In our examination 
of Eph 2:6, we concluded that a subtle polemic and implicit safeguard against a form 
of Jewish mystical thought provided the motivation and impetus for Paul to pen his 
                                                
1
 Odeberg, View, 12. 
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astounding statement that believers have been seated evn toi/j evpourani,oij with 
Christ.  Furthermore, Paul’s doctrine of believers’ union with Christ and 
incorporation into Christ provided Paul the necessary theological paradigm to 
formulate his view of cosmic salvation in Christ.  Finally, the Holy Spirit’s role in 
Paul’s eschatological paradigm demonstrates how believers, though they remain 
physically on the earth, also find their existence in heaven with Christ.  In our 
examination of Eph 6:12, we observed that it was not uncommon in Jewish thought 
for evil powers to be located in or associated with the heavens.  Moreover, we 
concluded that, though evil powers are operative in the heavens in Ephesians, as a 
result of Christ’s victory, these evil powers can no longer accuse believers or 
completely lead astray the nations.  From the evidence in Jewish literature and in 
Ephesians, it is also possible that the lower heavens serve as the location of the evil 
powers in Eph 6:12. 
 Our hope and expectation is that this thesis serves as the most comprehensive 
examination of the heavenlies in Ephesians.  Our lexical analysis of the term 
evpoura,nioj sheds much light on its use in a variety of sources and also demonstrates 
the close relationship between the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j.  Our examinations 
of Eph 2:6 in the light of Jewish mysticism and the presence of evil powers in the 
heavenlies in Eph 6:12 highlight comparatively overlooked areas of scholarship in 
studies of Ephesians.  It is our hope that these examinations serve to advance the 
discussions and understandings of these difficult verses.  Finally, it is also our hope 
that the exegetical and conceptual analyses of Eph 1:3-14, Eph 1:15-23, Eph 2:1-10, 
Eph 3:1-13, and Eph 6:10-20, as well as our excurses of the cosmology of Ephesians 
and the evil powers in Ephesians, provide a contribution for studies in Ephesians and 
also in the larger field of the New Testament. 
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 Throughout this thesis, we have maintained that the terms evpoura,nioj and 
ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj, as well as the expressions evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) 
ouvranoi/j, are synonymous.  Here we will define more sharply and clarify our claim 
that these terms and expressions are synonymous.  First, as we stated in the 
methodological section of our examination of evpoura,nioj outside of the New 
Testament, one obvious difference between the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvrano,j is that 
the former is an adjective while the latter is a noun.  In this sense, we would not 
assert that these two terms are synonymous since one means “heavenly” while the 
other means “heaven.”  When we make the claim that the terms evpoura,nioj and 
ouvrano,j/ouvra,nioj are synonymous, what we mean is that they are synonymous in 
respect to the locations they represent.  The implication of this is that the expressions 
evn toi/j evpourani,oij and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j, when both are local as in Ephesians, are 
synonymous.  Additionally, we can further clarify our argument with our assertion 
that the adjectives evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj are synonymous. 
 In Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation, Peter Cotterell and Max Turner 
provide a helpful distinction between the “sense” and “reference” of a word’s 
meaning.
1
  While “word sense” is “how that word (or expression) relates in meaning 
to other words or expressions in the language,”
2
 the “reference” “is the thing in the 
world which is intentionally signified by that word or expression.”
3
  Cotterell and 
Turner also note the dangers either of confusing word sense and reference or not 
distinguishing between word sense and reference.
4
  Furthermore, Cotterell and 
Turner emphasize that while partial synonymy is quite common, “absolute synonymy 
hardly ever occurs (for there is little point in a language retaining two words with 
exactly the same range of sense, connotations, habitual collocations, and social 
                                                
1
 For a full discussion, see Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 77-187. 
2
 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 77-78; cf. 139-175. 
3
 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 84; cf. 82-90.  Emphasis Cotterell and Turner’s. 
4
 See especially Cotterell and Turner’s discussion titled “A Clarifying Note on Synonymy” in 
Linguistics, 159-161. 
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register).”
5
  A common error, even in academic literature, is the tendency to label 
terms “synonyms” or “synonymous” when they actually only refer to the same 
thing.
6
  One poignant example of this confusion of lexical categories is demonstrated 
by the fact that Margaret Thatcher in 1988 could have been identified as “the leader 
of the conservative party” or “the prime minister.”
7
  While these expressions clearly 
refer to the same person (i.e. Margaret Thatcher), they certainly carry different senses 
and so are not synonymous.
8
 
 In Language, Meaning and Context, John Lyons also contends that “absolute 
synonymy” between terms or expressions is “extremely rare” and writes that terms or 
expressions must be identical in meaning (not merely similar) to be considered 
synonymous.
9
  Additionally, Lyons gives three guidelines to distinguish between 
partial synonymy and absolute synonymy: 
 
 1) synonyms are fully synonymous if, and only if, all their meanings are identical; 
 2) synonyms are totally synonymous if, and only if, they are synonymous in all contexts; 
 3) synonyms are completely synonymous if, and only if, they are identical on all (relevant) 
 dimensions of meaning.
10 
 
According to Lyons, though there is a sense in which partial synonyms can be 
considered synonymous, for terms or expressions to be considered absolute 
                                                
5
 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 159.  Cotterell and Turner note that though lexemes might be 
synonymous in one or even several senses and so exhibit partial synonymy, it is highly unlikely that 
they will be synonymous in all of their senses, Linguistics, 159. 
6
 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 159. 
7
 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 161. 
8
 Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics, 161; cf. Cotterell and Turner’s example of “faith,” “word,” and 
“truth,” which have mistakenly been identified as “synonymous” when the terms are actually only 
used interchangeably to refer to “the gospel” in various New Testament passages, Linguistics, 160-
161.  See further Cotterell and Turner’s excursus on kefalh, for an additional example of how two 
terms can have the same referent but different sense, Linguistics, 141-145, especially 142-143. 
9
 John Lyons, Language, Meaning and Context (Fontana Linguistics; London: Fontana Paperbacks, 
1981), 50.  For Lyons’ full discussion, see Language, 50-55.  The same material and an almost 
identical discussion, word for word in most places, can also be found in John Lyons’ updated and 
expanded volume Linguistic Semantics: An Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1995), 60-65.  See further Lyons, Language, 75-97, and Lyons, Linguistic Semantics, 102-130. 
10
 Lyons, Language, 50-51. 
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 After reviewing the precise definitions of synonymy from Peter Cotterell and 
Max Turner’s Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation and John Lyons’ Language, 
Meaning and Context, we are now able to define more sharply our claim that the 
terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj are synonymous.  In reference to John Lyons’ precise 
definition of synonymy in Langauge, Meaning and Context, we contend that the 
terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj are “fully,” “totally,” and “completely” synonymous 
and are thus “absolute synonyms.”  From our examination of the primary material 
and from our consultation of various lexicons, we maintain that all of their meanings 
are identical, that they are synonymous in all contexts, and that they are identical on 
all relevant dimensions of meaning.  In reference to Cotterell and Turner’s work on 
lexical synonymy, we contend that the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj are 
synonymous in both “sense” and “reference.”  We have maintained throughout this 
thesis that evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj (in addition to the noun ouvrano,j) all refer to that 
which is spatially distinct from the earth.  Here we also contend that there is also no 
distinction in “sense” between evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj.  Indeed, it is difficult to 
discern how there could even be a distinction in “sense” between these terms unless 
perhaps one is inclined to accept Caragounis’ suggestion that evpoura,nioj (or the 
heavenlies in Ephesians) only consists of the higher heavenly levels from the realm 
of the cosmic forces to God’s throne.
12
 
 Though Lyons, Cotterell, and Turner have convincingly demonstrated that 
absolute synonymy is very rare, it seems that the terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj do 
indeed represent one of these very rare instances of absolute synonymy between two 
lexemes.
13
  As we noted above, this conclusion is consistent with our examination of 
the primary material
14
 and also with the numerous lexicons which we have 
                                                
11
 Lyons, Language, 51.  For examples of how two partial synonyms are not absolutely synonymous 
according to each guideline, see Lyons, Language, 51-55. 
12
 Caragounis, Mysterion, 152.  It is significant to note that Caragounis’ argument for this 
understanding of evpoura,nioj seemingly only applies to Eph. 
13
 Since evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj are absolute synonyms, the implication is that the expressions evn 
toi/j evpourani,oij, when used as a local substantive such as in Eph, and evn (toi/j) ouvranoi/j are 
synonymous. 
14
 See especially our examinations of Sextus Empiricus, Against the Astrologers 5.43-45a; Philo, 
Legum Allegoria Book III LVIII.162-168; Philo, De Gigantibus 62; T. Job 32-36. 
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consulted.
15
  With such an understanding, the prefix “evp-” in evpoura,nioj does not 
mean “upon” nor does it refer to the higher reaches of “heaven.”  If the prefix “evp-”  
carries any force, it merely denotes “at” or “in,” rendering the definition “in heaven” 
or “heavenly” for the term evpoura,nioj, which is the same basic meaning of the term 
ouvra,nioj.16  Whether this was always the case we cannot be certain but from the time 
of Homer’s 8
th
 century B.C. Greek until the composition of the New Testament 
documents and beyond, there is no discernible difference in meaning between the 
terms evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj.17  In general, the New Testament preference between 
these two adjectives is evpoura,nioj but it is difficult to discern whether or not this 




                                                
15
 See e.g. Traub, TDNT 5:536-542; Bietenhard, NIDNTT 2:184-196; O. Michel, “evpoura,nioj,” EDNT 
2:46-47; Schoenborn, EDNT 2:543-547, especially 547; BDAG, 388, 737-739; L&N, 1:3-4, entries 
1.8 (“evpoura,nioj( on”) and 1.12 (“ouvra,nioj( on; evpoura,nioj( on”).  There seems to be no distinction in 
meaning between evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj in any of these lexicons or theological dictionaries. 
16
 See also Traub, TDNT 5:538. 
17
 There is also no distinction in the meanings of evpoura,nioj and ouvra,nioj in modern Greek. 
18
 See Bietenhard, NIDNTT 2:192, and Schoenborn, EDNT 2:547. 
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